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Preface
Only a few students start their international trade studies because they desperately 
want to set up Lagrange functions, intend to solve a system of eight equations for eight 
unknown variables or desire to shift the budget constraint to the left or right. The de-
sire for acquisition  of knowledge is always led by relevant economic questions
  Why do countries trade at all? Why don’t they produce all goods by themselves?
  Is free trade really beneficial?
  Why do French farmers drop imported Spanish apples on French highways?
  Why does Germany support Hungarian growth and development via the EU’s 
budget, why don’t they directly give us the founds?
  Why do economists consider that barriers to trade have an adverse effect on the 
economy while didn’t even blink their eyes when South Korea introduced a severe 
quota on American TV series in the ‘90s.
To answer these -- and several similar -- questions we need two things: concepts and 
artificial economies (macroeconomic models).
Without knowing the concepts we would not know why “comparative advantage” is 
identified as the driving force of international trade, or we could not understand why 
“specific factor owners in the import competing industries are considered to be losers 
of free trade”.
Without models we wouldn’t be able to clearly and logically explain  what we think 
about the functioning of the economy, and why we think that. It is easier to answer 
the “but why” question that occurs during the analysis of the expected effect of an eco-
nomic event or a policy intervention by showing: under given behavioral patterns and 
assumptions, the increase in variable X that appears in  equation eight really modifies 
the variable Z in equation two.
to answer relevant economic questions we need some expertise on using specific con-
cepts accurately and on building, solving and analysing formal macroeconomic mod-
els. This problem set was written to develop this expertise.
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31.
The Representative Consumer’s Problem
1. Problem
The representative consumer of an economy purchases only wallet and painting. She derives utility from
consuming these goods. The following function represents the consumer’s utility: U = 2.30D0.25walletD
0.75
painting.
The total income of the consumer is 412 units, the price of a wallet is 6.05, and she has to buy painting at
a price of 3.53.
Calculate the optimal amount of Dwallet.
Solution In optimum Dwallet = 17.0248.
2. Problem
The representative consumer of an economy purchases only fruit cake and lemonade. She derives
utility from consuming these goods. The following function represents the consumer’s utility: U =
1.35D0.64fruit cakeD
0.36
lemonade. The total income of the consumer is 287 units, the price of a fruit cake is 12.55, and
she has to buy lemonade at a price of 12.07.
Calculate the optimal amount of Dfruit cake.
Solution In optimum Dfruit cake = 14.6359.
3. Problem
In a closed economy the behavior of the representative consumer is driven by the following factors:
U = 0.36 lnDpistachio + 0.93 lnDchicken burger
income = 235
ppistachio = 6.19
pchicken burger = 12.08
What is the amount of chicken burger bought by the consumer in optimum?
41.
Solution The optimal amount of chicken burger is 14.0247.
4. Problem
In an economy there are just two goods napkin and milkshake. The representative consumer chooses
the amount of napkin and milkshake that – at given prices and income – maximize the following utility
U = 2.04 lnDnapkin + 0.50 lnDmilkshake. The price of napkin is 7.01 and it takes 3.86 units of money to buy
a unit of milkshake. The consumer’s income is 115.
Find the optimal amount of napkin bought by the consumer!
Solution Under the given assumptions the optimal amount of napkin is 13.1758.
5. Problem
The representative consumer of an economy purchases only soup and tea. She derives utility from consum-
ing these goods. The following function represents the consumer’s utility: U = 1.46D0.30soupD
0.70
tea . The total
income of the consumer is 342 units, the price of a soup is 9.45, and she has to buy tea at a price of 8.70.
Calculate the optimal amount of Dsoup.
Solution In optimum Dsoup = 10.8571.
6. Problem
In a closed economy the representative consumer spends her 195 units of income on buying triﬂe and
watch. The prices of the goods are ptriﬂe = 5.94 and pwatch = 12.44 respectively. The objective function
of the economic agents can be formalized as U = 0.16 lnDtriﬂe + 0.40 lnDwatch. Illustrate on the following
graph the budget constraint, the indiﬀerence curve that contains the optimal bundle of goods and label the
optimal choice. How many triﬂes and how many watchs are in the optimal bundle of goods?
51.
watch
quan�ty
triﬂe
quan�ty
Solution In optimum the consumes buys 9.3795 units of triﬂe and 11.1966 units of watch. The budget
constraint intersects the triﬂe axis at 32.8283 and the watch axis at 15.6752. The correct graph looks like
the following
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7. Problem
In an economy there are just two goods teacup and jigsaw. The representative consumer chooses the
amount of teacup and jigsaw that – at given prices and income – maximize the following utility U =
0.51 lnDteacup +1.05 lnDjigsaw. The price of teacup is 5.63 and it takes 3.39 units of money to buy a unit of
jigsaw. The consumer’s income is 631.
Find the optimal amount of teacup bought by the consumer!
Solution Under the given assumptions the optimal amount of teacup is 36.6409.
8. Problem
In an economy there are just two goods plate and bookshelf. The representative consumer chooses the
amount of plate and bookshelf that – at given prices and income – maximize the following utility U =
1.39 lnDplate + 0.95 lnDbookshelf. The price of plate is 4.94 and it takes 3.43 units of money to buy a unit of
bookshelf. The consumer’s income is 116.
Find the optimal amount of plate bought by the consumer!
71.
Solution Under the given assumptions the optimal amount of plate is 13.9486.
9. Problem
In a closed economy the representative consumer spends her 433 units of income on buying wine glass and
pizza. The prices of the goods are pwine glass = 3.15 and ppizza = 2.76 respectively. The objective function of
the economic agents can be formalized as U = 1.44 lnDwine glass + 1.20 lnDpizza. Illustrate on the following
graph the budget constraint, the indiﬀerence curve that contains the optimal bundle of goods and label the
optimal choice. How many wine glasss and how many pizzas are in the optimal bundle of goods?
pizza
quan�ty
wine glass
quan�ty
Solution In optimum the consumes buys 74.9784 units of wine glass and 71.3109 units of pizza. The budget
constraint intersects the wine glass axis at 137.4603 and the pizza axis at 156.8841. The correct graph looks
like the following
81.
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10. Problem
In a closed economy, economic agents consume only two goods: porridge and scarf. It takes 8.59 units of
money to buy a unit of porridge and the price of scarf is pscarf = 8.04. The total income of the economic
agents is 69 units.
Write down the budget constraint of the agents of this closed economy.
Solution The budget constraint of the economic agents is: 69 = 8.59 · Dporridge + 8.04 · Dscarf.
11. Problem
In a closed economy the representative consumer spends her 439 units of income on buying necklace and
platform shoe. The prices of the goods are pnecklace = 10.15 and pplatform shoe = 11.07 respectively. The
objective function of the economic agents can be formalized as U = 1.80 lnDnecklace + 1.38 lnDplatform shoe.
Illustrate on the following graph the budget constraint, the indiﬀerence curve that contains the optimal
bundle of goods and label the optimal choice. How many necklaces and how many platform shoes are in
the optimal bundle of goods?
91.
pla�orm shoe
quan�ty
necklace
quan�ty
Solution In optimum the consumes buys 24.4818 units of necklace and 17.2095 units of platform shoe. The
budget constraint intersects the necklace axis at 43.2512 and the platform shoe axis at 39.6567. The correct
graph looks like the following
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12. Problem
The goal and constraint of a representative consumer can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 2.08D0.40orangeD
0.60
watermelon
57 = 2.46 · Dorange + 2.55 · Dwatermelon
Determine the optimal amount of watermelon purchased by the consumer.
Solution In optimum, the consumer purchases 13.4118 units of watermelon.
13. Problem
In a closed economy the behavior of the representative consumer is driven by the following factors:
U = 0.71 lnDaubergine + 1.98 lnDwine glass
income = 260
paubergine = 3.20
11
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pwine glass = 11.05
What is the amount of wine glass bought by the consumer in optimum?
Solution The optimal amount of wine glass is 17.3190.
14. Problem
The goal and constraint of a representative consumer can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 2.41D0.39mint teaD
0.61
cappuccino
495 = 10.29 · Dmint tea + 10.68 · Dcappuccino
Determine the optimal amount of cappuccino purchased by the consumer.
Solution In optimum, the consumer purchases 28.2725 units of cappuccino.
15. Problem
The representative consumer of an economy purchases only sweetcorn and pastry. She derives utility from
consuming these goods. The following function represents the consumer’s utility: U = 1.71D0.59sweetcornD
0.41
pastry.
The total income of the consumer is 408 units, the price of a sweetcorn is 7.54, and she has to buy pastry
at a price of 13.93.
Calculate the optimal amount of Dsweetcorn.
Solution In optimum Dsweetcorn = 31.9257.
16. Problem
In a closed economy the behavior of the representative consumer is driven by the following factors:
U = 2.06 lnDyoghurt + 0.78 lnDonion
income = 360
pyoghurt = 12.61
ponion = 13.63
12
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What is the amount of onion bought by the consumer in optimum?
Solution The optimal amount of onion is 7.2541.
17. Problem
In a closed economy the representative consumer spends her 46 units of income on buying backpack and
jigsaw. The prices of the goods are pbackpack = 9.72 and pjigsaw = 9.88 respectively. The objective function of
the economic agents can be formalized as U = 0.64 lnDbackpack + 0.18 lnDjigsaw. Illustrate on the following
graph the budget constraint, the indiﬀerence curve that contains the optimal bundle of goods and label the
optimal choice. How many backpacks and how many jigsaws are in the optimal bundle of goods?
jigsaw
quan�ty
backpack
quan�ty
Solution In optimum the consumes buys 3.6937 units of backpack and 1.0220 units of jigsaw. The budget
constraint intersects the backpack axis at 4.7325 and the jigsaw axis at 4.6559. The correct graph looks like
the following
13
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18. Problem
The goal and constraint of a representative consumer can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.77D0.45hot chocolateD
0.55
pie
568 = 3.51 · Dhot chocolate + 3.34 · Dpie
Determine the optimal amount of pie purchased by the consumer.
Solution In optimum, the consumer purchases 93.5329 units of pie.
19. Problem
The goal and constraint of a representative consumer can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.20D0.72bagelD
0.28
teacup
358 = 10.60 · Dbagel + 10.88 · Dteacup
14
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Determine the optimal amount of teacup purchased by the consumer.
Solution In optimum, the consumer purchases 9.2132 units of teacup.
20. Problem
In a closed economy the behavior of the representative consumer is driven by the following factors:
U = 1.82 lnDaubergine + 0.79 lnDfruit cake
income = 303
paubergine = 2.00
pfruit cake = 12.75
What is the amount of fruit cake bought by the consumer in optimum?
Solution The optimal amount of fruit cake is 7.1931.
21. Problem
In a closed economy the behavior of the representative consumer is driven by the following factors:
U = 0.46 lnDpizza + 0.99 lnDsweetcorn
income = 202
ppizza = 7.56
psweetcorn = 2.86
What is the amount of sweetcorn bought by the consumer in optimum?
Solution The optimal amount of sweetcorn is 48.2228.
22. Problem
The goal and constraint of a representative consumer can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.29D0.25backpackD
0.75
spring onion
362 = 2.93 · Dbackpack + 11.05 · Dspring onion
15
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Determine the optimal amount of spring onion purchased by the consumer.
Solution In optimum, the consumer purchases 24.5701 units of spring onion.
23. Problem
In a closed economy, economic agents consume only two goods: tea and lemonade. It takes 13.60 units of
money to buy a unit of tea and the price of lemonade is plemonade = 6.71. The total income of the economic
agents is 611 units.
Write down the budget constraint of the agents of this closed economy.
Solution The budget constraint of the economic agents is: 611 = 13.60 · Dtea + 6.71 · Dlemonade.
24. Problem
In a closed economy, economic agents consume only two goods: cauliﬂower and brioche. It takes 12.49 units
of money to buy a unit of cauliﬂower and the price of brioche is pbrioche = 9.08. The total income of the
economic agents is 641 units.
Write down the budget constraint of the agents of this closed economy.
Solution The budget constraint of the economic agents is: 641 = 12.49 · Dcauliﬂower + 9.08 · Dbrioche.
25. Problem
In a closed economy, economic agents consume only two goods: triﬂe and lime. It takes 6.58 units of money
to buy a unit of triﬂe and the price of lime is plime = 2.52. The total income of the economic agents is 225
units.
Write down the budget constraint of the agents of this closed economy.
Solution The budget constraint of the economic agents is: 225 = 6.58 · Dtriﬂe + 2.52 · Dlime.
16
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26. Problem
In a closed economy, economic agents consume only two goods: banana and pastry. It takes 8.97 units of
money to buy a unit of banana and the price of pastry is ppastry = 8.82. The total income of the economic
agents is 513 units.
Write down the budget constraint of the agents of this closed economy.
Solution The budget constraint of the economic agents is: 513 = 8.97 · Dbanana + 8.82 · Dpastry.
27. Problem
In an economy there are just two goods pistachio and naan bread. The representative consumer chooses
the amount of pistachio and naan bread that – at given prices and income – maximize the following utility
U = 0.86 lnDpistachio + 1.58 lnDnaan bread. The price of pistachio is 7.51 and it takes 13.22 units of money to
buy a unit of naan bread. The consumer’s income is 71.
Find the optimal amount of pistachio bought by the consumer!
Solution Under the given assumptions the optimal amount of pistachio is 3.3322.
28. Problem
In a closed economy the representative consumer spends her 81 units of income on buying onion and
teacup. The prices of the goods are ponion = 12.58 and pteacup = 12.73 respectively. The objective function
of the economic agents can be formalized as U = 1.44 lnDonion +1.74 lnDteacup. Illustrate on the following
graph the budget constraint, the indiﬀerence curve that contains the optimal bundle of goods and label the
optimal choice. How many onions and how many teacups are in the optimal bundle of goods?
17
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teacup
quan�ty
onion
quan�ty
Solution In optimum the consumes buys 2.9157 units of onion and 3.4816 units of teacup. The budget
constraint intersects the onion axis at 6.4388 and the teacup axis at 6.3629. The correct graph looks like
the following
18
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29. Problem
In an economy there are just two goods pistachio and shampoo. The representative consumer chooses
the amount of pistachio and shampoo that – at given prices and income – maximize the following utility
U = 1.15 lnDpistachio + 2.35 lnDshampoo. The price of pistachio is 11.24 and it takes 8.60 units of money to
buy a unit of shampoo. The consumer’s income is 432.
Find the optimal amount of pistachio bought by the consumer!
Solution Under the given assumptions the optimal amount of pistachio is 12.6284.
30. Problem
The representative consumer of an economy purchases only hot chocolate and salad. She derives uti-
lity from consuming these goods. The following function represents the consumer’s utility: U =
2.10D0.58hot chocolateD
0.42
salad. The total income of the consumer is 382 units, the price of a hot chocolate is
8.59, and she has to buy salad at a price of 1.76.
Calculate the optimal amount of Dhot chocolate.
19
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Solution In optimum Dhot chocolate = 25.7928.
20
1.
Producers’ Problem
1. Problem
In a given economy it takes 0.54 units of labor to produce one unit of lime. The production function of the
representative ﬁrm is linear.
Write down the production function.
Solution: The production function takes the following form Qlime = 10.54Llime.
2. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters for the two sectors of a closed economy
mint tea aubergine
unit labor requirement 0.14 1.37
The production functions are linear and depend only on one input: labor. The labor supply in the economy
is constant, 470 units.
Write down the production possibilities frontier function.
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 470 = Lmint tea + Laubergine. It takes 0.14 unist of labor
to produce one mint tea, thus Lmint tea = 0.14 · Qmint tea, and it takes 1.37 units of labor to produce one
aubergine, so Laubergine = 1.37 · Qaubergine. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market clearing
condition we obtain the production possibilities function
470 = 0.14 · Qmint tea + 1.37 · Qaubergine
21
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3. Problem
The representative ﬁrm of the paper clip industry uses only labor to produce its output. The production
process can be characterized by a linear function, where the unit labor requirement is 1.31.
Write down the behavioral equations of the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm.
Solution: The behavior of the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm can be represented by two equations: the production
function and the demand for labor function. To formulate the production function we must use the following
pieces of information:
1. the ﬁrm uses only labor as input,
2. the production function is linear,
3. the unit labor requirement is given.
And to ﬁnd the demand for labor function we must use the following reasoning: the proﬁt-maximizing
ﬁrm uses labor up to the point, where the marginal revenue of employing and additional worker equals its
marginal cost. The behavioral equations are:
Qpaper clip =
1
1.31
Lpaper clip
Ppaper clip
1
1.31
=Wpaper clip
4. Problem
The representative ﬁrm produces wallet. The production process is characterized by the production function
of Qwallet = 0.609756Lwallet.
Find the unit labor requirement for this industry.
Solution The unit labor requirement for the wallet industry is 1.64 (it takes 1.64 units of labor to produce
one unit of wallet).
5. Problem
The unit labor requirement in the tea industry is 1.74, and in the cappuccino industry is 1.58. The eco-
nomy produces only two goods and the production functions are linear. The amount of labor available to
production is 246 units. Illustrate the production possibilities frontier on the following graph.
22
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cappucino
quan�ty
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Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 246 = Ltea + Lcappuccino. It takes 1.74 unist of labor
to produce one tea, thus Ltea = 1.74 · Qtea, and it takes 1.58 units of labor to produce one cappuccino, so
Lcappuccino = 1.58 · Qcappuccino. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market clearing condition we
obtain the production possibilities function
246 = 1.74 · Qtea + 1.58 · Qcappuccino
This function intersects the tea axis at 141.379310, and the cappuccino axis at 155.696203, thus the correct
graph looks like this:
23
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6. Problem
The unit labor requirement in the wine glass industry is 1.37, and in the jigsaw industry is 0.91. The
economy produces only two goods and the production functions are linear. The amount of labor available
to production is 177 units. Illustrate the production possibilities frontier on the following graph.
24
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Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 177 = Lwine glass + Ljigsaw. It takes 1.37 unist of labor
to produce one wine glass, thus Lwine glass = 1.37 · Qwine glass, and it takes 0.91 units of labor to produce one
jigsaw, so Ljigsaw = 0.91 · Qjigsaw. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market clearing condition
we obtain the production possibilities function
177 = 1.37 · Qwine glass + 0.91 · Qjigsaw
This function intersects the wine glass axis at 129.197080, and the jigsaw axis at 194.505495, thus the correct
graph looks like this:
25
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7. Problem
The representative ﬁrm of the tea industry uses only labor to produce its output. The production process
can be characterized by a linear function, where the unit labor requirement is 2.26.
Write down the behavioral equations of the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm.
Solution: The behavior of the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm can be represented by two equations: the production
function and the demand for labor function. To formulate the production function we must use the following
pieces of information:
1. the ﬁrm uses only labor as input,
2. the production function is linear,
3. the unit labor requirement is given.
And to ﬁnd the demand for labor function we must use the following reasoning: the proﬁt-maximizing
ﬁrm uses labor up to the point, where the marginal revenue of employing and additional worker equals its
marginal cost. The behavioral equations are:
Qtea =
1
2.26
Ltea
26
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Ptea
1
2.26
=Wtea
8. Problem
The production function in the strawberry industry is Qstrawberry = 2.26Lstrawberry. The representative ﬁrm
of the industry sells its product at the price of 11.63.
Calculate the nominal wage, that the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm oﬀers to the workers.
Solution: The proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm uses labor up to the point where the marginal revenue of using an
addition worker equals its marginal cost, thus
Pstrawberry ·MPLstrawberry =Wstrawberry
11.63 · 2.26 =Wstrawberry
Wstrawberry = 26.28
9. Problem
The production function in the wooden spoon industry is Qwooden spoon = 1.84Lwooden spoon. The representa-
tive ﬁrm of the industry sells its product at the price of 4.74.
Calculate the nominal wage, that the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm oﬀers to the workers.
Solution: The proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm uses labor up to the point where the marginal revenue of using an
addition worker equals its marginal cost, thus
Pwooden spoon ·MPLwooden spoon =Wwooden spoon
4.74 · 1.84 =Wwooden spoon
Wwooden spoon = 8.72
10. Problem
In a closed economy there are just two ﬁrms: ﬁrm A that produces spring onions, and ﬁrm B that produces
cabbages. Both ﬁrms use technology that depends only on one factor: labor, and the production functions
27
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are linear. The unit labor requirements are aspring onion = 2.32 and acabbage = 1.60 in the spring onion and
cabbage industry respectively. Suppose that the economy has 255 units of labor.
Derive the production possibilities frontier!
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 255 = Lspring onion + Lcabbage. It takes 2.32 unist of
labor to produce one spring onion, thus Lspring onion = 2.32 · Qspring onion, and it takes 1.60 units of labor to
produce one cabbage, so Lcabbage = 1.60 · Qcabbage. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market
clearing condition we obtain the production possibilities function
255 = 2.32 · Qspring onion + 1.60 · Qcabbage
11. Problem
The behavior of ﬁrms in an economy, that produces only two goods, can be described by the following
functions:
Qbagel = 1.68 · Lbagel
Qchicken burger = 0.61 · Lchicken burger
The labor supply is constant, 255 units.
Set up the production possibilities frontier for this economy.
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 255 = Lbagel+Lchicken burger. We can express Lbagel and
Lchicken burger from the production functions as Lbagel =
Qbagel
1.68 and Lchicken burger =
Qchicken burger
0.61 . By plugging
these two formulas into the labor market clearing condition we obtain the production possibilities function
as
255 =
Qbagel
1.68
+
Qchicken burger
0.61
12. Problem
In a closed economy there are just two ﬁrms: ﬁrm A that produces paper clips, and ﬁrm B that produces
hairdryers. Both ﬁrms use technology that depends only on one factor: labor, and the production functions
are linear. The unit labor requirements are apaper clip = 1.51 and ahairdryer = 1.37 in the paper clip and
hairdryer industry respectively. Suppose that the economy has 431 units of labor.
Derive the production possibilities frontier!
28
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Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 431 = Lpaper clip + Lhairdryer. It takes 1.51 unist of labor
to produce one paper clip, thus Lpaper clip = 1.51 · Qpaper clip, and it takes 1.37 units of labor to produce one
hairdryer, so Lhairdryer = 1.37 · Qhairdryer. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market clearing
condition we obtain the production possibilities function
431 = 1.51 · Qpaper clip + 1.37 · Qhairdryer
13. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters for the two sectors of a closed economy
scarf broccoli
unit labor requirement 2.38 0.28
The production functions are linear and depend only on one input: labor. The labor supply in the economy
is constant, 502 units.
Write down the production possibilities frontier function.
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 502 = Lscarf + Lbroccoli. It takes 2.38 unist of labor to
produce one scarf, thus Lscarf = 2.38 · Qscarf, and it takes 0.28 units of labor to produce one broccoli, so
Lbroccoli = 0.28 ·Qbroccoli. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market clearing condition we obtain
the production possibilities function
502 = 2.38 · Qscarf + 0.28 · Qbroccoli
14. Problem
In a closed economy there are just two ﬁrms: ﬁrm A that produces soups, and ﬁrm B that produces
hairdryers. Both ﬁrms use technology that depends only on one factor: labor, and the production functions
are linear. The unit labor requirements are asoup = 1.07 and ahairdryer = 0.27 in the soup and hairdryer
industry respectively. Suppose that the economy has 190 units of labor.
Derive the production possibilities frontier!
29
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Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 190 = Lsoup + Lhairdryer. It takes 1.07 unist of labor
to produce one soup, thus Lsoup = 1.07 · Qsoup, and it takes 0.27 units of labor to produce one hairdryer,
so Lhairdryer = 0.27 · Qhairdryer. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market clearing condition we
obtain the production possibilities function
190 = 1.07 · Qsoup + 0.27 · Qhairdryer
15. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters for the two sectors of a closed economy
strawberry cauliflower
unit labor requirement 1.82 0.91
The production functions are linear and depend only on one input: labor. The labor supply in the economy
is constant, 110 units.
Write down the production possibilities frontier function.
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 110 = Lstrawberry+Lcauliﬂower. It takes 1.82 unist of labor
to produce one strawberry, thus Lstrawberry = 1.82 ·Qstrawberry, and it takes 0.91 units of labor to produce one
cauliﬂower, so Lcauliﬂower = 0.91 · Qcauliﬂower. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market clearing
condition we obtain the production possibilities function
110 = 1.82 · Qstrawberry + 0.91 · Qcauliﬂower
16. Problem
The representative ﬁrm produces spring onion. The production process is characterized by the production
function of Qspring onion = 0.483092Lspring onion.
Find the unit labor requirement for this industry.
Solution The unit labor requirement for the spring onion industry is 2.07 (it takes 2.07 units of labor to
produce one unit of spring onion).
30
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17. Problem
The representative ﬁrm of the pushchair industry uses only labor to produce its output. The production
process can be characterized by a linear function, where the unit labor requirement is 0.50.
Write down the behavioral equations of the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm.
Solution: The behavior of the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm can be represented by two equations: the production
function and the demand for labor function. To formulate the production function we must use the following
pieces of information:
1. the ﬁrm uses only labor as input,
2. the production function is linear,
3. the unit labor requirement is given.
And to ﬁnd the demand for labor function we must use the following reasoning: the proﬁt-maximizing
ﬁrm uses labor up to the point, where the marginal revenue of employing and additional worker equals its
marginal cost. The behavioral equations are:
Qpushchair =
1
0.50
Lpushchair
Ppushchair
1
0.50
=Wpushchair
18. Problem
In a closed economy there are just two ﬁrms: ﬁrm A that produces almonds, and ﬁrm B that produces
colas. Both ﬁrms use technology that depends only on one factor: labor, and the production functions are
linear. The unit labor requirements are aalmond = 1.97 and acola = 0.74 in the almond and cola industry
respectively. Suppose that the economy has 333 units of labor.
Derive the production possibilities frontier!
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 333 = Lalmond + Lcola. It takes 1.97 unist of labor to
produce one almond, thus Lalmond = 1.97 ·Qalmond, and it takes 0.74 units of labor to produce one cola, so
Lcola = 0.74 ·Qcola. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market clearing condition we obtain the
production possibilities function
333 = 1.97 ·Qalmond + 0.74 ·Qcola
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19. Problem
The behavior of ﬁrms in an economy, that produces only two goods, can be described by the following
functions:
Qlemonade = 0.40 · Llemonade
Qhot dog = 1.14 · Lhot dog
The labor supply is constant, 600 units.
Set up the production possibilities frontier for this economy.
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 600 = Llemonade + Lhot dog. We can express Llemonade
and Lhot dog from the production functions as Llemonade =
Qlemonade
0.40 and Lhot dog =
Qhot dog
1.14 . By plugging these
two formulas into the labor market clearing condition we obtain the production possibilities function as
600 =
Qlemonade
0.40
+
Qhot dog
1.14
20. Problem
The production function in the teapot industry is Qteapot = 1.38Lteapot. The representative ﬁrm of the
industry sells its product at the price of 8.74.
Calculate the nominal wage, that the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm oﬀers to the workers.
Solution: The proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm uses labor up to the point where the marginal revenue of using an
addition worker equals its marginal cost, thus
Pteapot ·MPLteapot =Wteapot
8.74 · 1.38 =Wteapot
Wteapot = 12.06
21. Problem
The unit labor requirement in the triﬂe industry is 0.41, and in the strawberry industry is 2.30. The
economy produces only two goods and the production functions are linear. The amount of labor available
to production is 193 units. Illustrate the production possibilities frontier on the following graph.
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Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 193 = Ltriﬂe +Lstrawberry. It takes 0.41 unist of labor to
produce one triﬂe, thus Ltriﬂe = 0.41 · Qtriﬂe, and it takes 2.30 units of labor to produce one strawberry, so
Lstrawberry = 2.30 · Qstrawberry. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market clearing condition we
obtain the production possibilities function
193 = 0.41 · Qtriﬂe + 2.30 · Qstrawberry
This function intersects the triﬂe axis at 470.731707, and the strawberry axis at 83.913043, thus the correct
graph looks like this:
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22. Problem
In a given economy it takes 1.17 units of labor to produce one unit of wallet. The production function of the
representative ﬁrm is linear.
Write down the production function.
Solution: The production function takes the following form Qwallet = 11.17Lwallet.
23. Problem
The representative ﬁrm produces triﬂe. The production process is characterized by the production function
of Qtriﬂe = 0.641026Ltriﬂe.
Find the unit labor requirement for this industry.
Solution The unit labor requirement for the triﬂe industry is 1.56 (it takes 1.56 units of labor to produce one
unit of triﬂe).
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24. Problem
In a given economy it takes 1.47 units of labor to produce one unit of cabbage. The production function of
the representative ﬁrm is linear.
Write down the production function.
Solution: The production function takes the following form Qcabbage = 11.47Lcabbage.
25. Problem
The unit labor requirement in the food processor industry is 1.28, and in the soup industry is 2.41. The
economy produces only two goods and the production functions are linear. The amount of labor available
to production is 117 units. Illustrate the production possibilities frontier on the following graph.
soup
quan�ty
food processor
quan�ty
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 117 = Lfood processor+Lsoup. It takes 1.28 unist of labor
to produce one food processor, thus Lfood processor = 1.28 · Qfood processor, and it takes 2.41 units of labor to
produce one soup, so Lsoup = 2.41 · Qsoup. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market clearing
condition we obtain the production possibilities function
117 = 1.28 · Qfood processor + 2.41 · Qsoup
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This function intersects the food processor axis at 91.406250, and the soup axis at 48.547718, thus the
correct graph looks like this:
soup
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26. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters for the two sectors of a closed economy
sweetcorn teacup
unit labor requirement 0.50 1.37
The production functions are linear and depend only on one input: labor. The labor supply in the economy
is constant, 141 units.
Write down the production possibilities frontier function.
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 141 = Lsweetcorn + Lteacup. It takes 0.50 unist of labor
to produce one sweetcorn, thus Lsweetcorn = 0.50 · Qsweetcorn, and it takes 1.37 units of labor to produce one
teacup, so Lteacup = 1.37 · Qteacup. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market clearing condition
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we obtain the production possibilities function
141 = 0.50 ·Qsweetcorn + 1.37 ·Qteacup
27. Problem
The representative ﬁrm of the pastry industry uses only labor to produce its output. The production process
can be characterized by a linear function, where the unit labor requirement is 1.36.
Write down the behavioral equations of the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm.
Solution: The behavior of the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm can be represented by two equations: the production
function and the demand for labor function. To formulate the production function we must use the following
pieces of information:
1. the ﬁrm uses only labor as input,
2. the production function is linear,
3. the unit labor requirement is given.
And to ﬁnd the demand for labor function we must use the following reasoning: the proﬁt-maximizing
ﬁrm uses labor up to the point, where the marginal revenue of employing and additional worker equals its
marginal cost. The behavioral equations are:
Qpastry =
1
1.36
Lpastry
Ppastry
1
1.36
=Wpastry
28. Problem
In a given economy it takes 2.00 units of labor to produce one unit of wine glass. The production function
of the representative ﬁrm is linear.
Write down the production function.
Solution: The production function takes the following form Qwine glass = 12.00Lwine glass.
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29. Problem
In a given economy it takes 0.32 units of labor to produce one unit of hot dog. The production function of
the representative ﬁrm is linear.
Write down the production function.
Solution: The production function takes the following form Qhot dog = 10.32Lhot dog.
30. Problem
The representative ﬁrm of the sweetcorn industry uses only labor to produce its output. The production
process can be characterized by a linear function, where the unit labor requirement is 1.80.
Write down the behavioral equations of the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm.
Solution: The behavior of the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm can be represented by two equations: the production
function and the demand for labor function. To formulate the production function we must use the following
pieces of information:
1. the ﬁrm uses only labor as input,
2. the production function is linear,
3. the unit labor requirement is given.
And to ﬁnd the demand for labor function we must use the following reasoning: the proﬁt-maximizing
ﬁrm uses labor up to the point, where the marginal revenue of employing and additional worker equals its
marginal cost. The behavioral equations are:
Qsweetcorn =
1
1.80
Lsweetcorn
Psweetcorn
1
1.80
=Wsweetcorn
31. Problem
The behavior of ﬁrms in an economy, that produces only two goods, can be described by the following
functions:
Qstrawberry = 0.67 · Lstrawberry
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Qnecklace = 0.28 · Lnecklace
The labor supply is constant, 455 units.
Set up the production possibilities frontier for this economy.
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 455 = Lstrawberry + Lnecklace. We can express Lstrawberry
and Lnecklace from the production functions as Lstrawberry =
Qstrawberry
0.67 and Lnecklace =
Qnecklace
0.28 . By plugging
these two formulas into the labor market clearing condition we obtain the production possibilities function
as
455 =
Qstrawberry
0.67
+
Qnecklace
0.28
32. Problem
The production function in the plate industry is Qplate = 1.72Lplate. The representative ﬁrm of the industry
sells its product at the price of 10.85.
Calculate the nominal wage, that the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm oﬀers to the workers.
Solution: The proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm uses labor up to the point where the marginal revenue of using an
addition worker equals its marginal cost, thus
Pplate ·MPLplate =Wplate
10.85 · 1.72 =Wplate
Wplate = 18.66
33. Problem
The representative ﬁrm produces plate. The production process is characterized by the production function
of Qplate = 0.680272Lplate.
Find the unit labor requirement for this industry.
Solution The unit labor requirement for the plate industry is 1.47 (it takes 1.47 units of labor to produce one
unit of plate).
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34. Problem
The production function in the tea industry is Qtea = 0.53Ltea. The representative ﬁrm of the industry sells
its product at the price of 8.85.
Calculate the nominal wage, that the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm oﬀers to the workers.
Solution: The proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm uses labor up to the point where the marginal revenue of using an
addition worker equals its marginal cost, thus
Ptea ·MPLtea =Wtea
8.85 · 0.53 =Wtea
Wtea = 4.69
35. Problem
The behavior of ﬁrms in an economy, that produces only two goods, can be described by the following
functions:
Qcappuccino = 1.41 · Lcappuccino
Qpushchair = 0.55 · Lpushchair
The labor supply is constant, 341 units.
Set up the production possibilities frontier for this economy.
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 341 = Lcappuccino+Lpushchair. We can express Lcappuccino
and Lpushchair from the production functions as Lcappuccino =
Qcappuccino
1.41 and Lpushchair =
Qpushchair
0.55 . By plugging
these two formulas into the labor market clearing condition we obtain the production possibilities function
as
341 =
Qcappuccino
1.41
+
Qpushchair
0.55
36. Problem
The representative ﬁrm produces pie. The production process is characterized by the production function
of Qpie = 0.833333Lpie.
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Find the unit labor requirement for this industry.
Solution The unit labor requirement for the pie industry is 1.20 (it takes 1.20 units of labor to produce one
unit of pie).
37. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters for the two sectors of a closed economy
paper clip strawberry
unit labor requirement 1.63 2.33
The production functions are linear and depend only on one input: labor. The labor supply in the economy
is constant, 269 units.
Write down the production possibilities frontier function.
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 269 = Lpaper clip+Lstrawberry. It takes 1.63 unist of labor
to produce one paper clip, thus Lpaper clip = 1.63 · Qpaper clip, and it takes 2.33 units of labor to produce one
strawberry, so Lstrawberry = 2.33 · Qstrawberry. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market clearing
condition we obtain the production possibilities function
269 = 1.63 · Qpaper clip + 2.33 · Qstrawberry
38. Problem
In a closed economy there are just two ﬁrms: ﬁrm A that produces watermelons, and ﬁrm B that produces
sweetcorns. Both ﬁrms use technology that depends only on one factor: labor, and the production functions
are linear. The unit labor requirements are awatermelon = 2.04 and asweetcorn = 1.72 in the watermelon and
sweetcorn industry respectively. Suppose that the economy has 162 units of labor.
Derive the production possibilities frontier!
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 162 = Lwatermelon + Lsweetcorn. It takes 2.04 unist of
labor to produce one watermelon, thus Lwatermelon = 2.04 · Qwatermelon, and it takes 1.72 units of labor to
produce one sweetcorn, so Lsweetcorn = 1.72 · Qsweetcorn. By plugging these two formulas into the labor
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market clearing condition we obtain the production possibilities function
162 = 2.04 · Qwatermelon + 1.72 · Qsweetcorn
39. Problem
The behavior of ﬁrms in an economy, that produces only two goods, can be described by the following
functions:
Qpushchair = 1.06 · Lpushchair
Qlemonade = 0.79 · Llemonade
The labor supply is constant, 356 units.
Set up the production possibilities frontier for this economy.
Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 356 = Lpushchair + Llemonade. We can express Lpushchair
and Llemonade from the production functions as Lpushchair =
Qpushchair
1.06 and Llemonade =
Qlemonade
0.79 . By plugging
these two formulas into the labor market clearing condition we obtain the production possibilities function
as
356 =
Qpushchair
1.06
+
Qlemonade
0.79
40. Problem
The unit labor requirement in the napkin industry is 0.13, and in the broccoli industry is 0.20. The
economy produces only two goods and the production functions are linear. The amount of labor available
to production is 395 units. Illustrate the production possibilities frontier on the following graph.
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Solution: Equilibrium occures in the labor market if 395 = Lnapkin + Lbroccoli. It takes 0.13 unist of labor to
produce one napkin, thus Lnapkin = 0.13 · Qnapkin, and it takes 0.20 units of labor to produce one broccoli,
so Lbroccoli = 0.20 · Qbroccoli. By plugging these two formulas into the labor market clearing condition we
obtain the production possibilities function
395 = 0.13 · Qnapkin + 0.20 · Qbroccoli
This function intersects the napkin axis at 3038.461538, and the broccoli axis at 1975.000000, thus the
correct graph looks like this:
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The Model in Autarky
1. Problem
The objectives and constraints of economic agents in a closed economy that produces only two goods can
be written as
Qnaan bread =
1
1.80
Lnaan bread
Qteapot =
1
0.74
Lteapot
U = 0.21 · lnDnaan bread + 0.74 · lnDteapot
Find the relative price of naan bread in terms of teapot in this economy.
Solution: The representative ﬁrm of naan bread industry hires labor up to the point where the marginal
revenue of an additional worker is equal the marginal cost of it:
Pnaan bread
1
1.80
=Wnaan bread
The same applies to the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm of teapot industry:
Pteapot
1
0.74
=Wteapot
Equilibrium occurs in the labor market, thus no industry is able to pay higher wage than the other one. By
rearranging the equation we obtain the relative price as the ratio of unit labor requirements:
Wnaan bread =Wteapot
Pnaan bread
1.80
=
Pteapot
0.74
Pnaan bread
Pteapot
=
1.80
0.74
= 2.432432
2. Problem
The economy is functioning under the following conditions:
Qaubergine =
1
0.21
Laubergine
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Qice cream =
1
1.95
Lice cream
U = 0.69 ·D0.76aubergineD0.24ice cream
L = 590
Find the optimal amount of ice cream produced by the representative producer.
Solution: In optimum the representative consumer maximizes her utility, the ﬁrms maximize their proﬁts,
and equilibrium occurs in all three markets of the economy. Formally:
MUDaubergine
MUDice cream
=
Paubergine
Pice cream
Paubergine ·Qaubergine + Pice cream ·Qice cream = Paubergine ·Daubergine + Pice cream ·Dice cream
Qaubergine =
1
0.21
Laubergine
Qice cream =
1
1.95
Lice cream
590 = Laubergine + Lice cream
PaubergineMPLaubergine = Pice creamMPLice cream
Qaubergine = Daubergine
Qice cream = Dice cream
Solving these equations for Qice cream yields that Qice cream = 72.615385
3. Problem
A ﬁrms in a closed economy produce only two goods, soup and aubergine. They use a production process
that employs only labor as input, and the whole process can be characterized by linear production function.
The unit labor requirement in the soup industry is 1.75, and it is 0.46 in the aubergine industry. The
following utility function describes the representative consumers preferences over the two goods: U =
1.09 · lnDsoup + 1.31 · lnDaubergine. The labor supply in this economy is 267 units.
What are the behavioral equations and the market clearing conditions of this economy?
Solution: The ﬁrm, that produces soup can be characterized by two equations, the production function and
the demand for labor function:
Qsoup =
1
1.75
Lsoup
Psoup = 1.75 ·Wsoup
The behavior of representative ﬁrm of the aubergine industry is described by the following set of functions:
Qaubergine =
1
0.46
Laubergine
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Paubergine = 0.46 ·Waubergine
The behavior of the representative consumer is characterized by a budget constraint, and an equation that
states that in optimum the marginal rate of substitution between the two goods equals the relative price.
Psoup ·Qsoup + Paubergine ·Qaubergine = Psoup ·Dsoup + Paubergine ·Daubergine
1.09
1.31
Daubergine
Dsoup
=
Psoup
Paubergine
The economy has three markets. In the market for soup the supply equals demand. The same formula
applies to the aubergine market. And the supply of labor equals the total demand for labor (in labor
market equilibrium an industry cannot pay greater nominal wage to workers than the other industry, thus
the nominal wage in soup industry equals the nominal wage in aubergine industry). The market clearing
conditions are:
Qsoup = Dsoup
Qaubergine = Daubergine
267 = Lsoup + Laubergine
Wsoup =Waubergine
The model – artiﬁcial economy – consists of behavioral equations and market clearing conditions. The
behavioral equations are:
Qsoup =
1
1.75
Lsoup
Psoup = 1.75 ·Wsoup
Qaubergine =
1
0.46
Laubergine
Paubergine = 0.46 ·Waubergine
Psoup ·Qsoup + Paubergine ·Qaubergine = Psoup ·Dsoup + Paubergine ·Daubergine
1.09
1.31
Daubergine
Dsoup
=
Psoup
Paubergine
and the market clearing conditions are the following:
Qsoup = Dsoup
Qaubergine = Daubergine
267 = Lsoup + Laubergine
Wsoup =Waubergine
4. Problem
The utility function of a representative consumer in a two-good-economy is U = 1.27 · lnDcappuccino +
1.06 · lnDmilkshake. The producers use only one input – labor – to produce their output, and the production
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functions are linear. The unit labor requirement in the cappuccino sector is 0.42, and the same parameter
in the milkshake sector is 2.39. The labor supply in this economy is 605, and the labor moves freely from
one industry to the other industry.
Calculate the optimal amount of cappuccino purchased by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum (i.) the marginal rate of substitution equals the relative price, (ii.) the optimal bundle
of goods is on the budget constraint and in a closed economy this budget constraint is equivalent to the
production possibilities function, and (iii.) if labor moves freely from on industry to the other industry, no
industry can pay higher wage than the other industry, which yields that the relative price equals the ratio of
the two unit labor requirements:
MUDcappuccino
MUDmilkshake
=
Pcappuccino
Pmilkshake
605 = 2.39 ·Qcappuccino + 2.39 ·Qmilkshake
Pcappuccino
Pmilkshake
=
acappuccino
amilkshake
= 0.175732
From these three equations and by using the fact, that in a closed economy Qcappuccino = Dcappuccino and
Qmilkshake = Dmilkshake, after some rearrangements and substitutions we obtain that in optimum the repres-
entative consumer buys 785.152258 units of cappuccino.
5. Problem
A ﬁrms in a closed economy produce only two goods, pie and cola. They use a production process that
employs only labor as input, and the whole process can be characterized by linear production function. The
unit labor requirement in the pie industry is 0.84, and it is 1.93 in the cola industry. The following utility
function describes the representative consumers preferences over the two goods: U = 1.19 · lnDpie + 2.15 ·
lnDcola. The labor supply in this economy is 159 units.
What are the behavioral equations and the market clearing conditions of this economy?
Solution: The ﬁrm, that produces pie can be characterized by two equations, the production function and
the demand for labor function:
Qpie =
1
0.84
Lpie
Ppie = 0.84 ·Wpie
The behavior of representative ﬁrm of the cola industry is described by the following set of functions:
Qcola =
1
1.93
Lcola
Pcola = 1.93 ·Wcola
The behavior of the representative consumer is characterized by a budget constraint, and an equation that
states that in optimum the marginal rate of substitution between the two goods equals the relative price.
Ppie ·Qpie + Pcola ·Qcola = Ppie ·Dpie + Pcola ·Dcola
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1.19
2.15
Dcola
Dpie
=
Ppie
Pcola
The economy has three markets. In the market for pie the supply equals demand. The same formula applies
to the cola market. And the supply of labor equals the total demand for labor (in labor market equilibrium
an industry cannot pay greater nominal wage to workers than the other industry, thus the nominal wage in
pie industry equals the nominal wage in cola industry). The market clearing conditions are:
Qpie = Dpie
Qcola = Dcola
159 = Lpie + Lcola
Wpie =Wcola
The model – artiﬁcial economy – consists of behavioral equations and market clearing conditions. The
behavioral equations are:
Qpie =
1
0.84
Lpie
Ppie = 0.84 ·Wpie
Qcola =
1
1.93
Lcola
Pcola = 1.93 ·Wcola
Ppie ·Qpie + Pcola ·Qcola = Ppie ·Dpie + Pcola ·Dcola
1.19
2.15
Dcola
Dpie
=
Ppie
Pcola
and the market clearing conditions are the following:
Qpie = Dpie
Qcola = Dcola
159 = Lpie + Lcola
Wpie =Wcola
6. Problem
The utility function of a representative consumer in a two-good-economy is U = 0.94 · lnDpaper clip + 1.06 ·
lnDplatform shoe. The producers use only one input – labor – to produce their output, and the production
functions are linear. The unit labor requirement in the paper clip sector is 0.42, and the same parameter in
the platform shoe sector is 1.49. The labor supply in this economy is 66, and the labor moves freely from
one industry to the other industry.
Calculate the optimal amount of paper clip purchased by the representative consumer.
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Solution: In optimum (i.) the marginal rate of substitution equals the relative price, (ii.) the optimal bundle
of goods is on the budget constraint and in a closed economy this budget constraint is equivalent to the
production possibilities function, and (iii.) if labor moves freely from on industry to the other industry, no
industry can pay higher wage than the other industry, which yields that the relative price equals the ratio of
the two unit labor requirements:
MUDpaper clip
MUDplatform shoe
=
Ppaper clip
Pplatform shoe
66 = 1.49 ·Qpaper clip + 1.49 ·Qplatform shoe
Ppaper clip
Pplatform shoe
=
apaper clip
aplatform shoe
= 0.281879
From these three equations and by using the fact, that in a closed economy Qpaper clip = Dpaper clip and
Qplatform shoe = Dplatform shoe, after some rearrangements and substitutions we obtain that in optimum the
representative consumer buys 73.857143 units of paper clip.
7. Problem
A ﬁrms in a closed economy produce only two goods, sweetcorn and coﬀee. They use a production process
that employs only labor as input, and the whole process can be characterized by linear production function.
The unit labor requirement in the sweetcorn industry is 0.36, and it is 2.37 in the coﬀee industry. The
following utility function describes the representative consumers preferences over the two goods: U =
1.79 · lnDsweetcorn + 0.20 · lnDcoﬀee. The labor supply in this economy is 584 units.
What are the behavioral equations and the market clearing conditions of this economy?
Solution: The ﬁrm, that produces sweetcorn can be characterized by two equations, the production function
and the demand for labor function:
Qsweetcorn =
1
0.36
Lsweetcorn
Psweetcorn = 0.36 ·Wsweetcorn
The behavior of representative ﬁrm of the coﬀee industry is described by the following set of functions:
Qcoﬀee =
1
2.37
Lcoﬀee
Pcoﬀee = 2.37 ·Wcoﬀee
The behavior of the representative consumer is characterized by a budget constraint, and an equation that
states that in optimum the marginal rate of substitution between the two goods equals the relative price.
Psweetcorn ·Qsweetcorn + Pcoﬀee ·Qcoﬀee = Psweetcorn ·Dsweetcorn + Pcoﬀee ·Dcoﬀee
1.79
0.20
Dcoﬀee
Dsweetcorn
=
Psweetcorn
Pcoﬀee
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The economy has three markets. In the market for sweetcorn the supply equals demand. The same formula
applies to the coﬀee market. And the supply of labor equals the total demand for labor (in labor market
equilibrium an industry cannot pay greater nominal wage to workers than the other industry, thus the
nominal wage in sweetcorn industry equals the nominal wage in coﬀee industry). The market clearing
conditions are:
Qsweetcorn = Dsweetcorn
Qcoﬀee = Dcoﬀee
584 = Lsweetcorn + Lcoﬀee
Wsweetcorn =Wcoﬀee
The model – artiﬁcial economy – consists of behavioral equations and market clearing conditions. The
behavioral equations are:
Qsweetcorn =
1
0.36
Lsweetcorn
Psweetcorn = 0.36 ·Wsweetcorn
Qcoﬀee =
1
2.37
Lcoﬀee
Pcoﬀee = 2.37 ·Wcoﬀee
Psweetcorn ·Qsweetcorn + Pcoﬀee ·Qcoﬀee = Psweetcorn ·Dsweetcorn + Pcoﬀee ·Dcoﬀee
1.79
0.20
Dcoﬀee
Dsweetcorn
=
Psweetcorn
Pcoﬀee
and the market clearing conditions are the following:
Qsweetcorn = Dsweetcorn
Qcoﬀee = Dcoﬀee
584 = Lsweetcorn + Lcoﬀee
Wsweetcorn =Wcoﬀee
8. Problem
The utility function of a representative consumer in a two-good-economy is U = 2.07 · lnDjigsaw + 0.93 ·
lnDfood processor. The producers use only one input – labor – to produce their output, and the production
functions are linear. The unit labor requirement in the jigsaw sector is 1.73, and the same parameter in the
food processor sector is 1.68. The labor supply in this economy is 410, and the labor moves freely from one
industry to the other industry.
Calculate the optimal amount of jigsaw purchased by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum (i.) the marginal rate of substitution equals the relative price, (ii.) the optimal bundle
of goods is on the budget constraint and in a closed economy this budget constraint is equivalent to the
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production possibilities function, and (iii.) if labor moves freely from on industry to the other industry, no
industry can pay higher wage than the other industry, which yields that the relative price equals the ratio of
the two unit labor requirements:
MUDjigsaw
MUDfood processor
=
Pjigsaw
Pfood processor
410 = 1.68 ·Qjigsaw + 1.68 ·Qfood processor
Pjigsaw
Pfood processor
=
ajigsaw
afood processor
= 1.029762
From these three equations and by using the fact, that in a closed economy Qjigsaw = Djigsaw and
Qfood processor = Dfood processor, after some rearrangements and substitutions we obtain that in optimum the
representative consumer buys 163.526012 units of jigsaw.
9. Problem
A ﬁrms in a closed economy produce only two goods, tomato and bookshelf. They use a production
process that employs only labor as input, and the whole process can be characterized by linear production
function. The unit labor requirement in the tomato industry is 2.11, and it is 1.44 in the bookshelf industry.
The following utility function describes the representative consumers preferences over the two goods: U =
0.82 · lnDtomato + 1.90 · lnDbookshelf. The labor supply in this economy is 556 units.
What are the behavioral equations and the market clearing conditions of this economy?
Solution: The ﬁrm, that produces tomato can be characterized by two equations, the production function
and the demand for labor function:
Qtomato =
1
2.11
Ltomato
Ptomato = 2.11 ·Wtomato
The behavior of representative ﬁrm of the bookshelf industry is described by the following set of functions:
Qbookshelf =
1
1.44
Lbookshelf
Pbookshelf = 1.44 ·Wbookshelf
The behavior of the representative consumer is characterized by a budget constraint, and an equation that
states that in optimum the marginal rate of substitution between the two goods equals the relative price.
Ptomato ·Qtomato + Pbookshelf ·Qbookshelf = Ptomato ·Dtomato + Pbookshelf ·Dbookshelf
0.82
1.90
Dbookshelf
Dtomato
=
Ptomato
Pbookshelf
The economy has three markets. In the market for tomato the supply equals demand. The same formula
applies to the bookshelf market. And the supply of labor equals the total demand for labor (in labor
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market equilibrium an industry cannot pay greater nominal wage to workers than the other industry, thus
the nominal wage in tomato industry equals the nominal wage in bookshelf industry). The market clearing
conditions are:
Qtomato = Dtomato
Qbookshelf = Dbookshelf
556 = Ltomato + Lbookshelf
Wtomato =Wbookshelf
The model – artiﬁcial economy – consists of behavioral equations and market clearing conditions. The
behavioral equations are:
Qtomato =
1
2.11
Ltomato
Ptomato = 2.11 ·Wtomato
Qbookshelf =
1
1.44
Lbookshelf
Pbookshelf = 1.44 ·Wbookshelf
Ptomato ·Qtomato + Pbookshelf ·Qbookshelf = Ptomato ·Dtomato + Pbookshelf ·Dbookshelf
0.82
1.90
Dbookshelf
Dtomato
=
Ptomato
Pbookshelf
and the market clearing conditions are the following:
Qtomato = Dtomato
Qbookshelf = Dbookshelf
556 = Ltomato + Lbookshelf
Wtomato =Wbookshelf
10. Problem
The objectives and constraints of economic agents in a closed economy that produces only two goods can
be written as
Qsweetcorn =
1
0.88
Lsweetcorn
Qplatform shoe =
1
1.85
Lplatform shoe
U = 1.17 · lnDsweetcorn + 0.92 · lnDplatform shoe
Find the relative price of sweetcorn in terms of platform shoe in this economy.
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Solution: The representative ﬁrm of sweetcorn industry hires labor up to the point where the marginal
revenue of an additional worker is equal the marginal cost of it:
Psweetcorn
1
0.88
=Wsweetcorn
The same applies to the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm of platform shoe industry:
Pplatform shoe
1
1.85
=Wplatform shoe
Equilibrium occurs in the labor market, thus no industry is able to pay higher wage than the other one. By
rearranging the equation we obtain the relative price as the ratio of unit labor requirements:
Wsweetcorn =Wplatform shoe
Psweetcorn
0.88
=
Pplatform shoe
1.85
Psweetcorn
Pplatform shoe
=
0.88
1.85
= 0.475676
11. Problem
The economy is functioning under the following conditions:
Qmuﬃn =
1
1.40
Lmuﬃn
Qwooden spoon =
1
1.78
Lwooden spoon
U = 1.59 ·D0.13muﬃnD0.87wooden spoon
L = 132
Find the optimal amount of wooden spoon produced by the representative producer.
Solution: In optimum the representative consumer maximizes her utility, the ﬁrms maximize their proﬁts,
and equilibrium occurs in all three markets of the economy. Formally:
MUDmuﬃn
MUDwooden spoon
=
Pmuﬃn
Pwooden spoon
Pmuﬃn ·Qmuﬃn + Pwooden spoon ·Qwooden spoon = Pmuﬃn ·Dmuﬃn + Pwooden spoon ·Dwooden spoon
Qmuﬃn =
1
1.40
Lmuﬃn
Qwooden spoon =
1
1.78
Lwooden spoon
132 = Lmuﬃn + Lwooden spoon
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PmuﬃnMPLmuﬃn = Pwooden spoonMPLwooden spoon
Qmuﬃn = Dmuﬃn
Qwooden spoon = Dwooden spoon
Solving these equations for Qwooden spoon yields that Qwooden spoon = 64.516854
12. Problem
The economy is functioning under the following conditions:
Qorange =
1
1.29
Lorange
Qlemon =
1
1.20
Llemon
U = 0.27 ·D0.28orangeD0.72lemon
L = 544
Find the optimal amount of lemon produced by the representative producer.
Solution: In optimum the representative consumer maximizes her utility, the ﬁrms maximize their proﬁts,
and equilibrium occurs in all three markets of the economy. Formally:
MUDorange
MUDlemon
=
Porange
Plemon
Porange ·Qorange + Plemon ·Qlemon = Porange ·Dorange + Plemon ·Dlemon
Qorange =
1
1.29
Lorange
Qlemon =
1
1.20
Llemon
544 = Lorange + Llemon
PorangeMPLorange = PlemonMPLlemon
Qorange = Dorange
Qlemon = Dlemon
Solving these equations for Qlemon yields that Qlemon = 326.400000
13. Problem
The objectives and constraints of economic agents in a closed economy that produces only two goods can
be written as
Qtriﬂe =
1
2.25
Ltriﬂe
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Qspring onion =
1
1.16
Lspring onion
U = 1.85 · lnDtriﬂe + 1.63 · lnDspring onion
Find the relative price of triﬂe in terms of spring onion in this economy.
Solution: The representative ﬁrm of triﬂe industry hires labor up to the point where the marginal revenue
of an additional worker is equal the marginal cost of it:
Ptriﬂe
1
2.25
=Wtriﬂe
The same applies to the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm of spring onion industry:
Pspring onion
1
1.16
=Wspring onion
Equilibrium occurs in the labor market, thus no industry is able to pay higher wage than the other one. By
rearranging the equation we obtain the relative price as the ratio of unit labor requirements:
Wtriﬂe =Wspring onion
Ptriﬂe
2.25
=
Pspring onion
1.16
Ptriﬂe
Pspring onion
=
2.25
1.16
= 1.939655
14. Problem
The utility function of a representative consumer in a two-good-economy is U = 2.27 · lnDnecklace + 0.27 ·
lnDpizza. The producers use only one input – labor – to produce their output, and the production functions
are linear. The unit labor requirement in the necklace sector is 1.02, and the same parameter in the pizza
sector is 1.04. The labor supply in this economy is 547, and the labor moves freely from one industry to the
other industry.
Calculate the optimal amount of necklace purchased by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum (i.) the marginal rate of substitution equals the relative price, (ii.) the optimal bundle
of goods is on the budget constraint and in a closed economy this budget constraint is equivalent to the
production possibilities function, and (iii.) if labor moves freely from on industry to the other industry, no
industry can pay higher wage than the other industry, which yields that the relative price equals the ratio of
the two unit labor requirements:
MUDnecklace
MUDpizza
=
Pnecklace
Ppizza
547 = 1.04 ·Qnecklace + 1.04 ·Qpizza
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Pnecklace
Ppizza
=
anecklace
apizza
= 0.980769
From these three equations and by using the fact, that in a closed economy Qnecklace = Dnecklace and
Qpizza = Dpizza, after some rearrangements and substitutions we obtain that in optimum the representative
consumer buys 479.268952 units of necklace.
15. Problem
The economy is functioning under the following conditions:
Qlemon =
1
0.36
Llemon
Qnapkin =
1
2.42
Lnapkin
U = 1.55 ·D0.38lemonD0.62napkin
L = 444
Find the optimal amount of napkin produced by the representative producer.
Solution: In optimum the representative consumer maximizes her utility, the ﬁrms maximize their proﬁts,
and equilibrium occurs in all three markets of the economy. Formally:
MUDlemon
MUDnapkin
=
Plemon
Pnapkin
Plemon ·Qlemon + Pnapkin ·Qnapkin = Plemon ·Dlemon + Pnapkin ·Dnapkin
Qlemon =
1
0.36
Llemon
Qnapkin =
1
2.42
Lnapkin
444 = Llemon + Lnapkin
PlemonMPLlemon = PnapkinMPLnapkin
Qlemon = Dlemon
Qnapkin = Dnapkin
Solving these equations for Qnapkin yields that Qnapkin = 113.752066
16. Problem
The objectives and constraints of economic agents in a closed economy that produces only two goods can
be written as
Qpainting =
1
0.25
Lpainting
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Qcauliﬂower =
1
0.33
Lcauliﬂower
U = 2.18 · lnDpainting + 0.60 · lnDcauliﬂower
Find the relative price of painting in terms of cauliﬂower in this economy.
Solution: The representative ﬁrm of painting industry hires labor up to the point where the marginal
revenue of an additional worker is equal the marginal cost of it:
Ppainting
1
0.25
=Wpainting
The same applies to the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm of cauliﬂower industry:
Pcauliﬂower
1
0.33
=Wcauliﬂower
Equilibrium occurs in the labor market, thus no industry is able to pay higher wage than the other one. By
rearranging the equation we obtain the relative price as the ratio of unit labor requirements:
Wpainting =Wcauliﬂower
Ppainting
0.25
=
Pcauliﬂower
0.33
Ppainting
Pcauliﬂower
=
0.25
0.33
= 0.757576
17. Problem
The economy is functioning under the following conditions:
Qcauliﬂower =
1
0.41
Lcauliﬂower
Qsalad =
1
2.27
Lsalad
U = 1.45 ·D0.26cauliﬂowerD0.74salad
L = 84
Find the optimal amount of salad produced by the representative producer.
Solution: In optimum the representative consumer maximizes her utility, the ﬁrms maximize their proﬁts,
and equilibrium occurs in all three markets of the economy. Formally:
MUDcauliﬂower
MUDsalad
=
Pcauliﬂower
Psalad
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Pcauliﬂower ·Qcauliﬂower + Psalad ·Qsalad = Pcauliﬂower ·Dcauliﬂower + Psalad ·Dsalad
Qcauliﬂower =
1
0.41
Lcauliﬂower
Qsalad =
1
2.27
Lsalad
84 = Lcauliﬂower + Lsalad
PcauliﬂowerMPLcauliﬂower = PsaladMPLsalad
Qcauliﬂower = Dcauliﬂower
Qsalad = Dsalad
Solving these equations for Qsalad yields that Qsalad = 27.383260
18. Problem
The objectives and constraints of economic agents in a closed economy that produces only two goods can
be written as
Qfruit cake =
1
0.37
Lfruit cake
Qhairspray =
1
1.84
Lhairspray
U = 1.71 · lnDfruit cake + 0.94 · lnDhairspray
Find the relative price of fruit cake in terms of hairspray in this economy.
Solution: The representative ﬁrm of fruit cake industry hires labor up to the point where the marginal
revenue of an additional worker is equal the marginal cost of it:
Pfruit cake
1
0.37
=Wfruit cake
The same applies to the proﬁt-maximizing ﬁrm of hairspray industry:
Phairspray
1
1.84
=Whairspray
Equilibrium occurs in the labor market, thus no industry is able to pay higher wage than the other one. By
rearranging the equation we obtain the relative price as the ratio of unit labor requirements:
Wfruit cake =Whairspray
Pfruit cake
0.37
=
Phairspray
1.84
Pfruit cake
Phairspray
=
0.37
1.84
= 0.201087
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19. Problem
The utility function of a representative consumer in a two-good-economy is U = 2.21 · lnDpaper clip + 1.37 ·
lnDcoﬀee cup. The producers use only one input – labor – to produce their output, and the production
functions are linear. The unit labor requirement in the paper clip sector is 1.42, and the same parameter in
the coﬀee cup sector is 2.25. The labor supply in this economy is 361, and the labor moves freely from one
industry to the other industry.
Calculate the optimal amount of paper clip purchased by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum (i.) the marginal rate of substitution equals the relative price, (ii.) the optimal bundle
of goods is on the budget constraint and in a closed economy this budget constraint is equivalent to the
production possibilities function, and (iii.) if labor moves freely from on industry to the other industry, no
industry can pay higher wage than the other industry, which yields that the relative price equals the ratio of
the two unit labor requirements:
MUDpaper clip
MUDcoﬀee cup
=
Ppaper clip
Pcoﬀee cup
361 = 2.25 ·Qpaper clip + 2.25 ·Qcoﬀee cup
Ppaper clip
Pcoﬀee cup
=
apaper clip
acoﬀee cup
= 0.631111
From these three equations and by using the fact, that in a closed economy Qpaper clip = Dpaper clip and
Qcoﬀee cup = Dcoﬀee cup, after some rearrangements and substitutions we obtain that in optimum the repres-
entative consumer buys 156.937997 units of paper clip.
20. Problem
A ﬁrms in a closed economy produce only two goods, cola and blackcurrant. They use a production
process that employs only labor as input, and the whole process can be characterized by linear production
function. The unit labor requirement in the cola industry is 1.91, and it is 2.24 in the blackcurrant industry.
The following utility function describes the representative consumers preferences over the two goods: U =
1.27 · lnDcola + 1.01 · lnDblackcurrant. The labor supply in this economy is 103 units.
What are the behavioral equations and the market clearing conditions of this economy?
Solution: The ﬁrm, that produces cola can be characterized by two equations, the production function and
the demand for labor function:
Qcola =
1
1.91
Lcola
Pcola = 1.91 ·Wcola
The behavior of representative ﬁrm of the blackcurrant industry is described by the following set of func-
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tions:
Qblackcurrant =
1
2.24
Lblackcurrant
Pblackcurrant = 2.24 ·Wblackcurrant
The behavior of the representative consumer is characterized by a budget constraint, and an equation that
states that in optimum the marginal rate of substitution between the two goods equals the relative price.
Pcola ·Qcola + Pblackcurrant ·Qblackcurrant = Pcola ·Dcola + Pblackcurrant ·Dblackcurrant
1.27
1.01
Dblackcurrant
Dcola
=
Pcola
Pblackcurrant
The economy has three markets. In the market for cola the supply equals demand. The same formula
applies to the blackcurrant market. And the supply of labor equals the total demand for labor (in labor
market equilibrium an industry cannot pay greater nominal wage to workers than the other industry, thus
the nominal wage in cola industry equals the nominal wage in blackcurrant industry). The market clearing
conditions are:
Qcola = Dcola
Qblackcurrant = Dblackcurrant
103 = Lcola + Lblackcurrant
Wcola =Wblackcurrant
The model – artiﬁcial economy – consists of behavioral equations and market clearing conditions. The
behavioral equations are:
Qcola =
1
1.91
Lcola
Pcola = 1.91 ·Wcola
Qblackcurrant =
1
2.24
Lblackcurrant
Pblackcurrant = 2.24 ·Wblackcurrant
Pcola ·Qcola + Pblackcurrant ·Qblackcurrant = Pcola ·Dcola + Pblackcurrant ·Dblackcurrant
1.27
1.01
Dblackcurrant
Dcola
=
Pcola
Pblackcurrant
and the market clearing conditions are the following:
Qcola = Dcola
Qblackcurrant = Dblackcurrant
103 = Lcola + Lblackcurrant
Wcola =Wblackcurrant
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Absolute Advantage, Opportunity Cost
1. Problem
Firms is Home produce peach and napkin by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qpeach = 11.61 · Lpeach
Qnapkin = 7.92 · Lnapkin
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldpeach = 1.81 · Lworldpeach
Qworldnapkin = 6.30 · Lworldnapkin
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing peach?
Solution: Home has absolute advantage in producing peach.
2. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
teapot 7.74 7.60
milkshake 1.18 7.25
What is the opportunity cost of producing teapot in terms of milkshake in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of teapot in terms of milkshake in the open economy is 1.0184.
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3. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: soup and bagel.
The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following production
possibilities frontier function:
Qbagel = 729.69− 0.99 ·Qsoup
The rest of the world produces soup and bagel. There the production possibilities frontier function takes
the form of
Qworldbagel = 537.21− 17.00 ·Qworldsoup
Find the opportunity cost of producing soup in terms of bagel in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of soup in terms of bagel in the open economy is 0.99.
4. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the tea axis at 75.00 and the
intersection point with the lime axis is 69.22. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 1305 units of labor.
In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the tea and lime axes at 59.04 and
20.41 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 1005 units.
Find the opportunity cost of producing tea in terms of lime in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of tea in terms of lime in the open economy is 0.9229.
5. Problem
Suppose that Home and Foreign use the same amount of labor to produce egg and watermelon. The
following graphs illustrate the production possibilities frontier in the two economies
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Qegg
amount of egg
Qwatermelon
amount of watermelon
Qegg
amount of egg
Qwatermelon
amount of watermelon
Home Foreign
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing watermelon?
Solution: Foreign has absolute advantage in producing watermelon.
6. Problem
An open economy has 337 units labor to produce two goods hairdryer and coﬀee, while the labor supply in
the rest of the world is 1132 units. The production possibilities frontier in the two regions can be written as:
Qcoﬀee = 244.71− 6.42 ·Qhairdryer
Qworldcoﬀee = 584.28− 2.74 ·Qworldhairdryer
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing coﬀee?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing coﬀee.
7. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
pushchair 7.09 4.52
chicken burger 5.23 2.42
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What is the opportunity cost of producing chicken burger in terms of pushchair in the rest of the world?
Solution: The opportunity cost of chicken burger in terms of pushchair in the rest of the world is 0.4627.
8. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
fruit cake 0.39 1.84
spring onion 11.38 6.10
What is the opportunity cost of producing fruit cake in terms of spring onion in economy A?
Solution: The opportunity cost of fruit cake in terms of spring onion in economy A is 4.7179.
9. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
wooden spoon 9.94 4.98
mint tea 0.93 0.91
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
mint tea?
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Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing mint tea.
10. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
platform shoe 11.68 3.33
jigsaw 3.26 7.49
What is the opportunity cost of producing platform shoe in terms of jigsaw in the rest of the world?
Solution: The opportunity cost of platform shoe in terms of jigsaw in the rest of the world is 0.4352.
11. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: wine glass and
lemonade. The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following
production possibilities frontier function:
Qlemonade = 589.18− 8.52 ·Qwine glass
The rest of the world produces wine glass and lemonade. There the production possibilities frontier function
takes the form of
Qworldlemonade = 366.78− 3.86 ·Qworldwine glass
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing wine glass in terms of lemonade in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of wine glass in terms of lemonade in the rest of the world is 3.86.
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12. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
handbag 1.61 3.67
ice cream 4.07 9.10
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing ice
cream?
Solution: Economy B has absolute advantage in producing ice cream.
13. Problem
Firms is Home produce plate and lemon by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qplate = 1.25 · Lplate
Qlemon = 7.00 · Llemon
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldplate = 1.58 · Lworldplate
Qworldlemon = 4.01 · Lworldlemon
What is the opportunity cost of producing lemon in terms of plate in Home?
Solution: The opportunity cost of lemon in terms of plate in Home is 0.1786.
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14. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: platform shoe
and scarf. The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following
production possibilities frontier function:
Qscarf = 453.52− 10.18 ·Qplatform shoe
The rest of the world produces platform shoe and scarf. There the production possibilities frontier function
takes the form of
Qworldscarf = 676.00− 10.09 ·Qworldplatform shoe
Find the opportunity cost of producing platform shoe in terms of scarf in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of platform shoe in terms of scarf in the open economy is 10.18.
15. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
sweetcorn 6.98 4.61
teacup 0.91 9.90
What is the opportunity cost of producing sweetcorn in terms of teacup in economy A?
Solution: The opportunity cost of sweetcorn in terms of teacup in economy A is 0.6605.
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16. Problem
Firms is Home produce brioche and peach by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qbrioche = 6.54 · Lbrioche
Qpeach = 2.27 · Lpeach
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldbrioche = 6.93 · Lworldbrioche
Qworldpeach = 2.94 · Lworldpeach
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing brioche?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing brioche.
17. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
scarf 1.55 10.48
hairspray 11.17 6.73
What is the opportunity cost of producing hairspray in terms of scarf in the rest of the world?
Solution: The opportunity cost of hairspray in terms of scarf in the rest of the world is 0.6025.
18. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only jigsaw and spring onion. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in jigsaw industry is 5.52, and in spring onion
industry it is 3.01. In the rest of the world aworldjigsaw = 2.48 and a
world
spring onion = 8.36.
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Which economy has absolute advantage in producing spring onion?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing spring onion.
19. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the cabbage axis at 87.44 and
the intersection point with the necklace axis is 61.14. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 663 units of
labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the cabbage and necklace axes
at 93.62 and 19.38 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 494 units.
Find the opportunity cost of producing cabbage in terms of necklace in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of cabbage in terms of necklace in the open economy is 0.6992.
20. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the watermelon axis at 90.25
and the intersection point with the tea axis is 20.61. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 293 units of
labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the watermelon and tea axes at
12.17 and 24.84 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 880 units.
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing watermelon in terms of tea in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of watermelon in terms of tea in the rest of the world is 2.0411.
21. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only muﬃn and almond. The production process can be described by a
linear production function. The unit labor requirement in muﬃn industry is 3.99, and in almond industry
it is 1.68. In the rest of the world aworldmuﬃn = 8.67 and a
world
almond = 8.39.
What is the opportunity cost of producing muﬃn in terms of almond in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of muﬃn in terms of almond in the open economy is 2.3750.
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22. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
watch 5.67 4.83
hot chocolate 5.51 6.70
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing hot
chocolate?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing hot chocolate.
23. Problem
Firms is Home produce watermelon and platform shoe by using a technology that can be characterized by
the following production functions:
Qwatermelon = 11.19 · Lwatermelon
Qplatform shoe = 7.32 · Lplatform shoe
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldwatermelon = 3.42 · Lworldwatermelon
Qworldplatform shoe = 5.52 · Lworldplatform shoe
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing watermelon in terms of platform shoe in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of watermelon in terms of platform shoe in the rest of the world is 1.6140.
24. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the scarf axis at 75.35 and the
intersection point with the banana axis is 47.24. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 814 units of
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labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the scarf and banana axes at
90.53 and 56.03 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 536 units.
What is the opportunity cost of producing banana in terms of scarf in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of banana in terms of scarf in the open economy is 1.5950.
25. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
sweetcorn 10.36 9.83
teacup 9.20 6.18
What is the opportunity cost of producing sweetcorn in terms of teacup in the rest of the world?
Solution: The opportunity cost of sweetcorn in terms of teacup in the rest of the world is 1.4887.
26. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only platform shoe and pushchair. The production process can be
described by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in platform shoe industry is 6.08,
and in pushchair industry it is 9.77. In the rest of the world aworldplatform shoe = 2.01 and a
world
pushchair = 0.88.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing platform shoe?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing platform shoe.
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27. Problem
Firms is Home produce soup and cabbage by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qsoup = 9.91 · Lsoup
Qcabbage = 5.18 · Lcabbage
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldsoup = 10.19 · Lworldsoup
Qworldcabbage = 9.58 · Lworldcabbage
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing soup in terms of cabbage in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of soup in terms of cabbage in the rest of the world is 0.9401.
28. Problem
An open economy has 1171 units labor to produce two goods hot chocolate and handbag, while the labor
supply in the rest of the world is 588 units. The production possibilities frontier in the two regions can be
written as:
Qhandbag = 515.07− 9.60 ·Qhot chocolate
Qworldhandbag = 651.74− 6.94 ·Qworldhot chocolate
Which economy displays absolute advantage in producing hot chocolate?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing hot chocolate.
29. Problem
Firms is Home produce hot chocolate and sweetcorn by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qhot chocolate = 4.63 · Lhot chocolate
Qsweetcorn = 0.98 · Lsweetcorn
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldhot chocolate = 9.53 · Lworldhot chocolate
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Qworldsweetcorn = 10.24 · Lworldsweetcorn
What is the opportunity cost of producing sweetcorn in terms of hot chocolate in Home?
Solution: The opportunity cost of sweetcorn in terms of hot chocolate in Home is 4.7245.
30. Problem
Firms is Home produce hot chocolate and necklace by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qhot chocolate = 1.08 · Lhot chocolate
Qnecklace = 5.55 · Lnecklace
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldhot chocolate = 4.98 · Lworldhot chocolate
Qworldnecklace = 8.20 · Lworldnecklace
Find the opportunity cost of producing hot chocolate in terms of necklace in Home.
Solution: The opportunity cost of hot chocolate in terms of necklace in Home is 5.1389.
31. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the hairspray axis at 93.27 and
the intersection point with the blackcurrant axis is 46.34. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 346
units of labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the hairspray and
blackcurrant axes at 47.86 and 27.09 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 966 units.
What is the opportunity cost of producing blackcurrant in terms of hairspray in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of blackcurrant in terms of hairspray in the open economy is 2.0127.
32. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
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unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
salad 5.64 3.91
soup 5.03 11.71
What is the opportunity cost of producing salad in terms of soup in the rest of the world?
Solution: The opportunity cost of salad in terms of soup in the rest of the world is 0.4295.
33. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
shampoo 7.94 1.34
pistachio 3.85 4.03
What is the opportunity cost of producing pistachio in terms of shampoo in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of pistachio in terms of shampoo in the open economy is 0.1688.
34. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
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unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
spring onion 3.31 5.13
muﬃn 5.57 6.71
What is the opportunity cost of producing muﬃn in terms of spring onion in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of muﬃn in terms of spring onion in the open economy is 1.5498.
35. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only watch and necklace. The production process can be described by a
linear production function. The unit labor requirement in watch industry is 8.43, and in necklace industry
it is 1.94. In the rest of the world aworldwatch = 1.72 and a
world
necklace = 9.60.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing necklace?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing necklace.
36. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: brioche and coﬀee.
The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following production
possibilities frontier function:
Qcoﬀee = 623.40− 8.21 ·Qbrioche
The rest of the world produces brioche and coﬀee. There the production possibilities frontier function takes
the form of
Qworldcoﬀee = 751.44− 20.59 ·Qworldbrioche
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing brioche in terms of coﬀee in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of brioche in terms of coﬀee in the rest of the world is 20.59.
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37. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
spring onion 4.70 5.91
handbag 10.66 4.15
What is the opportunity cost of producing spring onion in terms of handbag in economy B?
Solution: The opportunity cost of spring onion in terms of handbag in economy B is 0.3893.
38. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
pie 7.72 5.78
rug 0.77 6.57
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing pie?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing pie.
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39. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: lemonade and
necklace. The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following
production possibilities frontier function:
Qnecklace = 162.19− 16.76 ·Qlemonade
The rest of the world produces lemonade and necklace. There the production possibilities frontier function
takes the form of
Qworldnecklace = 533.94− 20.86 ·Qworldlemonade
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing lemonade in terms of necklace in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of lemonade in terms of necklace in the rest of the world is 20.86.
40. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
pushchair 2.43 8.42
coﬀee cup 7.65 1.54
What is the opportunity cost of producing coﬀee cup in terms of pushchair in economy A?
Solution: The opportunity cost of coﬀee cup in terms of pushchair in economy A is 0.2886.
41. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only soup and cauliﬂower. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in soup industry is 5.69, and in cauliﬂower
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industry it is 1.43. In the rest of the world aworldsoup = 3.43 and a
world
cauliﬂower = 4.57.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing soup?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing soup.
42. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
shampoo 11.01 6.30
pizza 5.65 10.14
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
shampoo?
Solution: Economy A has absolute advantage in producing shampoo.
43. Problem
Firms is Home produce blackcurrant and wallet by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qblackcurrant = 2.88 · Lblackcurrant
Qwallet = 10.18 · Lwallet
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldblackcurrant = 0.69 · Lworldblackcurrant
Qworldwallet = 3.84 · Lworldwallet
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Which economy has absolute advantage in producing wallet?
Solution: Home has absolute advantage in producing wallet.
44. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
triﬂe 8.43 10.90
banana 1.37 9.61
What is the opportunity cost of producing triﬂe in terms of banana in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of triﬂe in terms of banana in the open economy is 0.7734.
45. Problem
An open economy has 422 units labor to produce two goods porridge and onion, while the labor supply in
the rest of the world is 410 units. The production possibilities frontier in the two regions can be written as:
Qonion = 405.19− 17.43 ·Qporridge
Qworldonion = 258.54− 10.60 ·Qworldporridge
Which economy displays absolute advantage in producing porridge?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing porridge.
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46. Problem
Firms is Home produce cauliﬂower and wine glass by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qcauliﬂower = 10.37 · Lcauliﬂower
Qwine glass = 4.30 · Lwine glass
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldcauliﬂower = 4.46 · Lworldcauliﬂower
Qworldwine glass = 6.54 · Lworldwine glass
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing cauliﬂower in terms of wine glass in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of cauliﬂower in terms of wine glass in the rest of the world is 1.4664.
47. Problem
Firms is Home produce orange and hairdryer by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qorange = 7.93 · Lorange
Qhairdryer = 9.06 · Lhairdryer
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldorange = 2.10 · Lworldorange
Qworldhairdryer = 6.84 · Lworldhairdryer
Determine the opportunity cost of producing hairdryer in terms of orange in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of hairdryer in terms of orange in the rest of the world is 0.3070.
48. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: cauliﬂower and
lemonade. The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following
production possibilities frontier function:
Qlemonade = 298.75− 2.61 ·Qcauliﬂower
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The rest of the world produces cauliﬂower and lemonade. There the production possibilities frontier
function takes the form of
Qworldlemonade = 395.77− 4.18 ·Qworldcauliﬂower
Determine the opportunity cost of producing lemonade in terms of cauliﬂower in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of lemonade in terms of cauliﬂower in the rest of the world is 0.2392.
49. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
hairspray 2.41 6.45
pie 1.30 6.46
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing pie?
Solution: Economy B has absolute advantage in producing pie.
50. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
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unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
jigsaw 6.65 5.64
shampoo 10.22 11.49
What is the opportunity cost of producing shampoo in terms of jigsaw in the rest of the world?
Solution: The opportunity cost of shampoo in terms of jigsaw in the rest of the world is 1.1243.
51. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only peach and brioche. The production process can be described by a
linear production function. The unit labor requirement in peach industry is 0.89, and in brioche industry
it is 8.85. In the rest of the world aworldpeach = 11.53 and a
world
brioche = 3.73.
Find the opportunity cost of producing brioche in terms of peach in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of brioche in terms of peach in the rest of the world is 0.3235.
52. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only bagel and muﬃn. The production process can be described by a
linear production function. The unit labor requirement in bagel industry is 9.29, and in muﬃn industry it
is 8.52. In the rest of the world aworldbagel = 2.11 and a
world
muﬃn = 5.73.
Determine the opportunity cost of producing bagel in terms of muﬃn in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of bagel in terms of muﬃn in the rest of the world is 0.3682.
53. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
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unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
rug 7.03 10.61
food processor 11.70 1.37
What is the opportunity cost of producing food processor in terms of rug in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of food processor in terms of rug in the open economy is 1.5092.
54. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only spring onion and triﬂe. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in spring onion industry is 10.55, and in triﬂe
industry it is 5.08. In the rest of the world aworldspring onion = 11.51 and a
world
triﬂe = 3.13.
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing triﬂe in terms of spring onion in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of triﬂe in terms of spring onion in the open economy is 0.4815.
55. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only almond and pizza. The production process can be described by a
linear production function. The unit labor requirement in almond industry is 11.10, and in pizza industry it
is 9.39. In the rest of the world aworldalmond = 4.78 and a
world
pizza = 6.95.
Determine the opportunity cost of producing almond in terms of pizza in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of almond in terms of pizza in the rest of the world is 0.6878.
56. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
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unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
cauliﬂower 10.73 1.53
lime 10.55 6.72
What is the opportunity cost of producing lime in terms of cauliﬂower in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of lime in terms of cauliﬂower in the open economy is 0.1426.
57. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: onion and lime.
The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following production
possibilities frontier function:
Qlime = 211.51− 4.88 ·Qonion
The rest of the world produces onion and lime. There the production possibilities frontier function takes
the form of
Qworldlime = 671.00− 4.43 ·Qworldonion
Determine the opportunity cost of producing lime in terms of onion in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of lime in terms of onion in the rest of the world is 0.2257.
58. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the naan bread axis at 47.65
and the intersection point with the orange axis is 14.86. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 1156 units
of labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the naan bread and orange
axes at 21.42 and 66.15 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 575 units.
Which economy displays absolute advantage in producing naan bread?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing naan bread.
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59. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
mint tea 4.90 2.48
painting 6.88 8.27
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
mint tea?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing mint tea.
60. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only strawberry and fruit cake. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in strawberry industry is 8.85, and in fruit cake
industry it is 6.34. In the rest of the world aworldstrawberry = 2.91 and a
world
fruit cake = 5.96.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing fruit cake?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing fruit cake.
61. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
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total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
handbag 7.37 9.03
pistachio 8.31 6.59
What is the opportunity cost of producing pistachio in terms of handbag in economy A?
Solution: The opportunity cost of pistachio in terms of handbag in economy A is 0.8162.
62. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only jigsaw and wine glass. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in jigsaw industry is 2.29, and in wine glass
industry it is 3.03. In the rest of the world aworldjigsaw = 1.77 and a
world
wine glass = 1.84.
Determine the opportunity cost of producing jigsaw in terms of wine glass in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of jigsaw in terms of wine glass in the rest of the world is 0.9620.
63. Problem
Firms is Home produce bookshelf and rug by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qbookshelf = 2.46 · Lbookshelf
Qrug = 5.36 · Lrug
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldbookshelf = 2.57 · Lworldbookshelf
Qworldrug = 2.25 · Lworldrug
What is the opportunity cost of producing rug in terms of bookshelf in Home?
Solution: The opportunity cost of rug in terms of bookshelf in Home is 0.4590.
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64. Problem
Firms is Home produce blackcurrant and bookshelf by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qblackcurrant = 0.86 · Lblackcurrant
Qbookshelf = 10.52 · Lbookshelf
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldblackcurrant = 2.69 · Lworldblackcurrant
Qworldbookshelf = 3.30 · Lworldbookshelf
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing blackcurrant in terms of bookshelf in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of blackcurrant in terms of bookshelf in the rest of the world is 1.2268.
65. Problem
Firms is Home produce coﬀee cup and watermelon by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qcoﬀee cup = 0.20 · Lcoﬀee cup
Qwatermelon = 8.57 · Lwatermelon
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldcoﬀee cup = 4.76 · Lworldcoﬀee cup
Qworldwatermelon = 7.28 · Lworldwatermelon
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing watermelon?
Solution: Home has absolute advantage in producing watermelon.
66. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
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total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
rug 8.00 3.23
bookshelf 4.87 7.50
What is the opportunity cost of producing rug in terms of bookshelf in economy A?
Solution: The opportunity cost of rug in terms of bookshelf in economy A is 0.4037.
67. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only hairspray and lemon. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in hairspray industry is 6.71, and in lemon
industry it is 11.45. In the rest of the world aworldhairspray = 5.41 and a
world
lemon = 2.51.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing lemon?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing lemon.
68. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
rug 8.15 4.47
blackcurrant 4.57 9.19
What is the opportunity cost of producing rug in terms of blackcurrant in economy B?
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Solution: The opportunity cost of rug in terms of blackcurrant in economy B is 2.0109.
69. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
pastry 10.45 9.06
muﬃn 0.26 1.57
What is the opportunity cost of producing pastry in terms of muﬃn in economy A?
Solution: The opportunity cost of pastry in terms of muﬃn in economy A is 0.8670.
70. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the scarf axis at 78.73 and the
intersection point with the spring onion axis is 22.02. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 671 units
of labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the scarf and spring onion
axes at 62.51 and 69.07 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 351 units.
Which economy displays absolute advantage in producing scarf?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing scarf.
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71. Problem
Firms is Home produce hot chocolate and lime by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qhot chocolate = 6.28 · Lhot chocolate
Qlime = 4.06 · Llime
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldhot chocolate = 8.96 · Lworldhot chocolate
Qworldlime = 11.58 · Lworldlime
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing hot chocolate?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing hot chocolate.
72. Problem
An open economy has 706 units labor to produce two goods spring onion and teacup, while the labor supply
in the rest of the world is 448 units. The production possibilities frontier in the two regions can be written
as:
Qteacup = 510.07− 3.20 ·Qspring onion
Qworldteacup = 697.00− 10.35 ·Qworldspring onion
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing teacup?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing teacup.
73. Problem
Firms is Home produce aubergine and painting by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qaubergine = 3.46 · Laubergine
Qpainting = 10.36 · Lpainting
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldaubergine = 11.11 · Lworldaubergine
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Qworldpainting = 0.88 · Lworldpainting
What is the opportunity cost of producing painting in terms of aubergine in Home?
Solution: The opportunity cost of painting in terms of aubergine in Home is 0.3340.
74. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the pie axis at 37.69 and the
intersection point with the salad axis is 14.86. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 341 units of labor.
In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the pie and salad axes at 93.53 and
53.43 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 745 units.
Find the opportunity cost of producing pie in terms of salad in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of pie in terms of salad in the open economy is 0.3943.
75. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the sweetcorn axis at 77.77 and
the intersection point with the cola axis is 46.27. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 1056 units of
labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the sweetcorn and cola axes at
18.38 and 90.13 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 921 units.
Determine the opportunity cost of producing cola in terms of sweetcorn in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of cola in terms of sweetcorn in the rest of the world is 0.2039.
76. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only pizza and hot chocolate. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in pizza industry is 0.61, and in hot chocolate
industry it is 11.65. In the rest of the world aworldpizza = 1.93 and a
world
hot chocolate = 11.60.
What is the opportunity cost of producing pizza in terms of hot chocolate in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of pizza in terms of hot chocolate in the open economy is 0.0524.
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77. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
onion 4.40 5.32
cabbage 3.77 2.27
What is the opportunity cost of producing onion in terms of cabbage in economy B?
Solution: The opportunity cost of onion in terms of cabbage in economy B is 0.6021.
78. Problem
An open economy has 1134 units labor to produce two goods lemonade and strawberry, while the labor
supply in the rest of the world is 533 units. The production possibilities frontier in the two regions can be
written as:
Qstrawberry = 655.31− 6.88 ·Qlemonade
Qworldstrawberry = 473.20− 11.36 ·Qworldlemonade
Which economy displays absolute advantage in producing lemonade?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing lemonade.
79. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the bagel axis at 20.92 and the
intersection point with the pushchair axis is 67.04. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 468 units of
labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the bagel and pushchair axes
at 29.37 and 50.48 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 733 units.
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What is the opportunity cost of producing pushchair in terms of bagel in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of pushchair in terms of bagel in the open economy is 0.3121.
80. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only blackcurrant and fruit cake. The production process can be
described by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in blackcurrant industry is 9.20, and
in fruit cake industry it is 6.56. In the rest of the world aworldblackcurrant = 10.96 and a
world
fruit cake = 10.13.
What is the opportunity cost of producing blackcurrant in terms of fruit cake in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of blackcurrant in terms of fruit cake in the open economy is 1.4024.
81. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
mint tea 9.91 7.84
tomato 10.13 2.07
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
mint tea?
Solution: Economy B has absolute advantage in producing mint tea.
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82. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only onion and painting. The production process can be described by a
linear production function. The unit labor requirement in onion industry is 6.29, and in painting industry
it is 5.81. In the rest of the world aworldonion = 6.14 and a
world
painting = 9.62.
Find the opportunity cost of producing painting in terms of onion in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of painting in terms of onion in the rest of the world is 1.5668.
83. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
broccoli 2.43 6.40
wine glass 10.61 6.54
What is the opportunity cost of producing wine glass in terms of broccoli in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of wine glass in terms of broccoli in the open economy is 2.6337.
84. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: hot dog and peach.
The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following production
possibilities frontier function:
Qpeach = 619.59− 10.42 ·Qhot dog
The rest of the world produces hot dog and peach. There the production possibilities frontier function takes
the form of
Qworldpeach = 272.64− 8.62 ·Qworldhot dog
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Calculate the opportunity cost of producing hot dog in terms of peach in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of hot dog in terms of peach in the rest of the world is 8.62.
85. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
cola 4.83 8.41
pistachio 8.06 3.31
What is the opportunity cost of producing pistachio in terms of cola in economy A?
Solution: The opportunity cost of pistachio in terms of cola in economy A is 0.5743.
86. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
handbag 6.26 11.04
muﬃn 7.35 8.67
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
handbag?
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Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing handbag.
87. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
hot dog 0.70 7.84
lemon 1.26 8.39
What is the opportunity cost of producing lemon in terms of hot dog in the rest of the world?
Solution: The opportunity cost of lemon in terms of hot dog in the rest of the world is 6.6587.
88. Problem
Firms is Home produce plate and brioche by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qplate = 10.00 · Lplate
Qbrioche = 8.70 · Lbrioche
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldplate = 7.62 · Lworldplate
Qworldbrioche = 2.09 · Lworldbrioche
Find the opportunity cost of producing plate in terms of brioche in Home.
Solution: The opportunity cost of plate in terms of brioche in Home is 0.8700.
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89. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
wallet 6.28 9.07
rug 5.94 6.70
What is the opportunity cost of producing rug in terms of wallet in economy A?
Solution: The opportunity cost of rug in terms of wallet in economy A is 0.6924.
90. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the lemon axis at 16.93 and the
intersection point with the brioche axis is 61.68. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 1237 units of
labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the lemon and brioche axes at
91.86 and 38.49 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 534 units.
Determine the opportunity cost of producing brioche in terms of lemon in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of brioche in terms of lemon in the rest of the world is 2.3866.
91. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: pistachio and lime.
The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following production
possibilities frontier function:
Qlime = 149.45− 20.68 ·Qpistachio
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing handbag.
87. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
hot dog 0.70 7.84
lemon 1.26 8.39
What is the opportunity cost of producing lemon in terms of hot dog in the rest of the world?
Solution: The opportunity cost of lemon in terms of hot dog in the rest of the world is 6.6587.
88. Problem
Firms is Home produce plate and brioche by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qplate = 10.00 · Lplate
Qbrioche = 8.70 · Lbrioche
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldplate = 7.62 · Lworldplate
Qworldbrioche = 2.09 · Lworldbrioche
Find the opportunity cost of producing plate in terms of brioche in Home.
Solution: The opportunity cost of plate in terms of brioche in Home is 0.8700.
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The rest of the world produces pistachio and lime. There the production possibilities frontier function takes
the form of
Qworldlime = 603.65− 13.96 ·Qworldpistachio
What is the opportunity cost of producing lime in terms of pistachio in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of lime in terms of pistachio in the open economy is 0.0484.
92. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
coﬀee 1.50 3.74
watch 8.12 7.11
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
coﬀee?
Solution: Economy B has absolute advantage in producing coﬀee.
93. Problem
Firms is Home produce scarf and orange by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qscarf = 6.75 · Lscarf
Qorange = 6.25 · Lorange
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldscarf = 7.86 · Lworldscarf
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Qworldorange = 1.05 · Lworldorange
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing scarf?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing scarf.
94. Problem
Firms is Home produce banana and chicken burger by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qbanana = 5.27 · Lbanana
Qchicken burger = 2.83 · Lchicken burger
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldbanana = 9.49 · Lworldbanana
Qworldchicken burger = 4.44 · Lworldchicken burger
Find the opportunity cost of producing banana in terms of chicken burger in Home.
Solution: The opportunity cost of banana in terms of chicken burger in Home is 0.5370.
95. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
cabbage 2.94 7.15
bagel 7.87 9.19
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Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
bagel?
Solution: Economy B has absolute advantage in producing bagel.
96. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
chicken burger 2.93 4.70
tea 0.93 5.29
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing tea?
Solution: Economy B has absolute advantage in producing tea.
97. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only orange and wine glass. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in orange industry is 5.85, and in wine glass
industry it is 10.76. In the rest of the world aworldorange = 1.90 and a
world
wine glass = 10.01.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing orange?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing orange.
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98. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the onion axis at 60.93 and the
intersection point with the porridge axis is 73.96. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 1067 units of
labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the onion and porridge axes at
67.08 and 68.74 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 369 units.
Find the opportunity cost of producing onion in terms of porridge in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of onion in terms of porridge in the open economy is 1.2139.
99. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only triﬂe and spring onion. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in triﬂe industry is 2.60, and in spring onion
industry it is 3.92. In the rest of the world aworldtriﬂe = 0.27 and a
world
spring onion = 6.05.
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing spring onion in terms of triﬂe in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of spring onion in terms of triﬂe in the open economy is 1.5077.
100. Problem
An open economy has 1252 units labor to produce two goods shampoo and ice cream, while the labor
supply in the rest of the world is 1176 units. The production possibilities frontier in the two regions can be
written as:
Qice cream = 441.36− 15.74 ·Qshampoo
Qworldice cream = 280.35− 12.47 ·Qworldshampoo
Which economy displays absolute advantage in producing shampoo?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing shampoo.
101. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
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unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
mint tea 8.28 11.24
milkshake 1.06 7.72
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
mint tea?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing mint tea.
102. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: triﬂe and necklace.
The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following production
possibilities frontier function:
Qnecklace = 570.31− 8.19 ·Qtriﬂe
The rest of the world produces triﬂe and necklace. There the production possibilities frontier function takes
the form of
Qworldnecklace = 485.09− 2.90 ·Qworldtriﬂe
Determine the opportunity cost of producing necklace in terms of triﬂe in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of necklace in terms of triﬂe in the rest of the world is 0.3448.
103. Problem
Firms is Home produce handbag and lime by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qhandbag = 8.86 · Lhandbag
Qlime = 3.34 · Llime
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldhandbag = 8.63 · Lworldhandbag
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Qworldlime = 8.53 · Lworldlime
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing handbag in terms of lime in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of handbag in terms of lime in the rest of the world is 0.9884.
104. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only mint tea and bookshelf. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in mint tea industry is 0.66, and in bookshelf
industry it is 10.30. In the rest of the world aworldmint tea = 7.24 and a
world
bookshelf = 9.22.
Find the opportunity cost of producing bookshelf in terms of mint tea in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of bookshelf in terms of mint tea in the rest of the world is 1.2735.
105. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
watch 2.58 7.17
fruit cake 10.26 6.88
What is the opportunity cost of producing watch in terms of fruit cake in the rest of the world?
Solution: The opportunity cost of watch in terms of fruit cake in the rest of the world is 1.4913.
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106. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the watch axis at 86.74 and the
intersection point with the cauliﬂower axis is 27.84. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 575 units of
labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the watch and cauliﬂower axes
at 47.95 and 12.70 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 768 units.
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing watch in terms of cauliﬂower in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of watch in terms of cauliﬂower in the rest of the world is 0.2649.
107. Problem
Firms is Home produce hairspray and fruit cake by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qhairspray = 8.01 · Lhairspray
Qfruit cake = 4.75 · Lfruit cake
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldhairspray = 5.60 · Lworldhairspray
Qworldfruit cake = 2.24 · Lworldfruit cake
What is the opportunity cost of producing fruit cake in terms of hairspray in Home?
Solution: The opportunity cost of fruit cake in terms of hairspray in Home is 1.6863.
108. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
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total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
hot dog 6.95 8.11
triﬂe 1.52 0.75
What is the opportunity cost of producing triﬂe in terms of hot dog in economy A?
Solution: The opportunity cost of triﬂe in terms of hot dog in economy A is 0.8570.
109. Problem
An open economy has 697 units labor to produce two goods cola and salad, while the labor supply in the
rest of the world is 575 units. The production possibilities frontier in the two regions can be written as:
Qsalad = 433.03− 16.71 ·Qcola
Qworldsalad = 765.14− 18.41 ·Qworldcola
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing salad?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing salad.
110. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the hairdryer axis at 92.73 and
the intersection point with the necklace axis is 74.03. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 1182 units
of labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the hairdryer and necklace
axes at 38.16 and 71.79 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 1108 units.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing necklace?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing necklace.
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111. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the paper clip axis at 59.46 and
the intersection point with the backpack axis is 72.75. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 757 units
of labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the paper clip and backpack
axes at 57.81 and 47.58 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 1190 units.
What is the opportunity cost of producing backpack in terms of paper clip in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of backpack in terms of paper clip in the open economy is 0.8173.
112. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
watch 0.79 1.85
painting 6.72 6.56
What is the opportunity cost of producing watch in terms of painting in economy B?
Solution: The opportunity cost of watch in terms of painting in economy B is 0.9762.
113. Problem
Suppose that Home uses 3.54 times the labor used in Foreign to produce orange and bread. The following
graphs illustrate the production possibilities frontier in the two economies
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Qorange
amount of orange
Qbread
amount of bread
Qorange
amount of orange
Qbread
amount of bread
Home Foreign
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing orange?
Solution: Foreign has absolute advantage in producing orange.
114. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
backpack 3.62 5.47
hot chocolate 6.79 9.15
What is the opportunity cost of producing backpack in terms of hot chocolate in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of backpack in terms of hot chocolate in the open economy is 0.6618.
115. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only bookshelf and hairspray. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in bookshelf industry is 6.02, and in hairspray
industry it is 0.24. In the rest of the world aworldbookshelf = 3.72 and a
world
hairspray = 6.34.
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What is the opportunity cost of producing bookshelf in terms of hairspray in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of bookshelf in terms of hairspray in the open economy is 25.0833.
116. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the strawberry axis at 80.00
and the intersection point with the orange axis is 82.05. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 544 units
of labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the strawberry and orange
axes at 35.61 and 19.36 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 1226 units.
Determine the opportunity cost of producing orange in terms of strawberry in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of orange in terms of strawberry in the rest of the world is 1.8394.
117. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: yoghurt and tomato.
The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following production
possibilities frontier function:
Qtomato = 467.24− 15.89 ·Qyoghurt
The rest of the world produces yoghurt and tomato. There the production possibilities frontier function
takes the form of
Qworldtomato = 472.21− 11.52 ·Qworldyoghurt
What is the opportunity cost of producing tomato in terms of yoghurt in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of tomato in terms of yoghurt in the open economy is 0.0629.
118. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
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total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
broccoli 7.40 9.33
lime 9.52 3.00
What is the opportunity cost of producing broccoli in terms of lime in economy B?
Solution: The opportunity cost of broccoli in terms of lime in economy B is 0.3151.
119. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
food processor 10.72 7.26
yoghurt 5.51 10.23
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
yoghurt?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing yoghurt.
120. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: teacup and
backpack. The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following
production possibilities frontier function:
Qbackpack = 686.93− 15.26 ·Qteacup
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The rest of the world produces teacup and backpack. There the production possibilities frontier function
takes the form of
Qworldbackpack = 354.86− 1.71 ·Qworldteacup
What is the opportunity cost of producing backpack in terms of teacup in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of backpack in terms of teacup in the open economy is 0.0655.
121. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only rug and strawberry. The production process can be described by a
linear production function. The unit labor requirement in rug industry is 11.18, and in strawberry industry
it is 10.93. In the rest of the world aworldrug = 10.13 and a
world
strawberry = 0.81.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing strawberry?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing strawberry.
122. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
hot dog 6.66 11.54
watch 11.75 8.71
What is the opportunity cost of producing hot dog in terms of watch in economy A?
Solution: The opportunity cost of hot dog in terms of watch in economy A is 1.7327.
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123. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the hot chocolate axis at 23.74
and the intersection point with the painting axis is 43.53. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 1160
units of labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the hot chocolate and
painting axes at 66.28 and 43.88 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 857 units.
Determine the opportunity cost of producing painting in terms of hot chocolate in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of painting in terms of hot chocolate in the rest of the world is 1.5105.
124. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
painting 6.27 4.93
teapot 6.19 7.38
What is the opportunity cost of producing painting in terms of teapot in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of painting in terms of teapot in the open economy is 1.2718.
125. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the jigsaw axis at 58.05 and the
intersection point with the hot chocolate axis is 14.22. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 463 units
of labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the jigsaw and hot chocolate
axes at 14.38 and 57.40 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 1255 units.
Which economy displays absolute advantage in producing jigsaw?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing jigsaw.
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126. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the mint tea axis at 77.44 and
the intersection point with the spring onion axis is 27.25. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 503
units of labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the mint tea and spring
onion axes at 20.02 and 32.70 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 945 units.
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing mint tea in terms of spring onion in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of mint tea in terms of spring onion in the rest of the world is 1.6334.
127. Problem
Suppose that Home uses 0.73 times the labor used in Foreign to produce orange and bread. The following
graphs illustrate the production possibilities frontier in the two economies
Qorange
amount of orange
Qbread
amount of bread
Qorange
amount of orange
Qbread
amount of bread
Home Foreign
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing bread?
Solution: Home has absolute advantage in producing bread.
128. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only teapot and watermelon. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in teapot industry is 2.13, and in watermelon
industry it is 0.58. In the rest of the world aworldteapot = 1.99 and a
world
watermelon = 0.28.
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing watermelon in terms of teapot in the open economy.
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Solution: The opportunity cost of watermelon in terms of teapot in the open economy is 0.2723.
129. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only paper clip and pistachio. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in paper clip industry is 11.12, and in pistachio
industry it is 11.12. In the rest of the world aworldpaper clip = 6.45 and a
world
pistachio = 5.76.
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing pistachio in terms of paper clip in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of pistachio in terms of paper clip in the open economy is 1.0000.
130. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only naan bread and pie. The production process can be described by a
linear production function. The unit labor requirement in naan bread industry is 11.61, and in pie industry
it is 11.69. In the rest of the world aworldnaan bread = 5.37 and a
world
pie = 3.47.
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing pie in terms of naan bread in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of pie in terms of naan bread in the open economy is 1.0069.
131. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the painting axis at 88.03 and
the intersection point with the peach axis is 58.13. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 717 units of
labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the painting and peach axes at
86.41 and 89.18 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 1265 units.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing peach?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing peach.
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132. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
teacup 3.24 4.49
hot dog 5.86 7.45
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing hot
dog?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing hot dog.
133. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
soup 9.11 9.70
sweetcorn 9.16 8.07
What is the opportunity cost of producing sweetcorn in terms of soup in economy B?
Solution: The opportunity cost of sweetcorn in terms of soup in economy B is 1.1351.
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134. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
cabbage 4.05 8.28
strawberry 9.82 2.49
What is the opportunity cost of producing strawberry in terms of cabbage in economy B?
Solution: The opportunity cost of strawberry in terms of cabbage in economy B is 3.9438.
135. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only strawberry and hairdryer. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in strawberry industry is 1.38, and in hairdryer
industry it is 4.79. In the rest of the world aworldstrawberry = 6.39 and a
world
hairdryer = 3.28.
Find the opportunity cost of producing hairdryer in terms of strawberry in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of hairdryer in terms of strawberry in the rest of the world is 0.5133.
136. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: broccoli and
chicken burger. The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following
production possibilities frontier function:
Qchicken burger = 676.18− 8.71 ·Qbroccoli
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The rest of the world produces broccoli and chicken burger. There the production possibilities frontier
function takes the form of
Qworldchicken burger = 261.40− 17.20 ·Qworldbroccoli
Determine the opportunity cost of producing chicken burger in terms of broccoli in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of chicken burger in terms of broccoli in the rest of the world is 0.0581.
137. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only ice cream and spring onion. The production process can be
described by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in ice cream industry is 9.77, and in
spring onion industry it is 9.82. In the rest of the world aworldice cream = 2.85 and a
world
spring onion = 3.08.
Find the opportunity cost of producing spring onion in terms of ice cream in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of spring onion in terms of ice cream in the rest of the world is 1.0807.
138. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the coﬀee cup axis at 93.11 and
the intersection point with the wooden spoon axis is 55.01. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 899
units of labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the coﬀee cup and
wooden spoon axes at 72.13 and 33.64 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 1294 units.
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing coﬀee cup in terms of wooden spoon in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of coﬀee cup in terms of wooden spoon in the rest of the world is 0.4664.
139. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
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unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
shampoo 5.78 1.80
salad 10.43 4.31
What is the opportunity cost of producing shampoo in terms of salad in the rest of the world?
Solution: The opportunity cost of shampoo in terms of salad in the rest of the world is 2.4200.
140. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the cappuccino axis at 73.87
and the intersection point with the sweetcorn axis is 21.40. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 661
units of labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the cappuccino and
sweetcorn axes at 14.38 and 22.64 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 1123 units.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing sweetcorn?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing sweetcorn.
141. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
sweetcorn 10.21 5.14
hairspray 1.27 5.54
What is the opportunity cost of producing sweetcorn in terms of hairspray in the open economy?
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Solution: The opportunity cost of sweetcorn in terms of hairspray in the open economy is 1.9864.
142. Problem
Suppose that Home and Foreign use the same amount of labor to produce apple and broccoli. The following
graphs illustrate the production possibilities frontier in the two economies
Qapple
amount of apple
Qbroccoli
amount of broccoli
Qapple
amount of apple
Qbroccoli
amount of broccoli
Home Foreign
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing broccoli?
Solution: Home has absolute advantage in producing broccoli.
143. Problem
Suppose that Home uses 0.17 times the labor used in Foreign to produce apple and broccoli. The following
graphs illustrate the production possibilities frontier in the two economies
Qapple
amount of apple
Qbroccoli
amount of broccoli
Qapple
amount of apple
Qbroccoli
amount of broccoli
Home Foreign
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Which economy has absolute advantage in producing apple?
Solution: Home has absolute advantage in producing apple.
144. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the spring onion axis at 13.20
and the intersection point with the sweetcorn axis is 81.71. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 282
units of labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the spring onion and
sweetcorn axes at 91.02 and 46.25 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 962 units.
What is the opportunity cost of producing sweetcorn in terms of spring onion in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of sweetcorn in terms of spring onion in the open economy is 0.1615.
145. Problem
An open economy has 434 units labor to produce two goods coﬀee and almond, while the labor supply in
the rest of the world is 310 units. The production possibilities frontier in the two regions can be written as:
Qalmond = 334.19− 7.29 ·Qcoﬀee
Qworldalmond = 348.49− 17.89 ·Qworldcoﬀee
Which economy displays absolute advantage in producing coﬀee?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing coﬀee.
146. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
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unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
tea 4.98 2.87
painting 9.09 0.54
What is the opportunity cost of producing painting in terms of tea in the rest of the world?
Solution: The opportunity cost of painting in terms of tea in the rest of the world is 0.0594.
147. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the handbag axis at 42.52 and
the intersection point with the lemon axis is 77.12. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 835 units of
labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the handbag and lemon axes
at 16.22 and 53.88 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 298 units.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing lemon?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing lemon.
148. Problem
Firms is Home produce teacup and pushchair by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qteacup = 2.45 · Lteacup
Qpushchair = 9.03 · Lpushchair
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldteacup = 10.43 · Lworldteacup
Qworldpushchair = 6.87 · Lworldpushchair
Determine the opportunity cost of producing pushchair in terms of teacup in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of pushchair in terms of teacup in the rest of the world is 1.5182.
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149. Problem
Suppose that Home uses 3.54 times the labor used in Foreign to produce apple and broccoli. The following
graphs illustrate the production possibilities frontier in the two economies
Qapple
amount of apple
Qbroccoli
amount of broccoli
Qapple
amount of apple
Qbroccoli
amount of broccoli
Home Foreign
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing apple?
Solution: Foreign has absolute advantage in producing apple.
150. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the triﬂe axis at 41.22 and the
intersection point with the lemonade axis is 70.22. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 829 units of
labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the triﬂe and lemonade axes at
51.66 and 27.51 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 660 units.
Which economy displays absolute advantage in producing triﬂe?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing triﬂe.
151. Problem
Firms is Home produce cauliﬂower and chicken burger by using a technology that can be characterized by
the following production functions:
Qcauliﬂower = 0.27 · Lcauliﬂower
Qchicken burger = 1.95 · Lchicken burger
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The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldcauliﬂower = 5.49 · Lworldcauliﬂower
Qworldchicken burger = 7.77 · Lworldchicken burger
Find the opportunity cost of producing cauliﬂower in terms of chicken burger in Home.
Solution: The opportunity cost of cauliﬂower in terms of chicken burger in Home is 7.2222.
152. Problem
Firms is Home produce teacup and almond by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qteacup = 4.55 · Lteacup
Qalmond = 5.14 · Lalmond
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldteacup = 10.40 · Lworldteacup
Qworldalmond = 8.13 · Lworldalmond
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing almond?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing almond.
153. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
tea 6.65 5.95
mint tea 3.00 9.77
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Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
mint tea?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing mint tea.
154. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: porridge and
cabbage. The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following
production possibilities frontier function:
Qcabbage = 707.32− 19.75 ·Qporridge
The rest of the world produces porridge and cabbage. There the production possibilities frontier function
takes the form of
Qworldcabbage = 470.44− 16.60 ·Qworldporridge
Find the opportunity cost of producing porridge in terms of cabbage in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of porridge in terms of cabbage in the open economy is 19.75.
155. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: hot chocolate and
wine glass. The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following
production possibilities frontier function:
Qwine glass = 664.79− 11.72 ·Qhot chocolate
The rest of the world produces hot chocolate and wine glass. There the production possibilities frontier
function takes the form of
Qworldwine glass = 234.04− 5.20 ·Qworldhot chocolate
Determine the opportunity cost of producing wine glass in terms of hot chocolate in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of wine glass in terms of hot chocolate in the rest of the world is 0.1923.
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156. Problem
Firms is Home produce cola and banana by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qcola = 6.68 · Lcola
Qbanana = 0.90 · Lbanana
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldcola = 9.34 · Lworldcola
Qworldbanana = 9.44 · Lworldbanana
Determine the opportunity cost of producing banana in terms of cola in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of banana in terms of cola in the rest of the world is 0.9894.
157. Problem
An open economy has 746 units labor to produce two goods muﬃn and cappuccino, while the labor supply
in the rest of the world is 999 units. The production possibilities frontier in the two regions can be written
as:
Qcappuccino = 731.07− 13.30 ·Qmuﬃn
Qworldcappuccino = 444.70− 14.13 ·Qworldmuﬃn
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing cappuccino?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing cappuccino.
158. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the watch axis at 87.88 and the
intersection point with the teacup axis is 17.12. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 452 units of labor.
In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the watch and teacup axes at 62.64
and 32.64 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 582 units.
Find the opportunity cost of producing watch in terms of teacup in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of watch in terms of teacup in the open economy is 0.1948.
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159. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: brioche and pie.
The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following production
possibilities frontier function:
Qpie = 593.00− 20.69 ·Qbrioche
The rest of the world produces brioche and pie. There the production possibilities frontier function takes
the form of
Qworldpie = 437.25− 9.46 ·Qworldbrioche
Find the opportunity cost of producing brioche in terms of pie in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of brioche in terms of pie in the open economy is 20.69.
160. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the jigsaw axis at 62.86 and the
intersection point with the aubergine axis is 83.82. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 963 units of
labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the jigsaw and aubergine axes
at 16.81 and 54.83 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 999 units.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing aubergine?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing aubergine.
161. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the banana axis at 23.32 and
the intersection point with the tea axis is 22.96. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 673 units of
labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the banana and tea axes at
28.86 and 19.84 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 330 units.
Which economy displays absolute advantage in producing banana?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing banana.
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162. Problem
Firms is Home produce blackcurrant and pastry by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qblackcurrant = 1.00 · Lblackcurrant
Qpastry = 0.33 · Lpastry
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldblackcurrant = 4.71 · Lworldblackcurrant
Qworldpastry = 2.66 · Lworldpastry
Determine the opportunity cost of producing pastry in terms of blackcurrant in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of pastry in terms of blackcurrant in the rest of the world is 1.7707.
163. Problem
Firms is Home produce bagel and tea by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qbagel = 7.65 · Lbagel
Qtea = 5.73 · Ltea
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldbagel = 0.74 · Lworldbagel
Qworldtea = 2.00 · Lworldtea
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing tea?
Solution: Home has absolute advantage in producing tea.
164. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the mint tea axis at 61.86 and
the intersection point with the naan bread axis is 85.48. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 1023
units of labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the mint tea and naan
bread axes at 53.36 and 85.27 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 900 units.
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Calculate the opportunity cost of producing mint tea in terms of naan bread in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of mint tea in terms of naan bread in the rest of the world is 1.5980.
165. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
cappuccino 1.21 9.85
wooden spoon 4.35 3.02
What is the opportunity cost of producing wooden spoon in terms of cappuccino in economy B?
Solution: The opportunity cost of wooden spoon in terms of cappuccino in economy B is 1.4404.
166. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
blackcurrant 8.16 8.82
lime 3.05 11.25
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Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
blackcurrant?
Solution: Economy A has absolute advantage in producing blackcurrant.
167. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only pushchair and brioche. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in pushchair industry is 0.70, and in brioche
industry it is 8.99. In the rest of the world aworldpushchair = 6.03 and a
world
brioche = 7.55.
What is the opportunity cost of producing pushchair in terms of brioche in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of pushchair in terms of brioche in the open economy is 0.0779.
168. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirements
Open economy Rest of the World
mint tea 11.56 8.36
watermelon 7.79 8.02
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
mint tea?
Solution: The rest of the world has absolute advantage in producing mint tea.
169. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only wallet and pistachio. The production process can be described by a
linear production function. The unit labor requirement in wallet industry is 4.25, and in pistachio industry
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it is 10.48. In the rest of the world aworldwallet = 8.75 and a
world
pistachio = 5.22.
Determine the opportunity cost of producing wallet in terms of pistachio in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of wallet in terms of pistachio in the rest of the world is 1.6762.
170. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
painting 1.26 1.26
spring onion 5.44 7.16
What is the opportunity cost of producing spring onion in terms of painting in economy B?
Solution: The opportunity cost of spring onion in terms of painting in economy B is 0.7598.
171. Problem
In an open economy the production possibilities frontier function intersects the plate axis at 94.30 and the
intersection point with the hot dog axis is 19.53. The ﬁrms of this economy are able to use 302 units of
labor. In the rest of the world the production possibilities frontier intersects the plate and hot dog axes at
36.47 and 84.56 respectively and the labor supply in this region is 921 units.
Determine the opportunity cost of producing hot dog in terms of plate in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of hot dog in terms of plate in the rest of the world is 0.4313.
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172. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only sweetcorn and cappuccino. The production process can be descri-
bed by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in sweetcorn industry is 6.68, and in
cappuccino industry it is 7.08. In the rest of the world aworldsweetcorn = 8.27 and a
world
cappuccino = 1.35.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing sweetcorn?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing sweetcorn.
173. Problem
Firms is Home produce food processor and rug by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qfood processor = 3.24 · Lfood processor
Qrug = 0.22 · Lrug
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldfood processor = 3.23 · Lworldfood processor
Qworldrug = 0.17 · Lworldrug
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing rug?
Solution: Home has absolute advantage in producing rug.
174. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
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total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
almond 1.10 10.47
lemon 6.73 2.22
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
lemon?
Solution: Economy A has absolute advantage in producing lemon.
175. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only lime and triﬂe. The production process can be described by a
linear production function. The unit labor requirement in lime industry is 0.53, and in triﬂe industry it is
4.28. In the rest of the world aworldlime = 6.48 and a
world
triﬂe = 8.49.
Determine the opportunity cost of producing lime in terms of triﬂe in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of lime in terms of triﬂe in the rest of the world is 0.7633.
176. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms produce only backpack and cabbage. The production process can be described
by a linear production function. The unit labor requirement in backpack industry is 4.97, and in cabbage
industry it is 9.92. In the rest of the world aworldbackpack = 11.71 and a
world
cabbage = 6.22.
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing backpack?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing backpack.
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177. Problem
Firms is Home produce cauliﬂower and watermelon by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qcauliﬂower = 6.00 · Lcauliﬂower
Qwatermelon = 6.94 · Lwatermelon
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldcauliﬂower = 4.87 · Lworldcauliﬂower
Qworldwatermelon = 2.88 · Lworldwatermelon
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing cauliﬂower?
Solution: Home has absolute advantage in producing cauliﬂower.
178. Problem
Firms is Home produce hot dog and spring onion by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qhot dog = 10.25 · Lhot dog
Qspring onion = 4.53 · Lspring onion
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldhot dog = 10.96 · Lworldhot dog
Qworldspring onion = 10.69 · Lworldspring onion
Determine the opportunity cost of producing spring onion in terms of hot dog in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of spring onion in terms of hot dog in the rest of the world is 1.0253.
179. Problem
Firms is Home produce necklace and cabbage by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qnecklace = 10.20 · Lnecklace
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Qcabbage = 3.70 · Lcabbage
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldnecklace = 2.49 · Lworldnecklace
Qworldcabbage = 4.28 · Lworldcabbage
Find the opportunity cost of producing necklace in terms of cabbage in Home.
Solution: The opportunity cost of necklace in terms of cabbage in Home is 0.3627.
180. Problem
An open economy has 382 units labor to produce two goods pistachio and lime, while the labor supply in
the rest of the world is 974 units. The production possibilities frontier in the two regions can be written as:
Qlime = 457.31− 14.83 ·Qpistachio
Qworldlime = 650.23− 4.69 ·Qworldpistachio
Which economy has absolute advantage in producing lime?
Solution: The open economy has absolute advantage in producing lime.
181. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: cabbage and
pushchair. The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following
production possibilities frontier function:
Qpushchair = 399.83− 17.02 ·Qcabbage
The rest of the world produces cabbage and pushchair. There the production possibilities frontier function
takes the form of
Qworldpushchair = 337.86− 21.44 ·Qworldcabbage
Calculate the opportunity cost of producing cabbage in terms of pushchair in the rest of the world.
Solution: The opportunity cost of cabbage in terms of pushchair in the rest of the world is 21.44.
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182. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: hot dog and
cauliﬂower. The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following
production possibilities frontier function:
Qcauliﬂower = 594.22− 3.74 ·Qhot dog
The rest of the world produces hot dog and cauliﬂower. There the production possibilities frontier function
takes the form of
Qworldcauliﬂower = 300.93− 12.68 ·Qworldhot dog
What is the opportunity cost of producing cauliﬂower in terms of hot dog in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of cauliﬂower in terms of hot dog in the open economy is 0.2674.
183. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: naan bread
and salad. The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following
production possibilities frontier function:
Qsalad = 398.78− 16.38 ·Qnaan bread
The rest of the world produces naan bread and salad. There the production possibilities frontier function
takes the form of
Qworldsalad = 163.92− 5.81 ·Qworldnaan bread
Find the opportunity cost of producing naan bread in terms of salad in the open economy.
Solution: The opportunity cost of naan bread in terms of salad in the open economy is 16.38.
184. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
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total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
muﬃn 8.80 0.83
fruit cake 3.53 1.71
What is the opportunity cost of producing fruit cake in terms of muﬃn in economy B?
Solution: The opportunity cost of fruit cake in terms of muﬃn in economy B is 2.0643.
185. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total factor productivity).
total factor productivity
Economy A Economy B
teapot 10.24 0.62
shampoo 4.53 3.62
Based on the pieces of data displayed in the table, which economy has absolute advantage in producing
teapot?
Solution: Economy A has absolute advantage in producing teapot.
186. Problem
In an open economy ﬁrms use the only available input – labor – to produce two goods: bagel and napkin.
The production process and the state of the labor market can be described by the following production
possibilities frontier function:
Qnapkin = 352.40− 9.35 ·Qbagel
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The rest of the world produces bagel and napkin. There the production possibilities frontier function takes
the form of
Qworldnapkin = 177.38− 1.87 ·Qworldbagel
What is the opportunity cost of producing napkin in terms of bagel in the open economy?
Solution: The opportunity cost of napkin in terms of bagel in the open economy is 0.1070.
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Comparative Advantage
1. Problem
Firms in Home produce rug and banana by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qrug = 10.02 · Lrug
Qbanana = 6.26 · Lbanana
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldrug = 2.31 · Lworldrug
Qworldbanana = 6.44 · Lworldbanana
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing banana?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing banana.
2. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total productivity).
Total productivity
Economy A Economy B
hot dog 11.38 11.60
blackcurrant 1.39 5.97
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing hot dog?
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Solution: Economy A has comparative advantage in producing hot dog.
3. Problem
Firms in Home produce pushchair and mint tea by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qpushchair = 0.90 · Lpushchair
Qmint tea = 10.63 · Lmint tea
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldpushchair = 2.93 · Lworldpushchair
Qworldmint tea = 0.49 · Lworldmint tea
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing mint tea?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing mint tea.
4. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirement
Open economy Rest of the World
coﬀee cup 1.71 5.48
painting 8.24 4.70
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing coﬀee cup?
Solution: The open economy has comparative advantage in producing coﬀee cup.
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5. Problem
A small open economy produces its goods by using a technology that can be described by the following
production functions
Qchicken burger = 8.06 · Lchicken burger
Qpeach = 10.66 · Lpeach
In the rest of the world the relative price of chicken burger in terms of peach is 21.22.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing peach?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing peach.
6. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirement
Open economy Rest of the World
bagel 5.89 5.18
lemon 7.35 7.03
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing bagel?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing bagel.
7. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total productivity).
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Total productivity
Economy A Economy B
porridge 11.64 10.16
lime 4.68 8.93
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing porridge?
Solution: Economy A has comparative advantage in producing porridge.
8. Problem
The production possibilities frontier function in a small open economy is given by
Qsalad = 205.65− 12.36 ·Qchicken burger
In the rest of the world the relative price of chicken burger in terms of salad is 32.69.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing salad?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing salad.
9. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirement
Open economy Rest of the World
fruit cake 6.90 0.86
handbag 5.49 10.73
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing handbag?
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Solution: The open economy has comparative advantage in producing handbag.
10. Problem
The production possibilities frontier in country A and country B take the following form:
QAcabbage = 105.29− 27.67 ·QAice cream
QBcabbage = 391.08− 35.23 ·QBice cream
Identify the good in which country A has a comparative advantage.
Solution: A has comparative advantage in producing ice cream.
11. Problem
In a small open economy the opportunity cost of producing pie in terms of almond is 33.17. In the rest of
the world the relative price of pie in terms of almond is
P worldpie
P worldalmond
= 38.45.
In producing which good has the rest of the world comparative advantage?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing almond.
12. Problem
Firms in Home produce jigsaw and triﬂe by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qjigsaw = 2.23 · Ljigsaw
Qtriﬂe = 11.17 · Ltriﬂe
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldjigsaw = 7.12 · Lworldjigsaw
Qworldtriﬂe = 3.59 · Lworldtriﬂe
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing triﬂe?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing triﬂe.
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13. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total productivity).
Total productivity
Economy A Economy B
teacup 2.09 4.12
sweetcorn 1.32 7.08
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing sweetcorn?
Solution: Economy B has comparative advantage in producing sweetcorn.
14. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total productivity).
Total productivity
Economy A Economy B
jigsaw 1.58 8.92
shampoo 6.68 11.60
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing shampoo?
Solution: Economy A has comparative advantage in producing shampoo.
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15. Problem
In a small open economy the opportunity cost of producing bookshelf in terms of painting is 36.93. In the
rest of the world the relative price of bookshelf in terms of painting is P
world
bookshelf
P worldpainting
= 27.67.
Identify the good in which the small open economy has comparative advantage over the rest of the world.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing painting.
16. Problem
In economy A the production possibilities frontier function intersects the chicken burger axis at 10.49
and the aubergine axis at 2.56.In country B the relative price of chicken burger in terms of aubergine is
PBchicken burger
PBchicken burger
= 8.38.
In producing which good has country A comparative advantage?
Solution: A has comparative advantage in producing chicken burger.
17. Problem
In Home it takes 0.19 units of labor to produce one unit of backpack and the unit labor requirement
parameter in the hairdryer sector is ahairdryer = 9.90. In Foreign the relative price of backpack in terms of
hairdryer is
P
Foreign
backpack
P
Foreign
hairdryer
= 6.57.
In producing which good has Foreign comparative advantage?
Solution: Foreign has comparative advantage in producing hairdryer.
18. Problem
In economy A the production possibilities frontier function intersects the platform shoe axis at 32.10 and
the tea axis at 33.93.In country B the relative price of platform shoe in terms of tea is
PBplatform shoe
PBplatform shoe
= 6.13.
In producing which good has country A comparative advantage?
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Solution: A has comparative advantage in producing platform shoe.
19. Problem
In a small open economy the opportunity cost of producing pastry in terms of rug is 22.24. In the rest of
the world the relative price of pastry in terms of rug is
P worldpastry
P worldrug
= 35.23.
Identify the good in which the small open economy has comparative advantage over the rest of the world.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing pastry.
20. Problem
In economy A the production possibilities frontier function intersects the cauliﬂower axis at 6.91 and the
onion axis at 3.92.In country B the relative price of cauliﬂower in terms of onion is P
B
cauliﬂower
PBcauliﬂower
= 2.68.
In producing which good has country B comparative advantage?
Solution: B has comparative advantage in producing onion.
21. Problem
The production possibilities frontier in country A and country B take the following form:
QAonion = 244.08− 2.66 ·QApaper clip
QBonion = 333.35− 21.24 ·QBpaper clip
Identify the good in which country A has a comparative advantage.
Solution: A has comparative advantage in producing paper clip.
22. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
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table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total productivity).
Total productivity
Economy A Economy B
tea 6.04 9.88
bookshelf 8.34 5.14
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing bookshelf?
Solution: Economy A has comparative advantage in producing bookshelf.
23. Problem
In Home it takes 3.05 units of labor to produce one unit of salad and the unit labor requirement parameter
in the handbag sector is ahandbag = 5.55. In Foreign the relative price of salad in terms of handbag is
P
Foreign
salad
P
Foreign
handbag
= 33.42.
In producing which good has Foreign comparative advantage?
Solution: Foreign has comparative advantage in producing handbag.
24. Problem
In Home it takes 7.61 units of labor to produce one unit of lemon and the unit labor requirement parameter
in the chicken burger sector is achicken burger = 3.66. In Foreign the relative price of lemon in terms of chicken
burger is P
Foreign
lemon
P
Foreign
chicken burger
= 36.80.
In producing which good has Foreign comparative advantage?
Solution: Foreign has comparative advantage in producing chicken burger.
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25. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total productivity).
Total productivity
Economy A Economy B
almond 0.30 10.06
platform shoe 5.98 11.53
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing platform shoe?
Solution: Economy A has comparative advantage in producing platform shoe.
26. Problem
The production possibilities frontier in country A and country B take the following form:
QAblackcurrant = 301.04− 38.66 ·QAalmond
QBblackcurrant = 255.10− 20.55 ·QBalmond
In producing which good has country B comparative advantage?
Solution: B has comparative advantage in producing almond.
27. Problem
Firms in Home produce porridge and spring onion by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qporridge = 8.60 · Lporridge
Qspring onion = 3.78 · Lspring onion
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The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldporridge = 2.02 · Lworldporridge
Qworldspring onion = 10.70 · Lworldspring onion
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing porridge?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing porridge.
28. Problem
Firms in Home produce hot chocolate and painting by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qhot chocolate = 5.25 · Lhot chocolate
Qpainting = 5.95 · Lpainting
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldhot chocolate = 9.62 · Lworldhot chocolate
Qworldpainting = 4.62 · Lworldpainting
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing hot chocolate?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing hot chocolate.
29. Problem
A small open economy produces its goods by using a technology that can be described by the following
production functions
Qwatch = 3.72 · Lwatch
Qpizza = 7.22 · Lpizza
In the rest of the world the relative price of watch in terms of pizza is 9.85.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing watch?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing watch.
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30. Problem
In an economy the relative price of lime in terms of hairspray would have been 0.82 in autarky. The same
relative price in the rest of the world is 37.35.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing hairspray?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing hairspray.
31. Problem
The production possibilities frontier function in a small open economy is given by
Qhairspray = 157.58− 33.53 ·Qhairdryer
In the rest of the world the relative price of hairdryer in terms of hairspray is 29.49.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing hairdryer?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing hairdryer.
32. Problem
A small open economy produces its goods by using a technology that can be described by the following
production functions
Qteacup = 6.93 · Lteacup
Qporridge = 2.97 · Lporridge
In the rest of the world the relative price of teacup in terms of porridge is 1.60.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing teacup?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing teacup.
33. Problem
In economy A the production possibilities frontier function intersects the watermelon axis at 11.93 and the
teacup axis at 14.97.In country B the relative price of watermelon in terms of teacup is P
B
watermelon
PBwatermelon
= 10.17.
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In producing which good has country B comparative advantage?
Solution: B has comparative advantage in producing teacup.
34. Problem
The production possibilities frontier in country A and country B take the following form:
QAtea = 282.57− 5.50 ·QAcauliﬂower
QBtea = 299.00− 24.92 ·QBcauliﬂower
Identify the good in which country A has a comparative advantage.
Solution: A has comparative advantage in producing cauliﬂower.
35. Problem
Firms in Home produce onion and watch by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qonion = 4.72 · Lonion
Qwatch = 11.31 · Lwatch
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldonion = 0.43 · Lworldonion
Qworldwatch = 6.69 · Lworldwatch
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing onion?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing onion.
36. Problem
In an economy the relative price of salad in terms of mint tea would have been 24.07 in autarky. The same
relative price in the rest of the world is 25.28.
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Which economy has comparative advantage in producing mint tea?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing mint tea.
37. Problem
In Home it takes 10.95 units of labor to produce one unit of cola and the unit labor requirement parameter
in the soup sector is asoup = 2.28. In Foreign the relative price of cola in terms of soup is
P
Foreign
cola
P
Foreign
soup
= 4.98.
In producing which good has Foreign comparative advantage?
Solution: Foreign has comparative advantage in producing soup.
38. Problem
In economy A the production possibilities frontier function intersects the bagel axis at 23.43 and the coﬀee
cup axis at 4.65.In country B the relative price of bagel in terms of coﬀee cup is
PBbagel
PBbagel
= 13.63.
In producing which good has country A comparative advantage?
Solution: A has comparative advantage in producing bagel.
39. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirement
Open economy Rest of the World
pistachio 5.18 3.79
watermelon 0.96 9.73
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Which economy has comparative advantage in producing watermelon?
Solution: The open economy has comparative advantage in producing watermelon.
40. Problem
The production possibilities frontier function in a small open economy is given by
Qsweetcorn = 291.86− 12.66 ·Qtea
In the rest of the world the relative price of tea in terms of sweetcorn is 19.79.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing sweetcorn?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing sweetcorn.
41. Problem
The production possibilities frontier function in a small open economy is given by
Qshampoo = 254.23− 28.54 ·Qspring onion
In the rest of the world the relative price of spring onion in terms of shampoo is 8.67.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing spring onion?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing spring onion.
42. Problem
The production possibilities frontier function in a small open economy is given by
Qspring onion = 280.71− 22.76 ·Qhot chocolate
In the rest of the world the relative price of hot chocolate in terms of spring onion is 35.99.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing hot chocolate?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing hot chocolate.
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43. Problem
In economy A the production possibilities frontier function intersects the bagel axis at 6.79 and the water-
melon axis at 32.14.In country B the relative price of bagel in terms of watermelon is
PBbagel
PBbagel
= 3.28.
In producing which good has country B comparative advantage?
Solution: B has comparative advantage in producing bagel.
44. Problem
In a small open economy the opportunity cost of producing aubergine in terms of backpack is 0.37. In the
rest of the world the relative price of aubergine in terms of backpack is
P worldaubergine
P worldbackpack
= 32.66.
In producing which good has the rest of the world comparative advantage?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing backpack.
45. Problem
In economy A the production possibilities frontier function intersects the backpack axis at 35.94 and the
chicken burger axis at 28.30.In country B the relative price of backpack in terms of chicken burger is
PBbackpack
PBbackpack
= 6.26.
In producing which good has country B comparative advantage?
Solution: B has comparative advantage in producing chicken burger.
46. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
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unit labor requirement
Open economy Rest of the World
scarf 3.47 2.88
tomato 9.79 4.50
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing tomato?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing tomato.
47. Problem
The production possibilities frontier in country A and country B take the following form:
QAorange = 299.16− 23.05 ·QAfood processor
QBorange = 369.46− 24.75 ·QBfood processor
In producing which good has country B comparative advantage?
Solution: B has comparative advantage in producing orange.
48. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total productivity).
Total productivity
Economy A Economy B
pistachio 5.28 4.33
spring onion 1.40 7.49
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Which economy has comparative advantage in producing pistachio?
Solution: Economy A has comparative advantage in producing pistachio.
49. Problem
In economy A the production possibilities frontier function intersects the milkshake axis at 18.76 and the
scarf axis at 1.14.In country B the relative price of milkshake in terms of scarf is P
B
milkshake
PBmilkshake
= 10.51.
In producing which good has country A comparative advantage?
Solution: A has comparative advantage in producing milkshake.
50. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total productivity).
Total productivity
Economy A Economy B
brioche 6.91 4.36
hot chocolate 3.41 8.71
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing hot chocolate?
Solution: Economy B has comparative advantage in producing hot chocolate.
51. Problem
In an economy the relative price of brioche in terms of wallet would have been 3.32 in autarky. The same
relative price in the rest of the world is 22.16.
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Which economy has comparative advantage in producing brioche?
Solution: The observed economy has comparative advantage in producing brioche.
52. Problem
In an economy the relative price of tea in terms of wooden spoon would have been 30.88 in autarky. The
same relative price in the rest of the world is 28.04.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing tea?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing tea.
53. Problem
In a small open economy the opportunity cost of producing shampoo in terms of teapot is 9.13. In the rest
of the world the relative price of shampoo in terms of teapot is
P worldshampoo
P worldteapot
= 7.57.
In producing which good has the rest of the world comparative advantage?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing shampoo.
54. Problem
The production possibilities frontier in country A and country B take the following form:
QAorange = 339.43− 31.04 ·QAbrioche
QBorange = 140.72− 8.41 ·QBbrioche
Identify the good in which country A has a comparative advantage.
Solution: A has comparative advantage in producing orange.
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55. Problem
In a small open economy the opportunity cost of producing aubergine in terms of bagel is 26.72. In the rest
of the world the relative price of aubergine in terms of bagel is
P worldaubergine
P worldbagel
= 12.25.
Identify the good in which the small open economy has comparative advantage over the rest of the world.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing bagel.
56. Problem
In Home it takes 1.80 units of labor to produce one unit of mint tea and the unit labor requirement parameter
in the cola sector is acola = 7.77. In Foreign the relative price of mint tea in terms of cola is
P
Foreign
mint tea
P
Foreign
cola
= 15.07.
What is the good in which Home has comparative advantage over Foreign?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing mint tea.
57. Problem
The production possibilities frontier in country A and country B take the following form:
QApaper clip = 128.67− 4.34 ·QArug
QBpaper clip = 395.41− 17.94 ·QBrug
In producing which good has country B comparative advantage?
Solution: B has comparative advantage in producing paper clip.
58. Problem
Firms in Home produce paper clip and lime by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qpaper clip = 7.36 · Lpaper clip
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Qlime = 7.63 · Llime
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldpaper clip = 2.93 · Lworldpaper clip
Qworldlime = 2.60 · Lworldlime
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing lime?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing lime.
59. Problem
A small open economy produces its goods by using a technology that can be described by the following
production functions
Qwatermelon = 10.25 · Lwatermelon
Qbrioche = 2.48 · Lbrioche
In the rest of the world the relative price of watermelon in terms of brioche is 25.79.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing watermelon?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing watermelon.
60. Problem
The production possibilities frontier function in a small open economy is given by
Qcauliﬂower = 256.68− 12.53 ·Qhairspray
In the rest of the world the relative price of hairspray in terms of cauliﬂower is 3.69.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing cauliﬂower?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing cauliﬂower.
61. Problem
In Home it takes 7.30 units of labor to produce one unit of onion and the unit labor requirement parameter
in the hot dog sector is ahot dog = 4.45. In Foreign the relative price of onion in terms of hot dog is
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P
Foreign
onion
P
Foreign
hot dog
= 10.57.
What is the good in which Home has comparative advantage over Foreign?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing onion.
62. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirement
Open economy Rest of the World
food processor 10.27 3.46
brioche 1.11 9.23
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing brioche?
Solution: The open economy has comparative advantage in producing brioche.
63. Problem
The production possibilities frontier function in a small open economy is given by
Qchicken burger = 188.40− 6.29 ·Qice cream
In the rest of the world the relative price of ice cream in terms of chicken burger is 36.15.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing ice cream?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing ice cream.
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64. Problem
In a small open economy the opportunity cost of producing shampoo in terms of sweetcorn is 0.38. In the
rest of the world the relative price of shampoo in terms of sweetcorn is
P worldshampoo
P worldsweetcorn
= 15.29.
In producing which good has the rest of the world comparative advantage?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing sweetcorn.
65. Problem
In economy A the production possibilities frontier function intersects the pastry axis at 7.83 and the coﬀee
cup axis at 11.11.In country B the relative price of pastry in terms of coﬀee cup is
PBpastry
PBpastry
= 2.49.
In producing which good has country B comparative advantage?
Solution: B has comparative advantage in producing coﬀee cup.
66. Problem
Firms in Home produce handbag and wine glass by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qhandbag = 5.24 · Lhandbag
Qwine glass = 4.01 · Lwine glass
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldhandbag = 1.95 · Lworldhandbag
Qworldwine glass = 8.20 · Lworldwine glass
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing handbag?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing handbag.
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67. Problem
The production possibilities frontier function in a small open economy is given by
Qshampoo = 300.68− 25.23 ·Qpeach
In the rest of the world the relative price of peach in terms of shampoo is 14.46.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing shampoo?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing shampoo.
68. Problem
In Home it takes 2.54 units of labor to produce one unit of lemonade and the unit labor requirement
parameter in the cabbage sector is acabbage = 7.18. In Foreign the relative price of lemonade in terms of
cabbage is P
Foreign
lemonade
P
Foreign
cabbage
= 31.69.
What is the good in which Home has comparative advantage over Foreign?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing lemonade.
69. Problem
The production possibilities frontier in country A and country B take the following form:
QAfood processor = 357.72− 22.86 ·QAmilkshake
QBfood processor = 248.65− 33.84 ·QBmilkshake
Identify the good in which country A has a comparative advantage.
Solution: A has comparative advantage in producing milkshake.
70. Problem
In an economy the relative price of strawberry in terms of cabbage would have been 38.63 in autarky. The
same relative price in the rest of the world is 9.85.
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Which economy has comparative advantage in producing cabbage?
Solution: The observed economy has comparative advantage in producing cabbage.
71. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total productivity).
Total productivity
Economy A Economy B
pastry 4.50 6.22
lime 3.49 7.00
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing pastry?
Solution: Economy A has comparative advantage in producing pastry.
72. Problem
The production possibilities frontier in country A and country B take the following form:
QAtriﬂe = 222.07− 28.76 ·QAporridge
QBtriﬂe = 94.77− 37.50 ·QBporridge
In producing which good has country B comparative advantage?
Solution: B has comparative advantage in producing triﬂe.
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73. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirement
Open economy Rest of the World
broccoli 1.26 4.23
lemon 9.31 9.67
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing broccoli?
Solution: The open economy has comparative advantage in producing broccoli.
74. Problem
A small open economy produces its goods by using a technology that can be described by the following
production functions
Qscarf = 1.57 · Lscarf
Qbookshelf = 10.25 · Lbookshelf
In the rest of the world the relative price of scarf in terms of bookshelf is 35.14.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing bookshelf?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing bookshelf.
75. Problem
In Home it takes 5.83 units of labor to produce one unit of bookshelf and the unit labor requirement
parameter in the peach sector is apeach = 2.53. In Foreign the relative price of bookshelf in terms of peach
is P
Foreign
bookshelf
P
Foreign
peach
= 35.78.
In producing which good has Foreign comparative advantage?
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Solution: Foreign has comparative advantage in producing peach.
76. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirement
Open economy Rest of the World
rug 1.29 9.74
peach 9.18 4.43
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing rug?
Solution: The open economy has comparative advantage in producing rug.
77. Problem
In an economy the relative price of tomato in terms of food processor would have been 15.87 in autarky.
The same relative price in the rest of the world is 29.83.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing tomato?
Solution: The observed economy has comparative advantage in producing tomato.
78. Problem
A small open economy produces its goods by using a technology that can be described by the following
production functions
Qfood processor = 0.80 · Lfood processor
Qwooden spoon = 9.20 · Lwooden spoon
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In the rest of the world the relative price of food processor in terms of wooden spoon is 18.21.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing wooden spoon?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing wooden spoon.
79. Problem
In an economy the relative price of hairdryer in terms of banana would have been 14.23 in autarky. The
same relative price in the rest of the world is 17.27.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing hairdryer?
Solution: The observed economy has comparative advantage in producing hairdryer.
80. Problem
In an economy the relative price of triﬂe in terms of banana would have been 30.35 in autarky. The same
relative price in the rest of the world is 19.64.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing triﬂe?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing triﬂe.
81. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies produce only two goods and they use a
technology in all of the sectors that can be characterized by a linear production function. The following
table displays the parameters that show the amount of output that can be produced by using just one unit
of labor (total productivity).
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Total productivity
Economy A Economy B
tomato 10.68 1.69
orange 3.62 10.51
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing tomato?
Solution: Economy A has comparative advantage in producing tomato.
82. Problem
The production possibilities frontier in country A and country B take the following form:
QAshampoo = 299.82− 26.01 ·QAonion
QBshampoo = 200.43− 31.40 ·QBonion
In producing which good has country B comparative advantage?
Solution: B has comparative advantage in producing shampoo.
83. Problem
In a small open economy the opportunity cost of producing teacup in terms of pastry is 39.13. In the rest of
the world the relative price of teacup in terms of pastry is
P worldteacup
P worldpastry
= 6.04.
Identify the good in which the small open economy has comparative advantage over the rest of the world.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing pastry.
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84. Problem
A small open economy produces its goods by using a technology that can be described by the following
production functions
Qplate = 4.89 · Lplate
Qpizza = 3.94 · Lpizza
In the rest of the world the relative price of plate in terms of pizza is 1.78.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing pizza?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing pizza.
85. Problem
Firms in Home produce wallet and handbag by using a technology that can be characterized by the following
production functions:
Qwallet = 8.33 · Lwallet
Qhandbag = 10.42 · Lhandbag
The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldwallet = 1.33 · Lworldwallet
Qworldhandbag = 7.84 · Lworldhandbag
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing wallet?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing wallet.
86. Problem
The production possibilities frontier function in a small open economy is given by
Qbagel = 100.08− 10.32 ·Qhandbag
In the rest of the world the relative price of handbag in terms of bagel is 33.46.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing bagel?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing bagel.
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87. Problem
In a small open economy the opportunity cost of producing orange in terms of pie is 33.55. In the rest of
the world the relative price of orange in terms of pie is
P worldorange
P worldpie
= 24.11.
In producing which good has the rest of the world comparative advantage?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing orange.
88. Problem
In a small open economy the opportunity cost of producing blackcurrant in terms of bagel is 1.04. In the
rest of the world the relative price of blackcurrant in terms of bagel is P
world
blackcurrant
P worldbagel
= 19.63.
Identify the good in which the small open economy has comparative advantage over the rest of the world.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing blackcurrant.
89. Problem
In an economy the relative price of sweetcorn in terms of hairspray would have been 25.88 in autarky. The
same relative price in the rest of the world is 34.88.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing hairspray?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing hairspray.
90. Problem
In economy A the production possibilities frontier function intersects the sweetcorn axis at 40.85 and the
wine glass axis at 2.74.In country B the relative price of sweetcorn in terms of wine glass is P
B
sweetcorn
PBsweetcorn
= 11.51.
In producing which good has country A comparative advantage?
Solution: A has comparative advantage in producing sweetcorn.
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91. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirement
Open economy Rest of the World
ice cream 5.61 3.23
hot dog 7.45 6.63
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing hot dog?
Solution: The open economy has comparative advantage in producing hot dog.
92. Problem
In Home it takes 9.66 units of labor to produce one unit of pushchair and the unit labor requirement
parameter in the hairspray sector is ahairspray = 7.64. In Foreign the relative price of pushchair in terms of
hairspray is
P
Foreign
pushchair
P
Foreign
hairspray
= 22.57.
What is the good in which Home has comparative advantage over Foreign?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing pushchair.
93. Problem
The production possibilities frontier function in a small open economy is given by
Qcauliﬂower = 339.83− 35.73 ·Qteacup
In the rest of the world the relative price of teacup in terms of cauliﬂower is 14.15.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing teacup?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing teacup.
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94. Problem
A small open economy produces its goods by using a technology that can be described by the following
production functions
Qaubergine = 4.00 · Laubergine
Qstrawberry = 9.99 · Lstrawberry
In the rest of the world the relative price of aubergine in terms of strawberry is 38.47.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing strawberry?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing strawberry.
95. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirement
Open economy Rest of the World
necklace 8.79 4.25
backpack 2.84 7.08
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing necklace?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing necklace.
96. Problem
Firms in Home produce wallet and cappuccino by using a technology that can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qwallet = 10.77 · Lwallet
Qcappuccino = 8.92 · Lcappuccino
91. Problem
The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters in an open economy and in the rest of the
world. Both regions produce only two goods and use technology that requires only input as a factor.
unit labor requirement
Open economy Rest of the World
ice cream 5.61 3.23
hot dog 7.45 6.63
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing hot dog?
Solution: The open economy has comparative advantage in producing hot dog.
92. Problem
In Home it takes 9.66 units of labor to produce one unit of pushchair and the unit labor requirement
parameter in the hairspray sector is ahairspray = 7.64. In Foreign the relative price of pushchair in terms of
hairspray is
P
Foreign
pushchair
P
Foreign
hairspray
= 22.57.
What is the good in which Home has comparative advantage over Foreign?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing pushchair.
93. Problem
The production possibilities frontier function in a small open economy is given by
Qcauliﬂower = 339.83− 35.73 ·Qteacup
In the rest of the world the relative price of teacup in terms of cauliﬂower is 14.15.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing teacup?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing teacup.
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The production functions in the rest of the world take the following form:
Qworldwallet = 10.43 · Lworldwallet
Qworldcappuccino = 0.25 · Lworldcappuccino
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing cappuccino?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing cappuccino.
97. Problem
In Home it takes 6.53 units of labor to produce one unit of jigsaw and the unit labor requirement parameter
in the platform shoe sector is aplatform shoe = 2.41. In Foreign the relative price of jigsaw in terms of platform
shoe is
P
Foreign
jigsaw
P
Foreign
platform shoe
= 27.04.
What is the good in which Home has comparative advantage over Foreign?
Solution: Home has comparative advantage in producing jigsaw.
98. Problem
A small open economy produces its goods by using a technology that can be described by the following
production functions
Qyoghurt = 6.37 · Lyoghurt
Qjigsaw = 0.48 · Ljigsaw
In the rest of the world the relative price of yoghurt in terms of jigsaw is 41.48.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing yoghurt?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing yoghurt.
99. Problem
In an economy the relative price of strawberry in terms of hairdryer would have been 6.89 in autarky. The
same relative price in the rest of the world is 34.47.
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Which economy has comparative advantage in producing hairdryer?
Solution: The rest of the world has comparative advantage in producing hairdryer.
100. Problem
A small open economy produces its goods by using a technology that can be described by the following
production functions
Qlemonade = 8.83 · Llemonade
Qalmond = 6.06 · Lalmond
In the rest of the world the relative price of lemonade in terms of almond is 31.12.
Which economy has comparative advantage in producing lemonade?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing lemonade.
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Ricardian Model
Small Open Economy
1. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 1277 units.
The unit labor requirement parameters in the sweetcorn and shampoo sector are asweetcorn = 10.49 and
ashampoo = 9.25 respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to calculate
the price level: P = P 0.65sweetcornP
0.35
sweetcorn.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces P
world
sweetcorn
P worldshampoo
= 14.21 as relative
price.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 0.2413 units.
2. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces hairspray and the ﬁrm that
produces watch. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qhairspray = 5.22 · Lhairspray
Qwatch = 13.71 · Lwatch
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 2.24 · lnDhairspray + 2.85 · lnDwatch, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 1225.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
hairspray = 15.31 · Lvilághairspray
Q
világ
watch = 2.39 · Lvilágwatch
What amount of hairsprays are purchased in the small economy under free trade?
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Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 47345.7575 units of hairspray.
3. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be described by the following set of equations:
U = 1.09 · lnDsoup + 5.34 · lnDcoﬀee cup
0.52 ·Qsoup = Lsoup
14.08 ·Qcoﬀee cup = Lcoﬀee cup
L = 923
Pworldsoup
Pworldcoﬀee cup
= 14.08
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
Solution: The small open economy exports soup and the amount of export is EX = 1474.1058 units.
4. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing plate – the maximum amount of
labor provided is 822 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
abroccoli = 7.14
aplate = 6.05
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.56broccoliP
0.44
plate to calculate the price level. Under these circum-
stances the small open economy achieves 344.361370 units of real GDP.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: The real wage is 0.4189 units.
5. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be described by the following set of equations:
U = 3.72 · lnDhairdryer + 1.85 · lnDcola
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2.30 ·Qhairdryer = Lhairdryer
10.60 ·Qcola = Lcola
L = 602
Pworldhairdryer
Pworldcola
= 10.60
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The small open economy imports cola and the amount of import is IM = 1468.3001 units.
6. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: food processor and cola. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
where the unit labor requirements are afood processor = 1.66 and acola = 6.60. The labor supply is constant,
L = 914.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 2.68 · lnD0.57food processor · lnD0.43cola
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is
P worldfood processor
P worldcola
= 17.45.
Find the amount of cola consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 4131.4452 units of cola.
7. Problem
Firms in a small open economy produce goods and services under the assumptions of the Ricardian model.
They use only labor as input and the technology of the production process is characterized by the following
unit labor requirements:
arug = 7.54
apushchair = 0.55
In this economy the labor supply is constant: 182.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 3.95 ·D0.73rug D0.27pushchair.
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The relative world price is 23.50 (price of rug in terms of pushchair).
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The small open economy imports pushchair and the amount of import is IM = 153.1552 units.
8. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 5.60 · lnDcola + 3.80 · lnDpizza
Firms in the cola sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 11.50 units.
The same parameter in the pizza sector is apizza = 12.51. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 658 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of cola in terms of pizza
is P
world
cola
P worldpizza
= 13.28.
What is the amount of pizza produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of pizza.
9. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 448 units.
The unit labor requirement parameters in the backpack and cabbage sector are abackpack = 7.57 and
acabbage = 8.09 respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to calculate
the price level: P = P 0.38backpackP
0.62
backpack.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces
P worldbackpack
P worldcabbage
= 1.08 as relative
price.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 0.1386 units.
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10. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces watermelon and the ﬁrm that
produces napkin. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qwatermelon = 1.54 · Lwatermelon
Qnapkin = 5.54 · Lnapkin
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 2.42 · lnDwatermelon + 0.74 · lnDnapkin,
and the labor supply is ﬁxed at 1341 units. The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.36watermelonP
0.64
napkin to
calculate the price level.
The relative world price is 5.02 units (price of watermelon in terms of napkin).
By what percentage does free trade modify the real wage of the economic agents relative to the real wage
in autarky?
Solution: Free trade increases real wage by 23.7706 percent.
11. Problem
The following graph shows the budget constraint and the indiﬀerence curve that designates the optimal
consumption bundle in a Ricardian small open economy under free trade.
QY, DY
quan�ty of Y
QX, DX
quan�ty of X
DY,1
DX,1
The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing X. Identify the amount of export.
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Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QY, DY
quan�ty of Y
QX, DX
quan�ty of X
DY,1
DX,1 QX,1
export
12. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the unit labor requirement in the rug sector is 4.38 and the unit labor
requirement in the food processor sector is 6.70. The labor supply is 989. The behavior of the representative
consumer can be described by the following utility function U = 5.11 · lnDrug + 1.26 · lnDfood processor.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy computes the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.41rug P
0.59
food processor.
The relative world price of rug in terms of food processor is 1.78.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 0.3208 units.
13. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 2.39 · lnDlemonade + 2.10 · lnDalmond
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Firms in the lemonade sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 15.10
units. The same parameter in the almond sector is aalmond = 6.79. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 1306
units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of lemonade in terms of
almond is P
world
lemonade
P worldalmond
= 2.61.
Calculate the amount of lemonade consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 46.0381 units of lemonade.
14. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces platform shoe and the ﬁrm that
produces painting. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qplatform shoe = 5.60 · Lplatform shoe
Qpainting = 2.20 · Lpainting
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 3.47 · lnDplatform shoe +1.33 · lnDpainting, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 954.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
platform shoe = 1.05 · Lvilágplatform shoe
Q
világ
painting = 10.62 · Lvilágpainting
How many platform shoes does the small open economy produce under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 5342.4000 units of platform shoe.
15. Problem
Firms in a small open economy produce goods and services under the assumptions of the Ricardian model.
They use only labor as input and the technology of the production process is characterized by the following
unit labor requirements:
ayoghurt = 9.44
aspring onion = 4.84
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In this economy the labor supply is constant: 881.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 2.85 ·D0.49yoghurtD0.51spring onion.
The relative world price is 3.65 (price of yoghurt in terms of spring onion).
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The small open economy imports spring onion and the amount of import is IM = 173.7269
units.
16. Problem
Firms in a small open economy produce goods and services under the assumptions of the Ricardian model.
They use only labor as input and the technology of the production process is characterized by the following
unit labor requirements:
awooden spoon = 14.93
achicken burger = 6.78
In this economy the labor supply is constant: 739.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 3.56 ·D0.45wooden spoonD0.55chicken burger.
The relative world price is 10.68 (price of wooden spoon in terms of chicken burger).
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
Solution: The small open economy exports wooden spoon and the amount of export is EX = 27.2237
units.
17. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 1306 units.
The unit labor requirement parameters in the necklace and painting sector are anecklace = 15.49 and
apainting = 12.42 respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to calculate
the price level: P = P 0.66necklaceP
0.34
necklace.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces P
world
necklace
P worldpainting
= 5.12 as relative
price.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
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Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 146.9074 units.
18. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing blackcurrant – the maximum
amount of labor provided is 482 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
achicken burger = 2.41
ablackcurrant = 2.88
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.64chicken burgerP
0.36
blackcurrant to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves 501.510635 units of real GDP.
What is the relative world price (price of chicken burger in terms of blackcurrant)?
Solution: The relative world price is 0.18 units.
19. Problem
Firms in a small open economy produce goods and services under the assumptions of the Ricardian model.
They use only labor as input and the technology of the production process is characterized by the following
unit labor requirements:
acoﬀee = 4.94
acola = 9.26
In this economy the labor supply is constant: 216.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.68 ·D0.22coﬀeeD0.78cola .
The relative world price is 11.03 (price of coﬀee in terms of cola).
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
Solution: The small open economy exports coﬀee and the amount of export is EX = 34.1053 units.
20. Problem
A small open economy, that can be described by the following set of formulas:
U = 1.54 · lnDhot dog + 2.94 · lnDcauliﬂower
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6.45 ·Qhot dog = Lhot dog
10.95 ·Qcauliﬂower = Lcauliﬂower
L = 655
exports 66.642442 units of hot dog and imports 243.911337 units of cauliﬂower.
What is the relative world price (price of X in terms of Y) the economy faces while trading with the rest of
the world?
Solution: The relative world price is 3.66 units.
21. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 972 units of
labor to produce two goods: watch and wooden spoon. The production possibilities frontier in this economy
can be written as:
Qwooden spoon = 512.81− 12.39 ·Qwatch
In this economy U = 1.44 · lnDwatch +3.70 · lnDwooden spoon utility function characterizes the preferences of
the representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of watch in terms of
wooden spoon is P
world
watch
P worldwooden spoon
= 24.04.
Calculate the amount of watch consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 11.5954 units of watch.
22. Problem
A small open economy, that can be described by the following set of formulas:
U = 1.12 · lnDwatch + 1.15 · lnDorange
aorange = 14.33
L = 682
P worldwatch
Pworldorange
= 19.62
exports 23.345041 units of watch and imports 458.103667 units of orange.
Determine the unit labor requirement parameter for the X sector.
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Solution: The unit labor requirement parameter in the watch sector is 14.80 units.
23. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces soup and the ﬁrm that produces
lime. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qsoup = 12.44 · Lsoup
Qlime = 7.53 · Llime
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 5.15 · lnDsoup + 1.33 · lnDlime, and the labor supply
is ﬁxed at 1292.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Qvilágsoup = 0.78 · Lvilágsoup
Q
világ
lime = 5.37 · Lviláglime
What amount of soups are purchased in the small economy under free trade?
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 12773.6531 units of soup.
24. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces blackcurrant and the ﬁrm that
produces hot dog. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qblackcurrant = 7.62 · Lblackcurrant
Qhot dog = 15.40 · Lhot dog
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 4.52 · lnDblackcurrant + 1.11 · lnDhot dog,
and the labor supply is ﬁxed at 706 units. The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.18blackcurrantP
0.82
hot dog
to calculate the price level.
The relative world price is 21.01 units (price of blackcurrant in terms of hot dog).
By what percentage does free trade modify the real wage of the economic agents relative to the real wage
in autarky?
Solution: Free trade increases real wage by 582.0645 percent.
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25. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing food processor – the maximum
amount of labor provided is 569 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
aorange = 15.03
afood processor = 8.24
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.45orangeP
0.55
food processor to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves 104.293696 units of real GDP.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: The real wage is 0.1833 units.
26. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: platform shoe and teapot. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
where the unit labor requirements are aplatform shoe = 10.18 and ateapot = 9.46. The labor supply is constant,
L = 1184.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 5.44 · lnD0.50platform shoe · lnD0.50teapot
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is
P worldplatform shoe
P worldteapot
= 20.67.
What is the amount of teapot produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of teapot.
27. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 1031 units of
labor to produce two goods: spring onion and lime. The production possibilities frontier in this economy
can be written as:
Qlime = 218.98− 10.75 ·Qspring onion
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In this economy U = 4.65 · lnDspring onion + 0.20 · lnDlime utility function characterizes the preferences of
the representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of spring onion in terms
of lime is
P worldspring onion
P worldlime
= 19.54.
Determine the amount of spring onion produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 20.3702 units of spring onion.
28. Problem
The the behavior of the representative agents in a small open economy can be characterized by the following
expressions:
U = 0.53 ·D0.21bagelD0.79fruit cake
0.26 ·Qbagel = Lbagel
8.90 ·Qfruit cake = Lfruit cake
L = 700
P = P 0.22bagelP
0.78
fruit cake
The relative world price of bagel in terms of fruit cake is 18.30.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 25991.8111 units.
29. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 1076 units of
labor to produce two goods: teapot and wine glass. The production possibilities frontier in this economy
can be written as:
Qwine glass = 577.86− 8.79 ·Qteapot
In this economy U = 3.33 · lnDteapot + 3.10 · lnDwine glass utility function characterizes the preferences of
the representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of teapot in terms of
wine glass is
P worldteapot
P worldwine glass
= 12.81.
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Calculate the amount of teapot consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 34.0461 units of teapot.
30. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 548 units of
labor to produce two goods: sweetcorn and orange. The production possibilities frontier in this economy
can be written as:
Qorange = 874.00− 6.31 ·Qsweetcorn
In this economy U = 2.62 · lnDsweetcorn + 3.13 · lnDorange utility function characterizes the preferences of
the representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of sweetcorn in terms of
orange is P
world
sweetcorn
P worldorange
= 23.00.
Calculate the amount of sweetcorn consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 63.1125 units of sweetcorn.
31. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces coﬀee and the ﬁrm that produces
banana. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qcoﬀee = 14.64 · Lcoﬀee
Qbanana = 0.85 · Lbanana
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 1.78 · lnDcoﬀee+5.57 · lnDbanana, and the labor supply
is ﬁxed at 766.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
vilA˘A˛g
coﬀee = 5.37 · LvilA˘A˛gcoﬀee
Q
vilA˘A˛g
banana = 9.76 · LvilA˘A˛gbanana
What is the relative world price of coﬀee in terms of banana?
Solution: The relative world price is 1.8175 units.
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32. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing wallet – the maximum amount of
labor provided is 835 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
asoup = 8.29
awallet = 10.10
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.34soup P
0.66
wallet to calculate the price level. Under these circum-
stances the small open economy achieves 130.699571 units of real GDP.
What is the relative world price (price of soup in terms of wallet)?
Solution: The relative world price is 0.26 units.
33. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces hairdryer and the ﬁrm that
produces hot dog. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qhairdryer = 0.85 · Lhairdryer
Qhot dog = 15.29 · Lhot dog
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 5.58 · lnDhairdryer + 1.37 · lnDhot dog, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 992.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
hairdryer = 7.00 · Lvilághairdryer
Q
világ
hot dog = 14.73 · Lvilághot dog
How many hairdryers does the small open economy produce under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of hairdryer.
34. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces mint tea and the ﬁrm that produces
triﬂe. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qmint tea = 7.88 · Lmint tea
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Qtriﬂe = 1.42 · Ltriﬂe
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 3.57 · lnDmint tea+3.05 · lnDtriﬂe, and the labor supply
is ﬁxed at 457.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
vilA˘A˛g
mint tea = 12.80 · LvilA˘A˛gmint tea
Q
vilA˘A˛g
triﬂe = 14.94 · LvilA˘A˛gtriﬂe
What is the relative world price of mint tea in terms of triﬂe?
Solution: The relative world price is 1.1672 units.
35. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 576 units of
labor to produce two goods: orange and soup. The production possibilities frontier in this economy can be
written as:
Qsoup = 724.11− 6.13 ·Qorange
In this economy U = 0.24 · lnDorange + 2.12 · lnDsoup utility function characterizes the preferences of the
representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of orange in terms of
soup is
P worldorange
P worldsoup
= 6.24.
What is the amount of soup produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of soup.
36. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 301 units of
labor to produce two goods: coﬀee cup and teapot. The production possibilities frontier in this economy
can be written as:
Qteapot = 1370.19− 10.19 ·Qcoﬀee cup
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In this economy U = 4.28 · lnDcoﬀee cup + 1.58 · lnDteapot utility function characterizes the preferences of
the representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of coﬀee cup in terms of
teapot is
P worldcoﬀee cup
P worldteapot
= 19.39.
Determine the amount of coﬀee cup produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 134.4642 units of coﬀee cup.
37. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces coﬀee and the ﬁrm that produces
jigsaw. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qcoﬀee = 15.74 · Lcoﬀee
Qjigsaw = 14.63 · Ljigsaw
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 1.73 · lnDcoﬀee + 2.37 · lnDjigsaw, and
the labor supply is ﬁxed at 313 units. The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.59coﬀeeP
0.41
jigsaw to calculate
the price level.
The relative world price is 12.30 units (price of coﬀee in terms of jigsaw).
By what percentage does free trade modify the real wage of the economic agents relative to the real wage
in autarky?
Solution: Free trade increases real wage by 188.3254 percent.
38. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing pie – the maximum amount of
labor provided is 1319 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
apie = 0.38
atriﬂe = 1.62
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.27pie P
0.73
triﬂe to calculate the price level. Under these circum-
stances the small open economy achieves 9527.632045 units of real GDP.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: The real wage is 7.2234 units.
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39. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing milkshake – the maximum amount
of labor provided is 315 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
aaubergine = 4.71
amilkshake = 4.28
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.64aubergineP
0.36
milkshake to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves 193.961828 units of real GDP.
What is the relative world price (price of aubergine in terms of milkshake)?
Solution: The relative world price is 0.22 units.
40. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 1.79 · lnDsoup + 1.09 · lnDlemon
Firms in the soup sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 5.83 units.
The same parameter in the lemon sector is alemon = 10.72. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 1152 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of soup in terms of
lemon is
P worldsoup
P worldlemon
= 8.27.
Determine the amount of soup produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 197.5986 units of soup.
41. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: soup and plate. The production process can be described by linear production functions, where the
unit labor requirements are asoup = 5.42 and aplate = 5.46. The labor supply is constant, L = 341.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 3.22 · lnD0.58soup · lnD0.42plate
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The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is
P worldsoup
P worldplate
= 5.93.
Determine the amount of soup produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 62.9151 units of soup.
42. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces peach and the ﬁrm that produces
shampoo. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qpeach = 0.70 · Lpeach
Qshampoo = 5.41 · Lshampoo
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 0.25 · lnDpeach + 0.83 · lnDshampoo, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 1108.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
peach = 10.30 · Lvilágpeach
Q
világ
shampoo = 6.60 · Lvilágshampoo
How many peachs does the small open economy produce under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of peach.
43. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 5.02 · lnDteacup + 1.36 · lnDpainting
Firms in the teacup sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 2.82 units.
The same parameter in the painting sector is apainting = 11.12. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 702 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of teacup in terms of
painting is
P worldteacup
P worldpainting
= 15.50.
Find the amount of painting consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 822.5038 units of painting.
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44. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 229 units. The
unit labor requirement parameters in the almond and wine glass sector are aalmond = 7.42 and awine glass =
14.11 respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to calculate the price
level: P = P 0.46almondP
0.54
almond.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces P
world
almond
P worldwine glass
= 13.42 as relative
price.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 125.4348 units.
45. Problem
Firms in a small open economy produce goods and services under the assumptions of the Ricardian model.
They use only labor as input and the technology of the production process is characterized by the following
unit labor requirements:
afood processor = 14.36
asweetcorn = 4.78
In this economy the labor supply is constant: 727.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 4.08 ·D0.32food processorD0.68sweetcorn.
The relative world price is 14.16 (price of food processor in terms of sweetcorn).
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
Solution: The small open economy exports food processor and the amount of export is EX = 34.4262
units.
46. Problem
The the behavior of the representative agents in a small open economy can be characterized by the following
expressions:
U = 2.06 ·D0.73soupD0.27cappuccino
5.64 ·Qsoup = Lsoup
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14.99 ·Qcappuccino = Lcappuccino
L = 204
P = P 0.53soup P
0.47
cappuccino
The relative world price of soup in terms of cappuccino is 17.80.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 139.9744 units.
47. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 515 units.
The unit labor requirement parameters in the watermelon and cauliﬂower sector are awatermelon = 12.13 and
acauliﬂower = 8.07 respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to calculate
the price level: P = P 0.41watermelonP
0.59
watermelon.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces P
world
watermelon
P worldcauliﬂower
= 14.43 as
relative price.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 0.3982 units.
48. Problem
Firms in a small open economy produce goods and services under the assumptions of the Ricardian model.
They use only labor as input and the technology of the production process is characterized by the following
unit labor requirements:
asoup = 15.73
acappuccino = 14.54
In this economy the labor supply is constant: 230.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.15 ·D0.54soupD0.46cappuccino.
The relative world price is 7.40 (price of soup in terms of cappuccino).
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The small open economy imports cappuccino and the amount of import is IM = 49.7724 units.
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49. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 1.57 · lnDpaper clip + 2.28 · lnDteacup
Firms in the paper clip sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 10.44
units. The same parameter in the teacup sector is ateacup = 14.20. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 1228
units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of paper clip in terms
of teacup is
P worldpaper clip
P worldteacup
= 3.76.
Find the amount of teacup consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 261.9147 units of teacup.
50. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: ice cream and teacup. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
where the unit labor requirements are aice cream = 15.35 and ateacup = 5.58. The labor supply is constant,
L = 1165.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 1.02 · lnD0.27ice cream · lnD0.73teacup
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is P
world
ice cream
P worldteacup
= 3.07.
Find the amount of teacup consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 170.0900 units of teacup.
51. Problem
The the behavior of the representative agents in a small open economy can be characterized by the following
expressions:
U = 3.79 · D0.32scarfD0.68hot chocolate
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6.94 ·Qscarf = Lscarf
13.38 ·Qhot chocolate = Lhot chocolate
L = 975
P = P 0.38scarf P
0.62
hot chocolate
The relative world price of scarf in terms of hot chocolate is 8.75.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 0.5529 units.
52. Problem
A small open economy, that can be described by the following set of formulas:
U = 3.86 · lnDbrioche + 2.42 · lnDbroccoli
4.12 ·Qbrioche = Lbrioche
8.76 ·Qbroccoli = Lbroccoli
L = 1128
exports 105.503679 units of brioche and imports 372.427988 units of broccoli.
What is the relative world price (price of X in terms of Y) the economy faces while trading with the rest of
the world?
Solution: The relative world price is 3.53 units.
53. Problem
The following graph shows the budget constraint and the indiﬀerence curve that designates the optimal
consumption bundle in a Ricardian small open economy under free trade.
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QY, DY
quan�ty of Y
QX, DX
quan�ty of X
DY,1
DX,1
The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing Y. Identify the amount of import.
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QY, DY
quan�ty of Y
QX, DX
quan�ty of X
DY,1
DX,1QX,1
import
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54. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: pie and aubergine. The production process can be described by linear production functions, where
the unit labor requirements are apie = 8.48 and aaubergine = 3.76. The labor supply is constant, L = 1217.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 2.89 · lnD0.58pie · lnD0.42aubergine
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is
P worldpie
P worldaubergine
= 16.74.
Determine the amount of pie produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 143.5142 units of pie.
55. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 3.72 · lnDpastry + 4.98 · lnDyoghurt
Firms in the pastry sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 12.90 units.
The same parameter in the yoghurt sector is ayoghurt = 3.02. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 1394 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of pastry in terms of
yoghurt is
P worldpastry
P worldyoghurt
= 22.70.
What is the amount of yoghurt produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of yoghurt.
56. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 340 units of
labor to produce two goods: triﬂe and jigsaw. The production possibilities frontier in this economy can be
written as:
Qjigsaw = 682.59− 3.39 ·Qtriﬂe
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In this economy U = 0.98 · lnDtriﬂe + 5.68 · lnDjigsaw utility function characterizes the preferences of the
representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of triﬂe in terms of
jigsaw is P
world
triﬂe
P worldjigsaw
= 9.75.
Find the amount of jigsaw consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 1674.3219 units of jigsaw.
57. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 5.44 · lnDtriﬂe + 1.10 · lnDorange
Firms in the triﬂe sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 0.40 units.
The same parameter in the orange sector is aorange = 2.45. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 1256 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of triﬂe in terms of
orange is P
world
triﬂe
P worldorange
= 11.56.
Find the amount of orange consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 6105.2355 units of orange.
58. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 1388 units of
labor to produce two goods: pie and napkin. The production possibilities frontier in this economy can be
written as:
Qnapkin = 630.52− 11.75 ·Qpie
In this economy U = 4.69 · lnDpie + 4.35 · lnDnapkin utility function characterizes the preferences of the
representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of pie in terms of napkin
is
P worldpie
P worldnapkin
= 12.19.
Determine the amount of pie produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 53.6613 units of pie.
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59. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: hot dog and pizza. The production process can be described by linear production functions, where
the unit labor requirements are ahot dog = 14.90 and apizza = 10.15. The labor supply is constant, L = 1156.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 3.18 · lnD0.48hot dog · lnD0.52pizza
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is
P worldhot dog
P worldpizza
= 6.29.
Calculate the amount of hot dog consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 37.2403 units of hot dog.
60. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing teapot – the maximum amount of
labor provided is 528 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
asoup = 4.60
ateapot = 4.47
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.51soup P
0.49
teapot to calculate the price level. Under these circum-
stances the small open economy achieves 204.772745 units of real GDP.
What is the relative world price (price of soup in terms of teapot)?
Solution: The relative world price is 0.34 units.
61. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 361 units.
The unit labor requirement parameters in the onion and chicken burger sector are aonion = 11.43 and
achicken burger = 7.41 respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to
calculate the price level: P = P 0.31onionP
0.69
onion.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces P
world
onion
P worldchicken burger
= 21.62 as
relative price.
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Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 263.3367 units.
62. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be described by the following set of equations:
U = 0.96 · lnDcola + 4.01 · lnDcoﬀee
15.76 ·Qcola = Lcola
10.15 ·Qcoﬀee = Lcoﬀee
L = 845
Pworldcola
Pworldcoﬀee
= 10.15
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The small open economy imports coﬀee and the amount of import is IM = 870.8277 units.
63. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing broccoli – the maximum amount
of labor provided is 512 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
abrioche = 5.84
abroccoli = 8.98
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.31briocheP
0.69
broccoli to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves 82.810620 units of real GDP.
What is the relative world price (price of brioche in terms of broccoli)?
Solution: The relative world price is 0.30 units.
64. Problem
Firms in a small open economy produce goods and services under the assumptions of the Ricardian model.
They use only labor as input and the technology of the production process is characterized by the following
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unit labor requirements:
apushchair = 13.47
apaper clip = 3.76
In this economy the labor supply is constant: 506.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 3.62 ·D0.58pushchairD0.42paper clip.
The relative world price is 20.49 (price of pushchair in terms of paper clip).
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The small open economy imports paper clip and the amount of import is IM = 323.2765 units.
65. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the unit labor requirement in the aubergine sector is 7.54 and the
unit labor requirement in the hairspray sector is 11.20. The labor supply is 1358. The behavior of the
representative consumer can be described by the following utility function U = 3.71 · lnDaubergine + 3.17 ·
lnDhairspray.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy computes the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.41aubergineP
0.59
hairspray.
The relative world price of aubergine in terms of hairspray is 15.15.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 895.3068 units.
66. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be described by the following set of equations:
U = 5.02 · lnDspring onion + 1.08 · lnDpeach
3.03 ·Qspring onion = Lspring onion
14.25 ·Qpeach = Lpeach
L = 670
Pworldspring onion
Pworldpeach
= 14.25
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
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Solution: The small open economy exports spring onion and the amount of export is EX = 39.1495 units.
67. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: pizza and paper clip. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
where the unit labor requirements are apizza = 8.10 and apaper clip = 3.89. The labor supply is constant,
L = 665.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 4.34 · lnD0.59pizza · lnD0.41paper clip
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is
P worldpizza
P worldpaper clip
= 15.57.
Calculate the amount of pizza consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 48.4383 units of pizza.
68. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the unit labor requirement in the triﬂe sector is 6.61 and the unit labor
requirement in the painting sector is 10.01. The labor supply is 262. The behavior of the representative
consumer can be described by the following utility function U = 5.36 · lnDtriﬂe + 3.36 · lnDpainting.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy computes the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.70triﬂe P
0.30
painting.
The relative world price of triﬂe in terms of painting is 21.57.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 0.3801 units.
69. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 966 units of
labor to produce two goods: salad and porridge. The production possibilities frontier in this economy can
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be written as:
Qporridge = 223.54− 3.33 ·Qsalad
In this economy U = 4.83 · lnDsalad + 3.78 · lnDporridge utility function characterizes the preferences of the
representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of salad in terms of
porridge is P
world
salad
P worldporridge
= 3.61.
What is the amount of porridge produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of porridge.
70. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 1.25 · lnDcappuccino + 0.36 · lnDpaper clip
Firms in the cappuccino sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 13.94
units. The same parameter in the paper clip sector is apaper clip = 7.95. The labor supply is ﬁxed at
L = 1151 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of cappuccino in terms
of paper clip is
P worldcappuccino
P worldpaper clip
= 18.06.
Calculate the amount of cappuccino consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 64.1057 units of cappuccino.
71. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 1099 units.
The unit labor requirement parameters in the coﬀee and plate sector are acoﬀee = 12.84 and aplate = 12.97
respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to calculate the price level:
P = P 0.21coﬀeeP
0.79
coﬀee.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces P
world
coﬀee
P worldplate
= 13.16 as relative
price.
What fraction of the labor force is used in the coﬀee sector and what fraction of the labor is used in the
plate sector?
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Solution: Since the small open economy has comparative advantage in producing coﬀee, 100 percent of
labor is used in the coﬀee sector and no labor is used in the plate sector (under free trade the specialization
is complete).
72. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the unit labor requirement in the hairspray sector is 5.62 and the
unit labor requirement in the milkshake sector is 8.60. The labor supply is 450. The behavior of the
representative consumer can be described by the following utility function U = 2.82 · lnDhairspray + 5.59 ·
lnDmilkshake.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy computes the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.69hairsprayP
0.31
milkshake.
The relative world price of hairspray in terms of milkshake is 20.39.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 0.4531 units.
73. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing teacup – the maximum amount of
labor provided is 1023 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
ateacup = 3.68
acoﬀee cup = 7.30
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.67teacupP
0.33
coﬀee cup to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves 614.979354 units of real GDP.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: The real wage is 0.6012 units.
74. Problem
Firms in a small open economy produce goods and services under the assumptions of the Ricardian model.
They use only labor as input and the technology of the production process is characterized by the following
unit labor requirements:
alemonade = 12.71
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apeach = 4.73
In this economy the labor supply is constant: 458.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 5.04 ·D0.58lemonadeD0.42peach.
The relative world price is 5.79 (price of lemonade in terms of peach).
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
Solution: The small open economy exports lemonade and the amount of export is EX = 15.1345 units.
75. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces coﬀee and the ﬁrm that produces
pushchair. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qcoﬀee = 9.28 · Lcoﬀee
Qpushchair = 0.57 · Lpushchair
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 0.87 · lnDcoﬀee + 1.48 · lnDpushchair, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 684.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
vilA˘A˛g
coﬀee = 11.15 · LvilA˘A˛gcoﬀee
Q
vilA˘A˛g
pushchair = 8.34 · LvilA˘A˛gpushchair
What is the relative world price of coﬀee in terms of pushchair?
Solution: The relative world price is 0.7480 units.
76. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing ice cream – the maximum amount
of labor provided is 1102 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
anapkin = 4.18
aice cream = 13.70
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.67napkinP
0.33
ice cream to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves Inf units of real GDP.
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What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: The real wage is Inf units.
77. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing yoghurt – the maximum amount
of labor provided is 277 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
ayoghurt = 8.82
aaubergine = 8.39
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.63yoghurtP
0.37
aubergine to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves 95.100208 units of real GDP.
What is the relative world price (price of yoghurt in terms of aubergine)?
Solution: The relative world price is 19.97 units.
78. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 1215 units of
labor to produce two goods: hot dog and naan bread. The production possibilities frontier in this economy
can be written as:
Qnaan bread = 466.75− 13.18 ·Qhot dog
In this economy U = 4.84 · lnDhot dog + 5.10 · lnDnaan bread utility function characterizes the preferences of
the representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of hot dog in terms of
naan bread is
P worldhot dog
P worldnaan bread
= 1.14.
Calculate the amount of hot dog consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 199.3602 units of hot dog.
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79. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 0.84 · lnDbackpack + 3.87 · lnDrug
Firms in the backpack sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 4.75
units. The same parameter in the rug sector is arug = 14.13. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 220 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of backpack in terms of
rug is
P worldbackpack
P worldrug
= 5.94.
What is the amount of rug produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of rug.
80. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the unit labor requirement in the platform shoe sector is 7.90 and the
unit labor requirement in the cappuccino sector is 10.15. The labor supply is 1088. The behavior of the
representative consumer can be described by the following utility function U = 4.05 · lnDplatform shoe+2.71 ·
lnDcappuccino.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy computes the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.74platform shoeP
0.26
cappuccino.
The relative world price of platform shoe in terms of cappuccino is 10.16.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 251.6484 units.
81. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing cappuccino – the maximum
amount of labor provided is 278 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
anapkin = 1.88
acappuccino = 10.55
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.56napkinP
0.44
cappuccino to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves Inf units of real GDP.
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What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: The real wage is Inf units.
82. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing shampoo – the maximum amount
of labor provided is 1301 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
ashampoo = 14.95
acola = 0.77
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.44shampooP
0.56
cola to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves 2452.320131 units of real GDP.
What is the relative world price (price of shampoo in terms of cola)?
Solution: The relative world price is 388.31 units.
83. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces hairdryer and the ﬁrm that
produces onion. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qhairdryer = 1.10 · Lhairdryer
Qonion = 14.72 · Lonion
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 4.25 · lnDhairdryer + 1.19 · lnDonion, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 1314.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
hairdryer = 8.07 · Lvilághairdryer
Q
világ
onion = 11.71 · Lvilágonion
What amount of hairdryers are purchased in the small economy under free trade?
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 10413.8147 units of hairdryer.
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84. Problem
The following graph shows the budget constraint and the indiﬀerence curve that designates the optimal
consumption bundle in a Ricardian small open economy under free trade.
QY, DY
quan�ty of Y
QX, DX
quan�ty of X
DY,1
DX,1
The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing Y. Identify the amount of export.
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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85. Problem
The the behavior of the representative agents in a small open economy can be characterized by the following
expressions:
U = 0.95 ·D0.24peachD0.76platform shoe
14.16 ·Qpeach = Lpeach
2.75 ·Qplatform shoe = Lplatform shoe
L = 317
P = P 0.69peachP
0.31
platform shoe
The relative world price of peach in terms of platform shoe is 16.23.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 0.1675 units.
86. Problem
The the behavior of the representative agents in a small open economy can be characterized by the following
expressions:
U = 4.20 ·D0.49wooden spoonD0.51mint tea
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12.79 ·Qwooden spoon = Lwooden spoon
0.95 ·Qmint tea = Lmint tea
L = 488
P = P 0.65wooden spoonP
0.35
mint tea
The relative world price of wooden spoon in terms of mint tea is 5.97.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 160.8099 units.
87. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing fruit cake – the maximum amount
of labor provided is 754 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
alemon = 15.40
afruit cake = 10.84
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.76lemonP
0.24
fruit cake to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves 178.204877 units of real GDP.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: The real wage is 0.2363 units.
88. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: backpack and teapot. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
where the unit labor requirements are abackpack = 9.53 and ateapot = 5.14. The labor supply is constant,
L = 327.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 5.47 · lnD0.75backpack · lnD0.25teapot
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is
P worldbackpack
P worldteapot
= 11.82.
What is the amount of teapot produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of teapot.
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89. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing brioche – the maximum amount
of labor provided is 1196 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
abrioche = 11.38
abagel = 10.74
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.32briocheP
0.68
bagel to calculate the price level. Under these circum-
stances the small open economy achieves 592.278533 units of real GDP.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: The real wage is 0.4952 units.
90. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 5.28 · lnDcoﬀee + 5.14 · lnDfruit cake
Firms in the coﬀee sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 8.28 units.
The same parameter in the fruit cake sector is afruit cake = 15.49. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 1205
units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of coﬀee in terms of
fruit cake is P
world
coﬀee
P worldfruit cake
= 23.88.
Determine the amount of coﬀee produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 145.5314 units of coﬀee.
91. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces cappuccino and the ﬁrm that
produces milkshake. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qcappuccino = 10.05 · Lcappuccino
Qmilkshake = 9.70 · Lmilkshake
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 3.84 · lnDcappuccino +0.45 · lnDmilkshake,
and the labor supply is ﬁxed at 1270 units. The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.54cappuccinoP
0.46
milkshake
to calculate the price level.
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The relative world price is 2.48 units (price of cappuccino in terms of milkshake).
By what percentage does free trade modify the real wage of the economic agents relative to the real wage
in autarky?
Solution: Free trade increases real wage by 54.3580 percent.
92. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces wine glass and the ﬁrm that
produces hairspray. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qwine glass = 1.77 · Lwine glass
Qhairspray = 5.55 · Lhairspray
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 2.97 · lnDwine glass + 5.01 · lnDhairspray, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 568.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
wine glass = 15.31 · Lvilágwine glass
Q
világ
hairspray = 10.58 · Lvilághairspray
What amount of hairsprays are purchased in the small economy under free trade?
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 1979.1383 units of hairspray.
93. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 970 units. The
unit labor requirement parameters in the pie and wine glass sector are apie = 12.43 and awine glass = 9.71
respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to calculate the price level:
P = P 0.47pie P
0.53
pie .
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces
P worldpie
P worldwine glass
= 25.57 as relative
price.
What fraction of the labor force is used in the pie sector and what fraction of the labor is used in the wine
glass sector?
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Solution: Since the small open economy has comparative advantage in producing pie, 100 percent of labor
is used in the pie sector and no labor is used in the wine glass sector (under free trade the specialization is
complete).
94. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 3.44 · lnDcola + 4.62 · lnDpeach
Firms in the cola sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 14.37 units.
The same parameter in the peach sector is apeach = 7.85. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 1342 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of cola in terms of peach
is P
world
cola
P worldpeach
= 14.00.
Calculate the amount of cola consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 39.8583 units of cola.
95. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 1.81 · lnDhairdryer + 4.56 · lnDlemon
Firms in the hairdryer sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 13.55
units. The same parameter in the lemon sector is alemon = 8.61. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 316 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of hairdryer in terms of
lemon is
P worldhairdryer
P worldlemon
= 13.37.
What is the amount of lemon produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of lemon.
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96. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces cappuccino and the ﬁrm that
produces plate. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qcappuccino = 9.36 · Lcappuccino
Qplate = 6.15 · Lplate
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 1.34 · lnDcappuccino + 5.06 · lnDplate,
and the labor supply is ﬁxed at 625 units. The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.34cappuccinoP
0.66
plate to
calculate the price level.
The relative world price is 3.69 units (price of cappuccino in terms of plate).
By what percentage does free trade modify the real wage of the economic agents relative to the real wage
in autarky?
Solution: Free trade increases real wage by 212.3359 percent.
97. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 1057 units of
labor to produce two goods: teacup and tomato. The production possibilities frontier in this economy can
be written as:
Qtomato = 410.00− 10.20 ·Qteacup
In this economy U = 3.34 · lnDteacup + 1.64 · lnDtomato utility function characterizes the preferences of the
representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of teacup in terms of
tomato is
P worldteacup
P worldtomato
= 18.86.
Find the amount of tomato consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 249.6548 units of tomato.
98. Problem
The the behavior of the representative agents in a small open economy can be characterized by the following
expressions:
U = 3.96 ·D0.56hairdryerD0.44coﬀee
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8.87 ·Qhairdryer = Lhairdryer
8.95 ·Qcoﬀee = Lcoﬀee
L = 1200
P = P 0.69hairdryerP
0.31
coﬀee
The relative world price of hairdryer in terms of coﬀee is 8.44.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 0.2184 units.
99. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 995 units of
labor to produce two goods: cabbage and necklace. The production possibilities frontier in this economy
can be written as:
Qnecklace = 918.96− 13.86 ·Qcabbage
In this economy U = 5.07 · lnDcabbage + 3.70 · lnDnecklace utility function characterizes the preferences of
the representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of cabbage in terms of
necklace is
P worldcabbage
P worldnecklace
= 1.61.
Determine the amount of cabbage produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of cabbage.
100. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: watermelon and cappuccino. The production process can be described by linear production func-
tions, where the unit labor requirements are awatermelon = 14.68 and acappuccino = 6.99. The labor supply is
constant, L = 741.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 3.68 · lnD0.29watermelon · lnD0.71cappuccino
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is P
world
watermelon
P worldcappuccino
= 12.39.
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Find the amount of cappuccino consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 444.0397 units of cappuccino.
101. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: cabbage and platform shoe. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
where the unit labor requirements are acabbage = 5.55 and aplatform shoe = 5.46. The labor supply is constant,
L = 471.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 3.08 · lnD0.19cabbage · lnD0.81platform shoe
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is
P worldcabbage
P worldplatform shoe
= 14.95.
Calculate the amount of cabbage consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 16.1243 units of cabbage.
102. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 1357 units of
labor to produce two goods: sweetcorn and salad. The production possibilities frontier in this economy can
be written as:
Qsalad = 1194.94− 15.43 ·Qsweetcorn
In this economy U = 4.75 · lnDsweetcorn +1.92 · lnDsalad utility function characterizes the preferences of the
representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of sweetcorn in terms of
salad is P
world
sweetcorn
P worldsalad
= 9.21.
Calculate the amount of sweetcorn consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 92.3962 units of sweetcorn.
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103. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 1349 units of
labor to produce two goods: banana and watch. The production possibilities frontier in this economy can
be written as:
Qwatch = 1041.02− 9.03 ·Qbanana
In this economy U = 2.93 · lnDbanana + 0.32 · lnDwatch utility function characterizes the preferences of the
representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of banana in terms of
watch is P
world
banana
P worldwatch
= 15.53.
What is the amount of watch produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of watch.
104. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 662 units.
The unit labor requirement parameters in the teapot and banana sector are ateapot = 1.84 and abanana = 0.30
respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to calculate the price level:
P = P 0.35teapotP
0.65
teapot.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces
P worldteapot
P worldbanana
= 23.67 as relative
price.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 4.2502 units.
105. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 1382 units.
The unit labor requirement parameters in the teapot and lemonade sector are ateapot = 13.97 and alemonade =
2.85 respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to calculate the price
level: P = P 0.63teapotP
0.37
teapot.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces
P worldteapot
P worldlemonade
= 10.59 as relative
price.
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What fraction of the labor force is used in the teapot sector and what fraction of the labor is used in the
lemonade sector?
Solution: Since the small open economy has comparative advantage in producing teapot, 100 percent
of labor is used in the teapot sector and no labor is used in the lemonade sector (under free trade the
specialization is complete).
106. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 2.73 · lnDfood processor + 0.75 · lnDice cream
Firms in the food processor sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is
6.77 units. The same parameter in the ice cream sector is aice cream = 5.45. The labor supply is ﬁxed at
L = 1052 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of food processor in
terms of ice cream is
P worldfood processor
P worldice cream
= 0.85.
Calculate the amount of food processor consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 178.1491 units of food processor.
107. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 1.67 · lnDnecklace + 5.19 · lnDmint tea
Firms in the necklace sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 6.60
units. The same parameter in the mint tea sector is amint tea = 10.71. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 911
units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of necklace in terms of
mint tea is P
world
necklace
P worldmint tea
= 13.37.
Find the amount of mint tea consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 1396.2047 units of mint tea.
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108. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: cabbage and almond. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
where the unit labor requirements are acabbage = 14.75 and aalmond = 4.52. The labor supply is constant,
L = 369.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 2.52 · lnD0.72cabbage · lnD0.28almond
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is
P worldcabbage
P worldalmond
= 20.48.
Find the amount of almond consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 143.4572 units of almond.
109. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be described by the following set of equations:
U = 4.66 · lnDcappuccino + 4.58 · lnDfood processor
8.81 ·Qcappuccino = Lcappuccino
2.14 ·Qfood processor = Lfood processor
L = 1338
Pworldcappuccino
Pworldfood processor
= 2.14
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
Solution: The small open economy exports cappuccino and the amount of export is EX = 75.2790 units.
110. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 1383 units
of labor to produce two goods: wine glass and watermelon. The production possibilities frontier in this
economy can be written as:
Qwatermelon = 982.63− 0.52 ·Qwine glass
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In this economy U = 3.89 · lnDwine glass + 4.55 · lnDwatermelon utility function characterizes the preferences
of the representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of wine glass in terms
of watermelon is
P worldwine glass
P worldwatermelon
= 4.10.
Determine the amount of wine glass produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 1889.6731 units of wine glass.
111. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the unit labor requirement in the wallet sector is 9.94 and the unit
labor requirement in the triﬂe sector is 11.27. The labor supply is 256. The behavior of the representative
consumer can be described by the following utility function U = 4.88 · lnDwallet + 4.28 · lnDtriﬂe.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy computes the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.38walletP
0.62
triﬂe .
The relative world price of wallet in terms of triﬂe is 10.50.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 0.4323 units.
112. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 827 units of
labor to produce two goods: lemonade and painting. The production possibilities frontier in this economy
can be written as:
Qpainting = 585.33− 6.47 ·Qlemonade
In this economy U = 0.84 · lnDlemonade + 0.28 · lnDpainting utility function characterizes the preferences of
the representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of lemonade in terms of
painting is P
world
lemonade
P worldpainting
= 13.08.
Find the amount of painting consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 295.8314 units of painting.
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113. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: brioche and handbag. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
where the unit labor requirements are abrioche = 2.12 and ahandbag = 7.02. The labor supply is constant,
L = 1391.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 3.06 · lnD0.76brioche · lnD0.24handbag
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is P
world
brioche
P worldhandbag
= 4.11.
Find the amount of handbag consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 647.2087 units of handbag.
114. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 1.70 · lnDchicken burger + 0.52 · lnDwine glass
Firms in the chicken burger sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is
3.05 units. The same parameter in the wine glass sector is awine glass = 8.88. The labor supply is ﬁxed at
L = 387 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of chicken burger in
terms of wine glass is
P worldchicken burger
P worldwine glass
= 22.37.
Determine the amount of chicken burger produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 126.8852 units of chicken burger.
115. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing blackcurrant – the maximum
amount of labor provided is 269 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
ablackcurrant = 15.46
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abagel = 8.51
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.37blackcurrantP
0.63
bagel to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves 167.316220 units of real GDP.
What is the relative world price (price of blackcurrant in terms of bagel)?
Solution: The relative world price is 36.33 units.
116. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the unit labor requirement in the pastry sector is 11.61 and the unit labor
requirement in the backpack sector is 7.03. The labor supply is 853. The behavior of the representative
consumer can be described by the following utility function U = 3.19 · lnDpastry + 1.60 · lnDbackpack.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy computes the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.66pastryP
0.34
backpack.
The relative world price of pastry in terms of backpack is 22.60.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 212.0868 units.
117. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 2.96 · lnDpastry + 3.15 · lnDpeach
Firms in the pastry sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 13.26 units.
The same parameter in the peach sector is apeach = 10.15. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 1262 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of pastry in terms of
peach is
P worldpastry
P worldpeach
= 14.64.
Determine the amount of pastry produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 95.1735 units of pastry.
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118. Problem
A small open economy, that can be described by the following set of formulas:
U = 0.77 · lnDlemonade + 4.49 · lnDnapkin
anapkin = 12.33
L = 268
P worldlemonade
Pworldnapkin
= 19.81
exports 15.919837 units of lemonade and imports 315.414196 units of napkin.
Determine the unit labor requirement parameter for the X sector.
Solution: The unit labor requirement parameter in the lemonade sector is 14.37 units.
119. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: hairdryer and ice cream. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
where the unit labor requirements are ahairdryer = 4.10 and aice cream = 1.05. The labor supply is constant,
L = 445.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 0.18 · lnD0.38hairdryer · lnD0.62ice cream
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is
P worldhairdryer
P worldice cream
= 19.58.
Calculate the amount of hairdryer consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 41.2439 units of hairdryer.
120. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 496 units.
The unit labor requirement parameters in the yoghurt and rug sector are ayoghurt = 15.01 and arug = 6.55
respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to calculate the price level:
P = P 0.59yoghurtP
0.41
yoghurt.
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The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces
P worldyoghurt
P worldrug
= 3.57 as relative
price.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 0.1123 units.
121. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 2.66 · lnDaubergine + 5.32 · lnDtea
Firms in the aubergine sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 14.51
units. The same parameter in the tea sector is atea = 12.97. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 898 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of aubergine in terms of
tea is
P worldaubergine
P worldtea
= 13.03.
Find the amount of tea consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 537.6035 units of tea.
122. Problem
A small open economy, that can be described by the following set of formulas:
U = 4.44 · lnDyoghurt + 3.82 · lnDaubergine
13.11 ·Qyoghurt = Lyoghurt
7.13 ·Qaubergine = Laubergine
L = 1410
exports 49.739308 units of yoghurt and imports 701.324239 units of aubergine.
What is the relative world price (price of X in terms of Y) the economy faces while trading with the rest of
the world?
Solution: The relative world price is 14.10 units.
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123. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces paper clip and the ﬁrm that
produces triﬂe. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qpaper clip = 4.87 · Lpaper clip
Qtriﬂe = 12.60 · Ltriﬂe
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 4.29 · lnDpaper clip + 5.06 · lnDtriﬂe, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 706.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
vilA˘A˛g
paper clip = 1.36 · LvilA˘A˛gpaper clip
Q
vilA˘A˛g
triﬂe = 10.82 · LvilA˘A˛gtriﬂe
What is the relative world price of paper clip in terms of triﬂe?
Solution: The relative world price is 7.9559 units.
124. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces pie and the ﬁrm that produces
lemonade. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qpie = 3.72 · Lpie
Qlemonade = 5.17 · Llemonade
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 3.46 · lnDpie+2.65 · lnDlemonade, and the labor supply
is ﬁxed at 946.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
pie = 10.84 · Lvilágpie
Q
világ
lemonade = 2.93 · Lviláglemonade
What amount of lemonades are purchased in the small economy under free trade?
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 2121.2231 units of lemonade.
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125. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: milkshake and pastry. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
where the unit labor requirements are amilkshake = 14.88 and apastry = 8.15. The labor supply is constant,
L = 251.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 4.61 · lnD0.40milkshake · lnD0.60pastry
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is P
world
milkshake
P worldpastry
= 5.76.
Determine the amount of milkshake produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 16.8683 units of milkshake.
126. Problem
Firms in a small open economy produce goods and services under the assumptions of the Ricardian model.
They use only labor as input and the technology of the production process is characterized by the following
unit labor requirements:
awine glass = 4.85
amint tea = 5.27
In this economy the labor supply is constant: 758.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 2.55 ·D0.17wine glassD0.83mint tea.
The relative world price is 1.10 (price of wine glass in terms of mint tea).
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
Solution: The small open economy exports wine glass and the amount of export is EX = 129.7196 units.
127. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 277 units.
The unit labor requirement parameters in the wallet and salad sector are awallet = 14.54 and asalad = 2.00
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respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to calculate the price level:
P = P 0.27walletP
0.73
wallet.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces P
world
wallet
P worldsalad
= 11.93 as relative
price.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 116.3759 units.
128. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 901 units.
The unit labor requirement parameters in the backpack and aubergine sector are abackpack = 3.08 and
aaubergine = 12.07 respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to calculate
the price level: P = P 0.64backpackP
0.36
backpack.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces
P worldbackpack
P worldaubergine
= 11.30 as relative
price.
What fraction of the labor force is used in the backpack sector and what fraction of the labor is used in the
aubergine sector?
Solution: Since the small open economy has comparative advantage in producing backpack, 100 percent
of labor is used in the backpack sector and no labor is used in the aubergine sector (under free trade the
specialization is complete).
129. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: shampoo and paper clip. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
where the unit labor requirements are ashampoo = 4.60 and apaper clip = 0.56. The labor supply is constant,
L = 1382.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 5.07 · lnD0.60shampoo · lnD0.40paper clip
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is
P worldshampoo
P worldpaper clip
= 17.28.
Determine the amount of shampoo produced in the small open economy.
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Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 300.4348 units of shampoo.
130. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the unit labor requirement in the pie sector is 11.41 and the unit labor
requirement in the necklace sector is 9.54. The labor supply is 966. The behavior of the representative
consumer can be described by the following utility function U = 4.55 · lnDpie + 5.51 · lnDnecklace.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy computes the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.73pie P
0.27
necklace.
The relative world price of pie in terms of necklace is 9.77.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 0.1622 units.
131. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be described by the following set of equations:
U = 2.38 · lnDhot chocolate + 4.81 · lnDbanana
2.24 ·Qhot chocolate = Lhot chocolate
6.06 ·Qbanana = Lbanana
L = 211
Pworldhot chocolate
Pworldbanana
= 6.06
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The small open economy imports banana and the amount of import is IM = 366.1228 units.
132. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be described by the following set of equations:
U = 1.44 · lnDcabbage + 4.69 · lnDorange
15.44 ·Qcabbage = Lcabbage
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2.03 ·Qorange = Lorange
L = 558
Pworldcabbage
Pworldorange
= 2.03
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
Solution: The small open economy exports cabbage and the amount of export is EX = 27.6503 units.
133. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing scarf – the maximum amount of
labor provided is 1353 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
ascarf = 4.12
ahot dog = 12.97
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.49scarf P
0.51
hot dog to calculate the price level. Under these circum-
stances the small open economy achieves 456.305718 units of real GDP.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: The real wage is 0.3373 units.
134. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces tomato and the ﬁrm that produces
plate. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qtomato = 15.06 · Ltomato
Qplate = 1.85 · Lplate
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 4.98 · lnDtomato +4.63 · lnDplate, and the labor supply
is ﬁxed at 404.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
tomato = 4.87 · Lvilágtomato
Q
világ
plate = 6.36 · Lvilágplate
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What amount of plates are purchased in the small economy under free trade?
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 3828.1778 units of plate.
135. Problem
The the behavior of the representative agents in a small open economy can be characterized by the following
expressions:
U = 4.48 ·D0.50hot dogD0.50muﬃn
14.35 ·Qhot dog = Lhot dog
2.23 ·Qmuﬃn = Lmuﬃn
L = 222
P = P 0.62hot dogP
0.38
muﬃn
The relative world price of hot dog in terms of muﬃn is 1.84.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 68.2120 units.
136. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 1373 units of
labor to produce two goods: jigsaw and porridge. The production possibilities frontier in this economy can
be written as:
Qporridge = 275.86− 0.71 ·Qjigsaw
In this economy U = 1.55 · lnDjigsaw + 3.17 · lnDporridge utility function characterizes the preferences of the
representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of jigsaw in terms of
porridge is
P worldjigsaw
P worldporridge
= 13.69.
What is the amount of porridge produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of porridge.
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137. Problem
The the behavior of the representative agents in a small open economy can be characterized by the following
expressions:
U = 1.25 ·D0.45pushchairD0.55pistachio
4.31 ·Qpushchair = Lpushchair
0.18 ·Qpistachio = Lpistachio
L = 298
P = P 0.29pushchairP
0.71
pistachio
The relative world price of pushchair in terms of pistachio is 7.98.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 3.0419 units.
138. Problem
A small open economy, that can be described by the following set of formulas:
U = 0.32 · lnDstrawberry + 3.70 · lnDmint tea
3.96 ·Qstrawberry = Lstrawberry
13.24 ·Qmint tea = Lmint tea
L = 898
exports 208.716518 units of strawberry and imports 1421.359490 units of mint tea.
What is the relative world price (price of X in terms of Y) the economy faces while trading with the rest of
the world?
Solution: The relative world price is 6.81 units.
139. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be described by the following set of equations:
U = 1.36 · lnDalmond + 1.30 · lnDspring onion
9.71 ·Qalmond = Lalmond
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13.34 ·Qspring onion = Lspring onion
L = 584
Pworldalmond
Pworldspring onion
= 13.34
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
Solution: The small open economy exports almond and the amount of export is EX = 29.3938 units.
140. Problem
Firms in a small open economy produce goods and services under the assumptions of the Ricardian model.
They use only labor as input and the technology of the production process is characterized by the following
unit labor requirements:
apistachio = 14.48
ahandbag = 9.22
In this economy the labor supply is constant: 1079.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 4.26 ·D0.34pistachioD0.66handbag.
The relative world price is 21.02 (price of pistachio in terms of handbag).
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The small open economy imports handbag and the amount of import is IM = 1033.7833 units.
141. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be described by the following set of equations:
U = 2.00 · lnDshampoo + 4.71 · lnDbagel
15.26 ·Qshampoo = Lshampoo
13.42 ·Qbagel = Lbagel
L = 913
Pworldshampoo
Pworldbagel
= 13.42
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
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Solution: The small open economy imports bagel and the amount of import is IM = 470.7824 units.
142. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 2.61 · lnDtea + 5.39 · lnDnaan bread
Firms in the tea sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 15.05 units.
The same parameter in the naan bread sector is anaan bread = 4.70. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 1309
units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of tea in terms of naan
bread is P
world
tea
P worldnaan bread
= 18.80.
What is the amount of naan bread produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of naan bread.
143. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the unit labor requirement in the blackcurrant sector is 2.18 and the unit
labor requirement in the coﬀee sector is 12.38. The labor supply is 1237. The behavior of the representative
consumer can be described by the following utility function U = 1.83 · lnDblackcurrant + 4.95 · lnDcoﬀee.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy computes the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.61blackcurrantP
0.39
coﬀee.
The relative world price of blackcurrant in terms of coﬀee is 21.91.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 1891.3144 units.
144. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing watch – the maximum amount of
labor provided is 236 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
awatch = 7.78
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apainting = 8.33
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.75watchP
0.25
painting to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves 68.597069 units of real GDP.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: The real wage is 0.2907 units.
145. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces ice cream and the ﬁrm that
produces aubergine. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qice cream = 3.12 · Lice cream
Qaubergine = 11.68 · Laubergine
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 0.35 · lnDice cream + 2.46 · lnDaubergine,
and the labor supply is ﬁxed at 1174 units. The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.35ice creamP
0.65
aubergine
to calculate the price level.
The relative world price is 17.29 units (price of ice cream in terms of aubergine).
By what percentage does real GDP under free trade diﬀer from real GDP in autarky?
Solution: Free trade increases real GDP by 170.3519 percent.
146. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: broccoli and milkshake. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
where the unit labor requirements are abroccoli = 10.94 and amilkshake = 11.73. The labor supply is constant,
L = 990.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 0.97 · lnD0.59broccoli · lnD0.41milkshake
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is P
world
broccoli
P worldmilkshake
= 1.01.
What is the amount of milkshake produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of milkshake.
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147. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces hot dog and the ﬁrm that produces
porridge. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qhot dog = 13.70 · Lhot dog
Qporridge = 6.37 · Lporridge
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 0.84 · lnDhot dog + 1.42 · lnDporridge,
and the labor supply is ﬁxed at 548 units. The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.66hot dogP
0.34
porridge to
calculate the price level.
The relative world price is 3.07 units (price of hot dog in terms of porridge).
By what percentage does real GDP under free trade diﬀer from real GDP in autarky?
Solution: Free trade increases real GDP by 89.9786 percent.
148. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: teapot and coﬀee cup. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
where the unit labor requirements are ateapot = 8.31 and acoﬀee cup = 11.32. The labor supply is constant,
L = 1401.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 1.33 · lnD0.22teapot · lnD0.78coﬀee cup
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is
P worldteapot
P worldcoﬀee cup
= 6.24.
What is the amount of coﬀee cup produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of coﬀee cup.
149. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 2.95 · lnDbanana + 3.22 · lnDhot chocolate
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Firms in the banana sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 7.61 units.
The same parameter in the hot chocolate sector is ahot chocolate = 13.86. The labor supply is ﬁxed at L = 552
units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of banana in terms of
hot chocolate is P
world
banana
P worldhot chocolate
= 5.33.
Determine the amount of banana produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 72.5361 units of banana.
150. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 606 units of
labor to produce two goods: bagel and platform shoe. The production possibilities frontier in this economy
can be written as:
Qplatform shoe = 779.00− 0.47 ·Qbagel
In this economy U = 0.51 · lnDbagel + 1.65 · lnDplatform shoe utility function characterizes the preferences of
the representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of bagel in terms of
platform shoe is
P worldbagel
P worldplatform shoe
= 5.67.
What is the amount of platform shoe produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of platform shoe.
151. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 1016 units.
The unit labor requirement parameters in the cola and lime sector are acola = 1.42 and alime = 8.70
respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to calculate the price level:
P = P 0.54cola P
0.46
cola .
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces P
world
cola
P worldlime
= 4.93 as relative
price.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 1490.4415 units.
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152. Problem
The the behavior of the representative agents in a small open economy can be characterized by the following
expressions:
U = 1.44 ·D0.49teacupD0.51soup
2.15 ·Qteacup = Lteacup
9.16 ·Qsoup = Lsoup
L = 339
P = P 0.23teacupP
0.77
soup
The relative world price of teacup in terms of soup is 20.09.
What is the real wage in this small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade the real wage is 4.6866 units.
153. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces pizza and the ﬁrm that produces
brioche. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qpizza = 15.55 · Lpizza
Qbrioche = 3.69 · Lbrioche
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 2.81 · lnDpizza+4.81 · lnDbrioche, and the labor supply
is ﬁxed at 471.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
pizza = 15.45 · Lvilágpizza
Q
világ
brioche = 12.46 · Lvilágbrioche
How many brioches does the small open economy produce under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of brioche.
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154. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing backpack – the maximum amount
of labor provided is 481 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
abackpack = 7.20
ahandbag = 2.48
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.55backpackP
0.45
handbag to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves 365.048034 units of real GDP.
What is the relative world price (price of backpack in terms of handbag)?
Solution: The relative world price is 43.55 units.
155. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces cappuccino and the ﬁrm that
produces napkin. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qcappuccino = 1.96 · Lcappuccino
Qnapkin = 2.12 · Lnapkin
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 5.29 · lnDcappuccino + 5.57 · lnDnapkin, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 1011.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
cappuccino = 7.78 · Lvilágcappuccino
Q
világ
napkin = 12.63 · Lvilágnapkin
How many napkins does the small open economy produce under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of napkin.
156. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: pushchair and backpack. The production process can be described by linear production functions,
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where the unit labor requirements are apushchair = 12.86 and abackpack = 2.93. The labor supply is constant,
L = 565.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 4.19 · lnD0.27pushchair · lnD0.73backpack
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is
P worldpushchair
P worldbackpack
= 9.88.
Determine the amount of pushchair produced in the small open economy.
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 43.9347 units of pushchair.
157. Problem
In a small open economy – that has comparative advantage in producing teapot – the maximum amount of
labor provided is 392 units. The unit labor requirement parameters are:
ateapot = 9.77
afood processor = 1.15
The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.32teapotP
0.68
food processor to calculate the price level. Under these
circumstances the small open economy achieves 765.826132 units of real GDP.
What is the relative world price (price of teapot in terms of food processor)?
Solution: The relative world price is 76.46 units.
158. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces muﬃn and the ﬁrm that produces
hairdryer. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qmuﬃn = 4.91 · Lmuﬃn
Qhairdryer = 1.82 · Lhairdryer
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 0.18 · lnDmuﬃn + 1.32 · lnDhairdryer, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 1304.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
muﬃn = 11.49 · Lvilágmuﬃn
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Q
világ
hairdryer = 4.97 · Lvilághairdryer
How many hairdryers does the small open economy produce under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of hairdryer.
159. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces chicken burger and the ﬁrm that
produces lemonade. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qchicken burger = 12.77 · Lchicken burger
Qlemonade = 1.59 · Llemonade
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 1.94 · lnDchicken burger + 0.22 · lnDlemonade, and the
labor supply is ﬁxed at 540.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
chicken burger = 6.07 · Lvilágchicken burger
Q
világ
lemonade = 11.88 · Lviláglemonade
How many chicken burgers does the small open economy produce under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 6895.8000 units of chicken burger.
160. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces peach and the ﬁrm that produces
muﬃn. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qpeach = 5.79 · Lpeach
Qmuﬃn = 13.79 · Lmuﬃn
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 0.72 · lnDpeach +0.28 · lnDmuﬃn, and the labor supply
is ﬁxed at 1069.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
peach = 9.70 · Lvilágpeach
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Q
világ
muﬃn = 9.09 · Lvilágmuﬃn
How many muﬃns does the small open economy produce under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 14741.5100 units of muﬃn.
161. Problem
The the behavior of the representative agents in a small open economy can be characterized by the following
expressions:
U = 1.46 ·D0.27peachD0.73hairdryer
1.56 ·Qpeach = Lpeach
12.99 ·Qhairdryer = Lhairdryer
L = 222
P = P 0.26peachP
0.74
hairdryer
The relative world price of peach in terms of hairdryer is 1.69.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 209.8285 units.
162. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the unit labor requirement in the fruit cake sector is 11.47 and the
unit labor requirement in the shampoo sector is 7.83. The labor supply is 1059. The behavior of the
representative consumer can be described by the following utility function U = 3.48 · lnDfruit cake + 3.34 ·
lnDshampoo.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy computes the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.38fruit cakeP
0.62
shampoo.
The relative world price of fruit cake in terms of shampoo is 16.08.
Determine the real GDP for this economy.
Solution: Under free trade the real GDP is 516.6898 units.
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163. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 1135 units
of labor to produce two goods: aubergine and spring onion. The production possibilities frontier in this
economy can be written as:
Qspring onion = 1324.73− 3.88 ·Qaubergine
In this economy U = 1.98 · lnDaubergine + 1.64 · lnDspring onion utility function characterizes the preferences
of the representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of aubergine in terms of
spring onion is
P worldaubergine
P worldspring onion
= 4.69.
Find the amount of spring onion consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 725.4438 units of spring onion.
164. Problem
In a Ricardian small open economy the maximum amount of labor available for production is 300 units.
The unit labor requirement parameters in the wallet and platform shoe sector are awallet = 0.42 and
aplatform shoe = 15.19 respectively. The statistical oﬃce of the country uses the following expression to
calculate the price level: P = P 0.54walletP
0.46
wallet.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where it faces P
world
wallet
P worldplatform shoe
= 3.05 as relative
price.
What fraction of the labor force is used in the wallet sector and what fraction of the labor is used in the
platform shoe sector?
Solution: Since the small open economy has comparative advantage in producing wallet, 100 percent of
labor is used in the wallet sector and no labor is used in the platform shoe sector (under free trade the
specialization is complete).
165. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces banana and the ﬁrm that produces
wallet. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qbanana = 8.24 · Lbanana
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Qwallet = 8.14 · Lwallet
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 0.65 · lnDbanana + 2.61 · lnDwallet, and
the labor supply is ﬁxed at 553 units. The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.62bananaP
0.38
wallet to calculate
the price level.
The relative world price is 0.38 units (price of banana in terms of wallet).
By what percentage does real GDP under free trade diﬀer from real GDP in autarky?
Solution: Free trade increases real GDP by 80.8200 percent.
166. Problem
The representative consumer of a small open economy seeks to maximize the following utility function:
U = 0.39 · lnDfruit cake + 0.66 · lnDstrawberry
Firms in the fruit cake sector uses only labor to produce their output, the unit labor requirement is 0.80
units. The same parameter in the strawberry sector is astrawberry = 1.39. The labor supply is ﬁxed at
L = 845 units.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of fruit cake in terms of
strawberry is P
world
fruit cake
P worldstrawberry
= 19.35.
Calculate the amount of fruit cake consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 392.3214 units of fruit cake.
167. Problem
The following graph shows the budget constraint and the indiﬀerence curve that designates the optimal
consumption bundle in a Ricardian small open economy under free trade.
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QY, DY
quan�ty of Y
QX, DX
quan�ty of X
DY,1
DX,1
The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing X. Identify the amount of import.
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QY, DY
quan�ty of Y
QX, DX
quan�ty of X
DY,1
DX,1
QY,1
import
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168. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces muﬃn and the ﬁrm that produces
tomato. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qmuﬃn = 15.00 · Lmuﬃn
Qtomato = 8.90 · Ltomato
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 4.83 · lnDmuﬃn+1.90 · lnDtomato, and the labor supply
is ﬁxed at 914.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
vilA˘A˛g
muﬃn = 5.71 · LvilA˘A˛gmuﬃn
Q
vilA˘A˛g
tomato = 12.64 · LvilA˘A˛gtomato
What is the relative world price of muﬃn in terms of tomato?
Solution: The relative world price is 2.2137 units.
169. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces orange and the ﬁrm that produces
wine glass. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qorange = 12.73 · Lorange
Qwine glass = 14.04 · Lwine glass
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 1.62 · lnDorange + 3.87 · lnDwine glass, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 1144.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Qvilágorange = 1.02 · Lvilágorange
Q
világ
wine glass = 3.97 · Lvilágwine glass
What amount of wine glasss are purchased in the small economy under free trade?
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 39956.1269 units of wine glass.
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170. Problem
A small open economy, that can be described by the following set of formulas:
U = 3.00 · lnDhairspray + 4.06 · lnDpizza
apizza = 5.27
L = 681
Pworldhairspray
Pworldpizza
= 21.12
exports 73.891175 units of hairspray and imports 1560.547973 units of pizza.
Determine the unit labor requirement parameter for the X sector.
Solution: The unit labor requirement parameter in the hairspray sector is 5.30 units.
171. Problem
A small open economy, that can be described by the following set of formulas:
U = 4.98 · lnDsalad + 2.02 · lnDwine glass
10.65 ·Qsalad = Lsalad
3.73 ·Qwine glass = Lwine glass
L = 629
exports 17.043327 units of salad and imports 70.388939 units of wine glass.
What is the relative world price (price of X in terms of Y) the economy faces while trading with the rest of
the world?
Solution: The relative world price is 4.13 units.
172. Problem
A small open economy, that can be described by the following set of formulas:
U = 5.34 · lnDmint tea + 4.43 · lnDplatform shoe
aplatform shoe = 12.09
L = 989
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Pworldmint tea
Pworldplatform shoe
= 10.25
exports 50.671316 units of mint tea and imports 519.286687 units of platform shoe.
Determine the unit labor requirement parameter for the X sector.
Solution: The unit labor requirement parameter in the mint tea sector is 8.85 units.
173. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces cabbage and the ﬁrm that produces
pistachio. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qcabbage = 15.28 · Lcabbage
Qpistachio = 10.13 · Lpistachio
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 2.93 · lnDcabbage + 1.66 · lnDpistachio, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 634.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
cabbage = 6.17 · Lvilágcabbage
Q
világ
pistachio = 5.38 · Lvilágpistachio
What amount of cabbages are purchased in the small economy under free trade?
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 6183.9725 units of cabbage.
174. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: tomato and hot dog. The production process can be described by linear production functions, where
the unit labor requirements are atomato = 11.91 and ahot dog = 15.56. The labor supply is constant, L = 225.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 2.51 · lnD0.69tomato · lnD0.31hot dog
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is P
world
tomato
P worldhot dog
= 17.44.
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What is the amount of hot dog produced in the small open economy?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 0.0000 units of hot dog.
175. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces cauliﬂower and the ﬁrm that
produces pie. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qcauliﬂower = 8.11 · Lcauliﬂower
Qpie = 14.17 · Lpie
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 3.90 · lnDcauliﬂower+5.26 · lnDpie, and the labor supply
is ﬁxed at 1318.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
cauliﬂower = 13.94 · Lvilágcauliﬂower
Q
világ
pie = 7.65 · Lvilágpie
What amount of cauliﬂowers are purchased in the small economy under free trade?
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 14489.5778 units of cauliﬂower.
176. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces tomato and the ﬁrm that produces
pistachio. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qtomato = 1.21 · Ltomato
Qpistachio = 1.59 · Lpistachio
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 4.70 · lnDtomato + 5.04 · lnDpistachio, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 291.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
tomato = 8.04 · Lvilágtomato
Q
világ
pistachio = 3.39 · Lvilágpistachio
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How many pistachios does the small open economy produce under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 462.6900 units of pistachio.
177. Problem
A small open economy – that functions under the assumptions of the Ricardian model – has 906 units of
labor to produce two goods: watermelon and watch. The production possibilities frontier in this economy
can be written as:
Qwatch = 243.00− 14.83 ·Qwatermelon
In this economy U = 5.00 · lnDwatermelon + 5.06 · lnDwatch utility function characterizes the preferences of
the representative consumer.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of watermelon in terms
of watch is P
world
watermelon
P worldwatch
= 12.80.
Find the amount of watch consumed in the small open economy in equilibrium.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 122.2247 units of watch.
178. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces almond and the ﬁrm that produces
mint tea. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qalmond = 9.99 · Lalmond
Qmint tea = 0.85 · Lmint tea
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 5.10 · lnDalmond + 2.22 · lnDmint tea, and the labor
supply is ﬁxed at 1380.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
almond = 3.76 · Lvilágalmond
Q
világ
mint tea = 3.86 · Lvilágmint tea
How many almonds does the small open economy produce under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade ﬁrms in the small open economy produce 13786.2000 units of almond.
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179. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces platform shoe and the ﬁrm that
produces pie. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qplatform shoe = 5.88 · Lplatform shoe
Qpie = 3.21 · Lpie
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 4.86 · lnDplatform shoe + 3.06 · lnDpie,
and the labor supply is ﬁxed at 575 units. The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.75platform shoeP
0.25
pie to
calculate the price level.
The relative world price is 23.15 units (price of platform shoe in terms of pie).
By what percentage does real GDP under free trade diﬀer from real GDP in autarky?
Solution: Free trade increases real GDP by 155.1854 percent.
180. Problem
A small open economy, that can be described by the following set of formulas:
U = 2.94 · lnDwine glass + 1.07 · lnDporridge
aporridge = 7.69
L = 1005
Pworldwine glass
Pworldporridge
= 0.86
exports 893.890274 units of wine glass and imports 767.188012 units of porridge.
Determine the unit labor requirement parameter for the X sector.
Solution: The unit labor requirement parameter in the wine glass sector is 0.30 units.
181. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be described by the following set of equations:
U = 1.05 · lnDnapkin + 1.10 · lnDice cream
11.52 ·Qnapkin = Lnapkin
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4.33 ·Qice cream = Lice cream
L = 419
Pworldnapkin
Pworldice cream
= 4.33
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The small open economy imports ice cream and the amount of import is IM = 451.0746 units.
182. Problem
A small open economy operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model, and produces only two
goods: milkshake and soup. The production process can be described by linear production functions, where
the unit labor requirements are amilkshake = 10.01 and asoup = 5.05. The labor supply is constant, L = 506.
The utility function of the representative consumer takes the following form:
U = 4.37 · lnD0.27milkshake · lnD0.73soup
The small open economy trades with the rest of the world, where the relative price is P
world
milkshake
P worldsoup
= 18.13.
Calculate the amount of milkshake consumed by the representative consumer.
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 13.6484 units of milkshake.
183. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces bookshelf and the ﬁrm that
produces pizza. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qbookshelf = 3.06 · Lbookshelf
Qpizza = 5.20 · Lpizza
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 5.45 · lnDbookshelf + 5.07 · lnDpizza,
and the labor supply is ﬁxed at 664 units. The statistical oﬃce uses the formula of P = P 0.28bookshelfP
0.72
pizza to
calculate the price level.
The relative world price is 19.22 units (price of bookshelf in terms of pizza).
By what percentage does real GDP under free trade diﬀer from real GDP in autarky?
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Solution: Free trade increases real GDP by 473.4551 percent.
184. Problem
In a small open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces painting and the ﬁrm that produces
soup. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qpainting = 12.26 · Lpainting
Qsoup = 4.81 · Lsoup
The utility function of the consumer is given by U = 4.56 · lnDpainting+0.96 · lnDsoup, and the labor supply
is ﬁxed at 1404.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Q
világ
painting = 13.11 · Lvilágpainting
Qvilágsoup = 5.35 · Lvilágsoup
What amount of soups are purchased in the small economy under free trade?
Solution: In optimum, the representative consumer consumes 1221.6332 units of soup.
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Ricardian Model
Large Open Economy
1. Problem
In economy A it takes 2.47 units of labor to produce one unit of wine glass and 6.62 units of labor to
produce one unit of lime. In economy B the unit labor requirement parameter in wine glass sector is 7.17
and it takes 1.36 units of labor to produce one unit of lime. The maximum amount of labor provided in
economy A is 444, and the labor supply in economy B is 471.
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 2.32 · lnDAwine glass+1.47 · lnDAlime while the utility function of the representative consumer in country
B is written as UB = 0.46 · lnDBwine glass + 2.00 · lnDBlime.
The two countries trade with each other as large open economies.
Which country exports wine glass and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country A exports wine glass. The amount of export is 69.7211 units.
2. Problem
In economy A it takes 6.05 units of labor to produce one unit of cabbage and 7.69 units of labor to produce
one unit of fruit cake. In economy B the unit labor requirement parameter in cabbage sector is 8.01 and
it takes 4.70 units of labor to produce one unit of fruit cake. The maximum amount of labor provided in
economy A is 100, and the labor supply in economy B is 268.
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 0.35 · lnDAcabbage + 1.60 · lnDAfruit cake while the utility function of the representative consumer in
country B is written as UB = 2.40 · lnDBcabbage + 0.29 · lnDBfruit cake.
The two countries trade with each other as large open economies.
Which country imports cabbage and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country B imports cabbage. The amount of import is 13.5622 units.
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3. Problem
The world consists of only two economies: A and B. The ﬁrst graph on the following image illustrates
the relative world supply and relative world demand curves, and the second graph shows the production
possibilities frontier function in country A. Country A has comparative advantage in producing X.
rela�ve world supply
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world price
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world
world
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Illustrate the budget constraint and the indiﬀerence curve, that designates the optimal consumption bundle
under free trade, on the second graph.
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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4. Problem
The world operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. It consists of two large open economies,
A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world supply curve.
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Show on the graph what happens to the relative world supply curve if there is a decrease in the unit labor
requirement parameter in the Y sector of in economy B.
Solution: The correct graph looks like as follows:
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5. Problem
In economy A it takes 2.97 units of labor to produce one unit of necklace and 0.53 units of labor to produce
one unit of paper clip. In economy B the unit labor requirement parameter in necklace sector is 3.42 and
it takes 3.61 units of labor to produce one unit of paper clip. The maximum amount of labor provided in
economy A is 517, and the labor supply in economy B is 288.
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 0.38 · lnDAnecklace + 1.09 · lnDApaper clip while the utility function of the representative consumer in
country B is written as UB = 1.65 · lnDBnecklace + 0.70 · lnDBpaper clip.
The two countries trade with each other as large open economies.
Which country imports necklace and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country B imports necklace. The amount of import is 44.9987 units.
6. Problem
The known world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies operate under the assumptions of the
Ricardian model and both are large open economies. The functioning of these countries can be described
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by the following equations and exogenous variables:
UA = 0.69 · lnDAmilkshake + 1.76 · lnDAorange
QAmilkshake = 6.76 · LAmilkshake
QAorange = 7.58 · LAorange
LA = 292
UB = 2.09 · lnDBmilkshake + 0.91 · lnDBorange
QBmilkshake = 3.36 · LBmilkshake
QBorange = 11.96 · LBorange
LB = 356
What is the amount of milkshake produced in economy A and what is the amount of milkshake produced
in economy B?
Solution: Economy A produces 1973.92 units of milkshake and economy B does not produce any milksha-
kes.
7. Problem
In economy A it takes 9.36 units of labor to produce one unit of tomato and 10.65 units of labor to produce
one unit of strawberry. In economy B the unit labor requirement parameter in tomato sector is 9.76 and
it takes 4.93 units of labor to produce one unit of strawberry. The maximum amount of labor provided in
economy A is 73, and the labor supply in economy B is 596.
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 0.66 · lnDAtomato + 0.71 · lnDAstrawberry while the utility function of the representative consumer in
country B is written as UB = 0.19 · lnDBtomato + 0.92 · lnDBstrawberry.
The two countries trade with each other as large open economies.
Which country imports tomato and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country B imports tomato. The amount of import is 4.0419 units.
8. Problem
The known world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies operate under the assumptions of the
Ricardian model and both are large open economies. The functioning of these countries can be described
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by the following equations and exogenous variables:
UA = 0.97 · lnDApeach + 1.55 · lnDAwallet
QApeach = 9.35 · LApeach
QAwallet = 11.98 · LAwallet
LA = 121
UB = 2.18 · lnDBpeach + 1.92 · lnDBwallet
QBpeach = 2.49 · LBpeach
QBwallet = 8.19 · LBwallet
LB = 86
What is the amount of peach produced in economy A and what is the amount of peach produced in economy
B?
Solution: QApeach = 727.7672 and Q
B
peach = 0.
9. Problem
In a large open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces onion and the ﬁrm that produces
porridge. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qonion = 3.39 · Lonion
Qporridge = 2.25 · Lporridge
The labor supply is ﬁxed at 1418 units.
The large open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Qworldonion = 13.95 · Lworldonion
Qworldporridge = 14.74 · Lworldporridge
The labor supply is ﬁxed at 1288 units.
Write down the relative world supply curve and on the following graph illustrate this curve:
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Solution: The relative world supply curve can be written as:
QAonion +Q
B
onion
QAporridge +Q
B
porridge
=

if the relative world price is equal to 0.663717 (0, 0.253199]
if the relative world price is between 0.663717 and 1.056631 0.253199
if the relative world price is equal to 1.056631 [0.253199,∞)
And the correct graph looks like this
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10. Problem
The world operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. It consists of two large open economies,
A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world supply curve.
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Show on the graph what happens to the relative world supply curve if there is a decrease in the unit labor
requirement parameter in the X sector of in economy B.
Solution: The correct graph looks like as follows:
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11. Problem
The known world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies operate under the assumptions of the
Ricardian model and both are large open economies. The functioning of these countries can be described
by the following equations and exogenous variables:
UA = 2.30 · lnDApastry + 0.22 · lnDAlemonade
QApastry = 4.32 · LApastry
QAlemonade = 0.83 · LAlemonade
LA = 588
UB = 0.69 · lnDBpastry + 1.49 · lnDBlemonade
QBpastry = 7.40 · LBpastry
QBlemonade = 6.11 · LBlemonade
LB = 591
Determine the relative world price of pastry in terms of lemonade.
Solution: The relative world price of pastry in terms of lemonade is 0.8257.
12. Problem
We analyze the functioning of two large open economies A and B. In economy A it takes 3.48 units of labor
to produce one unit of hairdryer and the unit labor requirement parameter in fruit cake sector is 0.90. The
unit labor requirement parameters in economy B are aBhairdryer = 5.13 and a
B
fruit cake = 5.90. The maximum
amount of labor provided in economy A is 1411 units and the labor supply in economy B is 977 units.
Write down the relative world supply curve.
Solution: The relative world supply curve can be written as:
QAhairdryer +Q
B
hairdryer
QAfruit cake +Q
B
fruit cake
=

if the relative world price is equal to 0.869492 (0, 0.121477]
if the relative world price is between 0.869492 and 3.866667 0.121477
if the relative world price is equal to 3.866667 [0.121477,∞)
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13. Problem
In economy A it takes 4.31 units of labor to produce one unit of jigsaw and 5.99 units of labor to produce
one unit of coﬀee. In economy B the unit labor requirement parameter in jigsaw sector is 8.99 and it takes
6.64 units of labor to produce one unit of coﬀee. The maximum amount of labor provided in economy A is
412, and the labor supply in economy B is 519.
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 1.50 · lnDAjigsaw + 2.12 · lnDAcoﬀee while the utility function of the representative consumer in country
B is written as UB = 0.34 · lnDBjigsaw + 0.58 · lnDBcoﬀee.
The two countries trade with each other as large open economies.
Which country exports jigsaw and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country A exports jigsaw. The amount of export is 40.1458 units.
14. Problem
The world consists of only two economies: A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world
supply curve. Under free trade country A has comparative advantage in producing X and it produces only
X. Country B specializes in Y production (and the specialization is complete).
Draw in a relative world demand curve that ﬁts the circumstances described above.
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15. Problem
Countries A and B operate under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. They trade with each other as
large open economies. The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters and labor supply
for both economies:
Country A Country B
aplatform shoe 6.64 6.90
atea 9.45 7.90
L 249 363
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 0.76 · lnDAplatform shoe + 0.22 · lnDAtea while the utility function of the representative consumer in
country B is written as UB = 2.06 · lnDBplatform shoe + 0.37 · lnDBtea.
What is the amount of tea produced in economy A and what is the amount of tea produced in economy B?
Solution: In economy A ﬁrms do not produce any tea, in economy B ﬁrms produce 17.0665 units of tea.
16. Problem
The world consists of only two economies: A and B. The ﬁrst graph on the following image illustrates
the relative world supply and relative world demand curves, and the second graph shows the production
possibilities frontier function in country A. In autarky, the relative price of X in terms of Y would have been
lower in economy A, than the same variable in economy B.
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Illustrate the budget constraint and the indiﬀerence curve, that designates the optimal consumption bundle
under free trade, on the second graph.
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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17. Problem
The world consists of only two economies: A and B. The ﬁrst graph on the following image illustrates
the relative world supply and relative world demand curves, and the second graph shows the production
possibilities frontier function in country A. In autarky, the relative price of X in terms of Y would have been
lower in economy A, than the same variable in economy B.
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Illustrate the budget constraint and the indiﬀerence curve, that designates the optimal consumption bundle
under free trade, on the second graph.
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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18. Problem
Countries A and B operate under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. They trade with each other as
large open economies. The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters and labor supply
for both economies:
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Country A Country B
apizza 4.38 10.18
anapkin 4.06 5.34
L 78 499
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 0.51 · lnDApizza + 2.18 · lnDAnapkin while the utility function of the representative consumer in country
B is written as UB = 1.54 · lnDBpizza + 2.19 · lnDBnapkin.
What is the amount of napkin produced in economy A and what is the amount of napkin produced in
economy B?
Solution: In economy A ﬁrms do not produce any napkins, in economy B ﬁrms produce 65.8375 units of
napkin.
19. Problem
The world operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. It consists of two large open economies,
A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world supply curve.
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Show on the graph what happens to the relative world supply curve if there is a decrease in the unit labor
requirement parameter in the Y sector of in economy A.
Solution: The correct graph looks like as follows:
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20. Problem
Countries A and B operate under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. They trade with each other as
large open economies. The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters and labor supply
for both economies:
Country A Country B
astrawberry 7.29 5.71
aonion 10.70 0.19
L 123 517
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
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UA = 1.27 · lnDAstrawberry + 2.11 · lnDAonion while the utility function of the representative consumer in
country B is written as UB = 0.27 · lnDBstrawberry + 2.05 · lnDBonion.
What is the amount of onion produced in economy A and what is the amount of onion produced in economy
B?
Solution: In economy A ﬁrms do not produce any onions, in economy B ﬁrms produce 2721.0526 units of
onion.
21. Problem
The world consists of only two economies: A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world
supply curve. Under free trade country A has comparative advantage in producing Y and it produces only
Y. Country B produces both X and Y.
Draw in a relative world demand curve that ﬁts the circumstances described above.
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Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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22. Problem
Countries A and B operate under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. They trade with each other as
large open economies. The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters and labor supply
for both economies:
Country A Country B
acoﬀee cup 2.36 7.31
apizza 6.94 12.25
L 197 531
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 1.60 · lnDAcoﬀee cup+0.39 · lnDApizza while the utility function of the representative consumer in country
B is written as UB = 1.20 · lnDBcoﬀee cup + 1.39 · lnDBpizza.
What is the amount of pizza produced in economy A and what is the amount of pizza produced in economy
B?
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Solution: In economy A ﬁrms do not produce any pizza, in economy B ﬁrms produce 32.5315 units of
pizza.
23. Problem
We analyze the functioning of two large open economies A and B. In economy A it takes 4.61 units of labor
to produce one unit of almond and the unit labor requirement parameter in rug sector is 1.48. The unit
labor requirement parameters in economy B are aBalmond = 10.94 and a
B
rug = 6.00. The maximum amount
of labor provided in economy A is 403 units and the labor supply in economy B is 1007 units.
Write down the relative world supply curve.
Solution: The relative world supply curve can be written as:
QAalmond +Q
B
almond
QArug +Q
B
rug
=

if the relative world price is equal to 1.823333 (0, 0.338041]
if the relative world price is between 1.823333 and 3.114865 0.338041
if the relative world price is equal to 3.114865 [0.338041,∞)
24. Problem
Two large open economies – A and B – trade actively with each other. Both economies operate under the
assumptions of the Ricardian model. In economy A the representative consumer seeks to maximize the
following utility function UA = 1.56 · lnDAhairspray +0.30 · lnDAcauliﬂower, the labor supply is ﬁxed at 320 units
and the unit labor requirement parameters are 9.58 in hairspray sector and 5.82 in cauliﬂower sector.
The functioning of economy B can be described by the following expressions:
UB = 0.87 · lnDBhairspray + 0.47 · lnDBcauliﬂower
QBhairspray = 6.65 · LBhairspray
QBcauliﬂower = 6.51 · LBcauliﬂower
LB = 346
What is the amount of hairspray consumed in economy A and what is the amount of hairspray consumed
in economy B?
Solution: In economy A the representative consumer consumes 484.0421 units of hairspray, in economy B
the representative consumer consumes 1493.8679 units of hairspray.
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25. Problem
In economy A it takes 2.02 units of labor to produce one unit of bookshelf and 4.94 units of labor to produce
one unit of scarf. In economy B the unit labor requirement parameter in bookshelf sector is 2.33 and it
takes 1.53 units of labor to produce one unit of scarf. The maximum amount of labor provided in economy
A is 251, and the labor supply in economy B is 364.
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 0.67 · lnDAbookshelf+1.00 · lnDAscarf while the utility function of the representative consumer in country
B is written as UB = 0.20 · lnDBbookshelf + 1.00 · lnDBscarf.
The two countries trade with each other as large open economies.
Which country exports bookshelf and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country A exports bookshelf. The amount of export is 74.4056 units.
26. Problem
The world operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. It consists of two large open economies,
A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world supply curve.
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Show on the graph what happens to the relative world supply curve if there is an increase in the maximum
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amount of labor provided in economy A.
Solution: The correct graph looks like as follows:
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27. Problem
The world operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. It consists of two large open economies,
A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world supply curve.
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Show on the graph what happens to the relative world supply curve if there is a decrease in the unit labor
requirement parameter in the X sector of in economy A.
Solution: The correct graph looks like as follows:
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28. Problem
The world consists of only two economies: A and B. The ﬁrst graph on the following image illustrates
the relative world supply and relative world demand curves, and the second graph shows the production
possibilities frontier function in country A. In autarky, the relative price of X in terms of Y would have been
greater in economy A, than the same variable in economy B.
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Illustrate the budget constraint and the indiﬀerence curve, that designates the optimal consumption bundle
under free trade, on the second graph.
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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29. Problem
The world operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. It consists of two large open economies,
A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world supply curve.
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Show on the graph what happens to the relative world supply curve if there is an increase in the maximum
amount of labor provided in economy B.
Solution: The correct graph looks like as follows:
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30. Problem
Two large open economies – A and B – trade actively with each other. Both economies operate under the
assumptions of the Ricardian model. In economy A the representative consumer seeks to maximize the
following utility function UA = 1.75 · lnDAporridge + 0.84 · lnDAchicken burger, the labor supply is ﬁxed at 598
units and the unit labor requirement parameters are 9.87 in porridge sector and 10.56 in chicken burger
sector.
The functioning of economy B can be described by the following expressions:
UB = 0.84 · lnDBporridge + 0.68 · lnDBchicken burger
QBporridge = 2.64 · LBporridge
QBchicken burger = 10.55 · LBchicken burger
LB = 325
What is the amount of porridge consumed in economy A and what is the amount of porridge consumed in
economy B?
Solution: In economy A the representative consumer consumes 3988.0135 units of porridge, in economy B
the representative consumer consumes 1771.0253 units of porridge.
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31. Problem
We analyze the functioning of two large open economies A and B. In economy A it takes 13.96 units of
labor to produce one unit of teacup and the unit labor requirement parameter in chicken burger sector is
1.19. The unit labor requirement parameters in economy B are aBteacup = 15.25 and a
B
chicken burger = 15.49.
The maximum amount of labor provided in economy A is 405 units and the labor supply in economy B is
469 units.
Write down the relative world supply curve.
Solution: The relative world supply curve can be written as:
QAteacup +Q
B
teacup
QAchicken burger +Q
B
chicken burger
=

if the relative world price is equal to 0.984506 (0, 0.090364]
if the relative world price is between 0.984506 and 11.731092 0.090364
if the relative world price is equal to 11.731092 [0.090364,∞)
32. Problem
The world operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. It consists of two large open economies,
A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world supply curve.
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Show on the graph what happens to the relative world supply curve if there is an increase in the unit labor
requirement parameter in the X sector of in economy B.
Solution: The correct graph looks like as follows:
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33. Problem
Countries A and B operate under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. They trade with each other as
large open economies. The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters and labor supply
for both economies:
Country A Country B
alemon 7.64 9.56
asalad 8.96 5.21
L 417 67
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
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UA = 2.14 · lnDAlemon + 1.29 · lnDAsalad while the utility function of the representative consumer in country
B is written as UB = 0.41 · lnDBlemon + 1.72 · lnDBsalad.
What is the amount of salad consumed in economy A and what is the amount of salad consumed in economy
B?
Solution: In economy A the representative consumer consumes 16.4049 units of salad, in economy B the
representative consumer consumes 10.3845 units of salad.
34. Problem
Countries A and B operate under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. They trade with each other as
large open economies. The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters and labor supply
for both economies:
Country A Country B
acoﬀee 4.37 2.98
apeach 12.14 6.44
L 83 443
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 2.04 · lnDAcoﬀee + 2.18 · lnDApeach while the utility function of the representative consumer in country
B is written as UB = 0.40 · lnDBcoﬀee + 0.53 · lnDBpeach.
What is the amount of peach consumed in economy A and what is the amount of peach consumed in
economy B?
Solution: In economy A the representative consumer consumes 18.4958 units of peach, in economy B the
representative consumer consumes 39.2022 units of peach.
35. Problem
The known world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies operate under the assumptions of the
Ricardian model and both are large open economies. The functioning of these countries can be described
by the following equations and exogenous variables:
UA = 0.18 · lnDAspring onion + 1.88 · lnDAcoﬀee cup
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QAspring onion = 12.09 · LAspring onion
QAcoﬀee cup = 5.63 · LAcoﬀee cup
LA = 295
UB = 0.64 · lnDBspring onion + 0.40 · lnDBcoﬀee cup
QBspring onion = 4.11 · LBspring onion
QBcoﬀee cup = 4.10 · LBcoﬀee cup
LB = 425
Determine the relative world price of spring onion in terms of coﬀee cup.
Solution: In equilibrium, the relative world price of spring onion in terms of coﬀee cup is 0.4657.
36. Problem
In a large open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces milkshake and the ﬁrm that
produces cabbage. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qmilkshake = 12.28 · Lmilkshake
Qcabbage = 10.48 · Lcabbage
The labor supply is ﬁxed at 1173 units.
The large open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Qworldmilkshake = 10.75 · Lworldmilkshake
Qworldcabbage = 3.67 · Lworldcabbage
The labor supply is ﬁxed at 347 units.
Write down the relative world supply curve and on the following graph illustrate this curve:
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rela�ve
world price
Qmilkshake + Qmilkshake
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world
Solution: The relative world supply curve can be written as:
QAmilkshake +Q
B
milkshake
QAcabbage +Q
B
cabbage
=

if the relative world price is equal to 0.341395 (0, 0.303444]
if the relative world price is between 0.341395 and 0.853420 0.303444
if the relative world price is equal to 0.853420 [0.303444,∞)
And the correct graph looks like this
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37. Problem
Countries A and B operate under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. They trade with each other as
large open economies. The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters and labor supply
for both economies:
Country A Country B
apaper clip 0.49 1.48
alemon 7.96 5.97
L 142 154
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 0.80 · lnDApaper clip + 0.21 · lnDAlemon while the utility function of the representative consumer in
country B is written as UB = 0.36 · lnDBpaper clip + 2.19 · lnDBlemon.
What is the amount of lemon produced in economy A and what is the amount of lemon produced in
economy B?
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Solution: In economy A ﬁrms produce 16.3074 units of lemon, in economy B ﬁrms produce 25.7956 units
of lemon.
38. Problem
Two large open economies – A and B – trade actively with each other. Both economies operate under the
assumptions of the Ricardian model. In economy A the representative consumer seeks to maximize the
following utility function UA = 0.54 · lnDAtriﬂe +1.47 · lnDAhairspray, the labor supply is ﬁxed at 267 units and
the unit labor requirement parameters are 4.25 in triﬂe sector and 5.29 in hairspray sector.
The functioning of economy B can be described by the following expressions:
UB = 0.93 · lnDBtriﬂe + 1.27 · lnDBhairspray
QBtriﬂe = 1.38 · LBtriﬂe
QBhairspray = 9.32 · LBhairspray
LB = 496
What is the amount of triﬂe consumed in economy A and what is the amount of triﬂe consumed in economy
B?
Solution: In economy A the representative consumer consumes 304.8582 units of triﬂe, in economy B the
representative consumer consumes 829.8933 units of triﬂe.
39. Problem
In economy A it takes 2.05 units of labor to produce one unit of blackcurrant and 2.16 units of labor to
produce one unit of cappuccino. In economy B the unit labor requirement parameter in blackcurrant sector
is 3.10 and it takes 2.99 units of labor to produce one unit of cappuccino. The maximum amount of labor
provided in economy A is 549, and the labor supply in economy B is 554.
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 0.59 · lnDAblackcurrant + 0.85 · lnDAcappuccino while the utility function of the representative consumer in
country B is written as UB = 0.59 · lnDBblackcurrant + 0.31 · lnDBcappuccino.
The two countries trade with each other as large open economies.
Which country exports blackcurrant and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country A exports blackcurrant. The amount of export is 109.7256 units.
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40. Problem
The world operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. It consists of two large open economies,
A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world supply curve.
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Show on the graph what happens to the relative world supply curve if there is an increase in the unit labor
requirement parameter in the Y sector of in economy A.
Solution: The correct graph looks like as follows:
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41. Problem
We analyze the functioning of two large open economies A and B. In economy A it takes 8.92 units of labor
to produce one unit of blackcurrant and the unit labor requirement parameter in almond sector is 3.43. The
unit labor requirement parameters in economy B are aBblackcurrant = 7.96 and a
B
almond = 8.95. The maximum
amount of labor provided in economy A is 1368 units and the labor supply in economy B is 616 units.
Write down the relative world supply curve.
Solution: The relative world supply curve can be written as:
QAblackcurrant +Q
B
blackcurrant
QAalmond +Q
B
almond
=

if the relative world price is equal to 0.889385 (0, 0.194033]
if the relative world price is between 0.889385 and 2.600583 0.194033
if the relative world price is equal to 2.600583 [0.194033,∞)
42. Problem
Two large open economies – A and B – trade actively with each other. Both economies operate under the
assumptions of the Ricardian model. In economy A the representative consumer seeks to maximize the
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following utility function UA = 2.35 · lnDAspring onion+0.96 · lnDApaper clip, the labor supply is ﬁxed at 441 units
and the unit labor requirement parameters are 9.38 in spring onion sector and 0.58 in paper clip sector.
The functioning of economy B can be described by the following expressions:
UB = 1.67 · lnDBspring onion + 0.53 · lnDBpaper clip
QBspring onion = 3.72 · LBspring onion
QBpaper clip = 0.35 · LBpaper clip
LB = 367
What is the amount of spring onion consumed in economy A and what is the amount of spring onion
consumed in economy B?
Solution: In economy A the representative consumer consumes 2936.8468 units of spring onion, in eco-
nomy B the representative consumer consumes 1199.3260 units of spring onion.
43. Problem
In a large open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces plate and the ﬁrm that produces
strawberry. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qplate = 6.51 · Lplate
Qstrawberry = 7.26 · Lstrawberry
The labor supply is ﬁxed at 624 units.
The large open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Qworldplate = 2.36 · Lworldplate
Qworldstrawberry = 1.11 · Lworldstrawberry
The labor supply is ﬁxed at 1096 units.
Write down the relative world supply curve and on the following graph illustrate this curve:
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Solution: The relative world supply curve can be written as:
QAplate +Q
B
plate
QAstrawberry +Q
B
strawberry
=

if the relative world price is equal to 0.470339 (0, 0.570954]
if the relative world price is between 0.470339 and 1.115207 0.570954
if the relative world price is equal to 1.115207 [0.570954,∞)
And the correct graph looks like this
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44. Problem
The known world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies operate under the assumptions of the
Ricardian model and both are large open economies. The functioning of these countries can be described
by the following equations and exogenous variables:
UA = 2.40 · lnDAbackpack + 2.19 · lnDAplatform shoe
QAbackpack = 10.53 · LAbackpack
QAplatform shoe = 11.23 · LAplatform shoe
LA = 161
UB = 1.63 · lnDBbackpack + 1.57 · lnDBplatform shoe
QBbackpack = 1.48 · LBbackpack
QBplatform shoe = 3.48 · LBplatform shoe
LB = 540
Determine the relative world price of backpack in terms of platform shoe.
Solution: Under the given circumstances the relative world price of backpack in terms of platform shoe is
1.1834.
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45. Problem
Two large open economies – A and B – trade actively with each other. Both economies operate under the
assumptions of the Ricardian model. In economy A the representative consumer seeks to maximize the
following utility function UA = 0.46 · lnDAporridge + 1.80 · lnDApaper clip, the labor supply is ﬁxed at 544 units
and the unit labor requirement parameters are 1.98 in porridge sector and 6.48 in paper clip sector.
The functioning of economy B can be described by the following expressions:
UB = 2.31 · lnDBporridge + 2.41 · lnDBpaper clip
QBporridge = 2.51 · LBporridge
QBpaper clip = 11.71 · LBpaper clip
LB = 112
What is the amount of porridge consumed in economy A and what is the amount of porridge consumed in
economy B?
Solution: In economy A the representative consumer consumes 219.2368 units of porridge, in economy B
the representative consumer consumes 196.1260 units of porridge.
46. Problem
Countries A and B operate under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. They trade with each other as
large open economies. The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters and labor supply
for both economies:
Country A Country B
acabbage 7.51 9.35
acola 10.57 1.18
L 484 203
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 1.82 · lnDAcabbage + 1.65 · lnDAcola while the utility function of the representative consumer in country
B is written as UB = 0.93 · lnDBcabbage + 1.96 · lnDBcola.
What is the amount of cola consumed in economy A and what is the amount of cola consumed in economy
B?
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Solution: In economy A the representative consumer consumes 55.3602 units of cola, in economy B the
representative consumer consumes 116.6735 units of cola.
47. Problem
In a large open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces pie and the ﬁrm that produces
watch. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qpie = 9.05 · Lpie
Qwatch = 9.54 · Lwatch
The labor supply is ﬁxed at 225 units.
The large open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Qworldpie = 6.42 · Lworldpie
Qworldwatch = 12.81 · Lworldwatch
The labor supply is ﬁxed at 848 units.
Write down the relative world supply curve and on the following graph illustrate this curve:
rela�ve world supply
rela�ve
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Qpie + Qpie
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rest of the world
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Solution: The relative world supply curve can be written as:
QApie +Q
B
pie
QAwatch +Q
B
watch
=

if the relative world price is equal to 1.054144 (0, 0.187450]
if the relative world price is between 1.054144 and 1.995327 0.187450
if the relative world price is equal to 1.995327 [0.187450,∞)
And the correct graph looks like this
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48. Problem
In economy A it takes 2.44 units of labor to produce one unit of hairspray and 5.97 units of labor to produce
one unit of painting. In economy B the unit labor requirement parameter in hairspray sector is 0.94 and
it takes 1.66 units of labor to produce one unit of painting. The maximum amount of labor provided in
economy A is 575, and the labor supply in economy B is 437.
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 1.45 · lnDAhairspray + 0.41 · lnDApainting while the utility function of the representative consumer in
country B is written as UB = 2.40 · lnDBhairspray + 1.80 · lnDBpainting.
The two countries trade with each other as large open economies.
Which country exports hairspray and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country A exports hairspray. The amount of export is 51.9456 units.
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49. Problem
The world operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. It consists of two large open economies,
A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world supply curve.
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Show on the graph what happens to the relative world supply curve if there is an increase in the unit labor
requirement parameter in the X sector of in economy A.
Solution: The correct graph looks like as follows:
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50. Problem
The world consists of only two economies: A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world
supply curve. Under free trade country A has comparative advantage in producing X and it produces only
X. Country B produces both X and Y.
Draw in a relative world demand curve that ﬁts the circumstances described above.
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51. Problem
The known world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies operate under the assumptions of the
Ricardian model and both are large open economies. The functioning of these countries can be described
by the following equations and exogenous variables:
UA = 1.83 · lnDAtea + 0.39 · lnDAfruit cake
QAtea = 1.17 · LAtea
QAfruit cake = 0.39 · LAfruit cake
LA = 568
UB = 0.23 · lnDBtea + 2.27 · lnDBfruit cake
QBtea = 8.92 · LBtea
QBfruit cake = 11.55 · LBfruit cake
LB = 597
What is the amount of tea produced in economy A and what is the amount of tea produced in economy B?
Solution: The tea production in economy B is 373.1751 units and the tea production in economy B is 664.56
units.
52. Problem
Countries A and B operate under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. They trade with each other as
large open economies. The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters and labor supply
for both economies:
Country A Country B
apie 1.97 11.10
acola 12.13 12.04
L 328 286
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 0.53 · lnDApie + 0.24 · lnDAcola while the utility function of the representative consumer in country B
is written as UB = 1.69 · lnDBpie + 0.13 · lnDBcola.
What is the amount of cola consumed in economy A and what is the amount of cola consumed in economy
B?
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Solution: In economy A the representative consumer consumes 22.0555 units of cola, in economy B the
representative consumer consumes 1.6967 units of cola.
53. Problem
The world consists of only two economies: A and B. The ﬁrst graph on the following image illustrates
the relative world supply and relative world demand curves, and the second graph shows the production
possibilities frontier function in country A. Country A has comparative advantage in producing Y.
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Illustrate the budget constraint and the indiﬀerence curve, that designates the optimal consumption bundle
under free trade, on the second graph.
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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54. Problem
The world operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. It consists of two large open economies,
A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world supply curve.
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Show on the graph what happens to the relative world supply curve if there is a decrease in the maximum
amount of labor provided in economy A.
Solution: The correct graph looks like as follows:
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55. Problem
The world consists of only two economies: A and B. The ﬁrst graph on the following image illustrates
the relative world supply and relative world demand curves, and the second graph shows the production
possibilities frontier function in country A. In autarky, the relative price of X in terms of Y would have been
greater in economy A, than the same variable in economy B.
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Illustrate the budget constraint and the indiﬀerence curve, that designates the optimal consumption bundle
under free trade, on the second graph.
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Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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56. Problem
The known world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies operate under the assumptions of the
Ricardian model and both are large open economies. The functioning of these countries can be described
by the following equations and exogenous variables:
UA = 0.63 · lnDAice cream + 1.82 · lnDAorange
QAice cream = 10.89 · LAice cream
QAorange = 3.09 · LAorange
LA = 110
UB = 1.46 · lnDBice cream + 1.26 · lnDBorange
QBice cream = 4.36 · LBice cream
QBorange = 2.31 · LBorange
LB = 360
What is the amount of ice cream produced in economy A and what is the amount of ice cream produced in
economy B?
Solution: QAice cream = 1197.9 and Q
B
ice cream = 0.
307
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57. Problem
In economy A it takes 0.23 units of labor to produce one unit of tomato and 10.84 units of labor to produce
one unit of brioche. In economy B the unit labor requirement parameter in tomato sector is 0.93 and it takes
1.52 units of labor to produce one unit of brioche. The maximum amount of labor provided in economy A
is 450, and the labor supply in economy B is 281.
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 0.29 · lnDAtomato+1.25 · lnDAbrioche while the utility function of the representative consumer in country
B is written as UB = 1.82 · lnDBtomato + 0.59 · lnDBbrioche.
The two countries trade with each other as large open economies.
Which country imports tomato and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country B imports tomato. The amount of import is 1588.0858 units.
58. Problem
The world operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. It consists of two large open economies,
A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world supply curve.
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Show on the graph what happens to the relative world supply curve if there is a decrease in the maximum
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amount of labor provided in economy B.
Solution: The correct graph looks like as follows:
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59. Problem
The known world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies operate under the assumptions of the
Ricardian model and both are large open economies. The functioning of these countries can be described
by the following equations and exogenous variables:
UA = 1.83 · lnDAalmond + 0.77 · lnDAsalad
QAalmond = 9.24 · LAalmond
QAsalad = 7.80 · LAsalad
LA = 361
UB = 0.92 · lnDBalmond + 1.39 · lnDBsalad
QBalmond = 5.22 · LBalmond
QBsalad = 11.34 · LBsalad
LB = 336
What is the amount of almond produced in economy A and what is the amount of almond produced in
economy B?
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Solution: Economy A produces 3335.64 units of almond and economy B does not produce any almonds.
60. Problem
In economy A it takes 4.96 units of labor to produce one unit of watermelon and 1.65 units of labor to
produce one unit of hairspray. In economy B the unit labor requirement parameter in watermelon sector
is 9.93 and it takes 2.87 units of labor to produce one unit of hairspray. The maximum amount of labor
provided in economy A is 455, and the labor supply in economy B is 103.
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 1.83 · lnDAwatermelon + 1.22 · lnDAhairspray while the utility function of the representative consumer in
country B is written as UB = 0.26 · lnDBwatermelon + 0.70 · lnDBhairspray.
The two countries trade with each other as large open economies.
Which country imports watermelon and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country B imports watermelon. The amount of import is 3.2334 units.
61. Problem
The known world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies operate under the assumptions of the
Ricardian model and both are large open economies. The functioning of these countries can be described
by the following equations and exogenous variables:
UA = 1.69 · lnDAhandbag + 2.25 · lnDAcauliﬂower
QAhandbag = 9.81 · LAhandbag
QAcauliﬂower = 2.00 · LAcauliﬂower
LA = 576
UB = 2.04 · lnDBhandbag + 1.36 · lnDBcauliﬂower
QBhandbag = 6.49 · LBhandbag
QBcauliﬂower = 4.47 · LBcauliﬂower
LB = 465
Determine the relative world price of handbag in terms of cauliﬂower.
Solution: The relative world price of handbag in terms of cauliﬂower is 0.3865.
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62. Problem
We analyze the functioning of two large open economies A and B. In economy A it takes 6.12 units of labor
to produce one unit of backpack and the unit labor requirement parameter in brioche sector is 1.11. The
unit labor requirement parameters in economy B are aBbackpack = 3.33 and a
B
brioche = 12.28. The maximum
amount of labor provided in economy A is 865 units and the labor supply in economy B is 1406 units.
Write down the relative world supply curve.
Solution: The relative world supply curve can be written as:
QAbackpack +Q
B
backpack
QAbrioche +Q
B
brioche
=

if the relative world price is equal to 0.271173 (0, 0.541811]
if the relative world price is between 0.271173 and 5.513514 0.541811
if the relative world price is equal to 5.513514 [0.541811,∞)
63. Problem
In a large open economy there are just two ﬁrms: the ﬁrm that produces lemonade and the ﬁrm that
produces jigsaw. The following functions characterize the production process:
Qlemonade = 7.49 · Llemonade
Qjigsaw = 7.34 · Ljigsaw
The labor supply is ﬁxed at 696 units.
The large open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the production functions are
written as
Qworldlemonade = 5.35 · Lworldlemonade
Qworldjigsaw = 7.05 · Lworldjigsaw
The labor supply is ﬁxed at 542 units.
Write down the relative world supply curve and on the following graph illustrate this curve:
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rela�ve world supply
rela�ve
world price
Qlemonade + Qlemonade
Qjigsaw + Qjigsaw
rest of the world
rest of the world
Plemonade
Pjigsaw
world
world
Solution: The relative world supply curve can be written as:
QAlemonade +Q
B
lemonade
QAjigsaw +Q
B
jigsaw
=

if the relative world price is equal to 0.979973 (0, 1.364277]
if the relative world price is between 0.979973 and 1.317757 1.364277
if the relative world price is equal to 1.317757 [1.364277,∞)
And the correct graph looks like this
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rela�ve world supply
rela�ve
world price
0.979973
1.317757
1.364277 Qlemonade + Qlemonade
Qjigsaw + Qjigsaw
rest of the world
rest of the world
Plemonade
Pjigsaw
world
world
64. Problem
Countries A and B operate under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. They trade with each other as
large open economies. The following table shows the unit labor requirement parameters and labor supply
for both economies:
Country A Country B
ateapot 12.29 7.56
aplate 10.23 6.03
L 263 365
The representative consumer of country A seeks to maximize her utility that takes the following form
UA = 1.26 · lnDAteapot + 2.33 · lnDAplate while the utility function of the representative consumer in country
B is written as UB = 1.99 · lnDBteapot + 0.97 · lnDBplate.
What is the amount of plate consumed in economy A and what is the amount of plate consumed in economy
B?
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Solution: In economy A the representative consumer consumes 23.5626 units of plate, in economy B the
representative consumer consumes 19.8361 units of plate.
65. Problem
The known world consists of two economies A and B. Both economies operate under the assumptions of the
Ricardian model and both are large open economies. The functioning of these countries can be described
by the following equations and exogenous variables:
UA = 2.22 · lnDAspring onion + 2.31 · lnDAbroccoli
QAspring onion = 11.18 · LAspring onion
QAbroccoli = 0.69 · LAbroccoli
LA = 120
UB = 2.14 · lnDBspring onion + 0.20 · lnDBbroccoli
QBspring onion = 9.06 · LBspring onion
QBbroccoli = 7.38 · LBbroccoli
LB = 240
Determine the relative world price of spring onion in terms of broccoli.
Solution: The relative world price of spring onion in terms of broccoli is 0.8146.
66. Problem
The world operates under the assumptions of the Ricardian model. It consists of two large open economies,
A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world supply curve.
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rela�ve world supply
rela�ve
world price
PX
PY
world
world
QX + QX
QY + QY
B
BA
A
PX, in autarky
PY, in autarky
A
A
PX, in autarky
PY, in autarky
B
B
Show on the graph what happens to the relative world supply curve if there is an increase in the unit labor
requirement parameter in the Y sector of in economy B.
Solution: The correct graph looks like as follows:
rela�ve world supply
rela�ve
world price
PX
PY
world
world
QX + QX
QY + QY
B
BA
A
PX, in autarky
PY, in autarky
A
A
PX, in autarky
PY, in autarky
B
B
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67. Problem
The world consists of only two economies: A and B. The following graph illustrates the relative world
supply curve. Under free trade country A has comparative advantage in producing Y and it produces only
Y. Country B specializes in X production (and the specialization is complete).
Draw in a relative world demand curve that ﬁts the circumstances described above.
rela�ve world supply
rela�ve 
world price
PX
PY
world
world
QX + QX
QY + QY
B
BA
A
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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PX
PY
world
world
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B
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A
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Specific Factors Model
Autarky
1. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.41 ·D0.21tea ·D0.79napkin
Qtea = 1.11 ·K0.66L0.34tea
Qnapkin = 1.06 · T 0.66L0.34napkin
L = 108
K = 147
T = 159
P = P 0.48tea P
0.52
napkin
Calculate the real rental rate of capital.
Solution: The real rental rate of capital is 0.2470.
2. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 2.20 · lnDblackcurrant +1.09 · lnDhairdryer. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qblackcurrant = 2.20 ·K0.15L0.85blackcurrant
Qhairdryer = 0.47 · T 0.15L0.85hairdryer
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 92 units of labor, 166 units of capital
and 213 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Calculate the amount of blackcurrant produced by the economy.
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Solution: In optimum 157.0729 is the amount of .blackcurrant produced.
3. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 1.09 ·D0.33chicken burger ·D0.67backpack
Qchicken burger = 2.25 ·K0.66L0.34chicken burger
Qbackpack = 1.76 · T 0.66L0.34backpack
L = 78
K = 93
T = 217
P = P 0.46chicken burgerP
0.54
backpack
Determine the price of chicken burger in terms of backpack.
Solution: The price of chicken burger in terms of backpack is 0.8574 units.
4. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.63 ·D0.64lemon ·D0.36teapot
Qlemon = 1.71 ·K0.26L0.74lemon
Qteapot = 1.10 · T 0.26L0.74teapot
L = 495
K = 144
T = 115
P = P 0.45lemonP
0.55
teapot
Calculate the real rental rate of capital.
Solution: The real rental rate of capital is 0.6573.
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5. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 0.30 · lnDcappuccino + 2.39 · lnDcoﬀee cup. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qcappuccino = 2.37 ·K0.49L0.51cappuccino
Qcoﬀee cup = 1.66 · T 0.49L0.51coﬀee cup
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 257 units of labor, 93 units of capital
and 135 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
What is the relative price (price of cappuccino to price of coﬀee cup) in this economy?
Solution: The relative price is 0.3041 in this economy.
6. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 0.28 · lnDpizza + 0.38 · lnDalmond. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qpizza = 2.34 ·K0.66L0.34pizza
Qalmond = 1.08 · T 0.66L0.34almond
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 612 units of labor, 72 units of capital and
149 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Determine the amount of almond purchased by the utility maximizing consumer.
Solution: In optimum 215.6273 is the amount of .almond consumed.
7. Problem
In a closed economy the production function in the pizza sector is Qpizza = 2.14 · K0.30L0.70pizza and the
technology used by the ﬁrm in the brioche sector takes the following form Qbrioche = 2.20 · T 0.57L0.43brioche.
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The input endowments are:
L = 264
K = 151
T = 84
Currently the economy produces 50 units of pizza.
Determine the real GDP if P = P 0.13pizzaP
0.87
brioche.
Solution: The real GDP in this economy is 389.5228.
8. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qnecklace = 0.91 ·K0.17L0.83necklace
Qtomato = 0.58 · T 0.53L0.47tomato
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 344, the capital supply is 104, and the land
endowment is 158. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in necklace sector and land is an
industry speciﬁc factor to the tomato sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written
as U = 1.34 ·D0.27necklace ·D0.73tomato.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.66necklaceP
0.34
tomato.
What is the real GDP in this economy?
Solution: The real GDP in this economy is 299.1365.
9. Problem
In a closed economy the production function in the tea sector is Qtea = 2.24 ·K0.15L0.85tea and the technology
used by the ﬁrm in the hot dog sector takes the following form Qhot dog = 1.11 · T 0.34L0.66hot dog. The input
endowments are:
L = 319
K = 105
T = 205
Currently the economy produces 100 units of tea.
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What is the price of tea in terms of hot dog?
Solution: The price of tea in terms of hot dog is 0.2974.
10. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 2.21 ·D0.71watch ·D0.29painting
Qwatch = 1.14 ·K0.46L0.54watch
Qpainting = 0.48 · T 0.46L0.54painting
L = 577
K = 118
T = 182
P = P 0.69watchP
0.31
painting
Determine the price of watch in terms of painting.
Solution: The price of watch in terms of painting is 0.7759 units.
11. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 1.21 ·D0.35hot dog ·D0.65milkshake
Qhot dog = 1.12 ·K0.77L0.23hot dog
Qmilkshake = 0.52 · T 0.77L0.23milkshake
L = 146
K = 216
T = 123
P = P 0.45hot dogP
0.55
milkshake
Calculate the real GDP.
Solution: The real GDP is 197.2086.
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12. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the porridge industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to
lemon sector. The production functions are written as
Qporridge = 2.21 ·K0.62L0.38porridge
Qlemon = 1.83 · T 0.62L0.38lemon
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 254, the capital supply
is 156 and the endowment of land is 185.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.20 · lnDporridge + 1.77 · lnDlemon.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.34porridgeP
0.66
lemon.
Calculate the real rental rate of land.
Solution: The real rental rate of land is 1.1737.
13. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qsalad = 0.99 ·K0.27L0.73salad
Qcoﬀee cup = 0.91 · T 0.77L0.23coﬀee cup
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 220, the capital supply is 105, and the land
endowment is 155. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in salad sector and land is an industry
speciﬁc factor to the coﬀee cup sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written as
U = 2.20 ·D0.56salad ·D0.44coﬀee cup.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.12saladP
0.88
coﬀee cup.
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
production point. Calculate the elements of the production bundle.
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QS,DS
quan�ty of
salad
QC,DC
quan�ty of 
coﬀee cup
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QS,DS
quan�ty of
salad
QC,DC
quan�ty of 
coﬀee cup
QS=151.7755
QC=105.3912
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14. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 0.85 · lnDbagel + 2.25 · lnDpastry. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qbagel = 1.76 ·K0.83L0.17bagel
Qpastry = 2.34 · T 0.83L0.17pastry
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 170 units of labor, 86 units of capital and
204 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Find the amount of pastry produced by the ﬁrms in pastry sector.
Solution: In optimum 438.2529 is the amount of .pastry produced.
15. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.82 ·D0.46naan bread ·D0.54strawberry
Qnaan bread = 0.94 ·K0.71L0.29naan bread
Qstrawberry = 2.00 · T 0.71L0.29strawberry
L = 444
K = 124
T = 160
P = P 0.55naan breadP
0.45
strawberry
Determine the real wage.
Solution: The real wage is 0.2769.
16. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the scarf industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to orange
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sector. The production functions are written as
Qscarf = 0.37 ·K0.52L0.48scarf
Qorange = 1.42 · T 0.52L0.48orange
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 321, the capital supply
is 94 and the endowment of land is 117.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 2.30 · lnDscarf + 2.41 · lnDorange.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.18scarf P
0.82
orange.
Calculate the real rental rate of land.
Solution: The real rental rate of land is 0.6712.
17. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the tea industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to broccoli
sector. The production functions are written as
Qtea = 2.18 ·K0.66L0.34tea
Qbroccoli = 0.43 · T 0.66L0.34broccoli
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 599, the capital supply
is 113 and the endowment of land is 120.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.01 · lnDtea + 2.30 · lnDbroccoli.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.62tea P
0.38
broccoli.
What is the real GDP in this economy?
Solution: The real GDP is 423.7028.
18. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the wallet industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to teacup
sector. The production functions are written as
Qwallet = 1.43 ·K0.77L0.23wallet
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Qteacup = 2.21 · T 0.77L0.23teacup
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 437, the capital supply
is 206 and the endowment of land is 94.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.92 · lnDwallet + 1.88 · lnDteacup.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.68walletP
0.32
teacup.
What is the real GDP in this economy?
Solution: The real GDP is 564.1683.
19. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 0.85 · lnDmint tea + 2.10 · lnDpushchair. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qmint tea = 1.17 ·K0.31L0.69mint tea
Qpushchair = 1.00 · T 0.31L0.69pushchair
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 610 units of labor, 95 units of capital
and 140 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Determine the amount of pushchair purchased by the utility maximizing consumer.
Solution: In optimum 305.7253 is the amount of .pushchair consumed.
20. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.71 ·D0.24porridge ·D0.76peach
Qporridge = 1.79 ·K0.30L0.70porridge
Qpeach = 1.42 · T 0.30L0.70peach
L = 483
K = 184
T = 208
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P = P 0.46porridgeP
0.54
peach
What is the real rental rate of land in this economy?
Solution: The real rental rate of land is 0.8130.
21. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qbookshelf = 0.91 ·K0.80L0.20bookshelf
Qyoghurt = 0.99 · T 0.43L0.57yoghurt
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 503, the capital supply is 125, and the land
endowment is 93. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in bookshelf sector and land is an
industry speciﬁc factor to the yoghurt sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written
as U = 1.24 ·D0.31bookshelf ·D0.69yoghurt.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.75bookshelfP
0.25
yoghurt.
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
consumption point. Calculate the elements of the consumption bundle.
QB,DB
quan�ty of
bookshelf
QY,DY
quan�ty of 
yoghurt
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Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QB,DB
quan�ty of
bookshelf
QY,DY
quan�ty of 
yoghurt
DB=100.8560
DY=221.6867
22. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the shampoo industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to
handbag sector. The production functions are written as
Qshampoo = 0.43 ·K0.29L0.71shampoo
Qhandbag = 0.44 · T 0.29L0.71handbag
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 186, the capital supply
is 78 and the endowment of land is 151.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.14 · lnDshampoo + 1.02 · lnDhandbag.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.27shampooP
0.73
handbag.
Determine the real rental rate of capital.
Solution: The real rental rate of capital is 0.1758.
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23. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 0.36 · lnDpainting + 1.19 · lnDpie. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qpainting = 0.32 ·K0.70L0.30painting
Qpie = 1.08 · T 0.70L0.30pie
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 130 units of labor, 77 units of capital
and 115 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Find the amount of pie produced by the ﬁrms in pie sector.
Solution: In optimum 119.0309 is the amount of .pie produced.
24. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.47 ·D0.14wine glass ·D0.86necklace
Qwine glass = 2.16 ·K0.74L0.26wine glass
Qnecklace = 1.93 · T 0.74L0.26necklace
L = 122
K = 218
T = 72
P = P 0.82wine glassP
0.18
necklace
Determine the price of wine glass in terms of necklace.
Solution: The price of wine glass in terms of necklace is 0.1027 units.
25. Problem
In a closed economy the production function in the wooden spoon sector is Qwooden spoon = 1.36 ·
K0.53L0.47wooden spoon and the technology used by the ﬁrm in the banana sector takes the following form
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Qbanana = 0.51 · T 0.77L0.23banana. The input endowments are:
L = 269
K = 135
T = 131
Currently the economy produces 146 units of wooden spoon.
What is the price of wooden spoon in terms of banana?
Solution: The price of wooden spoon in terms of banana is 0.1082.
26. Problem
In a closed economy the production function in the food processor sector is Qfood processor = 0.47 ·
K0.20L0.80food processor and the technology used by the ﬁrm in the banana sector takes the following form
Qbanana = 1.56 · T 0.46L0.54banana. The input endowments are:
L = 617
K = 166
T = 218
Currently the economy produces 104 units of food processor.
Determine the real GDP if P = P 0.67food processorP
0.33
banana.
Solution: The real GDP in this economy is 429.7025.
27. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qbagel = 0.65 ·K0.46L0.54bagel
Qpizza = 1.93 · T 0.17L0.83pizza
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 559, the capital supply is 170, and the land
endowment is 181. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in bagel sector and land is an industry
speciﬁc factor to the pizza sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U =
2.14 ·D0.80bagel ·D0.20pizza.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.71bagelP
0.29
pizza .
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On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
production point. Calculate the elements of the production bundle.
QB,DB
quan�ty of
bagel
QP,DP
quan�ty of 
pizza
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QB,DB
quan�ty of
bagel
QP,DP
quan�ty of 
pizza
QB=176.3051
QP=307.4271
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28. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qmilkshake = 2.22 ·K0.46L0.54milkshake
Qfood processor = 0.83 · T 0.75L0.25food processor
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 214, the capital supply is 148, and the land
endowment is 148. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in milkshake sector and land is an
industry speciﬁc factor to the food processor sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is
written as U = 1.68 ·D0.64milkshake ·D0.36food processor.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.28milkshakeP
0.72
food processor.
Determine the price of milkshake in terms of food processor.
Solution: The price of milkshake in terms of food processor is 0.4563.
29. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 0.19 · lnDnaan bread + 1.83 · lnDfood processor. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by
the following production functions:
Qnaan bread = 0.52 ·K0.80L0.20naan bread
Qfood processor = 1.40 · T 0.80L0.20food processor
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 329 units of labor, 162 units of capital
and 178 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
What is the optimal amount of naan bread consumed?
Solution: In optimum 60.4972 is the amount of .naan bread consumed.
30. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qscarf = 0.96 ·K0.69L0.31scarf
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Qbackpack = 1.30 · T 0.51L0.49backpack
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 109, the capital supply is 224, and the land
endowment is 175. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in scarf sector and land is an industry
speciﬁc factor to the backpack sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written as
U = 0.76 ·D0.74scarf ·D0.26backpack.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.83scarf P
0.17
backpack.
Determine the price of scarf in terms of backpack.
Solution: The price of scarf in terms of backpack is 2.0666.
31. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the hot dog industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to
necklace sector. The production functions are written as
Qhot dog = 0.33 ·K0.66L0.34hot dog
Qnecklace = 2.02 · T 0.66L0.34necklace
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 478, the capital supply
is 134 and the endowment of land is 116.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.19 · lnDhot dog + 1.13 · lnDnecklace.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.20hot dogP
0.80
necklace.
What is the real GDP in this economy?
Solution: The real GDP is 429.5616.
32. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 0.35 · lnDcola + 2.42 · lnDmint tea. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qcola = 0.95 ·K0.84L0.16cola
Qmint tea = 0.70 · T 0.84L0.16mint tea
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The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 73 units of labor, 139 units of capital
and 69 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
What is the optimal amount of cola consumed?
Solution: In optimum 85.5543 is the amount of .cola consumed.
33. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 2.15 ·D0.28bagel ·D0.72wine glass
Qbagel = 1.51 ·K0.28L0.72bagel
Qwine glass = 0.64 · T 0.28L0.72wine glass
L = 458
K = 183
T = 151
P = P 0.84bagelP
0.16
wine glass
What is the real rental rate of land in this economy?
Solution: The real rental rate of land is 0.8450.
34. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.85 ·D0.33brioche ·D0.67pastry
Qbrioche = 1.10 ·K0.20L0.80brioche
Qpastry = 1.75 · T 0.20L0.80pastry
L = 528
K = 69
T = 99
P = P 0.34briocheP
0.66
pastry
Calculate the real rental rate of capital.
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Solution: The real rental rate of capital is 0.5990.
35. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the orange industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to cola
sector. The production functions are written as
Qorange = 0.53 ·K0.39L0.61orange
Qcola = 0.80 · T 0.39L0.61cola
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 471, the capital supply
is 176 and the endowment of land is 187.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.13 · lnDorange + 1.70 · lnDcola.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.14orangeP
0.86
cola .
Calculate the real wage paid to workers.
Solution: The real wage is 0.3995.
36. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 1.20 ·D0.49scarf ·D0.51ice cream
Qscarf = 0.63 ·K0.16L0.84scarf
Qice cream = 0.69 · T 0.16L0.84ice cream
L = 604
K = 226
T = 99
P = P 0.13scarf P
0.87
ice cream
Calculate the real GDP.
Solution: The real GDP is 349.6971.
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37. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the cabbage industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to
shampoo sector. The production functions are written as
Qcabbage = 1.77 ·K0.33L0.67cabbage
Qshampoo = 1.71 · T 0.33L0.67shampoo
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 351, the capital supply
is 96 and the endowment of land is 117.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.28 · lnDcabbage + 0.49 · lnDshampoo.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.36cabbageP
0.64
shampoo.
Calculate the real wage paid to workers.
Solution: The real wage is 0.9783.
38. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the pistachio industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to pie
sector. The production functions are written as
Qpistachio = 1.86 ·K0.81L0.19pistachio
Qpie = 0.53 · T 0.81L0.19pie
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 286, the capital supply
is 98 and the endowment of land is 107.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.84 · lnDpistachio + 0.40 · lnDpie.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.75pistachioP
0.25
pie .
What is the real GDP in this economy?
Solution: The real GDP is 265.4240.
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39. Problem
In a closed economy the production function in the coﬀee sector is Qcoﬀee = 2.29 · K0.55L0.45coﬀee and the
technology used by the ﬁrm in the rug sector takes the following form Qrug = 1.28 · T 0.19L0.81rug . The input
endowments are:
L = 188
K = 137
T = 69
Currently the economy produces 47 units of coﬀee.
Determine the real GDP if P = P 0.16coﬀeeP
0.84
rug .
Solution: The real GDP in this economy is 300.0230.
40. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.74 ·D0.18napkin ·D0.82sweetcorn
Qnapkin = 1.97 ·K0.17L0.83napkin
Qsweetcorn = 0.43 · T 0.17L0.83sweetcorn
L = 399
K = 224
T = 157
P = P 0.35napkinP
0.65
sweetcorn
Determine the price of napkin in terms of sweetcorn.
Solution: The price of napkin in terms of sweetcorn is 0.1588 units.
41. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qyoghurt = 1.84 ·K0.78L0.22yoghurt
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Qlemon = 1.30 · T 0.32L0.68lemon
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 472, the capital supply is 93, and the land
endowment is 192. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in yoghurt sector and land is an
industry speciﬁc factor to the lemon sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written
as U = 0.31 ·D0.53yoghurt ·D0.47lemon.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.12yoghurtP
0.88
lemon.
What is the real GDP in this economy?
Solution: The real GDP in this economy is 717.1956.
42. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 2.16 · lnDsoup + 1.72 · lnDcoﬀee. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qsoup = 1.81 ·K0.22L0.78soup
Qcoﬀee = 1.94 · T 0.22L0.78coﬀee
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 627 units of labor, 177 units of capital
and 117 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
What is the relative price (price of soup to price of coﬀee) in this economy?
Solution: The relative price is 1.0288 in this economy.
43. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the lemonade industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to
cabbage sector. The production functions are written as
Qlemonade = 2.11 ·K0.72L0.28lemonade
Qcabbage = 0.22 · T 0.72L0.28cabbage
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 565, the capital supply
is 163 and the endowment of land is 163.
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The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.65 · lnDlemonade + 2.28 · lnDcabbage.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.84lemonadeP
0.16
cabbage.
Determine the real rental rate of capital.
Solution: The real rental rate of capital is 1.1323.
44. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 0.65 · lnDcoﬀee cup + 0.27 · lnDhandbag. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qcoﬀee cup = 0.64 ·K0.44L0.56coﬀee cup
Qhandbag = 1.15 · T 0.44L0.56handbag
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 368 units of labor, 143 units of capital
and 75 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Determine the amount of handbag purchased by the utility maximizing consumer.
Solution: In optimum 105.7894 is the amount of .handbag consumed.
45. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qpushchair = 1.35 ·K0.23L0.77pushchair
Qmilkshake = 2.17 · T 0.16L0.84milkshake
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 536, the capital supply is 159, and the land
endowment is 147. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in pushchair sector and land is an
industry speciﬁc factor to the milkshake sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is
written as U = 1.44 ·D0.50pushchair ·D0.50milkshake.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.66pushchairP
0.34
milkshake.
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
production point. Calculate the elements of the production bundle.
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QP,DP
quan�ty of
pushchair
QM,DM
quan�ty of 
milkshake
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QP,DP
quan�ty of
pushchair
QM,DM
quan�ty of 
milkshake
QP=310.0658
QM=547.5072
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46. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the pastry industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to
backpack sector. The production functions are written as
Qpastry = 0.83 ·K0.63L0.37pastry
Qbackpack = 2.12 · T 0.63L0.37backpack
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 369, the capital supply
is 131 and the endowment of land is 197.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.43 · lnDpastry + 1.49 · lnDbackpack.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.36pastryP
0.64
backpack.
Determine the real rental rate of capital.
Solution: The real rental rate of capital is 0.5739.
47. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qshampoo = 1.22 ·K0.40L0.60shampoo
Qsoup = 0.64 · T 0.27L0.73soup
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 301, the capital supply is 117, and the land
endowment is 80. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in shampoo sector and land is an
industry speciﬁc factor to the soup sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written as
U = 0.33 ·D0.57shampoo ·D0.43soup .
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.76shampooP
0.24
soup .
Determine the price of shampoo in terms of soup.
Solution: The price of shampoo in terms of soup is 0.6124.
48. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the watch industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to painting
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sector. The production functions are written as
Qwatch = 0.75 ·K0.47L0.53watch
Qpainting = 1.71 · T 0.47L0.53painting
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 433, the capital supply
is 179 and the endowment of land is 169.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 2.14 · lnDwatch + 1.31 · lnDpainting.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.33watchP
0.67
painting.
Determine the real rental rate of capital.
Solution: The real rental rate of capital is 0.8702.
49. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qcappuccino = 1.05 ·K0.84L0.16cappuccino
Qhot dog = 2.04 · T 0.27L0.73hot dog
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 99, the capital supply is 159, and the land
endowment is 132. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in cappuccino sector and land is an
industry speciﬁc factor to the hot dog sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written
as U = 0.35 ·D0.37cappuccino ·D0.63hot dog.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.63cappuccinoP
0.37
hot dog.
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
consumption point. Calculate the elements of the consumption bundle.
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QC,DC
quan�ty of
cappuccino
QH,DH
quan�ty of 
hot dog
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QC,DC
quan�ty of
cappuccino
QH,DH
quan�ty of 
hot dog
DC=109.3442
DH=199.8066
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50. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.26 ·D0.16hairdryer ·D0.84pastry
Qhairdryer = 0.81 ·K0.60L0.40hairdryer
Qpastry = 0.76 · T 0.60L0.40pastry
L = 170
K = 79
T = 122
P = P 0.17hairdryerP
0.83
pastry
Determine the real wage.
Solution: The real wage is 0.3168.
51. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 1.13 · lnDwallet + 0.34 · lnDsoup. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qwallet = 0.28 ·K0.21L0.79wallet
Qsoup = 2.05 · T 0.21L0.79soup
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 626 units of labor, 120 units of capital
and 147 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Calculate the amount of wallet produced by the economy.
Solution: In optimum 100.6540 is the amount of .wallet produced.
52. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
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U = 1.44 · lnDhot dog + 0.59 · lnDbanana. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qhot dog = 0.53 ·K0.42L0.58hot dog
Qbanana = 0.88 · T 0.42L0.58banana
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 226 units of labor, 178 units of capital
and 138 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Calculate the amount of hot dog produced by the economy.
Solution: In optimum 88.7846 is the amount of .hot dog produced.
53. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 2.29 · lnDpie + 2.41 · lnDcabbage. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qpie = 0.58 ·K0.52L0.48pie
Qcabbage = 1.42 · T 0.52L0.48cabbage
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 487 units of labor, 147 units of capital
and 87 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
What is the relative price (price of pie to price of cabbage) in this economy?
Solution: The relative price is 1.8150 in this economy.
54. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qalmond = 0.96 ·K0.36L0.64almond
Qporridge = 1.62 · T 0.83L0.17porridge
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 604, the capital supply is 169, and the land
endowment is 201. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in almond sector and land is an
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industry speciﬁc factor to the porridge sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written
as U = 1.66 · D0.51almond · D0.49porridge.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.19almondP
0.81
porridge.
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
production point. Calculate the elements of the production bundle.
QA,DA
quan�ty of
almond
QP,DP
quan�ty of 
porridge
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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QA,DA
quan�ty of
almond
QP,DP
quan�ty of 
porridge
QA=316.9538
QP=299.4570
55. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 1.62 ·D0.71soup ·D0.29sweetcorn
Qsoup = 0.58 ·K0.15L0.85soup
Qsweetcorn = 0.77 · T 0.15L0.85sweetcorn
L = 388
K = 177
T = 87
P = P 0.40soup P
0.60
sweetcorn
Determine the real wage.
Solution: The real wage is 0.5560.
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56. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 1.08 · lnDpaper clip+2.39 · lnDspring onion. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qpaper clip = 0.20 ·K0.56L0.44paper clip
Qspring onion = 0.58 · T 0.56L0.44spring onion
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 493 units of labor, 155 units of capital
and 119 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Find the amount of spring onion produced by the ﬁrms in spring onion sector.
Solution: In optimum 109.4806 is the amount of .spring onion produced.
57. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 1.11 · lnDhandbag + 0.69 · lnDonion. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qhandbag = 2.02 ·K0.52L0.48handbag
Qonion = 1.54 · T 0.52L0.48onion
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 390 units of labor, 187 units of capital
and 161 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Find the amount of onion produced by the ﬁrms in onion sector.
Solution: In optimum 239.2753 is the amount of .onion produced.
58. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.20 ·D0.65tea ·D0.35lemonade
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Qtea = 0.15 ·K0.20L0.80tea
Qlemonade = 0.22 · T 0.20L0.80lemonade
L = 224
K = 140
T = 154
P = P 0.64tea P
0.36
lemonade
Determine the real wage.
Solution: The real wage is 0.1439.
59. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qsweetcorn = 2.19 ·K0.51L0.49sweetcorn
Qnapkin = 2.38 · T 0.71L0.29napkin
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 341, the capital supply is 153, and the land
endowment is 193. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in sweetcorn sector and land is an
industry speciﬁc factor to the napkin sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written
as U = 1.14 ·D0.19sweetcorn ·D0.81napkin.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.78sweetcornP
0.22
napkin.
What is the real GDP in this economy?
Solution: The real GDP in this economy is 1170.8378.
60. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 1.76 · lnDcappuccino + 0.88 · lnDyoghurt. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qcappuccino = 2.05 ·K0.34L0.66cappuccino
Qyoghurt = 1.50 · T 0.34L0.66yoghurt
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The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 166 units of labor, 98 units of capital
and 147 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Calculate the amount of cappuccino produced by the economy.
Solution: In optimum 217.6817 is the amount of .cappuccino produced.
61. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 2.24 · lnDalmond + 2.19 · lnDlemon. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qalmond = 1.92 ·K0.56L0.44almond
Qlemon = 0.36 · T 0.56L0.44lemon
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 382 units of labor, 125 units of capital
and 91 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
What is the optimal amount of almond consumed?
Solution: In optimum 290.6499 is the amount of .almond consumed.
62. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.45 ·D0.77salad ·D0.23teacup
Qsalad = 1.95 ·K0.35L0.65salad
Qteacup = 1.16 · T 0.35L0.65teacup
L = 520
K = 146
T = 188
P = P 0.52saladP
0.48
teacup
What is the real rental rate of land in this economy?
Solution: The real rental rate of land is 0.3038.
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63. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 2.09 · lnDhairdryer + 2.31 · lnDbroccoli. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qhairdryer = 0.59 ·K0.49L0.51hairdryer
Qbroccoli = 1.62 · T 0.49L0.51broccoli
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 617 units of labor, 141 units of capital
and 132 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Calculate the amount of hairdryer produced by the economy.
Solution: In optimum 120.8171 is the amount of .hairdryer produced.
64. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 1.24 ·D0.82wooden spoon ·D0.18soup
Qwooden spoon = 0.88 ·K0.80L0.20wooden spoon
Qsoup = 1.80 · T 0.80L0.20soup
L = 249
K = 76
T = 99
P = P 0.17wooden spoonP
0.83
soup
Determine the real wage.
Solution: The real wage is 0.4717.
65. Problem
In a closed economy the production function in the porridge sector is Qporridge = 1.24 · K0.55L0.45porridge and
the technology used by the ﬁrm in the bagel sector takes the following form Qbagel = 1.98 · T 0.40L0.60bagel. The
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input endowments are:
L = 559
K = 78
T = 84
Currently the economy produces 119 units of porridge.
Determine the real GDP if P = P 0.68porridgeP
0.32
bagel .
Solution: The real GDP in this economy is 484.7490.
66. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qbanana = 1.76 ·K0.25L0.75banana
Qspring onion = 1.10 · T 0.30L0.70spring onion
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 334, the capital supply is 201, and the land
endowment is 187. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in banana sector and land is an industry
speciﬁc factor to the spring onion sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written as
U = 1.25 ·D0.58banana ·D0.42spring onion.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.13bananaP
0.87
spring onion.
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
consumption point. Calculate the elements of the consumption bundle.
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QB,DB
quan�ty of
banana
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quan�ty of 
spring onion
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QB,DB
quan�ty of
banana
QS,DS
quan�ty of 
spring onion
DB=351.5142
DS=163.4939
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67. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 0.55 · lnDbookshelf + 0.74 · lnDchicken burger. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by
the following production functions:
Qbookshelf = 2.19 ·K0.36L0.64bookshelf
Qchicken burger = 1.38 · T 0.36L0.64chicken burger
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 243 units of labor, 161 units of capital
and 186 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Determine the amount of chicken burger purchased by the utility maximizing consumer.
Solution: In optimum 213.4139 is the amount of .chicken burger consumed.
68. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the pie industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to broccoli
sector. The production functions are written as
Qpie = 2.14 ·K0.44L0.56pie
Qbroccoli = 1.50 · T 0.44L0.56broccoli
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 162, the capital supply
is 98 and the endowment of land is 142.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 2.36 · lnDpie + 1.90 · lnDbroccoli.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.54pie P
0.46
broccoli.
Calculate the real rental rate of land.
Solution: The real rental rate of land is 0.4763.
69. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 1.41 ·D0.19necklace ·D0.81sweetcorn
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Qnecklace = 0.42 ·K0.41L0.59necklace
Qsweetcorn = 1.65 · T 0.41L0.59sweetcorn
L = 272
K = 105
T = 223
P = P 0.22necklaceP
0.78
sweetcorn
What is the real rental rate of land in this economy?
Solution: The real rental rate of land is 0.5293.
70. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.80 ·D0.42wallet ·D0.58strawberry
Qwallet = 1.20 ·K0.65L0.35wallet
Qstrawberry = 0.23 · T 0.65L0.35strawberry
L = 272
K = 110
T = 152
P = P 0.13walletP
0.87
strawberry
Calculate the real GDP.
Solution: The real GDP is 75.6908.
71. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qcabbage = 1.00 ·K0.66L0.34cabbage
Qmuﬃn = 0.69 · T 0.82L0.18muﬃn
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 433, the capital supply is 174, and the land
endowment is 105. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in cabbage sector and land is an
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industry speciﬁc factor to the muﬃn sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written
as U = 1.99 ·D0.34cabbage ·D0.66muﬃn.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.44cabbageP
0.56
muﬃn.
What is the real GDP in this economy?
Solution: The real GDP in this economy is 240.0186.
72. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the broccoli industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to
lemon sector. The production functions are written as
Qbroccoli = 1.36 ·K0.22L0.78broccoli
Qlemon = 2.00 · T 0.22L0.78lemon
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 423, the capital supply
is 110 and the endowment of land is 194.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.33 · lnDbroccoli + 0.21 · lnDlemon.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.26broccoliP
0.74
lemon.
Calculate the real rental rate of land.
Solution: The real rental rate of land is 0.3301.
73. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the lemon industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to bagel
sector. The production functions are written as
Qlemon = 1.76 ·K0.57L0.43lemon
Qbagel = 1.70 · T 0.57L0.43bagel
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 426, the capital supply
is 105 and the endowment of land is 75.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.72 · lnDlemon + 0.15 · lnDbagel.
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The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.33lemonP
0.67
bagel .
Determine the real rental rate of capital.
Solution: The real rental rate of capital is 3.8549.
74. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.40 ·D0.13bookshelf ·D0.87lemonade
Qbookshelf = 0.34 ·K0.78L0.22bookshelf
Qlemonade = 0.61 · T 0.78L0.22lemonade
L = 282
K = 122
T = 144
P = P 0.41bookshelfP
0.59
lemonade
Calculate the real rental rate of capital.
Solution: The real rental rate of capital is 0.1293.
75. Problem
In a closed economy the production function in the rug sector is Qrug = 1.92·K0.70L0.30rug and the technology
used by the ﬁrm in the hot chocolate sector takes the following form Qhot chocolate = 2.17 · T 0.75L0.25hot chocolate.
The input endowments are:
L = 136
K = 93
T = 115
Currently the economy produces 167 units of rug.
What is the price of rug in terms of hot chocolate?
Solution: The price of rug in terms of hot chocolate is 1.2868.
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76. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 1.18 · lnDice cream + 0.17 · lnDyoghurt. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qice cream = 1.36 ·K0.84L0.16ice cream
Qyoghurt = 1.50 · T 0.84L0.16yoghurt
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 239 units of labor, 142 units of capital
and 155 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
What is the optimal amount of ice cream consumed?
Solution: In optimum 205.4246 is the amount of .ice cream consumed.
77. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qnecklace = 0.45 ·K0.29L0.71necklace
Qwatch = 1.94 · T 0.45L0.55watch
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 489, the capital supply is 74, and the land
endowment is 170. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in necklace sector and land is an
industry speciﬁc factor to the watch sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written as
U = 2.24 ·D0.77necklace ·D0.23watch.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.30necklaceP
0.70
watch.
Determine the price of necklace in terms of watch.
Solution: The price of necklace in terms of watch is 7.1703.
78. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the pizza industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to
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milkshake sector. The production functions are written as
Qpizza = 1.87 ·K0.13L0.87pizza
Qmilkshake = 0.71 · T 0.13L0.87milkshake
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 142, the capital supply
is 185 and the endowment of land is 215.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.87 · lnDpizza + 1.20 · lnDmilkshake.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.32pizzaP
0.68
milkshake.
What is the real GDP in this economy?
Solution: The real GDP is 159.9033.
79. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 2.03 · lnDpaper clip + 1.95 · lnDmint tea. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qpaper clip = 1.00 ·K0.13L0.87paper clip
Qmint tea = 1.28 · T 0.13L0.87mint tea
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 338 units of labor, 191 units of capital
and 135 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
What is the optimal amount of paper clip consumed?
Solution: In optimum 174.7089 is the amount of .paper clip consumed.
80. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qsoup = 1.12 ·K0.46L0.54soup
Qsalad = 1.71 · T 0.38L0.62salad
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The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 257, the capital supply is 115, and the land
endowment is 77. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in soup sector and land is an industry
speciﬁc factor to the salad sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U =
2.27 ·D0.49soup ·D0.51salad.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.73soup P
0.27
salad .
What is the real GDP in this economy?
Solution: The real GDP in this economy is 291.1434.
81. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the muﬃn industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to fruit
cake sector. The production functions are written as
Qmuﬃn = 0.51 ·K0.37L0.63muﬃn
Qfruit cake = 1.91 · T 0.37L0.63fruit cake
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 158, the capital supply
is 98 and the endowment of land is 78.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.29 · lnDmuﬃn + 1.86 · lnDfruit cake.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.22muﬃnP
0.78
fruit cake.
Calculate the real rental rate of land.
Solution: The real rental rate of land is 0.8919.
82. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the tomato industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to lime
sector. The production functions are written as
Qtomato = 1.87 ·K0.32L0.68tomato
Qlime = 0.85 · T 0.32L0.68lime
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 116, the capital supply is
128 and the endowment of land is 174.
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The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.75 · lnDtomato + 2.08 · lnDlime.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.34tomatoP
0.66
lime .
Calculate the real wage paid to workers.
Solution: The real wage is 1.0309.
83. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 0.96 · lnDwatermelon + 2.00 · lnDtriﬂe. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qwatermelon = 0.94 ·K0.63L0.37watermelon
Qtriﬂe = 1.73 · T 0.63L0.37triﬂe
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 90 units of labor, 148 units of capital
and 119 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
What is the relative price (price of watermelon to price of triﬂe) in this economy?
Solution: The relative price is 1.0103 in this economy.
84. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 1.66 · lnDplate + 1.60 · lnDpaper clip. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qplate = 0.15 ·K0.13L0.87plate
Qpaper clip = 2.15 · T 0.13L0.87paper clip
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 92 units of labor, 201 units of capital
and 101 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Find the amount of paper clip produced by the ﬁrms in paper clip sector.
Solution: In optimum 107.7906 is the amount of .paper clip produced.
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85. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.71 ·D0.29coﬀee cup ·D0.71watch
Qcoﬀee cup = 0.86 ·K0.44L0.56coﬀee cup
Qwatch = 1.13 · T 0.44L0.56watch
L = 263
K = 74
T = 120
P = P 0.29coﬀee cupP
0.71
watch
Calculate the real GDP.
Solution: The real GDP is 238.2213.
86. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qmint tea = 1.08 ·K0.32L0.68mint tea
Qnecklace = 1.34 · T 0.74L0.26necklace
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 603, the capital supply is 145, and the land
endowment is 211. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in mint tea sector and land is an
industry speciﬁc factor to the necklace sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written
as U = 1.83 ·D0.19mint tea ·D0.81necklace.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.29mint teaP
0.71
necklace.
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
production point. Calculate the elements of the production bundle.
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QM,DM
quan�ty of
mint tee
QN,DN
quan�ty of 
necklace
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QM,DM
quan�ty of
mint tee
QN,DN
quan�ty of 
necklace
QM=213.8474
QN=328.0480
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87. Problem
In a closed economy the production function in the strawberry sector is Qstrawberry = 0.99 ·K0.18L0.82strawberry
and the technology used by the ﬁrm in the teacup sector takes the following formQteacup = 0.50·T 0.61L0.39teacup.
The input endowments are:
L = 498
K = 175
T = 216
Currently the economy produces 169 units of strawberry.
Determine the real GDP if P = P 0.47strawberryP
0.53
teacup.
Solution: The real GDP in this economy is 350.0668.
88. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 1.78 · lnDteapot + 1.20 · lnDnaan bread. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qteapot = 0.79 ·K0.61L0.39teapot
Qnaan bread = 2.28 · T 0.61L0.39naan bread
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 452 units of labor, 77 units of capital and
190 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
What is the relative price (price of teapot to price of naan bread) in this economy?
Solution: The relative price is 6.3686 in this economy.
89. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.89 ·D0.42hairdryer ·D0.58yoghurt
Qhairdryer = 0.18 ·K0.52L0.48hairdryer
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Qyoghurt = 0.75 · T 0.52L0.48yoghurt
L = 468
K = 105
T = 227
P = P 0.44hairdryerP
0.56
yoghurt
Calculate the real GDP.
Solution: The real GDP is 154.0584.
90. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qchicken burger = 1.87 ·K0.83L0.17chicken burger
Qalmond = 0.22 · T 0.28L0.72almond
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 502, the capital supply is 75, and the land
endowment is 223. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in chicken burger sector and land is an
industry speciﬁc factor to the almond sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written
as U = 0.19 ·D0.78chicken burger ·D0.22almond.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.27chicken burgerP
0.73
almond.
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
consumption point. Calculate the elements of the consumption bundle.
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QC,DC
quan�ty of
chicken burger
QA,DA
quan�ty of 
almond
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QC,DC
quan�ty of
chicken burger
QA,DA
quan�ty of 
almond
DC=169.5246
DA=56.7905
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91. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 0.18 ·D0.22pushchair ·D0.78tomato
Qpushchair = 1.89 ·K0.64L0.36pushchair
Qtomato = 2.35 · T 0.64L0.36tomato
L = 159
K = 166
T = 109
P = P 0.15pushchairP
0.85
tomato
Determine the price of pushchair in terms of tomato.
Solution: The price of pushchair in terms of tomato is 0.4226 units.
92. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the peach industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to
aubergine sector. The production functions are written as
Qpeach = 2.04 ·K0.77L0.23peach
Qaubergine = 0.74 · T 0.77L0.23aubergine
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 334, the capital supply
is 205 and the endowment of land is 137.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.62 · lnDpeach + 1.85 · lnDaubergine.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.81peachP
0.19
aubergine.
Calculate the real wage paid to workers.
Solution: The real wage is 0.6189.
93. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 1.22 ·D0.37shampoo ·D0.63coﬀee
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Qshampoo = 0.19 ·K0.53L0.47shampoo
Qcoﬀee = 0.55 · T 0.53L0.47coﬀee
L = 213
K = 212
T = 116
P = P 0.44shampooP
0.56
coﬀee
What is the real rental rate of land in this economy?
Solution: The real rental rate of land is 0.2548.
94. Problem
We analyse the functioning of a closed economy. The representative consumer chooses the amount of
goods that maximizes her utility subject to a budget constraint. The utility function takes the form of
U = 0.99 · lnDtriﬂe + 1.89 · lnDaubergine. The technology used by the ﬁrms can be characterized by the
following production functions:
Qtriﬂe = 2.37 ·K0.71L0.29triﬂe
Qaubergine = 0.46 · T 0.71L0.29aubergine
The maximum amount of inputs are constant. The economy uses 537 units of labor, 179 units of capital
and 75 units of land. Labor is a mobile factor, it moves freely between industries, but capital and land are
industry speciﬁc factors.
Determine the amount of aubergine purchased by the utility maximizing consumer.
Solution: In optimum 54.0373 is the amount of .aubergine consumed.
95. Problem
The following set of formulas represents the functioning of a closed economy:
U = 1.61 ·D0.28hairdryer ·D0.72pistachio
Qhairdryer = 0.63 ·K0.22L0.78hairdryer
Qpistachio = 1.25 · T 0.22L0.78pistachio
L = 95
K = 127
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T = 95
P = P 0.63hairdryerP
0.37
pistachio
Determine the real wage.
Solution: The real wage is 0.8077.
96. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qblackcurrant = 0.54 ·K0.15L0.85blackcurrant
Qsalad = 1.77 · T 0.76L0.24salad
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 555, the capital supply is 173, and the land
endowment is 208. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in blackcurrant sector and land is an
industry speciﬁc factor to the salad sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written as
U = 0.93 ·D0.33blackcurrant ·D0.67salad.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.31blackcurrantP
0.69
salad .
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
consumption point. Calculate the elements of the consumption bundle.
QB,DB
quan�ty of
blackcurrant
QS,DS
quan�ty of 
salad
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Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QB,DB
quan�ty of
blackcurrant
QS,DS
quan�ty of 
salad
DB=171.1862
DS=365.6825
97. Problem
In a closed economy the production function in the chicken burger sector is Qchicken burger = 1.63 ·
K0.76L0.24chicken burger and the technology used by the ﬁrm in the pistachio sector takes the following form
Qpistachio = 0.56 · T 0.58L0.42pistachio. The input endowments are:
L = 199
K = 177
T = 120
Currently the economy produces 64 units of chicken burger.
What is the price of chicken burger in terms of pistachio?
Solution: The price of chicken burger in terms of pistachio is 0.0038.
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98. Problem
In a closed economy the production function in the naan bread sector is Qnaan bread = 1.44 ·K0.22L0.78naan bread
and the technology used by the ﬁrm in the hairdryer sector takes the following form Qhairdryer = 0.18 ·
T 0.43L0.57hairdryer. The input endowments are:
L = 287
K = 137
T = 150
Currently the economy produces 145 units of naan bread.
What is the price of naan bread in terms of hairdryer?
Solution: The price of naan bread in terms of hairdryer is 0.0749.
99. Problem
Consider a closed economy where ﬁrms apart from labor, that moves freely between industries, ﬁrms use
speciﬁc factors as well. In the pie industry capital is used as speciﬁc factor, and land is speciﬁc to pushchair
sector. The production functions are written as
Qpie = 0.64 ·K0.46L0.54pie
Qpushchair = 1.51 · T 0.46L0.54pushchair
The supply of the factors are constant. The maximum amount of labor available is 262, the capital supply
is 226 and the endowment of land is 82.
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.95 · lnDpie + 1.90 · lnDpushchair.
The statistical oﬃce calculates price level by using the following formula: P = P 0.36pie P
0.64
pushchair.
Calculate the real wage paid to workers.
Solution: The real wage is 0.5718.
100. Problem
In an economy that produces only two goods, the production process can be described by the following
production functions:
Qnapkin = 1.33 ·K0.36L0.64napkin
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Qsalad = 1.71 · T 0.29L0.71salad
The maximum amount of labor available to this economy is 532, the capital supply is 124, and the land
endowment is 169. Labor is a mobile factor but capital is used only in napkin sector and land is an
industry speciﬁc factor to the salad sector. The utility function of the representative consumer is written as
U = 2.26 ·D0.50napkin ·D0.50salad.
The statistical oﬃce of the economy calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.13napkinP
0.87
salad .
Determine the price of napkin in terms of salad.
Solution: The price of napkin in terms of salad is 1.5912.
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Specific Factors Model
Small Open Economy
1. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods lime and banana. lime is produced with labor and
capital, banana is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors
can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 90
K = 106
T = 172
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qlime = 0.76 ·K0.40L0.60lime
Qbanana = 1.58 · T 0.40L0.60banana
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.23 · lnDlime + 0.49 · lnDbanana.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.13lime P
0.87
banana.
The country faces P
world
lime
P worldbanana
= 4.15 relative world price.
What is the optimal amount of lime consumed?
Solution: In optimum 57.7900 is the amount of .lime consumed.
2. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 2.17 · lnDsalad + 0.36 · lnDyoghurt
Qsalad = 1.12 ·K0.73L0.27salad
Qyoghurt = 1.80 · T 0.73L0.27yoghurt
L = 285
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K = 70
T = 90
P = P 0.15saladP
0.85
yoghurt
Pworldsalad
Pworldyoghurt
= 3.70
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
import, and calculate the amount of import.
QS,DS
quan�ty of
salad
QY,DY
quan�ty of
yoghurt
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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QS,DS
quan�ty of
salad
QY,DY
quan�ty of
yoghurt
import=21.8775
3. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qteacup = 0.47 ·K0.41L0.59teacup
Qlime = 0.90 · T 0.41L0.59lime
Firms are able to use 218 units of labor, 212 units of capital and 80 units of land to produce their output, and
under free trade they produce 90.090417 of teacup and 47.322382 of lime. The statistical oﬃce determines
the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.64teacup · P 0.36lime .
Determine the real GDP of this small open economy under free trade.
Solution: In this small open economy the real GDP is 150.3778 units.
4. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qrug = 0.98 ·K0.62L0.38rug
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Qscarf = 1.58 · T 0.62L0.38scarf
Firms are able to use 441 units of labor, 209 units of capital and 156 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 252.555773 of rug and 189.655785 of scarf. In autarky the relative price
of rug in terms of scarf would have been 0.926940.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing rug, under free trade it exports
rug and imports scarf. Land is speciﬁc to scarf industry, thus land owners are worse oﬀ with free trade.
5. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qbagel = 1.89 ·K0.51L0.49bagel
Qteapot = 0.40 · T 0.51L0.49teapot
Firms are able to use 608 units of labor, 214 units of capital and 65 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 674.550506 of bagel and 1.539782 of teapot. In autarky the relative price
of bagel in terms of teapot would have been 0.155547.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing bagel, under free trade it
exports bagel and imports teapot. Land is speciﬁc to teapot industry, thus land owners are worse oﬀ with
free trade.
6. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods watermelon and banana. watermelon is produced with
labor and capital, banana is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the
other factors can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are
ﬁxed:
L = 478
K = 76
T = 96
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qwatermelon = 1.63 ·K0.17L0.83watermelon
Qbanana = 1.27 · T 0.17L0.83banana
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.44 · lnDwatermelon + 1.44 · lnDbanana.
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The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.39watermelonP
0.61
banana.
The country faces P
world
watermelon
P worldbanana
= 5.93 relative world price.
Find the amount of banana produced by the ﬁrms in banana sector.
Solution: In optimum 0.0279 is the amount of .banana produced.
7. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qjigsaw 165.217476 226.610746
Qtriﬂe 286.111817 230.702132
Djigsaw 165.217476 86.985854
Dtriﬂe 286.111817 442.931968
Ljigsaw 136.781609 356.335900
Ltriﬂe 458.218391 238.664100
The two production functions are given by
Qjigsaw = 1.50 ·K0.67L0.33jigsaw
Qtriﬂe = 2.22 · T 0.67L0.33triﬂe
The maximum amount of capital is 99 units and the land endowment is 69 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.72jigsaw · P 0.28triﬂe .
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of capital?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of capital by 85.5150 percent.
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8. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods cola and painting. The production
functions are written as:
Qcola = 1.99 ·K0.21L0.79cola
Qpainting = 2.31 · T 0.21L0.79painting
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 342, K = 117 and T = 199.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 1.10 · D0.52cola D0.48painting. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.54cola P
0.46
painting.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of cola in terms of
painting is 2.52.
By what percentage does free trade change the real wage of workers?
Solution: Free trade changes the reál wage by 18.4035 percent.
9. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.13 · lnDpaper clip + 1.09 · lnDalmond
Qpaper clip = 2.20 ·K0.16L0.84paper clip
Qalmond = 0.81 · T 0.16L0.84almond
L = 253
K = 158
T = 196
P = P 0.24paper clipP
0.76
almond
Pworldpaper clip
Pworldalmond
= 2.92
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
import, and calculate the amount of import.
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almond
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QP,DP
quan�ty of
paper clip
QA,DA
quan�ty of
almond
im
po
rt
=1
34
6.
72
01
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10. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qwooden spoon = 0.91 ·K0.69L0.31wooden spoon
Qbagel = 0.69 · T 0.69L0.31bagel
Firms are able to use 91 units of labor, 138 units of capital and 178 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 108.529900 of wooden spoon and 40.096578 of bagel. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.55wooden spoon · P 0.45bagel .
What is the real wage in this economy under free trade?
Solution: In this small open economy the real wage is 0.9138 units.
11. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qorange = 0.70 ·K0.41L0.59orange
Qwallet = 0.78 · T 0.41L0.59wallet
Firms are able to use 226 units of labor, 82 units of capital and 193 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 102.828646 of orange and 18.886352 of wallet. The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.60orange · P 0.40wallet.
Calculate the real rental rate of capital under free trade?
Solution: In this small open economy the real rental rate of capital is 1.1242 units.
12. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qwooden spoon = 2.41 ·K0.45L0.55wooden spoon
Qscarf = 0.71 · T 0.45L0.55scarf
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Firms are able to use 476 units of labor, 90 units of capital and 143 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 541.473788 of wooden spoon and 6.840664 of scarf. The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.29wooden spoon · P 0.71scarf .
Calculate the real rental rate of capital under free trade?
Solution: In this small open economy the real rental rate of capital is 9.2693 units.
13. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 2.07 · lnDcoﬀee cup + 0.25 · lnDwine glass
Qcoﬀee cup = 0.14 ·K0.28L0.72coﬀee cup
Qwine glass = 0.64 · T 0.28L0.72wine glass
L = 184
K = 158
T = 153
P = P 0.63coﬀee cupP
0.37
wine glass
Pworldcoﬀee cup
Pworldwine glass
= 3.99
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
Solution: The economy exports wine glass and the amount of export is EX = 64.6529.
14. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods wooden spoon and pushchair, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land
(T), in addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called
industry speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 0.34 · lnDwooden spoon + 1.05 · lnDpushchair
Qwooden spoon = 1.14 ·K0.13L0.87wooden spoon
Qpushchair = 1.93 · T 0.13L0.87pushchair
L = 230
K = 223
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T = 182
P = P 0.50wooden spoonP
0.50
pushchair
Pworldwooden spoon
Pworldpushchair
= 1.80
Calculate the real rental rate of capital under free trade?
Solution: The real rental rate of capital in this small open economy is 0.1428 units.
15. Problem
In a small open economy labor is a mobile factor, but capital is speciﬁc factor in plate industry and land is
speciﬁc to handbag industry.
The relative price of plate in terms of handbag is 2.48 in the rest of the world. The relative price of plate in
terms of handbag would have been 10.16 in the small open economy in autarky.
Which speciﬁc factor owners are better oﬀ with free trade?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing handbag, under free trade it
exports handbag. Land is speciﬁc to handbag industry, thus land owners are better oﬀ with free trade.
16. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods almond and lime. The production
functions are written as:
Qalmond = 1.41 ·K0.44L0.56almond
Qlime = 1.25 · T 0.44L0.56lime
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 349, K = 102 and T = 107.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 1.62 ·D0.30almondD0.70lime . The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.49almondP
0.51
lime .
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of almond in terms of
lime is 1.39.
By what percentage does free trade change the real wage of workers?
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Solution: Free trade changes the reál wage by 2.0124 percent.
17. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qbackpack = 1.16 ·K0.75L0.25backpack
Qtomato = 1.41 · T 0.75L0.25tomato
Firms are able to use 533 units of labor, 191 units of capital and 147 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 278.262161 of backpack and 164.124106 of tomato. The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.59backpack · P 0.41tomato.
Determine the real GDP of this small open economy under free trade.
Solution: In this small open economy the real GDP is 596.2809 units.
18. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods ice cream and paper clip, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land
(T), in addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called
industry speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 1.06 · lnDice cream + 1.37 · lnDpaper clip
Qice cream = 2.07 ·K0.25L0.75ice cream
Qpaper clip = 2.11 · T 0.25L0.75paper clip
L = 600
K = 138
T = 153
P = P 0.32ice creamP
0.68
paper clip
Pworldice cream
Pworldpaper clip
= 5.02
Determine the real GDP of this small open economy under free trade.
Solution: The real GDP in this small open economy is 2577.7246 units.
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19. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qrug 65.192164 270.060921
Qbrioche 155.536324 0.009638
Drug 65.192164 50.730138
Dbrioche 155.536324 859.786309
Lrug 64.243094 341.996886
Lbrioche 277.756906 0.003114
The two production functions are given by
Qrug = 0.90 ·K0.15L0.85rug
Qbrioche = 0.67 · T 0.15L0.85brioche
The maximum amount of capital is 143 units and the land endowment is 84 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.29rug · P 0.71brioche.
By what percentage does free trade change the relative price (price of rug in terms of brioche)?
Solution: Free trade changes the relative price by 610.3756 percent.
20. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qpainting = 0.72 ·K0.48L0.52painting
Qbagel = 2.27 · T 0.48L0.52bagel
Firms are able to use 476 units of labor, 77 units of capital and 219 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 90.410830 of painting and 563.607216 of bagel. The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.56painting · P 0.44bagel .
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What is the real wage in this economy under free trade?
Solution: In this small open economy the real wage is 0.4580 units.
21. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods hot dog and hairspray, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T), in
addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called industry
speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 0.56 · lnDhot dog + 0.66 · lnDhairspray
Qhot dog = 1.75 ·K0.78L0.22hot dog
Qhairspray = 1.01 · T 0.78L0.22hairspray
L = 419
K = 198
T = 142
P = P 0.12hot dogP
0.88
hairspray
Pworldhot dog
Pworldhairspray
= 5.35
What is the real wage in this economy under free trade?
Solution: The real wage in this small open economy is 0.9687 units.
22. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods watermelon and broccoli. watermelon is produced with
labor and capital, broccoli is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the
other factors can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are
ﬁxed:
L = 432
K = 108
T = 150
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qwatermelon = 1.72 ·K0.19L0.81watermelon
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Qbroccoli = 0.81 · T 0.19L0.81broccoli
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.93 · lnDwatermelon +0.49 · lnDbroccoli.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.45watermelonP
0.55
broccoli.
The country faces P
world
watermelon
P worldbroccoli
= 2.12 relative world price.
Find the amount of broccoli produced by the ﬁrms in broccoli sector.
Solution: In optimum 0.6118 is the amount of .broccoli produced.
23. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods tea and jigsaw. The production
functions are written as:
Qtea = 1.98 ·K0.75L0.25tea
Qjigsaw = 1.01 · T 0.75L0.25jigsaw
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 393, K = 67 and T = 122.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 1.36 ·D2.16tea D−1.16jigsaw . The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.24tea P
0.76
jigsaw.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of tea in terms of jigsaw
is 1.83.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of capital?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of capital by -122.0507 percent.
24. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods banana and spring onion, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land
(T), in addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called
industry speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 1.27 · lnDbanana + 0.56 · lnDspring onion
Qbanana = 0.76 ·K0.48L0.52banana
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Qspring onion = 1.18 · T 0.48L0.52spring onion
L = 332
K = 146
T = 208
P = P 0.22bananaP
0.78
spring onion
Pworldbanana
Pworldspring onion
= 1.96
Find the real rental rate of land under free trade.
Solution: The real rental rate of land in this small open economy is 388.9517 units.
25. Problem
In a small open economy labor is a mobile factor, but capital is speciﬁc factor in porridge industry and land
is speciﬁc to wallet industry.
The relative price of porridge in terms of wallet is 4.92 in the rest of the world. The relative price of porridge
in terms of wallet would have been 7.30 in the small open economy in autarky.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing wallet, under free trade it
exports wallet and imports porridge. Capital is speciﬁc to porridge industry, thus capital owners are worse
oﬀ with free trade.
26. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods coﬀee cup and aubergine, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land
(T), in addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called
industry speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 0.13 · lnDcoﬀee cup + 2.16 · lnDaubergine
Qcoﬀee cup = 1.00 ·K0.54L0.46coﬀee cup
Qaubergine = 0.20 · T 0.54L0.46aubergine
L = 349
K = 166
T = 180
P = P 0.53coﬀee cupP
0.47
aubergine
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Pworldcoﬀee cup
Pworldaubergine
= 5.09
Find the real rental rate of land under free trade.
Solution: The real rental rate of land in this small open economy is 502.7461 units.
27. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods handbag and plate. The produc-
tion functions are written as:
Qhandbag = 0.85 ·K0.61L0.39handbag
Qplate = 1.46 · T 0.61L0.39plate
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 545, K = 219 and T = 205.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 0.19 · D1.76handbagD−0.76plate . The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.22handbagP
0.78
plate .
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of handbag in terms of
plate is 1.12.
By what percentage does free trade change the real wage of workers?
Solution: Free trade changes the reál wage by -89.8505 percent.
28. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods triﬂe and wine glass, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T), in
addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called industry
speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 2.29 · lnDtriﬂe + 0.74 · lnDwine glass
Qtriﬂe = 1.72 ·K0.33L0.67triﬂe
Qwine glass = 0.30 · T 0.33L0.67wine glass
L = 280
K = 226
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T = 110
P = P 0.48triﬂe P
0.52
wine glass
Pworldtriﬂe
Pworldwine glass
= 0.88
Find the real rental rate of land under free trade.
Solution: The real rental rate of land in this small open economy is 420.3657 units.
29. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qtomato 299.135087 248.928655
Qmuﬃn 221.483821 279.634700
Dtomato 299.135087 398.722695
Dmuﬃn 221.483821 153.807707
Ltomato 256.300000 160.011996
Lmuﬃn 117.700000 213.988004
The two production functions are given by
Qtomato = 1.41 ·K0.61L0.39tomato
Qmuﬃn = 1.65 · T 0.61L0.39muﬃn
The maximum amount of capital is 188 units and the land endowment is 146 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.18tomato · P 0.82muﬃn.
By what percentage does free trade change the relative price (price of tomato in terms of muﬃn)?
Solution: Free trade changes the relative price by -47.9006 percent.
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30. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods bookshelf and naan bread. The
production functions are written as:
Qbookshelf = 0.38 ·K0.19L0.81bookshelf
Qnaan bread = 2.16 · T 0.19L0.81naan bread
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 325, K = 122 and T = 193.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 2.23 ·D2.06bookshelfD−1.06naan bread. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.52bookshelfP
0.48
naan bread.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of bookshelf in terms of
naan bread is 6.76.
By what percentage does free trade change the relative price (price of bookshelf in terms of naan bread)?
Solution: Free trade changes the relative price by -20.5397 percent.
31. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.68 · lnDpie + 0.21 · lnDbanana
Qpie = 1.10 ·K0.32L0.68pie
Qbanana = 1.64 · T 0.32L0.68banana
L = 140
K = 185
T = 184
P = P 0.25pie P
0.75
banana
Pworldpie
Pworldbanana
= 2.46
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
Solution: The economy exports pie and the amount of export is EX = 11.4090.
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32. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qspring onion 176.352090 135.481858
Qmuﬃn 85.207875 168.735694
Dspring onion 176.352090 222.801379
Dmuﬃn 85.207875 46.488365
Lspring onion 208.870293 127.010594
Lmuﬃn 31.129707 112.989406
The two production functions are given by
Qspring onion = 0.92 ·K0.47L0.53spring onion
Qmuﬃn = 1.15 · T 0.47L0.53muﬃn
The maximum amount of capital is 174 units and the land endowment is 197 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.19spring onion · P 0.81muﬃn.
By what percentage does free trade change the real wage of workers?
Solution: Free trade changes the reál wage by -36.0041 percent.
33. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods coﬀee and shampoo. The
production functions are written as:
Qcoﬀee = 0.40 ·K0.77L0.23coﬀee
Qshampoo = 1.76 · T 0.77L0.23shampoo
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 427, K = 203 and T = 184.
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The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 0.57 · D0.91coﬀeeD0.09shampoo. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.43coﬀeeP
0.57
shampoo.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of coﬀee in terms of
shampoo is 2.00.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of land?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of land by 370.9582 percent.
34. Problem
In a small open economy labor is a mobile factor, but capital is speciﬁc factor in wallet industry and land
is speciﬁc to handbag industry.
The relative price of wallet in terms of handbag is 3.08 in the rest of the world. The relative price of wallet
in terms of handbag would have been 6.40 in the small open economy in autarky.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing handbag, under free trade it
exports handbag and imports wallet. Capital is speciﬁc to wallet industry, thus capital owners are worse oﬀ
with free trade.
35. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.54 · lnDpistachio + 1.14 · lnDfruit cake
Qpistachio = 1.04 ·K0.19L0.81pistachio
Qfruit cake = 2.01 · T 0.19L0.81fruit cake
L = 588
K = 168
T = 149
P = P 0.30pistachioP
0.70
fruit cake
Pworldpistachio
Pworldfruit cake
= 5.42
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
consumption point. Calculate the elements of the consumption bundle.
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quan�ty of
pistachio
QF,DF
quan�ty of
fruit cake
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QP,DP
quan�ty of
pistachio
QF,DF
quan�ty of
fruit cake
QP=480.4732
QF=10.1510
production
point
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36. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods pie and coﬀee. pie is produced with labor and capital,
coﬀee is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only
be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 146
K = 123
T = 219
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qpie = 2.16 ·K0.61L0.39pie
Qcoﬀee = 0.62 · T 0.61L0.39coﬀee
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.92 · lnDpie + 2.34 · lnDcoﬀee.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.47pie P
0.53
coﬀee.
The country faces
P worldpie
P worldcoﬀee
= 6.89 relative world price.
Find the amount of coﬀee produced by the ﬁrms in coﬀee sector.
Solution: In optimum 18.9564 is the amount of .coﬀee produced.
37. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods cauliﬂower and ice cream. cauliﬂower is produced with
labor and capital, ice cream is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the
other factors can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are
ﬁxed:
L = 164
K = 127
T = 184
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qcauliﬂower = 2.36 ·K0.73L0.27cauliﬂower
Qice cream = 1.39 · T 0.73L0.27ice cream
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.83 · lnDcauliﬂower+1.37 · lnDice cream.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.76cauliﬂowerP
0.24
ice cream.
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The country faces P
world
cauliﬂower
P worldice cream
= 1.68 relative world price.
Calculate the amount of cauliﬂower produced by the economy.
Solution: In optimum 296.4610 is the amount of .cauliﬂower produced.
38. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods necklace and hairspray, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T), in
addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called industry
speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 1.78 · lnDnecklace + 2.27 · lnDhairspray
Qnecklace = 1.64 ·K0.12L0.88necklace
Qhairspray = 1.83 · T 0.12L0.88hairspray
L = 546
K = 211
T = 72
P = P 0.81necklaceP
0.19
hairspray
Pworldnecklace
Pworldhairspray
= 2.79
What is the real wage in this economy under free trade?
Solution: The real wage in this small open economy is 1.5648 units.
39. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.76 · lnDstrawberry + 0.62 · lnDfruit cake
Qstrawberry = 0.58 ·K0.69L0.31strawberry
Qfruit cake = 0.18 · T 0.69L0.31fruit cake
L = 363
K = 200
T = 186
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P = P 0.33strawberryP
0.67
fruit cake
Pworldstrawberry
Pworldfruit cake
= 4.21
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
export, and calculate the amount of export.
QS,DS
quan�ty of 
strawberry
QF,DF
quan�ty of
fruit cake
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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QS,DS
quan�ty of 
strawberry
QF,DF
quan�ty of
fruit cake
export=60.6641
40. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qcauliﬂower 170.445720 215.825555
Qwooden spoon 66.128051 10.919209
Dcauliﬂower 170.445720 131.985514
Dwooden spoon 66.128051 465.332230
Lcauliﬂower 55.135294 90.158420
Lwooden spoon 35.864706 0.841580
The two production functions are given by
Qcauliﬂower = 2.41 ·K0.52L0.48cauliﬂower
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Qwooden spoon = 0.85 · T 0.52L0.48wooden spoon
The maximum amount of capital is 89 units and the land endowment is 159 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.21cauliﬂower · P 0.79wooden spoon.
By what percentage does free trade change the relative price (price of cauliﬂower in terms of wooden spoon)?
Solution: Free trade changes the relative price by 808.7350 percent.
41. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods jigsaw and pie, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T), in addition,
from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called industry speciﬁc
factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 0.12 · lnDjigsaw + 0.42 · lnDpie
Qjigsaw = 0.61 ·K0.61L0.39jigsaw
Qpie = 0.31 · T 0.61L0.39pie
L = 155
K = 151
T = 225
P = P 0.24jigsawP
0.76
pie
Pworldjigsaw
Pworldpie
= 6.33
Determine the real GDP of this small open economy under free trade.
Solution: The real GDP in this small open economy is 383.7483 units.
42. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods yoghurt and milkshake. The
production functions are written as:
Qyoghurt = 1.85 ·K0.45L0.55yoghurt
Qmilkshake = 2.16 · T 0.45L0.55milkshake
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Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 411, K = 124 and T = 75.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 2.03 ·D0.87yoghurtD0.13milkshake. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.18yoghurtP
0.82
milkshake.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of yoghurt in terms of
milkshake is 1.12.
By what percentage does the real GDP of this small open economy diﬀers from the real GDP that would
have arisen in autarky?
Solution: Free trade changes the real GDP by -31.8669 percent.
43. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods ice cream and banana. ice cream is produced with
labor and capital, banana is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the
other factors can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are
ﬁxed:
L = 380
K = 175
T = 225
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qice cream = 1.96 ·K0.48L0.52ice cream
Qbanana = 0.94 · T 0.48L0.52banana
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.25 · lnDice cream + 1.60 · lnDbanana.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.75ice creamP
0.25
banana.
The country faces P
world
ice cream
P worldbanana
= 6.90 relative world price.
Determine the amount of banana bought by the utility maximizing consumer.
Solution: In optimum 3070.6720 is the amount of .banana consumed.
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44. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods teacup and blackcurrant. The
production functions are written as:
Qteacup = 0.67 ·K0.40L0.60teacup
Qblackcurrant = 1.27 · T 0.40L0.60blackcurrant
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 505, K = 96 and T = 134.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 2.17 ·D1.70teacupD−0.70blackcurrant. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.83teacupP
0.17
blackcurrant.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of teacup in terms of
blackcurrant is 4.99.
By what percentage does free trade change the relative price (price of teacup in terms of blackcurrant)?
Solution: Free trade changes the relative price by -50.0794 percent.
45. Problem
In a small open economy labor is a mobile factor, but capital is speciﬁc factor in chicken burger industry
and land is speciﬁc to coﬀee industry.
The relative price of chicken burger in terms of coﬀee is 6.71 in the rest of the world. The relative price of
chicken burger in terms of coﬀee would have been 10.14 in the small open economy in autarky.
Which speciﬁc factor owners are better oﬀ with free trade?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing coﬀee, under free trade it
exports coﬀee. Land is speciﬁc to coﬀee industry, thus land owners are better oﬀ with free trade.
46. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 1.27 · lnDice cream + 0.78 · lnDbanana
Qice cream = 0.26 ·K0.39L0.61ice cream
Qbanana = 0.23 · T 0.39L0.61banana
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L = 165
K = 66
T = 136
P = P 0.83ice creamP
0.17
banana
Pworldice cream
Pworldbanana
= 2.61
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The economy imports banana and the amount of import is IM = 21.8869.
47. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods spring onion and food processor.
The production functions are written as:
Qspring onion = 2.04 ·K0.60L0.40spring onion
Qfood processor = 2.00 · T 0.60L0.40food processor
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 375, K = 146 and T = 187.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 0.26 · D0.57spring onionD0.43food processor. The
statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.49spring onionP
0.51
food processor.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of spring onion in terms
of food processor is 5.04.
By what percentage does free trade change the relative price (price of spring onion in terms of food proces-
sor)?
Solution: Free trade changes the relative price by 274.1912 percent.
48. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qwatermelon = 1.63 ·K0.83L0.17watermelon
Qyoghurt = 1.44 · T 0.83L0.17yoghurt
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Firms are able to use 154 units of labor, 154 units of capital and 219 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 244.833860 of watermelon and 211.734345 of yoghurt. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.16watermelon · P 0.84yoghurt.
Determine the real GDP of this small open economy under free trade.
Solution: In this small open economy the real GDP is 1181.7537 units.
49. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 1.65 · lnDwatch + 1.61 · lnDwallet
Qwatch = 0.25 ·K0.25L0.75watch
Qwallet = 0.36 · T 0.25L0.75wallet
L = 130
K = 81
T = 147
P = P 0.63watchP
0.37
wallet
Pworldwatch
Pworldwallet
= 2.80
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
production point point. Calculate the elements of the production bundle.
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QWA,DWA
quan�ty of
watch
QWALL,DWALL
quan�ty of 
wallet
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QWA,DWA
quan�ty of
watch
QWALL,DWALL
quan�ty of 
wallet
DWA=15.0578
DWALL=41.1398
consumption
point
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50. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 1.89 · lnDpastry + 0.61 · lnDbookshelf
Qpastry = 2.25 ·K0.57L0.43pastry
Qbookshelf = 0.51 · T 0.57L0.43bookshelf
L = 294
K = 112
T = 121
P = P 0.81pastryP
0.19
bookshelf
Pworldpastry
Pworldbookshelf
= 3.45
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
consumption point. Calculate the elements of the consumption bundle.
QP,DP
quan�ty of
pastry
QB,DB
quan�ty of
bookshelf
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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QP,DP
quan�ty of
pastry
QB,DB
quan�ty of
bookshelf
QP=380.1317
QB=11.9366
production
point
51. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 1.62 · lnDwatch + 1.06 · lnDpushchair
Qwatch = 1.13 ·K0.71L0.29watch
Qpushchair = 1.63 · T 0.71L0.29pushchair
L = 87
K = 214
T = 162
P = P 0.29watchP
0.71
pushchair
Pworldwatch
Pworldpushchair
= 1.10
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
consumption point. Calculate the elements of the consumption bundle.
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QW,DW
quan�ty of
watch
QP,DP
quan�ty of
pushchair
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QW,DW
quan�ty of
watch
QP,DP
quan�ty of
pushchair
QW=150.0222
QP=182.9984
production
point
415
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52. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qteacup 354.179082 665.871095
Qhot dog 251.464398 1.024489
Dteacup 354.179082 293.311299
Dhot dog 251.464398 1301.258178
Lteacup 221.470149 502.778350
Lhot dog 281.529851 0.221650
The two production functions are given by
Qteacup = 1.60 ·K0.23L0.77teacup
Qhot dog = 1.01 · T 0.23L0.77hot dog
The maximum amount of capital is 221 units and the land endowment is 165 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.49teacup · P 0.51hot dog.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of capital?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of capital by 378.6473 percent.
53. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 1.23 · lnDporridge + 0.79 · lnDchicken burger
Qporridge = 1.01 ·K0.16L0.84porridge
Qchicken burger = 1.22 · T 0.16L0.84chicken burger
L = 451
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K = 159
T = 157
P = P 0.29porridgeP
0.71
chicken burger
Pworldporridge
Pworldchicken burger
= 1.48
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
export, and calculate the amount of export.
QP,DP
quan�ty of 
porridge
QC,DC
quan�ty of
chicken burger
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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QP,DP
quan�ty of 
porridge
QC,DC
quan�ty of
chicken burger
export=69.7329
54. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qpeach 231.847392 394.038866
Qwine glass 358.118785 216.614616
Dpeach 231.847392 59.279901
Dwine glass 358.118785 1304.581253
Lpeach 20.845588 138.562511
Lwine glass 141.154412 23.437489
The two production functions are given by
Qpeach = 2.13 ·K0.72L0.28peach
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Qwine glass = 2.08 · T 0.72L0.28wine glass
The maximum amount of capital is 207 units and the land endowment is 186 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.81peach · P 0.19wine glass.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of land?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of land by -92.9671 percent.
55. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods triﬂe and ice cream. triﬂe is produced with labor and
capital, ice cream is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other
factors can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 591
K = 84
T = 110
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qtriﬂe = 2.13 ·K0.19L0.81triﬂe
Qice cream = 0.91 · T 0.19L0.81ice cream
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.29 · lnDtriﬂe + 0.77 · lnDice cream.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.34triﬂe P
0.66
ice cream.
The country faces P
world
triﬂe
P worldice cream
= 1.22 relative world price.
Find the amount of ice cream produced by the ﬁrms in ice cream sector.
Solution: In optimum 5.5234 is the amount of .ice cream produced.
56. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qfood processor = 2.10 ·K0.62L0.38food processor
Qorange = 0.15 · T 0.62L0.38orange
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Firms are able to use 221 units of labor, 147 units of capital and 70 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 360.314850 of food processor and 1.114646 of orange. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.23food processor · P 0.77orange.
What is the real wage in this economy under free trade?
Solution: In this small open economy the real wage is 1.6520 units.
57. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods handbag and hot dog. handbag is produced with labor
and capital, hot dog is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other
factors can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 261
K = 70
T = 163
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qhandbag = 0.39 ·K0.75L0.25handbag
Qhot dog = 0.89 · T 0.75L0.25hot dog
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.15 · lnDhandbag + 1.92 · lnDhot dog.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.47handbagP
0.53
hot dog.
The country faces
P worldhandbag
P worldhot dog
= 4.29 relative world price.
Determine the amount of hot dog bought by the utility maximizing consumer.
Solution: In optimum 171.4092 is the amount of .hot dog consumed.
58. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
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In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qspring onion 116.714977 267.973481
Qwatermelon 402.729819 153.381386
Dspring onion 116.714977 37.038279
Dwatermelon 402.729819 1527.445841
Lspring onion 29.504348 213.465179
Lwatermelon 204.495652 20.534821
The two production functions are given by
Qspring onion = 1.61 ·K0.58L0.42spring onion
Qwatermelon = 2.17 · T 0.58L0.42watermelon
The maximum amount of capital is 139 units and the land endowment is 173 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.66spring onion · P 0.34watermelon.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of capital?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of capital by 433.6920 percent.
59. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qbanana = 1.59 ·K0.49L0.51banana
Qnapkin = 1.57 · T 0.49L0.51napkin
Firms are able to use 523 units of labor, 75 units of capital and 153 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 306.573086 of banana and 129.162993 of napkin. In autarky the relative
price of banana in terms of napkin would have been 1.436208.
Which speciﬁc factor owners are better oﬀ with free trade?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing banana, under free trade it
exports banana. Capital is speciﬁc to banana industry, thus capital owners are better oﬀ with free trade.
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60. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 2.32 · lnDbagel + 1.55 · lnDbanana
Qbagel = 1.18 ·K0.62L0.38bagel
Qbanana = 2.39 · T 0.62L0.38banana
L = 117
K = 196
T = 142
P = P 0.35bagelP
0.65
banana
Pworldbagel
Pworldbanana
= 0.90
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The economy imports bagel and the amount of import is IM = 139.7773.
61. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qlime = 0.99 ·K0.22L0.78lime
Qorange = 2.08 · T 0.22L0.78orange
Firms are able to use 408 units of labor, 124 units of capital and 143 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 309.424952 of lime and 12.024752 of orange. The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.58lime · P 0.42orange.
Find the real rental rate of land under free trade.
Solution: In this small open economy the real rental rate of land is 0.0061 units.
62. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods cauliﬂower and milkshake, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land
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(T), in addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called
industry speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 0.31 · lnDcauliﬂower + 0.91 · lnDmilkshake
Qcauliﬂower = 2.02 ·K0.30L0.70cauliﬂower
Qmilkshake = 0.16 · T 0.30L0.70milkshake
L = 406
K = 118
T = 110
P = P 0.76cauliﬂowerP
0.24
milkshake
Pworldcauliﬂower
Pworldmilkshake
= 3.70
What is the real wage in this economy under free trade?
Solution: The real wage in this small open economy is 1.3361 units.
63. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods pie and tomato. The production
functions are written as:
Qpie = 1.59 ·K0.78L0.22pie
Qtomato = 1.13 · T 0.78L0.22tomato
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 75, K = 145 and T = 178.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 1.60 ·D1.19pie D−0.19tomato . The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.75pie P
0.25
tomato.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of pie in terms of tomato
is 1.18.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of capital?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of capital by -46.1471 percent.
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64. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qpainting 108.241728 113.367032
Qpizza 65.978243 36.729429
Dpainting 108.241728 106.015130
Dpizza 65.978243 85.840130
Lpainting 143.594595 153.552544
Lpizza 17.405405 7.447456
The two production functions are given by
Qpainting = 0.69 ·K0.31L0.69painting
Qpizza = 2.27 · T 0.31L0.69pizza
The maximum amount of capital is 191 units and the land endowment is 91 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.34painting · P 0.66pizza .
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of land?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of land by -49.4541 percent.
65. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods cabbage and pushchair, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T), in
addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called industry
speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 1.42 · lnDcabbage + 2.42 · lnDpushchair
Qcabbage = 0.52 ·K0.77L0.23cabbage
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Qpushchair = 2.04 · T 0.77L0.23pushchair
L = 138
K = 209
T = 141
P = P 0.47cabbageP
0.53
pushchair
Pworldcabbage
Pworldpushchair
= 2.53
Calculate the real rental rate of capital under free trade?
Solution: The real rental rate of capital in this small open economy is 0.4969 units.
66. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods pizza and cabbage. pizza is produced with labor and
capital, cabbage is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors
can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 374
K = 149
T = 86
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qpizza = 0.27 ·K0.57L0.43pizza
Qcabbage = 0.48 · T 0.57L0.43cabbage
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.42 · lnDpizza + 1.27 · lnDcabbage.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.15pizzaP
0.85
cabbage.
The country faces
P worldpizza
P worldcabbage
= 4.93 relative world price.
Calculate the amount of pizza produced by the economy.
Solution: In optimum 57.4413 is the amount of .pizza produced.
67. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods hairdryer and wallet, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T), in
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addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called industry
speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 1.82 · lnDhairdryer + 1.68 · lnDwallet
Qhairdryer = 0.29 ·K0.18L0.82hairdryer
Qwallet = 1.68 · T 0.18L0.82wallet
L = 610
K = 93
T = 97
P = P 0.84hairdryerP
0.16
wallet
Pworldhairdryer
Pworldwallet
= 1.58
Determine the real GDP of this small open economy under free trade.
Solution: The real GDP in this small open economy is 501.2815 units.
68. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 1.88 · lnDcauliﬂower + 0.22 · lnDwooden spoon
Qcauliﬂower = 2.40 ·K0.77L0.23cauliﬂower
Qwooden spoon = 0.68 · T 0.77L0.23wooden spoon
L = 509
K = 192
T = 93
P = P 0.44cauliﬂowerP
0.56
wooden spoon
Pworldcauliﬂower
Pworldwooden spoon
= 1.44
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
production point point. Calculate the elements of the production bundle.
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QC,DC
quan�ty of
cauliﬂower
QW,DW
quan�ty of 
wooden spoon
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QC,DC
quan�ty of
cauliﬂower
QW,DW
quan�ty of 
wooden spoon
DC=539.3788
DW=90.8911
consumption
point
427
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69. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods chicken burger and spring onion. chicken burger is
produced with labor and capital, spring onion is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the
sectors but the other factors can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment
of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 343
K = 77
T = 74
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qchicken burger = 0.99 ·K0.37L0.63chicken burger
Qspring onion = 0.50 · T 0.37L0.63spring onion
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.57 · lnDchicken burger + 1.23 ·
lnDspring onion.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.79chicken burgerP
0.21
spring onion.
The country faces
P worldchicken burger
P worldspring onion
= 3.93 relative world price.
Determine the amount of spring onion bought by the utility maximizing consumer.
Solution: In optimum 337.7643 is the amount of .spring onion consumed.
70. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 1.75 · lnDteacup + 0.24 · lnDcoﬀee cup
Qteacup = 0.28 ·K0.64L0.36teacup
Qcoﬀee cup = 1.34 · T 0.64L0.36coﬀee cup
L = 543
K = 182
T = 154
P = P 0.23teacupP
0.77
coﬀee cup
Pworldteacup
Pworldcoﬀee cup
= 3.29
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On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
consumption point. Calculate the elements of the consumption bundle.
QT,DT
quan�ty of
teacup
QC,DC
quan�ty of
coﬀee cup
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QT,DT
quan�ty of
teacup
QC,DC
quan�ty of
coﬀee cup
QT=54.1562
QC=270.7645
production
point
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71. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods bookshelf and broccoli. bookshelf is produced with
labor and capital, broccoli is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the
other factors can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are
ﬁxed:
L = 521
K = 142
T = 88
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qbookshelf = 1.14 ·K0.17L0.83bookshelf
Qbroccoli = 0.46 · T 0.17L0.83broccoli
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.84 · lnDbookshelf + 0.87 · lnDbroccoli.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.79bookshelfP
0.21
broccoli.
The country faces P
world
bookshelf
P worldbroccoli
= 4.26 relative world price.
What is the optimal amount of bookshelf consumed?
Solution: In optimum 233.9119 is the amount of .bookshelf consumed.
72. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.61 · lnDcappuccino + 0.61 · lnDsalad
Qcappuccino = 1.06 ·K0.66L0.34cappuccino
Qsalad = 1.28 · T 0.66L0.34salad
L = 491
K = 90
T = 160
P = P 0.52cappuccinoP
0.48
salad
Pworldcappuccino
Pworldsalad
= 4.53
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
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Solution: The economy exports cappuccino and the amount of export is EX = 60.0092.
73. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qteapot 85.949005 126.397882
Qpizza 228.116000 173.059909
Dteapot 85.949005 50.458320
Dpizza 228.116000 334.051782
Lteapot 58.940426 147.645522
Lpizza 184.059574 95.354478
The two production functions are given by
Qteapot = 0.72 ·K0.58L0.42teapot
Qpizza = 1.53 · T 0.58L0.42pizza
The maximum amount of capital is 199 units and the land endowment is 128 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.75teapot · P 0.25pizza .
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of capital?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of capital by 84.8164 percent.
74. Problem
In a small open economy labor is a mobile factor, but capital is speciﬁc factor in chicken burger industry
and land is speciﬁc to napkin industry.
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The relative price of chicken burger in terms of napkin is 3.17 in the rest of the world. The relative price of
chicken burger in terms of napkin would have been 4.12 in the small open economy in autarky.
Which speciﬁc factor owners are better oﬀ with free trade?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing napkin, under free trade it
exports napkin. Land is speciﬁc to napkin industry, thus land owners are better oﬀ with free trade.
75. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods aubergine and jigsaw, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T), in
addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called industry
speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 0.98 · lnDaubergine + 1.92 · lnDjigsaw
Qaubergine = 2.06 ·K0.73L0.27aubergine
Qjigsaw = 0.24 · T 0.73L0.27jigsaw
L = 333
K = 203
T = 75
P = P 0.56aubergineP
0.44
jigsaw
Pworldaubergine
Pworldjigsaw
= 2.76
Determine the real GDP of this small open economy under free trade.
Solution: The real GDP in this small open economy is 749.7719 units.
76. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qonion = 0.46 ·K0.79L0.21onion
Qpaper clip = 0.13 · T 0.79L0.21paper clip
Firms are able to use 310 units of labor, 107 units of capital and 155 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 60.634455 of onion and 13.259321 of paper clip. The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.57onion · P 0.43paper clip.
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Find the real rental rate of land under free trade.
Solution: In this small open economy the real rental rate of land is 0.0362 units.
77. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods teapot and cauliﬂower. The
production functions are written as:
Qteapot = 1.83 ·K0.27L0.73teapot
Qcauliﬂower = 1.55 · T 0.27L0.73cauliﬂower
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 265, K = 225 and T = 135.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 2.02 · D0.55teapotD0.45cauliﬂower. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.51teapotP
0.49
cauliﬂower.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of teapot in terms of
cauliﬂower is 6.27.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of capital?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of capital by 329.7747 percent.
78. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods lemonade and soup. lemonade is produced with labor
and capital, soup is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors
can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 622
K = 224
T = 187
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qlemonade = 0.60 ·K0.63L0.37lemonade
Qsoup = 1.47 · T 0.63L0.37soup
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.70 · lnDlemonade + 1.51 · lnDsoup.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.81lemonadeP
0.19
soup .
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The country faces P
world
lemonade
P worldsoup
= 4.18 relative world price.
What is the optimal amount of lemonade consumed?
Solution: In optimum 75.3095 is the amount of .lemonade consumed.
79. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qwooden spoon 212.964045 349.797893
Qpizza 32.790911 6.215349
Dwooden spoon 212.964045 63.194044
Dpizza 32.790911 1923.595101
Lwooden spoon 32.432432 179.523193
Lpizza 147.567568 0.476807
The two production functions are given by
Qwooden spoon = 1.72 ·K0.71L0.29wooden spoon
Qpizza = 0.25 · T 0.71L0.29pizza
The maximum amount of capital is 214 units and the land endowment is 125 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.51wooden spoon · P 0.49pizza .
By what percentage does free trade change the relative price (price of wooden spoon in terms of pizza)?
Solution: Free trade changes the relative price by 19669.2556 percent.
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80. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods hot dog and napkin. hot dog is produced with labor
and capital, napkin is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other
factors can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 447
K = 72
T = 140
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qhot dog = 1.37 ·K0.42L0.58hot dog
Qnapkin = 2.37 · T 0.42L0.58napkin
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.27 · lnDhot dog + 0.94 · lnDnapkin.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.37hot dogP
0.63
napkin.
The country faces
P worldhot dog
P worldnapkin
= 5.76 relative world price.
What is the optimal amount of hot dog consumed?
Solution: In optimum 170.8348 is the amount of .hot dog consumed.
81. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods scarf and lemonade, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T), in
addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called industry
speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 0.85 · lnDscarf + 0.21 · lnDlemonade
Qscarf = 1.78 ·K0.37L0.63scarf
Qlemonade = 0.81 · T 0.37L0.63lemonade
L = 562
K = 206
T = 148
P = P 0.78scarf P
0.22
lemonade
Pworldscarf
Pworldlemonade
= 6.51
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What is the real wage in this economy under free trade?
Solution: The real wage in this small open economy is 1.1683 units.
82. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qonion = 0.14 ·K0.78L0.22onion
Qpeach = 0.64 · T 0.78L0.22peach
Firms are able to use 219 units of labor, 207 units of capital and 165 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 26.834794 of onion and 88.274841 of peach. The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.59onion · P 0.41peach.
Find the real rental rate of land under free trade.
Solution: In this small open economy the real rental rate of land is 0.1374 units.
83. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods wooden spoon and pushchair.
The production functions are written as:
Qwooden spoon = 1.02 ·K0.31L0.69wooden spoon
Qpushchair = 1.59 · T 0.31L0.69pushchair
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 102, K = 114 and T = 167.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 0.32 · D0.38wooden spoonD0.62pushchair. The
statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.71wooden spoonP
0.29
pushchair.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of wooden spoon in
terms of pushchair is 6.38.
By what percentage does the real GDP of this small open economy diﬀers from the real GDP that would
have arisen in autarky?
Solution: Free trade changes the real GDP by 13.1106 percent.
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84. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qpie 255.178025 328.791469
Qcabbage 25.584295 6.839878
Dpie 255.178025 128.595849
Dcabbage 25.584295 905.718213
Lpie 168.183206 430.007686
Lcabbage 263.816794 1.992314
The two production functions are given by
Qpie = 2.14 ·K0.73L0.27pie
Qcabbage = 0.19 · T 0.73L0.27cabbage
The maximum amount of capital is 105 units and the land endowment is 105 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.32pie · P 0.68cabbage.
By what percentage does the real GDP of this small open economy diﬀers from the real GDP that would
have arisen in autarky?
Solution: Free trade changes the real GDP by 808.0215 percent.
85. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods cauliﬂower and onion. cauliﬂower is produced with
labor and capital, onion is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other
factors can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 112
K = 135
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T = 75
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qcauliﬂower = 1.86 ·K0.82L0.18cauliﬂower
Qonion = 1.92 · T 0.82L0.18onion
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.26 · lnDcauliﬂower + 2.05 · lnDonion.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.64cauliﬂowerP
0.36
onion.
The country faces P
world
cauliﬂower
P worldonion
= 3.92 relative world price.
Calculate the amount of cauliﬂower produced by the economy.
Solution: In optimum 238.3129 is the amount of .cauliﬂower produced.
86. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.39 · lnDstrawberry + 0.74 · lnDfruit cake
Qstrawberry = 0.41 ·K0.49L0.51strawberry
Qfruit cake = 2.22 · T 0.49L0.51fruit cake
L = 106
K = 154
T = 174
P = P 0.15strawberryP
0.85
fruit cake
Pworldstrawberry
Pworldfruit cake
= 4.97
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
production point point. Calculate the elements of the production bundle.
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QS,DS
quan�ty of
strawberry
QF,DF
quan�ty of 
fruit cake
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QS,DS
quan�ty of
strawberry
QF,DF
quan�ty of 
fruit cake
DS=27.3528
DF=257.9438
consumption
point
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87. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qcoﬀee 291.948809 323.278411
Qlime 72.089586 20.770083
Dcoﬀee 291.948809 252.116405
Dlime 72.089586 432.086476
Lcoﬀee 317.004484 406.481704
Llime 93.995516 4.518296
The two production functions are given by
Qcoﬀee = 1.61 ·K0.59L0.41coﬀee
Qlime = 0.48 · T 0.59L0.41lime
The maximum amount of capital is 123 units and the land endowment is 208 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.56coﬀee · P 0.44lime .
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of land?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of land by -90.2640 percent.
88. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 2.17 · lnDchicken burger + 1.55 · lnDpainting
Qchicken burger = 0.49 ·K0.49L0.51chicken burger
Qpainting = 0.19 · T 0.49L0.51painting
L = 119
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K = 103
T = 134
P = P 0.19chicken burgerP
0.81
painting
Pworldchicken burger
Pworldpainting
= 4.56
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
Solution: The economy exports chicken burger and the amount of export is EX = 22.2702.
89. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qaubergine = 2.11 ·K0.66L0.34aubergine
Qpushchair = 2.39 · T 0.66L0.34pushchair
Firms are able to use 152 units of labor, 108 units of capital and 192 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 176.865528 of aubergine and 368.533874 of pushchair. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.64aubergine · P 0.36pushchair.
Calculate the real rental rate of capital under free trade?
Solution: In this small open economy the real rental rate of capital is 1.1038 units.
90. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
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In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qfood processor 356.434708 355.107163
Qpizza 130.866021 135.307890
Dfood processor 356.434708 361.794707
Dpizza 130.866021 114.509626
Lfood processor 237.799197 233.403630
Lpizza 24.200803 28.596370
The two production functions are given by
Qfood processor = 2.29 ·K0.80L0.20food processor
Qpizza = 1.17 · T 0.80L0.20pizza
The maximum amount of capital is 140 units and the land endowment is 164 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.45food processor · P 0.55pizza .
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of capital?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of capital by -8.1831 percent.
91. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.33 · lnDsalad + 1.55 · lnDonion
Qsalad = 0.80 ·K0.84L0.16salad
Qonion = 1.06 · T 0.84L0.16onion
L = 401
K = 145
T = 164
P = P 0.36saladP
0.64
onion
Pworldsalad
Pworldonion
= 5.73
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On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
export, and calculate the amount of export.
QS,DS
quan�ty of
salad
QO,DO
quan�ty of
onion
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QS,DS
quan�ty of
salad
QO,DO
quan�ty of
onion
export=104.7313
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92. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 1.58 · lnDcoﬀee cup + 1.71 · lnDlemon
Qcoﬀee cup = 1.23 ·K0.45L0.55coﬀee cup
Qlemon = 0.81 · T 0.45L0.55lemon
L = 401
K = 213
T = 188
P = P 0.43coﬀee cupP
0.57
lemon
Pworldcoﬀee cup
Pworldlemon
= 6.56
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
import, and calculate the amount of import.
QC,DC
quan�ty of
coﬀee cup
QL,DL
quan�ty of
lemon
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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QC,DC
quan�ty of
coﬀee cup
QL,DL
quan�ty of
lemon
im
po
rt
=1
25
5.
13
72
93. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods almond and platform shoe, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land
(T), in addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called
industry speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 1.06 · lnDalmond + 1.69 · lnDplatform shoe
Qalmond = 0.82 ·K0.28L0.72almond
Qplatform shoe = 0.84 · T 0.28L0.72platform shoe
L = 558
K = 175
T = 186
P = P 0.18almondP
0.82
platform shoe
Pworldalmond
Pworldplatform shoe
= 1.07
Find the real rental rate of land under free trade.
Solution: The real rental rate of land in this small open economy is 418.9938 units.
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94. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qmuﬃn 118.659637 132.341262
Qcola 209.239461 182.634333
Dmuﬃn 118.659637 69.649384
Dcola 209.239461 406.444338
Lmuﬃn 106.277372 201.938349
Lcola 173.722628 78.061651
The two production functions are given by
Qmuﬃn = 1.27 ·K0.83L0.17muﬃn
Qcola = 1.31 · T 0.83L0.17cola
The maximum amount of capital is 91 units and the land endowment is 157 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.67muﬃn · P 0.33cola .
By what percentage does the real GDP of this small open economy diﬀers from the real GDP that would
have arisen in autarky?
Solution: Free trade changes the real GDP by -12.8777 percent.
95. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
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In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qfruit cake 101.283530 133.906103
Qnaan bread 88.072347 8.867356
Dfruit cake 101.283530 86.562384
Dnaan bread 88.072347 320.389024
Lfruit cake 42.880000 66.332435
Lnaan bread 24.120000 0.667565
The two production functions are given by
Qfruit cake = 1.96 ·K0.36L0.64fruit cake
Qnaan bread = 1.69 · T 0.36L0.64naan bread
The maximum amount of capital is 72 units and the land endowment is 205 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.22fruit cake · P 0.78naan bread.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of land?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of land by -92.6791 percent.
96. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods handbag and tea. The production
functions are written as:
Qhandbag = 2.20 ·K0.73L0.27handbag
Qtea = 2.16 · T 0.73L0.27tea
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 226, K = 134 and T = 116.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 2.25 · D2.14handbagD−1.14tea . The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.81handbagP
0.19
tea .
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of handbag in terms of
tea is 4.74.
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By what percentage does free trade change the real wage of workers?
Solution: Free trade changes the reál wage by 113.5636 percent.
97. Problem
In a small open economy labor is a mobile factor, but capital is speciﬁc factor in mint tea industry and land
is speciﬁc to hot dog industry.
The relative price of mint tea in terms of hot dog is 6.02 in the rest of the world. The relative price of mint
tea in terms of hot dog would have been 10.19 in the small open economy in autarky.
Which speciﬁc factor owners are better oﬀ with free trade?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing hot dog, under free trade it
exports hot dog. Land is speciﬁc to hot dog industry, thus land owners are better oﬀ with free trade.
98. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods platform shoe and shampoo. The
production functions are written as:
Qplatform shoe = 1.10 ·K0.62L0.38platform shoe
Qshampoo = 2.40 · T 0.62L0.38shampoo
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 152, K = 201 and T = 177.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 0.60·D2.17platform shoeD−1.17shampoo. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.81platform shoeP
0.19
shampoo.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of platform shoe in
terms of shampoo is 0.93.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of land?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of land by -303.6894 percent.
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99. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qalmond = 1.19 ·K0.77L0.23almond
Qlemon = 2.26 · T 0.77L0.23lemon
Firms are able to use 317 units of labor, 145 units of capital and 131 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 153.389951 of almond and 337.007709 of lemon. The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.55almond · P 0.45lemon.
What is the real wage in this economy under free trade?
Solution: In this small open economy the real wage is 0.3732 units.
100. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods backpack and chicken burger.
The production functions are written as:
Qbackpack = 2.21 ·K0.42L0.58backpack
Qchicken burger = 1.65 · T 0.42L0.58chicken burger
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 230, K = 223 and T = 88.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 1.10 · D1.07backpackD−0.07chicken burger. The
statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.13backpackP
0.87
chicken burger.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of backpack in terms of
chicken burger is 1.18.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of capital?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of capital by -71.6527 percent.
101. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods milkshake and wooden spoon.
The production functions are written as:
Qmilkshake = 1.80 ·K0.34L0.66milkshake
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Qwooden spoon = 0.27 · T 0.34L0.66wooden spoon
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 382, K = 181 and T = 95.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 0.94 · D1.14milkshakeD−0.14wooden spoon. The
statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.17milkshakeP
0.83
wooden spoon.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of milkshake in terms of
wooden spoon is 0.90.
By what percentage does free trade change the relative price (price of milkshake in terms of wooden spoon)?
Solution: Free trade changes the relative price by 76.3993 percent.
102. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qteacup = 1.80 ·K0.38L0.62teacup
Qlemon = 0.51 · T 0.38L0.62lemon
Firms are able to use 519 units of labor, 95 units of capital and 99 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 489.940926 of teacup and 0.825686 of lemon. The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.18teacup · P 0.82lemon.
Calculate the real rental rate of capital under free trade?
Solution: In this small open economy the real rental rate of capital is 9.3464 units.
103. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qpeach = 2.01 ·K0.58L0.42peach
Qbroccoli = 1.26 · T 0.58L0.42broccoli
Firms are able to use 384 units of labor, 171 units of capital and 137 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 479.096381 of peach and 49.342250 of broccoli. The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.80peach · P 0.20broccoli.
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Find the real rental rate of land under free trade.
Solution: In this small open economy the real rental rate of land is 0.0527 units.
104. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qbagel 407.340362 426.663278
Qmuﬃn 51.177516 19.606310
Dbagel 407.340362 384.907857
Dmuﬃn 51.177516 165.332729
Lbagel 370.410959 410.593733
Lmuﬃn 45.589041 5.406267
The two production functions are given by
Qbagel = 2.38 ·K0.55L0.45bagel
Qmuﬃn = 0.47 · T 0.55L0.45muﬃn
The maximum amount of capital is 91 units and the land endowment is 222 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.46bagel · P 0.54muﬃn.
By what percentage does the real GDP of this small open economy diﬀers from the real GDP that would
have arisen in autarky?
Solution: Free trade changes the real GDP by 83.5248 percent.
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105. Problem
In a small open economy labor is a mobile factor, but capital is speciﬁc factor in yoghurt industry and land
is speciﬁc to coﬀee industry.
The relative price of yoghurt in terms of coﬀee is 3.46 in the rest of the world. The relative price of yoghurt
in terms of coﬀee would have been 8.52 in the small open economy in autarky.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing coﬀee, under free trade it
exports coﬀee and imports yoghurt. Capital is speciﬁc to yoghurt industry, thus capital owners are worse oﬀ
with free trade.
106. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qpushchair = 0.42 ·K0.19L0.81pushchair
Qpastry = 2.29 · T 0.19L0.81pastry
Firms are able to use 241 units of labor, 125 units of capital and 82 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 2.092298 of pushchair and 446.131239 of pastry. In autarky the relative
price of pushchair in terms of pastry would have been 5.341253.
Which speciﬁc factor owners are better oﬀ with free trade?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing pastry, under free trade it
exports pastry. Land is speciﬁc to pastry industry, thus land owners are better oﬀ with free trade.
107. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods hairdryer and backpack, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T), in
addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called industry
speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 0.89 · lnDhairdryer + 1.06 · lnDbackpack
Qhairdryer = 1.75 ·K0.29L0.71hairdryer
Qbackpack = 0.69 · T 0.29L0.71backpack
L = 515
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K = 179
T = 80
P = P 0.80hairdryerP
0.20
backpack
Pworldhairdryer
Pworldbackpack
= 7.03
Calculate the real rental rate of capital under free trade?
Solution: The real rental rate of capital in this small open economy is 1.5874 units.
108. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 1.78 · lnDtea + 2.24 · lnDhairdryer
Qtea = 0.41 ·K0.81L0.19tea
Qhairdryer = 0.53 · T 0.81L0.19hairdryer
L = 304
K = 210
T = 88
P = P 0.12tea P
0.88
hairdryer
Pworldtea
Pworldhairdryer
= 1.80
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The economy imports hairdryer and the amount of import is IM = 68.8552.
109. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 1.57 · lnDwatermelon + 1.66 · lnDpushchair
Qwatermelon = 2.36 ·K0.36L0.64watermelon
Qpushchair = 0.40 · T 0.36L0.64pushchair
L = 92
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K = 123
T = 145
P = P 0.67watermelonP
0.33
pushchair
Pworldwatermelon
Pworldpushchair
= 2.72
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
production point point. Calculate the elements of the production bundle.
QW,DW
quan�ty of
watermelon
QP,DP
quan�ty of 
pushchair
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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QW,DW
quan�ty of
watermelon
QP,DP
quan�ty of 
pushchair
DW=117.1876
DP=337.0227
consumption
point
110. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods paper clip and pistachio. paper clip is produced with
labor and capital, pistachio is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the
other factors can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are
ﬁxed:
L = 306
K = 213
T = 207
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qpaper clip = 0.58 ·K0.33L0.67paper clip
Qpistachio = 1.00 · T 0.33L0.67pistachio
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.94 · lnDpaper clip + 1.56 · lnDpistachio.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.15paper clipP
0.85
pistachio.
The country faces
P worldpaper clip
P worldpistachio
= 4.94 relative world price.
Determine the amount of pistachio bought by the utility maximizing consumer.
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Solution: In optimum 351.2641 is the amount of .pistachio consumed.
111. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qcoﬀee cup = 1.91 ·K0.24L0.76coﬀee cup
Qlime = 1.29 · T 0.24L0.76lime
Firms are able to use 391 units of labor, 151 units of capital and 184 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 594.297022 of coﬀee cup and 0.432507 of lime. The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.15coﬀee cup · P 0.85lime .
What is the real wage in this economy under free trade?
Solution: In this small open economy the real wage is 5.4628 units.
112. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.90 · lnDmuﬃn + 0.24 · lnDfood processor
Qmuﬃn = 0.38 ·K0.43L0.57muﬃn
Qfood processor = 0.76 · T 0.43L0.57food processor
L = 217
K = 185
T = 123
P = P 0.33muﬃnP
0.67
food processor
Pworldmuﬃn
Pworldfood processor
= 3.55
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The economy imports food processor and the amount of import is IM = 18.0292.
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113. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qpushchair = 2.38 ·K0.50L0.50pushchair
Qpainting = 0.32 · T 0.50L0.50painting
Firms are able to use 83 units of labor, 140 units of capital and 78 units of land to produce their output, and
under free trade they produce 256.522489 of pushchair and 0.408164 of painting. In autarky the relative
price of pushchair in terms of painting would have been 0.400470.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing pushchair, under free trade it
exports pushchair and imports painting. Land is speciﬁc to painting industry, thus land owners are worse
oﬀ with free trade.
114. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qlime = 1.69 ·K0.82L0.18lime
Qwallet = 0.27 · T 0.82L0.18wallet
Firms are able to use 86 units of labor, 94 units of capital and 113 units of land to produce their output, and
under free trade they produce 155.842917 of lime and 14.012331 of wallet. The statistical oﬃce determines
the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.53lime · P 0.47wallet.
Calculate the real rental rate of capital under free trade?
Solution: In this small open economy the real rental rate of capital is 2.9156 units.
115. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods napkin and banana. napkin is produced with labor and
capital, banana is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors
can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 436
K = 71
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T = 179
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qnapkin = 1.13 ·K0.69L0.31napkin
Qbanana = 2.10 · T 0.69L0.31banana
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.11 · lnDnapkin + 0.14 · lnDbanana.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.73napkinP
0.27
banana.
The country faces
P worldnapkin
P worldbanana
= 1.55 relative world price.
What is the optimal amount of napkin consumed?
Solution: In optimum 341.0071 is the amount of .napkin consumed.
116. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qcoﬀee 316.529365 428.287880
Qcoﬀee cup 233.710428 129.355905
Dcoﬀee 316.529365 193.264532
Dcoﬀee cup 233.710428 613.504000
Lcoﬀee 165.683871 367.167183
Lcoﬀee cup 255.316129 53.832817
The two production functions are given by
Qcoﬀee = 1.70 ·K0.62L0.38coﬀee
Qcoﬀee cup = 0.99 · T 0.62L0.38coﬀee cup
The maximum amount of capital is 200 units and the land endowment is 225 units.
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The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.59coﬀee · P 0.41coﬀee cup.
By what percentage does free trade change the real wage of workers?
Solution: Free trade changes the reál wage by 11.0280 percent.
117. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods hot dog and brioche, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T), in
addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called industry
speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 1.32 · lnDhot dog + 0.26 · lnDbrioche
Qhot dog = 1.46 ·K0.59L0.41hot dog
Qbrioche = 1.43 · T 0.59L0.41brioche
L = 455
K = 181
T = 180
P = P 0.39hot dogP
0.61
brioche
Pworldhot dog
Pworldbrioche
= 4.41
Determine the real GDP of this small open economy under free trade.
Solution: The real GDP in this small open economy is 996.3985 units.
118. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qporridge = 1.94 ·K0.69L0.31porridge
Qfruit cake = 1.81 · T 0.69L0.31fruit cake
Firms are able to use 491 units of labor, 123 units of capital and 124 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 351.785362 of porridge and 179.938293 of fruit cake. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.47porridge · P 0.53fruit cake.
Determine the real GDP of this small open economy under free trade.
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Solution: In this small open economy the real GDP is 793.9488 units.
119. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qblackcurrant = 0.57 ·K0.72L0.28blackcurrant
Qrug = 1.84 · T 0.72L0.28rug
Firms are able to use 123 units of labor, 118 units of capital and 102 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 63.087037 of blackcurrant and 132.134586 of rug. In autarky the relative
price of blackcurrant in terms of rug would have been 2.791524.
Which speciﬁc factor owners are better oﬀ with free trade?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing blackcurrant, under free trade
it exports blackcurrant. Capital is speciﬁc to blackcurrant industry, thus capital owners are better oﬀ with
free trade.
120. Problem
In a small open economy labor is a mobile factor, but capital is speciﬁc factor in brioche industry and land
is speciﬁc to lemonade industry.
The relative price of brioche in terms of lemonade is 5.59 in the rest of the world. The relative price of
brioche in terms of lemonade would have been 1.02 in the small open economy in autarky.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing brioche, under free trade it
exports brioche and imports lemonade. Land is speciﬁc to lemonade industry, thus land owners are worse
oﬀ with free trade.
121. Problem
In a small open economy labor is a mobile factor, but capital is speciﬁc factor in shampoo industry and
land is speciﬁc to hairdryer industry.
The relative price of shampoo in terms of hairdryer is 5.46 in the rest of the world. The relative price of
shampoo in terms of hairdryer would have been 6.57 in the small open economy in autarky.
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Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing hairdryer, under free trade it
exports hairdryer and imports shampoo. Capital is speciﬁc to shampoo industry, thus capital owners are
worse oﬀ with free trade.
122. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qfood processor 96.147455 90.869949
Qlime 13.561961 19.718809
Dfood processor 96.147455 104.643933
Dlime 13.561961 7.735444
Lfood processor 514.301205 446.605199
Llime 43.698795 111.394801
The two production functions are given by
Qfood processor = 0.39 ·K0.60L0.40food processor
Qlime = 0.19 · T 0.60L0.40lime
The maximum amount of capital is 151 units and the land endowment is 99 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.48food processor · P 0.52lime .
By what percentage does the real GDP of this small open economy diﬀers from the real GDP that would
have arisen in autarky?
Solution: Free trade changes the real GDP by -22.2219 percent.
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123. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods painting and almond. The
production functions are written as:
Qpainting = 0.76 ·K0.55L0.45painting
Qalmond = 0.94 · T 0.55L0.45almond
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 199, K = 86 and T = 195.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 2.34 · D1.13paintingD−0.13almond. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.57paintingP
0.43
almond.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of painting in terms of
almond is 5.14.
By what percentage does the real GDP of this small open economy diﬀers from the real GDP that would
have arisen in autarky?
Solution: Free trade changes the real GDP by -21.7129 percent.
124. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods milkshake and jigsaw. The
production functions are written as:
Qmilkshake = 1.90 ·K0.21L0.79milkshake
Qjigsaw = 0.30 · T 0.21L0.79jigsaw
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 281, K = 171 and T = 194.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 1.34 · D0.48milkshakeD0.52jigsaw. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.20milkshakeP
0.80
jigsaw.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of milkshake in terms of
jigsaw is 7.02.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of land?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of land by -99.9999 percent.
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125. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods naan bread and painting, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T), in
addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called industry
speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 2.34 · lnDnaan bread + 0.84 · lnDpainting
Qnaan bread = 1.44 ·K0.62L0.38naan bread
Qpainting = 2.35 · T 0.62L0.38painting
L = 460
K = 222
T = 176
P = P 0.54naan breadP
0.46
painting
Pworldnaan bread
Pworldpainting
= 3.81
Find the real rental rate of land under free trade.
Solution: The real rental rate of land in this small open economy is 874.3911 units.
126. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qcoﬀee 209.719081 194.256575
Qtomato 177.215063 234.404727
Dcoﬀee 209.719081 245.002395
Dtomato 177.215063 100.435764
Lcoﬀee 273.526882 216.872963
Ltomato 42.473118 99.127037
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The two production functions are given by
Qcoﬀee = 1.00 ·K0.67L0.33coﬀee
Qtomato = 1.43 · T 0.67L0.33tomato
The maximum amount of capital is 184 units and the land endowment is 210 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.61coﬀee · P 0.39tomato.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of land?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of land by 105.6335 percent.
127. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qblackcurrant 120.859474 127.035802
Qonion 175.974914 139.395782
Dblackcurrant 120.859474 113.716942
Donion 175.974914 233.959686
Lblackcurrant 164.370044 183.621543
Lonion 47.629956 28.378457
The two production functions are given by
Qblackcurrant = 0.80 ·K0.55L0.45blackcurrant
Qonion = 1.66 · T 0.55L0.45onion
The maximum amount of capital is 141 units and the land endowment is 204 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.14blackcurrant · P 0.86onion.
By what percentage does free trade change the real wage of workers?
Solution: Free trade changes the reál wage by 26.6689 percent.
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128. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.74 · lnDpainting + 1.46 · lnDwooden spoon
Qpainting = 0.84 ·K0.46L0.54painting
Qwooden spoon = 0.52 · T 0.46L0.54wooden spoon
L = 575
K = 164
T = 181
P = P 0.69paintingP
0.31
wooden spoon
Pworldpainting
Pworldwooden spoon
= 6.11
Which good does the economy import and what is the amount of import?
Solution: The economy imports wooden spoon and the amount of import is IM = 1091.0485.
129. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qspring onion 92.090104 240.777558
Qpastry 299.455299 86.141213
Dspring onion 92.090104 67.983180
Dpastry 299.455299 443.825575
Lspring onion 46.462963 164.558921
Lpastry 146.537037 28.441079
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The two production functions are given by
Qspring onion = 1.38 ·K0.24L0.76spring onion
Qpastry = 2.01 · T 0.24L0.76pastry
The maximum amount of capital is 210 units and the land endowment is 157 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.26spring onion · P 0.74pastry.
By what percentage does free trade change the real wage of workers?
Solution: Free trade changes the reál wage by 23.6461 percent.
130. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qbanana = 0.49 ·K0.70L0.30banana
Qspring onion = 1.01 · T 0.70L0.30spring onion
Firms are able to use 406 units of labor, 127 units of capital and 178 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 77.926053 of banana and 166.276539 of spring onion. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.48banana · P 0.52spring onion.
Find the real rental rate of land under free trade.
Solution: In this small open economy the real rental rate of land is 0.3291 units.
131. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
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In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qplate 230.360418 297.244288
Qnapkin 325.987793 182.305736
Dplate 230.360418 134.016517
Dnapkin 325.987793 1120.865418
Lplate 194.740741 431.928646
Lnapkin 283.259259 46.071354
The two production functions are given by
Qplate = 1.40 ·K0.68L0.32plate
Qnapkin = 1.35 · T 0.68L0.32napkin
The maximum amount of capital is 152 units and the land endowment is 224 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.66plate · P 0.34napkin.
By what percentage does the real GDP of this small open economy diﬀers from the real GDP that would
have arisen in autarky?
Solution: Free trade changes the real GDP by 6.4376 percent.
132. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods pie and coﬀee. pie is produced with labor and capital,
coﬀee is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only
be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 551
K = 67
T = 94
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qpie = 0.44 ·K0.76L0.24pie
Qcoﬀee = 1.05 · T 0.76L0.24coﬀee
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The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.76 · lnDpie + 1.49 · lnDcoﬀee.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.58pie P
0.42
coﬀee.
The country faces
P worldpie
P worldcoﬀee
= 1.79 relative world price.
Find the amount of coﬀee produced by the ﬁrms in coﬀee sector.
Solution: In optimum 137.1519 is the amount of .coﬀee produced.
133. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 2.38 · lnDmuﬃn + 1.89 · lnDchicken burger
Qmuﬃn = 2.24 ·K0.41L0.59muﬃn
Qchicken burger = 1.73 · T 0.41L0.59chicken burger
L = 365
K = 146
T = 223
P = P 0.16muﬃnP
0.84
chicken burger
Pworldmuﬃn
Pworldchicken burger
= 6.78
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
export, and calculate the amount of export.
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QM,DM
quan�ty of 
muﬃn
QC,DC
quan�ty of
chicken burger
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QM,DM
quan�ty of 
muﬃn
QC,DC
quan�ty of
chicken burger
export=245.0606
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134. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.48 · lnDtomato + 2.09 · lnDteapot
Qtomato = 1.92 ·K0.14L0.86tomato
Qteapot = 2.34 · T 0.14L0.86teapot
L = 371
K = 210
T = 95
P = P 0.29tomatoP
0.71
teapot
Pworldtomato
Pworldteapot
= 1.49
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
import, and calculate the amount of import.
QTO,DTO
quan�ty of
tomato
QTE,DTE
quan�ty of
teapot
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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135. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qfood processor = 1.17 ·K0.22L0.78food processor
Qlemon = 0.26 · T 0.22L0.78lemon
Firms are able to use 171 units of labor, 135 units of capital and 113 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 189.931037 of food processor and 0.000805 of lemon. In autarky the
relative price of food processor in terms of lemon would have been 0.181728.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing food processor, under free
trade it exports food processor and imports lemon. Land is speciﬁc to lemon industry, thus land owners are
worse oﬀ with free trade.
136. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qjigsaw = 1.62 ·K0.47L0.53jigsaw
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Qbookshelf = 0.84 · T 0.47L0.53bookshelf
Firms are able to use 190 units of labor, 111 units of capital and 185 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 225.942225 of jigsaw and 46.809852 of bookshelf. In autarky the relative
price of jigsaw in terms of bookshelf would have been 0.329630.
Which speciﬁc factor owners are better oﬀ with free trade?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing jigsaw, under free trade it
exports jigsaw. Capital is speciﬁc to jigsaw industry, thus capital owners are better oﬀ with free trade.
137. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods spring onion and wine glass, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land
(T), in addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called
industry speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 2.24 · lnDspring onion + 2.20 · lnDwine glass
Qspring onion = 2.36 ·K0.27L0.73spring onion
Qwine glass = 0.24 · T 0.27L0.73wine glass
L = 398
K = 126
T = 133
P = P 0.22spring onionP
0.78
wine glass
Pworldspring onion
Pworldwine glass
= 2.72
Calculate the real rental rate of capital under free trade?
Solution: The real rental rate of capital in this small open economy is 3.2202 units.
138. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods tea and milkshake. The production
functions are written as:
Qtea = 1.81 ·K0.81L0.19tea
Qmilkshake = 0.21 · T 0.81L0.19milkshake
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Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 163, K = 123 and T = 139.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 1.36 · D1.47tea D−0.47milkshake. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.72tea P
0.28
milkshake.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of tea in terms of
milkshake is 5.58.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of land?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of land by -104.6202 percent.
139. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods backpack and aubergine. backpack is produced with
labor and capital, aubergine is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the
other factors can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are
ﬁxed:
L = 126
K = 216
T = 188
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qbackpack = 0.87 ·K0.63L0.37backpack
Qaubergine = 0.74 · T 0.63L0.37aubergine
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.85 · lnDbackpack +1.88 · lnDaubergine.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.59backpackP
0.41
aubergine.
The country faces
P worldbackpack
P worldaubergine
= 3.12 relative world price.
Calculate the amount of backpack produced by the economy.
Solution: In optimum 148.0831 is the amount of .backpack produced.
140. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods watch and pizza, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T), in
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addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called industry
speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 1.03 · lnDwatch + 1.12 · lnDpizza
Qwatch = 0.33 ·K0.83L0.17watch
Qpizza = 0.32 · T 0.83L0.17pizza
L = 308
K = 183
T = 140
P = P 0.30watchP
0.70
pizza
Pworldwatch
Pworldpizza
= 3.00
What is the real wage in this economy under free trade?
Solution: The real wage in this small open economy is 0.0912 units.
141. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qcoﬀee cup 274.502647 466.094020
Qshampoo 64.766767 4.905387
Dcoﬀee cup 274.502647 158.210305
Dshampoo 64.766767 950.108393
Lcoﬀee cup 206.688427 608.912549
Lshampoo 404.311573 2.087451
The two production functions are given by
Qcoﬀee cup = 1.76 ·K0.51L0.49coﬀee cup
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Qshampoo = 0.24 · T 0.51L0.49shampoo
The maximum amount of capital is 119 units and the land endowment is 183 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.32coﬀee cup · P 0.68shampoo.
By what percentage does free trade change the relative price (price of coﬀee cup in terms of shampoo)?
Solution: Free trade changes the relative price by 2445.2632 percent.
142. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qscarf = 1.16 ·K0.45L0.55scarf
Qonion = 0.58 · T 0.45L0.55onion
Firms are able to use 106 units of labor, 77 units of capital and 178 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 103.140494 of scarf and 15.968304 of onion. In autarky the relative price
of scarf in terms of onion would have been 0.449037.
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing scarf, under free trade it
exports scarf and imports onion. Land is speciﬁc to onion industry, thus land owners are worse oﬀ with free
trade.
143. Problem
In a small open economy labor is a mobile factor, but capital is speciﬁc factor in painting industry and land
is speciﬁc to napkin industry.
The relative price of painting in terms of napkin is 4.95 in the rest of the world. The relative price of
painting in terms of napkin would have been 7.83 in the small open economy in autarky.
Which speciﬁc factor owners are better oﬀ with free trade?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing napkin, under free trade it
exports napkin. Land is speciﬁc to napkin industry, thus land owners are better oﬀ with free trade.
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144. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qbanana = 2.25 ·K0.61L0.39banana
Qtriﬂe = 0.60 · T 0.61L0.39triﬂe
Firms are able to use 315 units of labor, 83 units of capital and 76 units of land to produce their output, and
under free trade they produce 312.884665 of banana and 13.397609 of triﬂe. In autarky the relative price
of banana in terms of triﬂe would have been 1.041235.
Which speciﬁc factor owners are better oﬀ with free trade?
Solution: The small open economy has comparative advantage in producing banana, under free trade it
exports banana. Capital is speciﬁc to banana industry, thus capital owners are better oﬀ with free trade.
145. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods lemon and watch. lemon is produced with labor and
capital, watch is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors
can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 171
K = 192
T = 177
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qlemon = 2.10 ·K0.64L0.36lemon
Qwatch = 0.38 · T 0.64L0.36watch
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.75 · lnDlemon + 0.16 · lnDwatch.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.49lemonP
0.51
watch.
The country faces P
world
lemon
P worldwatch
= 5.23 relative world price.
Determine the amount of watch bought by the utility maximizing consumer.
Solution: In optimum 169.9543 is the amount of .watch consumed.
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146. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods blackcurrant and jigsaw. The
production functions are written as:
Qblackcurrant = 0.30 ·K0.52L0.48blackcurrant
Qjigsaw = 0.13 · T 0.52L0.48jigsaw
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 351, K = 149 and T = 225.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 0.68 ·D2.38blackcurrantD−1.38jigsaw . The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.55blackcurrantP
0.45
jigsaw.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of blackcurrant in terms
of jigsaw is 2.08.
By what percentage does the real GDP of this small open economy diﬀers from the real GDP that would
have arisen in autarky?
Solution: Free trade changes the real GDP by 95.6455 percent.
147. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 1.55 · lnDwallet + 0.12 · lnDpizza
Qwallet = 0.91 ·K0.42L0.58wallet
Qpizza = 0.64 · T 0.42L0.58pizza
L = 564
K = 175
T = 161
P = P 0.14walletP
0.86
pizza
Pworldwallet
Pworldpizza
= 3.69
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
import, and calculate the amount of import.
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Solution: The correct graph is the following:
QW,DW
quan�ty of
wallet
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quan�ty of
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148. Problem
The following table displays information about the operating of a small open economy in autarky and under
free trade
In Autarky Under Free Trade
Qnaan bread 129.513211 151.716363
Qpistachio 57.187343 28.765930
Dnaan bread 129.513211 107.558491
Dpistachio 57.187343 128.121144
Lnaan bread 217.730769 307.119598
Lpistachio 115.269231 25.880402
The two production functions are given by
Qnaan bread = 0.77 ·K0.54L0.46naan bread
Qpistachio = 0.39 · T 0.54L0.46pistachio
The maximum amount of capital is 135 units and the land endowment is 180 units.
The statistical oﬃce calculates the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.13naan bread · P 0.87pistachio.
By what percentage does free trade change the real wage of workers?
Solution: Free trade changes the reál wage by 96.9211 percent.
149. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods wallet and coﬀee cup. The
production functions are written as:
Qwallet = 2.22 ·K0.44L0.56wallet
Qcoﬀee cup = 0.65 · T 0.44L0.56coﬀee cup
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 194, K = 218 and T = 219.
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The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 2.01 · D2.28walletD−1.28coﬀee cup. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.78walletP
0.22
coﬀee cup.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of wallet in terms of
coﬀee cup is 4.32.
By what percentage does free trade change the relative price (price of wallet in terms of coﬀee cup)?
Solution: Free trade changes the relative price by 114.0209 percent.
150. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods rug and shampoo. The production
functions are written as:
Qrug = 1.94 ·K0.40L0.60rug
Qshampoo = 2.34 · T 0.40L0.60shampoo
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 373, K = 208 and T = 219.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 0.66 · D0.39rug D0.61shampoo. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.57rug P
0.43
shampoo.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of rug in terms of
shampoo is 2.62.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of land?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of land by -76.6145 percent.
151. Problem
The production functions of ﬁrms in a small open economy – that operates under the assumptions of the
speciﬁc factors model – are given by
Qcauliﬂower = 1.59 ·K0.70L0.30cauliﬂower
Qbagel = 1.48 · T 0.70L0.30bagel
Firms are able to use 70 units of labor, 180 units of capital and 121 units of land to produce their output,
and under free trade they produce 212.993342 of cauliﬂower and 57.640999 of bagel. The statistical oﬃce
determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.73cauliﬂower · P 0.27bagel .
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Determine the real GDP of this small open economy under free trade.
Solution: In this small open economy the real GDP is 368.8003 units.
152. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods lemon and spring onion. The
production functions are written as:
Qlemon = 0.43 ·K0.64L0.36lemon
Qspring onion = 0.83 · T 0.64L0.36spring onion
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 476, K = 193 and T = 153.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 1.52 ·D0.55lemonD0.45spring onion. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.21lemonP
0.79
spring onion.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of lemon in terms of
spring onion is 4.75.
By what percentage does free trade change the real wage of workers?
Solution: Free trade changes the reál wage by 58.1369 percent.
153. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 1.67 · lnDsalad + 1.32 · lnDlemon
Qsalad = 0.13 ·K0.52L0.48salad
Qlemon = 1.97 · T 0.52L0.48lemon
L = 87
K = 139
T = 78
P = P 0.38saladP
0.62
lemon
Pworldsalad
Pworldlemon
= 3.25
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
consumption point. Calculate the elements of the consumption bundle.
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Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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154. Problem
Consider a model of speciﬁc factors with two goods pie and watermelon. pie is produced with labor and
capital, watermelon is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other
factors can only be used in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 375
K = 193
T = 79
The production functions for tablets and oranges are:
Qpie = 1.80 ·K0.38L0.62pie
Qwatermelon = 1.36 · T 0.38L0.62watermelon
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.81 · lnDpie + 1.89 · lnDwatermelon.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.50pie P
0.50
watermelon.
The country faces
P worldpie
P worldwatermelon
= 4.42 relative world price.
Calculate the amount of pie produced by the economy.
Solution: In optimum 523.1549 is the amount of .pie produced.
155. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods banana and cabbage. The
production functions are written as:
Qbanana = 2.35 ·K0.59L0.41banana
Qcabbage = 0.67 · T 0.59L0.41cabbage
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 243, K = 105 and T = 155.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 1.03 · D1.29bananaD−0.29cabbage. The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.50bananaP
0.50
cabbage.
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of banana in terms of
cabbage is 3.78.
By what percentage does the real GDP of this small open economy diﬀers from the real GDP that would
have arisen in autarky?
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Solution: Free trade changes the real GDP by 47.4088 percent.
156. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.90 · lnDsweetcorn + 2.39 · lnDrug
Qsweetcorn = 2.42 ·K0.24L0.76sweetcorn
Qrug = 0.79 · T 0.24L0.76rug
L = 101
K = 99
T = 207
P = P 0.55sweetcornP
0.45
rug
Pworldsweetcorn
Pworldrug
= 2.06
Which good does the economy export and what is the amount of export?
Solution: The economy exports sweetcorn and the amount of export is EX = 176.5125.
157. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 0.98 · lnDjigsaw + 2.35 · lnDpushchair
Qjigsaw = 0.48 ·K0.51L0.49jigsaw
Qpushchair = 0.84 · T 0.51L0.49pushchair
L = 256
K = 66
T = 79
P = P 0.64jigsawP
0.36
pushchair
Pworldjigsaw
Pworldpushchair
= 1.76
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
export, and calculate the amount of export.
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Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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158. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy displays a strong resemblance to the speciﬁc factors model. Is
produces only two goods pistachio and orange, it uses three factors: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T), in
addition, from these three factors only labor is used in both sectors, capital and land are so called industry
speciﬁc factors. The functioning of the economy can be described by the following formulas:
U = 0.99 · lnDpistachio + 1.44 · lnDorange
Qpistachio = 2.30 ·K0.48L0.52pistachio
Qorange = 1.00 · T 0.48L0.52orange
L = 163
K = 208
T = 137
P = P 0.54pistachioP
0.46
orange
Pworldpistachio
Pworldorange
= 1.66
Calculate the real rental rate of capital under free trade?
Solution: The real rental rate of capital in this small open economy is 1.2029 units.
159. Problem
A small open economy uses labor, capital and land to produce two goods peach and pizza. The production
functions are written as:
Qpeach = 1.48 ·K0.68L0.32peach
Qpizza = 2.12 · T 0.68L0.32pizza
Labor moves freely between the two sectors but the other two factors are industry speciﬁc. The factor
endowments in the economy are L = 174, K = 94 and T = 167.
The utility function of the representative consumer is given by U = 0.28 · D1.22peachD−0.22pizza . The statistical
oﬃce determines the price level by using the formula of P = P 0.72peachP
0.28
pizza .
The small open economy trades actively with the rest of the world, where the price of peach in terms of
pizza is 1.90.
By what percentage does free trade change the real rental rate of capital?
Solution: Free trade changes the real rental rate of capital by -57.6468 percent.
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160. Problem
The functioning of a small open economy can be characterized by the following formulas:
U = 1.25 · lnDfood processor + 1.34 · lnDalmond
Qfood processor = 1.61 ·K0.21L0.79food processor
Qalmond = 1.79 · T 0.21L0.79almond
L = 307
K = 189
T = 88
P = P 0.70food processorP
0.30
almond
Pworldfood processor
Pworldalmond
= 4.71
On the following graph illustrate the curves that characterize the functioning of the economy. Label the
production point point. Calculate the elements of the production bundle.
QF,DF
quan�ty of
food processor
QA,DA
quan�ty of 
almond
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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Ricardian Model
Large Open Economy
1. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and produ-
ces two goods ice cream and lime. ice cream is produced with labor and capital, lime is produced with labor
and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used in the production of
one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 553
K = 144
T = 199
The production functions for ice cream and lime are:
Qice cream = 1.88 ·K0.66L0.34ice cream
Qlime = 1.10 · T 0.66L0.34lime
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.86 · lnDice cream + 0.77 · lnDlime.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.17ice creamP
0.83
lime .
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 1.23 · lnDice cream,world + 1.07 · lnDlime,world
Qice cream,world = 1.80 ·K0.66worldL0.34ice cream,world
Qlime,world = 2.26 · T 0.66worldL0.34lime,world
Lworld = 263
Kworld = 129
Tworld = 225
Pworld = P
0.20
ice cream,world · P 0.80lime,world
Determine the real wage in the large open economy.
Solution: The real wage for the large open economy is 0.4702 units.
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2. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and produ-
ces two goods triﬂe and onion. triﬂe is produced with labor and capital, onion is produced with labor and
land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used in the production of one
of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 601
K = 165
T = 190
The production functions for triﬂe and onion are:
Qtriﬂe = 0.54 ·K0.48L0.52triﬂe
Qonion = 2.28 · T 0.48L0.52onion
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 2.23 · lnDtriﬂe + 0.63 · lnDonion.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.14triﬂe P
0.86
onion.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 0.32 · lnDtriﬂe,world + 0.77 · lnDonion,world
Qtriﬂe,world = 0.91 ·K0.48worldL0.52triﬂe,world
Qonion,world = 1.86 · T 0.48worldL0.52onion,world
Lworld = 598
Kworld = 190
Tworld = 219
Pworld = P
0.25
triﬂe,world · P 0.75onion,world
Determine the real wage in the large open economy.
Solution: The real wage for the large open economy is 0.6966 units.
3. Problem
Suppose that the world consists of only two economies A and B. The functioning of economy A can be
described by the following equations:
UA = 1.58 · lnDbanana,A + 1.82 · lnDpeach,A
Qbanana,A = 0.65 ·K0.20A L0.80banana,A
Qpeach,A = 2.19 · T 0.20A L0.80peach,A
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LA = 400
KA = 86
TA = 107
Economy B operates as follows:
UB = 1.05 · lnDbanana,B + 0.70 · lnDpeach,B
Qbanana,B = 0.83 ·K0.20B L0.80banana,B
Qpeach,B = 2.05 · T 0.20B L0.80peach,B
LB = 544
KB = 97
TB = 130
The two economies trade with each other without any restrictions.
Which economy exports banana and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Economy B exports banana and the amount of export is 30.6834 units.
4. Problem
Suppose that the world consists of only two economies A and B. The functioning of economy A can be
described by the following equations:
UA = 1.19 · lnDcoﬀee,A + 0.55 · lnDcabbage,A
Qcoﬀee,A = 0.12 ·K0.59A L0.41coﬀee,A
Qcabbage,A = 1.91 · T 0.59A L0.41cabbage,A
LA = 363
KA = 211
TA = 134
Economy B operates as follows:
UB = 0.20 · lnDcoﬀee,B + 0.19 · lnDcabbage,B
Qcoﬀee,B = 2.08 ·K0.59B L0.41coﬀee,B
Qcabbage,B = 1.13 · T 0.59B L0.41cabbage,B
LB = 342
KB = 107
TB = 203
The two economies trade with each other without any restrictions.
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Which economy imports coﬀee and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Economy A imports coﬀee and the amount of import is 126.2447 units.
5. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and produ-
ces two goods pie and aubergine. pie is produced with labor and capital, aubergine is produced with labor
and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used in the production of
one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 197
K = 211
T = 96
The production functions for pie and aubergine are:
Qpie = 1.19 ·K0.83L0.17pie
Qaubergine = 0.39 · T 0.83L0.17aubergine
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.63 · lnDpie + 1.23 · lnDaubergine.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.57pie P
0.43
aubergine.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 2.33 · lnDpie,world + 0.27 · lnDaubergine,world
Qpie,world = 1.06 ·K0.83worldL0.17pie,world
Qaubergine,world = 1.35 · T 0.83worldL0.17aubergine,world
Lworld = 344
Kworld = 90
Tworld = 123
Pworld = P
0.42
pie,world · P 0.58aubergine,world
Determine the real wage in the large open economy.
Solution: The real wage for the large open economy is 0.2362 units.
6. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and pro-
duces two goods tea and shampoo. tea is produced with labor and capital, shampoo is produced with labor
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and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used in the production of
one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 221
K = 165
T = 144
The production functions for tea and shampoo are:
Qtea = 0.48 ·K0.37L0.63tea
Qshampoo = 2.38 · T 0.37L0.63shampoo
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.49 · lnDtea + 0.56 · lnDshampoo.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.13tea P
0.87
shampoo.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 0.48 · lnDtea,world + 0.65 · lnDshampoo,world
Qtea,world = 1.20 ·K0.37worldL0.63tea,world
Qshampoo,world = 1.78 · T 0.37worldL0.63shampoo,world
Lworld = 178
Kworld = 199
Tworld = 112
Pworld = P
0.48
tea,world · P 0.52shampoo,world
What is the real GDP in the large open economy?
Solution: The real GDP for the large open economy is 423.8291 units.
7. Problem
The following graph shows the relative world supply and relative world demand curves in a world, that
consists of only two large economies: A and B.
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rela�ve world demand and rela�ve world supply
relatve
world price
PX
PY
world
world
QX + QX
QY + QY
B
BA
ADX + DX
DY + DY
B
BA
A
Suppose, that economy A has comparative advantage in producing X.
What happens to the relative world supply and/or the relative world demand curves if economy B experien-
ces an import biased growth?
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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8. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and pro-
duces two goods hairspray and lemon. hairspray is produced with labor and capital, lemon is produced
with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used in the
production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 509
K = 132
T = 68
The production functions for hairspray and lemon are:
Qhairspray = 0.37 ·K0.48L0.52hairspray
Qlemon = 1.55 · T 0.48L0.52lemon
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.90 · lnDhairspray + 1.90 · lnDlemon.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.31hairsprayP
0.69
lemon.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 1.59 · lnDhairspray,world + 1.66 · lnDlemon,world
Qhairspray,world = 0.13 ·K0.48worldL0.52hairspray,world
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Qlemon,world = 0.94 · T 0.48worldL0.52lemon,world
Lworld = 116
Kworld = 138
Tworld = 183
Pworld = P
0.35
hairspray,world · P 0.65lemon,world
What is the real GDP in the large open economy?
Solution: The real GDP for the large open economy is 292.5985 units.
9. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and pro-
duces two goods rug and onion. rug is produced with labor and capital, onion is produced with labor and
land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used in the production of one
of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 184
K = 167
T = 68
The production functions for rug and onion are:
Qrug = 1.16 ·K0.27L0.73rug
Qonion = 2.39 · T 0.27L0.73onion
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.34 · lnDrug + 1.14 · lnDonion.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.29rug P
0.71
onion.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 0.95 · lnDrug,world + 0.15 · lnDonion,world
Qrug,world = 0.58 ·K0.27worldL0.73rug,world
Qonion,world = 1.43 · T 0.27worldL0.73onion,world
Lworld = 502
Kworld = 80
Tworld = 73
Pworld = P
0.25
rug,world · P 0.75onion,world
Calculate the real GDP for the rest of the world.
Solution: The real GDP for the rest of the world is 419.0526 units.
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10. Problem
The following graph shows the relative world supply and relative world demand curves in a world, that
consists of only two large economies: A and B.
rela�ve world demand and rela�ve world supply
relatve
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B
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A
Suppose, that economy A has comparative advantage in producing X.
What happens to the relative world supply and/or the relative world demand curves if economy A receives
transfers from economy B and both economies can be characterized by the so called home bias?
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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11. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and produ-
ces two goods spring onion and blackcurrant. spring onion is produced with labor and capital, blackcurrant
is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used
in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 322
K = 161
T = 139
The production functions for spring onion and blackcurrant are:
Qspring onion = 1.14 ·K0.39L0.61spring onion
Qblackcurrant = 2.27 · T 0.39L0.61blackcurrant
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.42 · lnDspring onion + 2.22 ·
lnDblackcurrant.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.56spring onionP
0.44
blackcurrant.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 1.74 · lnDspring onion,world + 2.37 · lnDblackcurrant,world
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Qspring onion,world = 1.32 ·K0.39worldL0.61spring onion,world
Qblackcurrant,world = 0.52 · T 0.39worldL0.61blackcurrant,world
Lworld = 229
Kworld = 75
Tworld = 123
Pworld = P
0.56
spring onion,world · P 0.44blackcurrant,world
Find the real wage for the rest of the world.
Solution: The real wage for the rest of the world is 0.5687 units.
12. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and produ-
ces two goods broccoli and paper clip. broccoli is produced with labor and capital, paper clip is produced
with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used in the
production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 549
K = 201
T = 216
The production functions for broccoli and paper clip are:
Qbroccoli = 0.93 ·K0.46L0.54broccoli
Qpaper clip = 0.48 · T 0.46L0.54paper clip
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 2.25 · lnDbroccoli + 0.66 · lnDpaper clip.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.18broccoliP
0.82
paper clip.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 2.17 · lnDbroccoli,world + 0.93 · lnDpaper clip,world
Qbroccoli,world = 0.36 ·K0.46worldL0.54broccoli,world
Qpaper clip,world = 2.39 · T 0.46worldL0.54paper clip,world
Lworld = 443
Kworld = 113
Tworld = 121
Pworld = P
0.61
broccoli,world · P 0.39paper clip,world
What is the real GDP in the large open economy?
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Solution: The real GDP for the large open economy is 1054.1266 units.
13. Problem
The graph on the left hand side of the following ﬁgure shows the relative world supply and relative world
demand curves in a world, that consists of only two large economies: A and B. The right hand side graph
illustrates the set of curves that represents the functioning of economy A.
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What happens to the relative world supply and/or the relative world demand curves and the functions on
the right hand side graph, if economy B experiences an export biased growth?
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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14. Problem
Suppose that the world consists of only two economies A and B. The functioning of economy A can be
described by the following equations:
UA = 1.34 · lnDspring onion,A + 2.06 · lnDstrawberry,A
Qspring onion,A = 0.32 ·K0.16A L0.84spring onion,A
Qstrawberry,A = 0.63 · T 0.16A L0.84strawberry,A
LA = 522
KA = 192
TA = 176
Economy B operates as follows:
UB = 0.69 · lnDspring onion,B + 0.17 · lnDstrawberry,B
Qspring onion,B = 1.01 ·K0.16B L0.84spring onion,B
Qstrawberry,B = 0.41 · T 0.16B L0.84strawberry,B
LB = 95
KB = 153
TB = 114
The two economies trade with each other without any restrictions.
Calculate the relative world price of spring onion in terms of strawberry.
Solution: The relative world price of spring onion in terms of strawberry is 1.6653 units.
15. Problem
The graph on the left hand side of the following ﬁgure shows the relative world supply and relative world
demand curves in a world, that consists of only two large economies: A and B. The right hand side graph
illustrates the set of curves that represents the functioning of economy A.
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What happens to the relative world supply and/or the relative world demand curves and the functions on
the right hand side graph, if economy A experiences an import biased growth?
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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16. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and produ-
ces two goods almond and coﬀee cup. almond is produced with labor and capital, coﬀee cup is produced
with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used in the
production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 92
K = 175
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T = 166
The production functions for almond and coﬀee cup are:
Qalmond = 0.75 ·K0.54L0.46almond
Qcoﬀee cup = 1.54 · T 0.54L0.46coﬀee cup
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.28 · lnDalmond + 0.95 · lnDcoﬀee cup.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.15almondP
0.85
coﬀee cup.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 0.92 · lnDalmond,world + 0.44 · lnDcoﬀee cup,world
Qalmond,world = 1.97 ·K0.54worldL0.46almond,world
Qcoﬀee cup,world = 2.39 · T 0.54worldL0.46coﬀee cup,world
Lworld = 370
Kworld = 117
Tworld = 119
Pworld = P
0.20
almond,world · P 0.80coﬀee cup,world
Find the real wage for the rest of the world.
Solution: The real wage for the rest of the world is 1.0035 units.
17. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and produ-
ces two goods pizza and hot dog. pizza is produced with labor and capital, hot dog is produced with labor
and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used in the production of
one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 246
K = 188
T = 203
The production functions for pizza and hot dog are:
Qpizza = 1.14 ·K0.46L0.54pizza
Qhot dog = 1.29 · T 0.46L0.54hot dog
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.23 · lnDpizza + 0.38 · lnDhot dog.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.16pizzaP
0.84
hot dog.
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The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 1.73 · lnDpizza,world + 1.23 · lnDhot dog,world
Qpizza,world = 1.47 ·K0.46worldL0.54pizza,world
Qhot dog,world = 1.59 · T 0.46worldL0.54hot dog,world
Lworld = 322
Kworld = 190
Tworld = 186
Pworld = P
0.34
pizza,world · P 0.66hot dog,world
Find the real wage for the rest of the world.
Solution: The real wage for the rest of the world is 0.9753 units.
18. Problem
Suppose that the world consists of only two economies A and B. The functioning of economy A can be
described by the following equations:
UA = 2.11 · lnDbanana,A + 2.31 · lnDnapkin,A
Qbanana,A = 0.94 ·K0.83A L0.17banana,A
Qnapkin,A = 1.51 · T 0.83A L0.17napkin,A
LA = 545
KA = 144
TA = 99
Economy B operates as follows:
UB = 0.58 · lnDbanana,B + 1.28 · lnDnapkin,B
Qbanana,B = 0.56 ·K0.83B L0.17banana,B
Qnapkin,B = 1.94 · T 0.83B L0.17napkin,B
LB = 417
KB = 189
TB = 168
The two economies trade with each other without any restrictions.
Calculate the relative world price of banana in terms of napkin.
Solution: The relative world price of banana in terms of napkin is 1.3410 units.
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19. Problem
Suppose that the world consists of only two economies A and B. The functioning of economy A can be
described by the following equations:
UA = 1.58 · lnDaubergine,A + 1.37 · lnDnaan bread,A
Qaubergine,A = 1.34 ·K0.58A L0.42aubergine,A
Qnaan bread,A = 2.02 · T 0.58A L0.42naan bread,A
LA = 420
KA = 173
TA = 162
Economy B operates as follows:
UB = 2.10 · lnDaubergine,B + 0.76 · lnDnaan bread,B
Qaubergine,B = 1.69 ·K0.58B L0.42aubergine,B
Qnaan bread,B = 0.13 · T 0.58B L0.42naan bread,B
LB = 262
KB = 70
TB = 101
The two economies trade with each other without any restrictions.
Which economy imports aubergine and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Economy A imports aubergine and the amount of import is 52.7011 units.
20. Problem
Suppose that the world consists of only two economies A and B. The functioning of economy A can be
described by the following equations:
UA = 1.65 · lnDtomato,A + 0.27 · lnDplate,A
Qtomato,A = 1.20 ·K0.47A L0.53tomato,A
Qplate,A = 0.64 · T 0.47A L0.53plate,A
LA = 521
KA = 174
TA = 111
Economy B operates as follows:
UB = 2.05 · lnDtomato,B + 1.38 · lnDplate,B
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Qtomato,B = 0.29 ·K0.47B L0.53tomato,B
Qplate,B = 2.22 · T 0.47B L0.53plate,B
LB = 557
KB = 160
TB = 157
The two economies trade with each other without any restrictions.
Which economy exports tomato and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Economy A exports tomato and the amount of export is 50.5547 units.
21. Problem
Suppose that the world consists of only two economies A and B. The functioning of economy A can be
described by the following equations:
UA = 0.59 · lnDscarf,A + 2.39 · lnDhot dog,A
Qscarf,A = 1.78 ·K0.64A L0.36scarf,A
Qhot dog,A = 1.18 · T 0.64A L0.36hot dog,A
LA = 457
KA = 193
TA = 147
Economy B operates as follows:
UB = 0.20 · lnDscarf,B + 1.07 · lnDhot dog,B
Qscarf,B = 0.57 ·K0.64B L0.36scarf,B
Qhot dog,B = 1.14 · T 0.64B L0.36hot dog,B
LB = 586
KB = 101
TB = 170
The two economies trade with each other without any restrictions.
Which economy exports scarf and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Economy A exports scarf and the amount of export is 112.6588 units.
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22. Problem
Suppose that the world consists of only two economies A and B. The functioning of economy A can be
described by the following equations:
UA = 2.27 · lnDhairspray,A + 0.17 · lnDpainting,A
Qhairspray,A = 0.79 ·K0.83A L0.17hairspray,A
Qpainting,A = 0.46 · T 0.83A L0.17painting,A
LA = 623
KA = 95
TA = 148
Economy B operates as follows:
UB = 0.67 · lnDhairspray,B + 1.83 · lnDpainting,B
Qhairspray,B = 0.27 ·K0.83B L0.17hairspray,B
Qpainting,B = 1.13 · T 0.83B L0.17painting,B
LB = 625
KB = 85
TB = 97
The two economies trade with each other without any restrictions.
Which economy exports hairspray and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Economy B exports hairspray and the amount of export is 9.7785 units.
23. Problem
The following graph shows the relative world supply and relative world demand curves in a world, that
consists of only two large economies: A and B.
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Suppose, that economy A has comparative advantage in producing X.
What happens to the relative world supply and/or the relative world demand curves if economy A sends
transfers to economy B and both economies can be characterized by the so called home bias?
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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24. Problem
The following graph shows the relative world supply and relative world demand curves in a world, that
consists of only two large economies: A and B.
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Suppose, that economy A has comparative advantage in producing X.
What happens to the relative world supply and/or the relative world demand curves if economy A experi-
ences an import biased growth?
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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25. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and pro-
duces two goods tea and spring onion. tea is produced with labor and capital, spring onion is produced
with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used in the
production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 612
K = 223
T = 97
The production functions for tea and spring onion are:
Qtea = 1.26 ·K0.36L0.64tea
Qspring onion = 2.05 · T 0.36L0.64spring onion
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.08 · lnDtea + 0.16 · lnDspring onion.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.47tea P
0.53
spring onion.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 0.18 · lnDtea,world + 0.62 · lnDspring onion,world
Qtea,world = 0.13 ·K0.36worldL0.64tea,world
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Qspring onion,world = 2.00 · T 0.36worldL0.64spring onion,world
Lworld = 155
Kworld = 206
Tworld = 147
Pworld = P
0.54
tea,world · P 0.46spring onion,world
Calculate the real GDP for the rest of the world.
Solution: The real GDP for the rest of the world is 174.9583 units.
26. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and produ-
ces two goods ice cream and food processor. ice cream is produced with labor and capital, food processor
is produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used
in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 462
K = 170
T = 79
The production functions for ice cream and food processor are:
Qice cream = 0.51 ·K0.15L0.85ice cream
Qfood processor = 1.65 · T 0.15L0.85food processor
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.45·lnDice cream+2.08·lnDfood processor.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.13ice creamP
0.87
food processor.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 2.38 · lnDice cream,world + 0.53 · lnDfood processor,world
Qice cream,world = 0.37 ·K0.15worldL0.85ice cream,world
Qfood processor,world = 0.86 · T 0.15worldL0.85food processor,world
Lworld = 157
Kworld = 186
Tworld = 227
Pworld = P
0.50
ice cream,world · P 0.50food processor,world
Determine the real wage in the large open economy.
Solution: The real wage for the large open economy is 1.0004 units.
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27. Problem
Suppose that the world consists of only two economies A and B. The functioning of economy A can be
described by the following equations:
UA = 2.14 · lnDstrawberry,A + 1.41 · lnDcappuccino,A
Qstrawberry,A = 0.50 ·K0.67A L0.33strawberry,A
Qcappuccino,A = 1.28 · T 0.67A L0.33cappuccino,A
LA = 168
KA = 218
TA = 117
Economy B operates as follows:
UB = 0.50 · lnDstrawberry,B + 0.39 · lnDcappuccino,B
Qstrawberry,B = 1.24 ·K0.67B L0.33strawberry,B
Qcappuccino,B = 1.93 · T 0.67B L0.33cappuccino,B
LB = 561
KB = 213
TB = 112
The two economies trade with each other without any restrictions.
Which economy imports strawberry and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Economy A imports strawberry and the amount of import is 29.7033 units.
28. Problem
Suppose that the world consists of only two economies A and B. The functioning of economy A can be
described by the following equations:
UA = 1.94 · lnDcoﬀee,A + 1.61 · lnDbookshelf,A
Qcoﬀee,A = 1.71 ·K0.64A L0.36coﬀee,A
Qbookshelf,A = 1.42 · T 0.64A L0.36bookshelf,A
LA = 109
KA = 109
TA = 119
Economy B operates as follows:
UB = 0.19 · lnDcoﬀee,B + 1.65 · lnDbookshelf,B
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Qcoﬀee,B = 0.37 ·K0.64B L0.36coﬀee,B
Qbookshelf,B = 1.63 · T 0.64B L0.36bookshelf,B
LB = 444
KB = 115
TB = 110
The two economies trade with each other without any restrictions.
Calculate the relative world price of coﬀee in terms of bookshelf.
Solution: The relative world price of coﬀee in terms of bookshelf is 1.0136 units.
29. Problem
The graph on the left hand side of the following ﬁgure shows the relative world supply and relative world
demand curves in a world, that consists of only two large economies: A and B. The right hand side graph
illustrates the set of curves that represents the functioning of economy A.
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What happens to the relative world supply and/or the relative world demand curves and the functions on
the right hand side graph, if economy A experiences an export biased growth?
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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30. Problem
The following graph shows the relative world supply and relative world demand curves in a world, that
consists of only two large economies: A and B.
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Suppose, that economy A has comparative advantage in producing X.
What happens to the relative world supply and/or the relative world demand curves if economy B experien-
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ces an export biased growth?
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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31. Problem
Suppose that the world consists of only two economies A and B. The functioning of economy A can be
described by the following equations:
UA = 1.07 · lnDnapkin,A + 1.86 · lnDsalad,A
Qnapkin,A = 0.74 ·K0.47A L0.53napkin,A
Qsalad,A = 2.28 · T 0.47A L0.53salad,A
LA = 276
KA = 138
TA = 87
Economy B operates as follows:
UB = 1.31 · lnDnapkin,B + 1.51 · lnDsalad,B
Qnapkin,B = 1.27 ·K0.47B L0.53napkin,B
Qsalad,B = 1.00 · T 0.47B L0.53salad,B
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LB = 229
KB = 151
TB = 77
The two economies trade with each other without any restrictions.
Which economy imports napkin and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Economy A imports napkin and the amount of import is 85.2785 units.
32. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and pro-
duces two goods wooden spoon and broccoli. wooden spoon is produced with labor and capital, broccoli is
produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used
in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 556
K = 99
T = 148
The production functions for wooden spoon and broccoli are:
Qwooden spoon = 0.45 ·K0.52L0.48wooden spoon
Qbroccoli = 1.91 · T 0.52L0.48broccoli
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.44 · lnDwooden spoon+0.14 · lnDbroccoli.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.26wooden spoonP
0.74
broccoli.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 2.21 · lnDwooden spoon,world + 1.04 · lnDbroccoli,world
Qwooden spoon,world = 0.16 ·K0.52worldL0.48wooden spoon,world
Qbroccoli,world = 0.87 · T 0.52worldL0.48broccoli,world
Lworld = 342
Kworld = 154
Tworld = 153
Pworld = P
0.16
wooden spoon,world · P 0.84broccoli,world
Calculate the real GDP for the rest of the world.
Solution: The real GDP for the rest of the world is 341.4031 units.
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33. Problem
The graph on the left hand side of the following ﬁgure shows the relative world supply and relative world
demand curves in a world, that consists of only two large economies: A and B. The right hand side graph
illustrates the set of curves that represents the functioning of economy A.
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What happens to the relative world supply and/or the relative world demand curves and the functions on
the right hand side graph, if economy B experiences an import biased growth?
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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34. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and pro-
duces two goods watch and strawberry. watch is produced with labor and capital, strawberry is produced
with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used in the
production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 365
K = 225
T = 121
The production functions for watch and strawberry are:
Qwatch = 0.47 ·K0.26L0.74watch
Qstrawberry = 2.37 · T 0.26L0.74strawberry
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 2.21 · lnDwatch + 1.82 · lnDstrawberry.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.61watchP
0.39
strawberry.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 1.02 · lnDwatch,world + 1.28 · lnDstrawberry,world
Qwatch,world = 1.77 ·K0.26worldL0.74watch,world
Qstrawberry,world = 0.51 · T 0.26worldL0.74strawberry,world
Lworld = 79
Kworld = 140
Tworld = 149
Pworld = P
0.35
watch,world · P 0.65strawberry,world
Calculate the real GDP for the rest of the world.
Solution: The real GDP for the rest of the world is 320.3859 units.
35. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and pro-
duces two goods bookshelf and milkshake. bookshelf is produced with labor and capital, milkshake is
produced with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used
in the production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 545
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K = 126
T = 155
The production functions for bookshelf and milkshake are:
Qbookshelf = 1.89 ·K0.67L0.33bookshelf
Qmilkshake = 0.77 · T 0.67L0.33milkshake
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 1.51 · lnDbookshelf +1.11 · lnDmilkshake.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.47bookshelfP
0.53
milkshake.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 1.93 · lnDbookshelf,world + 1.96 · lnDmilkshake,world
Qbookshelf,world = 2.13 ·K0.67worldL0.33bookshelf,world
Qmilkshake,world = 2.26 · T 0.67worldL0.33milkshake,world
Lworld = 182
Kworld = 90
Tworld = 201
Pworld = P
0.68
bookshelf,world · P 0.32milkshake,world
What is the real GDP in the large open economy?
Solution: The real GDP for the large open economy is 477.7630 units.
36. Problem
The following graph shows the relative world supply and relative world demand curves in a world, that
consists of only two large economies: A and B.
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Suppose, that economy A has comparative advantage in producing X.
What happens to the relative world supply and/or the relative world demand curves if economy A experi-
ences an export biased growth?
Solution: The correct graph is the following:
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37. Problem
Consider large open economy that operates under the assumptions of the speciﬁc factors model and pro-
duces two goods muﬃn and hairspray. muﬃn is produced with labor and capital, hairspray is produced
with labor and land. Labor is mobile between the sectors but the other factors can only be used in the
production of one of the two goods. The endowment of all factors are ﬁxed:
L = 119
K = 80
T = 93
The production functions for muﬃn and hairspray are:
Qmuﬃn = 1.92 ·K0.22L0.78muﬃn
Qhairspray = 0.45 · T 0.22L0.78hairspray
The utility function of the representative consumer is written as U = 0.54 · lnDmuﬃn + 1.93 · lnDhairspray.
The statistical oﬃce determines the price level by using the following expression: P = P 0.65muﬃnP
0.35
hairspray.
The functioning of the rest of the world can be described by the following function:
Uworld = 2.23 · lnDmuﬃn,world + 0.29 · lnDhairspray,world
Qmuﬃn,world = 0.56 ·K0.22worldL0.78muﬃn,world
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Qhairspray,world = 1.26 · T 0.22worldL0.78hairspray,world
Lworld = 151
Kworld = 136
Tworld = 149
Pworld = P
0.50
muﬃn,world · P 0.50hairspray,world
Find the real wage for the rest of the world.
Solution: The real wage for the rest of the world is 0.9819 units.
38. Problem
Suppose that the world consists of only two economies A and B. The functioning of economy A can be
described by the following equations:
UA = 2.19 · lnDcappuccino,A + 1.06 · lnDcoﬀee cup,A
Qcappuccino,A = 0.70 ·K0.76A L0.24cappuccino,A
Qcoﬀee cup,A = 1.34 · T 0.76A L0.24coﬀee cup,A
LA = 564
KA = 88
TA = 176
Economy B operates as follows:
UB = 2.05 · lnDcappuccino,B + 0.92 · lnDcoﬀee cup,B
Qcappuccino,B = 0.74 ·K0.76B L0.24cappuccino,B
Qcoﬀee cup,B = 1.58 · T 0.76B L0.24coﬀee cup,B
LB = 585
KB = 136
TB = 116
The two economies trade with each other without any restrictions.
Calculate the relative world price of cappuccino in terms of coﬀee cup.
Solution: The relative world price of cappuccino in terms of coﬀee cup is 4.3812 units.
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Tariff
Small Open Economy
1. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for brioche is written as Qbrioche = 681− 8 · Pbrioche and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qbrioche = 291 + 7 · Pbrioche. The world price of X
is Pworldbrioche = 13.26, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.49
percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Determine the eﬀect of tariﬀ on the tariﬀ revenue.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ leads to a tariﬀ revenue of 2.8032.
2. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the orange market.
Qorange = 941− 18 · Porange
Qorange = 143 + 3 · Porange
The world price of orange is Pworldorange = 14.82.
How does free trade change the producer surplus (compared to the producer surplus in autarky)?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by 5151.2914.
3. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the chicken burger market can be described
by the following functions:
Qchicken burger = 655− 9 · Pchicken burger
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Qchicken burger = 72 + 2 · Pchicken burger
The world price of the product is Pworldchicken burger = 12.19, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on
import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ causes the welfare to change by -484.9465?
Solution: The given change in welfare occurs if the government imposes 9.39 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
imported goods.
4. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the painting market can be described by
the following functions:
Qpainting = 753− 9 · Ppainting
Qpainting = 69 + 10 · Ppainting
The world price of the product is Pworldpainting = 16.20, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ causes the welfare to change by -754.1870?
Solution: The given change in welfare occurs if the government imposes 8.91 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
imported goods.
5. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for banana is written as Qbanana = 824− 9 · Pbanana and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qbanana = 312 + 7 · Pbanana. The world price of X
is Pworldbanana = 16.96, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.47
percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Calculate how consumer surplus changes due to the imposition of tariﬀ.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the consumer surplus by -167.0984.
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6. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the aubergine market can be described by
the following functions:
Qaubergine = 374− 9 · Paubergine
Qaubergine = −172 + 17 · Paubergine
The world price of the product is Pworldaubergine = 14.70, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ causes the tariﬀ revenue to increase by 216.7074?
Solution: The given change in tariﬀ revenue occurs if the government imposes 4.41 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ
on imported goods.
7. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the cappuccino market can be described
by the following functions:
Qcappuccino = 1230− 18 · Pcappuccino
Qcappuccino = 222 + 3 · Pcappuccino
The world price of the product is Pworldcappuccino = 32.16, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ leads to a 3547.9309 change in producer surplus?
Solution: The given change in producer surplus occurs if the government imposes 10.61 units of speciﬁc
tariﬀ on imported goods.
8. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for rug is written as Qrug = 763− 11 · Prug and the behavior of ﬁrms
can be characterized by the following formula: Qrug = −70+6·Prug. The world price of X is Pworldrug = 24.99,
but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.49 percent ad-valorem
tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What will be the domestic price of the good?
Solution: The domestic price is 25.3624.
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9. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for blackcurrant is written as Qblackcurrant = 405− 9 · Pblackcurrant and
the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qblackcurrant = −57 + 12 · Pblackcurrant.
The world price of X is Pworldblackcurrant = 15.40, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision
maker imposes a 1.30 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Calculate how consumer surplus changes due to the imposition of tariﬀ.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the consumer surplus by -53.1529.
10. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for lemon can be written as
Qlemon = 1249− 14 · Plemon
Qlemon = −543 + 18 · Plemon
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of lemon, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 13.86 on the imported lemons.
The world price of lemon is Pworldlemon = 30.80.
Determine the tariﬀ revenue of the ﬁscal policy decision maker.
Solution: The tariﬀ revenue is 5029.5168.
11. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for scarf is written as Qscarf = 982 − 19 · Pscarf and the behavior of
ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qscarf = 182 + 13 · Pscarf. The world price of X is
Pworldscarf = 16.75.
Determine the speciﬁc tariﬀ that maximizes the tariﬀ revenue of the ﬁscal policy decision maker.
Solution: The speciﬁc tariﬀ that maximizes the tariﬀ revenue is 4.1250.
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12. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the aubergine market can be described by
the following functions:
Qaubergine = 821− 18 · Paubergine
Qaubergine = −78 + 13 · Paubergine
The world price of the product is Pworldaubergine = 8.41, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ causes the tariﬀ revenue to increase by 2705.7234?
Solution: The given change in tariﬀ revenue occurs if the government imposes 5.97 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ
on imported goods.
13. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for porridge can be written as
Qporridge = 695− 9 · Pporridge
Qporridge = 195 + 16 · Pporridge
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of porridge, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 4.80 on the imported porridges.
The world price of porridge is Pworldporridge = 12.00.
Calculate the amount of import.
Solution: The amount of import is 80.0000 in this economy.
14. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for lime can be written as
Qlime = 1096− 15 · Plime
Qlime = −284 + 15 · Plime
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of lime, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 9.66 on the imported limes.
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The world price of lime is Pworldlime = 13.80.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ aﬀect the welfare of the economy?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare by 7887.8730.
15. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the teapot market can be described by the
following functions:
Qteapot = 1197− 19 · Pteapot
Qteapot = 93 + 4 · Pteapot
The world price of the product is Pworldteapot = 9.12, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ causes the tariﬀ revenue to increase by 5352.3553?
Solution: The given change in tariﬀ revenue occurs if the government imposes 7.39 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ
on imported goods.
16. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the banana market.
Qbanana = 879− 11 · Pbanana
Qbanana = 179 + 17 · Pbanana
The world price of banana is Pworldbanana = 14.00.
By what amount does free trade change the comsumer surplus (compared to the consumer surplus in
autarky)?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 7309.5000.
17. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the wooden spoon market can be described
by the following functions:
Qwooden spoon = 751− 12 · Pwooden spoon
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Qwooden spoon = −437 + 15 · Pwooden spoon
The world price of the product is Pworldwooden spoon = 30.36, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on
import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ causes the welfare to change by -1195.3993?
Solution: The given change in welfare occurs if the government imposes 9.41 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
imported goods.
18. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for soup is written as Qsoup = 458 − 10 · Psoup and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qsoup = 118 + 7 · Psoup. The world price of X is
Pworldsoup = 9.40, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.53 percent
ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Determine the eﬀect of tariﬀ on the tariﬀ revenue.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ leads to a tariﬀ revenue of 2.7197.
19. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the yoghurt market can be described by
the following functions:
Qyoghurt = 886− 13 · Pyoghurt
Qyoghurt = 69 + 6 · Pyoghurt
The world price of the product is Pworldyoghurt = 15.91, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ causes the tariﬀ revenue to increase by 3249.7866?
Solution: The given change in tariﬀ revenue occurs if the government imposes 10.02 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ
on imported goods.
20. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for banana can be written as
Qbanana = 1474− 15 · Pbanana
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Qbanana = −396 + 19 · Pbanana
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of banana, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 10.31 on the imported bananas.
The world price of banana is Pworldbanana = 13.75.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ aﬀect the welfare of the economy?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare by 12273.2818.
21. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the porridge market can be described by
the following functions:
Qporridge = 887− 14 · Pporridge
Qporridge = −31 + 20 · Pporridge
The world price of the product is Pworldporridge = 9.18, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ causes the welfare to change by -624.3012?
Solution: The given change in welfare occurs if the government imposes 6.06 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
imported goods.
22. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for salad is written as Qsalad = 993 − 18 · Psalad and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qsalad = −177 + 12 · Psalad. The world price of
X is Pworldsalad = 21.45, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.45
percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Determine the eﬀect of tariﬀ on the tariﬀ revenue.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ leads to a tariﬀ revenue of 7.4990.
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23. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the almond market can be described by
the following functions:
Qalmond = 1366− 18 · Palmond
Qalmond = 70 + 18 · Palmond
The world price of the product is Pworldalmond = 19.80, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ leads to a -8281.0431 change in consumer surplus?
Solution: The given change in consumer surplus occurs if the government imposes 8.91 units of speciﬁc
tariﬀ on imported goods.
24. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for peach can be written as
Qpeach = 1073− 18 · Ppeach
Qpeach = −257 + 20 · Ppeach
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of peach, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 8.25 on the imported peachs.
The world price of peach is Pworldpeach = 13.30.
What will be the domestic price of peach after the imposition of tariﬀ?
Solution: The domestic price is 21.55 after the imposition of tariﬀ.
25. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for muﬃn can be written as
Qmuﬃn = 876− 15 · Pmuﬃn
Qmuﬃn = 249 + 4 · Pmuﬃn
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of muﬃn, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 7.69 on the imported muﬃns.
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The world price of muﬃn is Pworldmuﬃn = 12.21.
What will be the domestic price of muﬃn after the imposition of tariﬀ?
Solution: The domestic price is 19.90 after the imposition of tariﬀ.
26. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for spring onion can be written as
Qspring onion = 1262− 14 · Pspring onion
Qspring onion = 312 + 5 · Pspring onion
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of spring onion, referring to the negative change
in their producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a
speciﬁc tariﬀ of 11.38 on the imported spring onions.
The world price of spring onion is Pworldspring onion = 17.50.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on producer surplus?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the producer surplus by 4870.0710.
27. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for yoghurt is written as Qyoghurt = 1074−19·Pyoghurt and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qyoghurt = 282 + 14 · Pyoghurt. The world price of
X is Pworldyoghurt = 12.24, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.49
percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Determine the amount of goods imported.
Solution: The amount of import is 382.0616.
28. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for lemonade is written as Qlemonade = 415 − 8 · Plemonade and the
behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qlemonade = 207 + 5 · Plemonade. The world
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price of X is Pworldlemonade = 6.88, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes
a 1.57 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What will be the domestic price of the good?
Solution: The domestic price is 6.9880.
29. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for tea is written as Qtea = 1419 − 18 · Ptea and the behavior of
ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qtea = −101 + 20 · Ptea. The world price of X
is Pworldtea = 27.60, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.31
percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What is the welfare eﬀect of the imposition of the tariﬀ?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare by -161.8905.
30. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the cauliﬂower market can be described
by the following functions:
Qcauliﬂower = 800− 11 · Pcauliﬂower
Qcauliﬂower = −120 + 9 · Pcauliﬂower
The world price of the product is Pworldcauliﬂower = 31.74, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ leads to a -3903.9216 change in consumer surplus?
Solution: The given change in consumer surplus occurs if the government imposes 9.84 units of speciﬁc
tariﬀ on imported goods.
31. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for pushchair is written as Qpushchair = 1430 − 17 · Ppushchair and
the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qpushchair = 110 + 13 · Ppushchair. The
world price of X is Pworldpushchair = 14.08, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker
imposes a 1.68 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
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What is the welfare eﬀect of the imposition of the tariﬀ?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare by -196.5221.
32. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the cauliﬂower market.
Qcauliﬂower = 686− 15 · Pcauliﬂower
Qcauliﬂower = −10 + 9 · Pcauliﬂower
The world price of cauliﬂower is Pworldcauliﬂower = 8.41.
What is the amount of import under free trade?
Solution: The amount of import under free trade is 494.1600.
33. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the watermelon market.
Qwatermelon = 1314− 14 · Pwatermelon
Qwatermelon = 434 + 6 · Pwatermelon
The world price of watermelon is Pworldwatermelon = 25.52.
How does free trade change the producer surplus (compared to the producer surplus in autarky)?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by 11874.5088.
34. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for naan bread is written as Qnaan bread = 942 − 11 · Pnaan bread and
the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qnaan bread = 150 + 13 · Pnaan bread.
The world price of X is Pworldnaan bread = 10.56, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision
maker imposes a 1.68 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Calculate how consumer surplus changes due to the imposition of tariﬀ.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the consumer surplus by -146.3375.
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35. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the onion market.
Qonion = 631− 14 · Ponion
Qonion = 22 + 15 · Ponion
The world price of onion is Pworldonion = 13.44.
What is the amount of import under free trade?
Solution: The amount of import under free trade is 219.2400.
36. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for wine glass is written as Qwine glass = 1264− 13 · Pwine glass and the
behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qwine glass = 256 + 8 · Pwine glass. The world
price of X is Pworldwine glass = 27.36.
What is the prohibitive speciﬁc tariﬀ in this economy?
Solution: The prohibitive speciﬁc tariﬀ in this economy is 20.64.
37. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for handbag is written as Qhandbag = 1244 − 14 · Phandbag and the
behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qhandbag = 389 + 5 · Phandbag. The world
price of X is Pworldhandbag = 24.75, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker
imposes a 1.45 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What will be the domestic price of the good?
Solution: The domestic price is 25.1089.
38. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for salad is written as Qsalad = 1231 − 10 · Psalad and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qsalad = 87 + 12 · Psalad. The world price of X is
Pworldsalad = 12.48.
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Calculate the optimal tariﬀ.
Solution: In a small open economy the optimal tariﬀ is always zero.
39. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for necklace is written as Qnecklace = 941 − 17 · Pnecklace and the
behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qnecklace = −175 + 19 · Pnecklace. The
world price of X is Pworldnecklace = 15.81, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker
imposes a 1.49 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Determine the eﬀect of tariﬀ on the tariﬀ revenue.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ leads to a tariﬀ revenue of 8.0216.
40. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the paper clip market.
Qpaper clip = 883− 19 · Ppaper clip
Qpaper clip = 223 + 14 · Ppaper clip
The world price of paper clip is Pworldpaper clip = 5.60.
How does free trade change the producer surplus (compared to the producer surplus in autarky)?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by 5791.6800.
41. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for bagel is written as Qbagel = 539 − 16 · Pbagel and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qbagel = 59 + 8 · Pbagel. The world price of X is
Pworldbagel = 8.00, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.60 percent
ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Determine the eﬀect of tariﬀ on the tariﬀ revenue.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ leads to a tariﬀ revenue of 4.5588.
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42. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for shampoo can be written as
Qshampoo = 583− 16 · Pshampoo
Qshampoo = −11 + 11 · Pshampoo
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of shampoo, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 4.94 on the imported shampoos.
The world price of shampoo is Pworldshampoo = 14.52.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the consumer surplus by 1537.1304.
43. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for pizza is written as Qpizza = 520 − 7 · Ppizza and the behavior of
ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qpizza = −216 + 16 · Ppizza. The world price of X
is Pworldpizza = 16.32, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.49
percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What is the welfare eﬀect of the imposition of the tariﬀ?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare by -81.7259.
44. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for tomato can be written as
Qtomato = 915− 11 · Ptomato
Qtomato = 167 + 11 · Ptomato
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of tomato, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 8.01 on the imported tomatos.
The world price of tomato is Pworldtomato = 12.92.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus?
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Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the consumer surplus by 5837.8882.
45. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the jigsaw market.
Qjigsaw = 698− 8 · Pjigsaw
Qjigsaw = 106 + 8 · Pjigsaw
The world price of jigsaw is Pworldjigsaw = 17.76.
By what amount does free trade change the comsumer surplus (compared to the consumer surplus in
autarky)?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 9215.1904.
46. Problem
The following graph illustrates the curves that represent the behavior of consumers and producers in the
lemon market of a small open economy. The world price of the product is Pworld. To protect domestic
producers, the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes tariﬀ on imported goods. The domestic price after the
imposition of tariﬀ is Pdomestic. Shade the area that shows the tariﬀ revenue of the ﬁscal policy decision
maker.
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47. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the wooden spoon market can be described
by the following functions:
Qwooden spoon = 740− 8 · Pwooden spoon
Qwooden spoon = 420 + 8 · Pwooden spoon
The world price of the product is Pworldwooden spoon = 12.20, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on
import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ leads to a 2554.4064 change in producer surplus?
Solution: The given change in producer surplus occurs if the government imposes 4.76 units of speciﬁc
tariﬀ on imported goods.
48. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for wallet is written as Qwallet = 1046− 13 · Pwallet and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qwallet = −4 + 17 · Pwallet. The world price of X
is Pworldwallet = 12.25, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.65
percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Determine the amount of goods imported.
Solution: The amount of import is 676.4363.
49. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the tea market.
Qtea = 825− 9 · Ptea
Qtea = 465 + 15 · Ptea
The world price of tea is Pworldtea = 3.45.
How does free trade change the welfare on this market?
Solution: Free trade changes welfare by 1600.8300.
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50. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for napkin can be written as
Qnapkin = 793− 18 · Pnapkin
Qnapkin = −57 + 16 · Pnapkin
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of napkin, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 4.81 on the imported napkins.
The world price of napkin is Pworldnapkin = 6.50.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on producer surplus?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the producer surplus by 411.1588.
51. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the pizza market.
Qpizza = 816− 12 · Ppizza
Qpizza = 375 + 9 · Ppizza
The world price of pizza is Pworldpizza = 12.39.
What is the amount of import under free trade?
Solution: The amount of import under free trade is 180.8100.
52. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the bookshelf market.
Qbookshelf = 1083− 12 · Pbookshelf
Qbookshelf = 49 + 10 · Pbookshelf
The world price of bookshelf is Pworldbookshelf = 14.10.
How does free trade change the welfare on this market?
Solution: Free trade changes welfare by 11906.5100.
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53. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for plate is written as Qplate = 530 − 8 · Pplate and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qplate = 131 + 13 · Pplate. The world price of X
is Pworldplate = 10.45, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.45
percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Calculate how producer surplus changes due to the imposition of tariﬀ.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the producer surplus by 40.5837.
54. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for lemonade is written as Qlemonade = 873 − 16 · Plemonade and the
behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qlemonade = −51 + 5 · Plemonade. The world
price of X is Pworldlemonade = 31.24.
What is the prohibitive speciﬁc tariﬀ in this economy?
Solution: The prohibitive speciﬁc tariﬀ in this economy is 12.76.
55. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for peach can be written as
Qpeach = 856− 14 · Ppeach
Qpeach = −449 + 15 · Ppeach
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of peach, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 8.44 on the imported peachs.
The world price of peach is Pworldpeach = 33.75.
Determine the tariﬀ revenue of the ﬁscal policy decision maker.
Solution: The tariﬀ revenue is 687.7756.
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56. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for pistachio can be written as
Qpistachio = 1384− 16 · Ppistachio
Qpistachio = 130 + 6 · Ppistachio
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of pistachio, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 12.97 on the imported pistachios.
The world price of pistachio is Pworldpistachio = 19.95.
Calculate the amount of import.
Solution: The amount of import is 529.7600 in this economy.
57. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the watch market can be described by the
following functions:
Qwatch = 970− 18 · Pwatch
Qwatch = 82 + 6 · Pwatch
The world price of the product is Pworldwatch = 8.88, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ leads to a -5058.5175 change in consumer surplus?
Solution: The given change in consumer surplus occurs if the government imposes 6.75 units of speciﬁc
tariﬀ on imported goods.
58. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the yoghurt market can be described by
the following functions:
Qyoghurt = 465− 7 · Pyoghurt
Qyoghurt = −19 + 15 · Pyoghurt
The world price of the product is Pworldyoghurt = 12.76, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
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What speciﬁc tariﬀ causes the welfare to change by -316.0256?
Solution: The given change in welfare occurs if the government imposes 5.36 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
imported goods.
59. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for watch can be written as
Qwatch = 1300− 17 · Pwatch
Qwatch = 325 + 8 · Pwatch
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of watch, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 7.11 on the imported watchs.
The world price of watch is Pworldwatch = 9.36.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on producer surplus?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the producer surplus by 3045.3552.
60. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the cola market.
Qcola = 734− 7 · Pcola
Qcola = 162 + 6 · Pcola
The world price of cola is Pworldcola = 22.44.
What is the amount of import under free trade?
Solution: The amount of import under free trade is 280.2800.
61. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the fruit cake market.
Qfruit cake = 791− 13 · Pfruit cake
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Qfruit cake = −41 + 19 · Pfruit cake
The world price of fruit cake is Pworldfruit cake = 16.12.
How does free trade change the welfare on this market?
Solution: Free trade changes welfare by 1561.8304.
62. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for orange is written as Qorange = 1254− 19 ·Porange and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qorange = 229 + 6 · Porange. The world price of X
is Pworldorange = 15.99, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.61
percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Determine the amount of goods imported.
Solution: The amount of import is 618.8140.
63. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for watermelon can be written as
Qwatermelon = 1030− 10 · Pwatermelon
Qwatermelon = 78 + 18 · Pwatermelon
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of watermelon, referring to the negative change
in their producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a
speciﬁc tariﬀ of 7.63 on the imported watermelons.
The world price of watermelon is Pworldwatermelon = 22.44.
Determine the tariﬀ revenue of the ﬁscal policy decision maker.
Solution: The tariﬀ revenue is 839.6052.
64. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for cola is written as Qcola = 735 − 9 · Pcola and the behavior of
ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qcola = 367 + 14 · Pcola. The world price of X is
Pworldcola = 3.36.
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Calculate the optimal tariﬀ.
Solution: In a small open economy the optimal tariﬀ is always zero.
65. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for backpack can be written as
Qbackpack = 916− 9 · Pbackpack
Qbackpack = 322 + 9 · Pbackpack
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of backpack, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 8.09 on the imported backpacks.
The world price of backpack is Pworldbackpack = 14.19.
What will be the domestic price of backpack after the imposition of tariﬀ?
Solution: The domestic price is 22.28 after the imposition of tariﬀ.
66. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for bagel is written as Qbagel = 742 − 9 · Pbagel and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qbagel = −41 + 18 · Pbagel. The world price of X
is Pworldbagel = 16.82, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.42
percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Calculate how producer surplus changes due to the imposition of tariﬀ.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the producer surplus by 63.0332.
67. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the necklace market can be described by
the following functions:
Qnecklace = 543− 9 · Pnecklace
Qnecklace = 11 + 5 · Pnecklace
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The world price of the product is Pworldnecklace = 15.20, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ causes the tariﬀ revenue to increase by 1746.6624?
Solution: The given change in tariﬀ revenue occurs if the government imposes 9.12 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ
on imported goods.
68. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for orange can be written as
Qorange = 425− 10 · Porange
Qorange = 34 + 7 · Porange
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of orange, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 5.09 on the imported oranges.
The world price of orange is Pworldorange = 15.41.
What will be the domestic price of orange after the imposition of tariﬀ?
Solution: The domestic price is 20.50 after the imposition of tariﬀ.
69. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for scarf is written as Qscarf = 1012− 16 · Pscarf and the behavior of
ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qscarf = −108 + 16 · Pscarf. The world price of X is
Pworldscarf = 6.65.
Determine the speciﬁc tariﬀ that maximizes the tariﬀ revenue of the ﬁscal policy decision maker.
Solution: The speciﬁc tariﬀ that maximizes the tariﬀ revenue is 14.1750.
70. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the triﬂe market.
Qtriﬂe = 360− 7 · Ptriﬂe
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Qtriﬂe = 56 + 12 · Ptriﬂe
The world price of triﬂe is Pworldtriﬂe = 11.04.
How does free trade change the producer surplus (compared to the producer surplus in autarky)?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by 1082.4704.
71. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for coﬀee cup is written as Qcoﬀee cup = 787 − 14 · Pcoﬀee cup and
the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qcoﬀee cup = 143 + 9 · Pcoﬀee cup. The
world price of X is Pworldcoﬀee cup = 6.44, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker
imposes a 1.77 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What will be the domestic price of the good?
Solution: The domestic price is 6.5540.
72. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the handbag market can be described by
the following functions:
Qhandbag = 958− 17 · Phandbag
Qhandbag = −82 + 9 · Phandbag
The world price of the product is Pworldhandbag = 16.80, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ leads to a 1100.9122 change in producer surplus?
Solution: The given change in producer surplus occurs if the government imposes 9.74 units of speciﬁc
tariﬀ on imported goods.
73. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for wine glass is written as Qwine glass = 1175 − 15 · Pwine glass and
the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qwine glass = 125 + 6 · Pwine glass. The
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world price of X is Pworldwine glass = 38.00, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker
imposes a 1.24 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Determine the amount of goods imported.
Solution: The amount of import is 242.1048.
74. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for wooden spoon is written as Qwooden spoon = 813− 10 ·Pwooden spoon
and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qwooden spoon = 7+16 ·Pwooden spoon.
The world price of X is Pworldwooden spoon = 15.19, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision
maker imposes a 1.51 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Calculate how producer surplus changes due to the imposition of tariﬀ.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the producer surplus by 57.7723.
75. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for wallet is written as Qwallet = 1174− 13 · Pwallet and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qwallet = −146 + 11 · Pwallet. The world price of X
is Pworldwallet = 35.75.
Calculate the optimal tariﬀ.
Solution: In a small open economy the optimal tariﬀ is always zero.
76. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the cappuccino market.
Qcappuccino = 861− 9 · Pcappuccino
Qcappuccino = −3 + 9 · Pcappuccino
The world price of cappuccino is Pworldcappuccino = 29.76.
By what amount does free trade change the comsumer surplus (compared to the consumer surplus in
autarky)?
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Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 9322.0992.
77. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for food processor can be written as
Qfood processor = 965− 12 · Pfood processor
Qfood processor = 65 + 13 · Pfood processor
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of food processor, referring to the negative change
in their producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a
speciﬁc tariﬀ of 5.08 on the imported food processors.
The world price of food processor is Pworldfood processor = 6.12.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on producer surplus?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the producer surplus by 902.1064.
78. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for cabbage is written as Qcabbage = 1018 − 15 · Pcabbage and the
behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qcabbage = −408 + 16 · Pcabbage. The
world price of X is Pworldcabbage = 32.66, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker
imposes a 1.29 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Calculate how producer surplus changes due to the imposition of tariﬀ.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the producer surplus by 49.6858.
79. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for wooden spoon can be written as
Qwooden spoon = 881− 12 · Pwooden spoon
Qwooden spoon = 26 + 7 · Pwooden spoon
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of wooden spoon, referring to the negative change
in their producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a
speciﬁc tariﬀ of 11.21 on the imported wooden spoons.
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The world price of wooden spoon is Pworldwooden spoon = 23.85.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ aﬀect the welfare of the economy?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare by 5913.7234.
80. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for wine glass is written as Qwine glass = 929 − 13 · Pwine glass and
the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qwine glass = 402 + 4 · Pwine glass. The
world price of X is Pworldwine glass = 15.81, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker
imposes a 1.49 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What will be the domestic price of the good?
Solution: The domestic price is 16.0456.
81. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for strawberry can be written as
Qstrawberry = 453− 16 · Pstrawberry
Qstrawberry = −23 + 12 · Pstrawberry
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of strawberry, referring to the negative change in
their producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a
speciﬁc tariﬀ of 4.17 on the imported strawberrys.
The world price of strawberry is Pworldstrawberry = 9.69.
Determine the tariﬀ revenue of the ﬁscal policy decision maker.
Solution: The tariﬀ revenue is 366.6264.
82. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for tomato is written as Qtomato = 1122− 9 · Ptomato and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qtomato = 524 + 4 · Ptomato. The world price of X is
Pworldtomato = 19.78.
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Calculate the optimal tariﬀ.
Solution: In a small open economy the optimal tariﬀ is always zero.
83. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for lemonade is written as Qlemonade = 1237− 12 · Plemonade and the
behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qlemonade = 117 + 8 · Plemonade. The world
price of X is Pworldlemonade = 25.76.
Determine the speciﬁc tariﬀ that maximizes the tariﬀ revenue of the ﬁscal policy decision maker.
Solution: The speciﬁc tariﬀ that maximizes the tariﬀ revenue is 15.1200.
84. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the pistachio market.
Qpistachio = 1333− 15 · Ppistachio
Qpistachio = 431 + 7 · Ppistachio
The world price of pistachio is Pworldpistachio = 18.45.
What is the amount of import under free trade?
Solution: The amount of import under free trade is 496.1000.
85. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the pistachio market.
Qpistachio = 909− 17 · Ppistachio
Qpistachio = 557 + 5 · Ppistachio
The world price of pistachio is Pworldpistachio = 6.24.
How does free trade change the producer surplus (compared to the producer surplus in autarky)?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by 5978.9760.
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86. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the teapot market can be described by the
following functions:
Qteapot = 1235− 15 · Pteapot
Qteapot = −431 + 19 · Pteapot
The world price of the product is Pworldteapot = 28.42, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ leads to a 2655.5754 change in producer surplus?
Solution: The given change in producer surplus occurs if the government imposes 11.94 units of speciﬁc
tariﬀ on imported goods.
87. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for fruit cake is written as Qfruit cake = 649 − 16 · Pfruit cake and the
behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qfruit cake = 124 + 5 · Pfruit cake. The world
price of X is Pworldfruit cake = 11.25, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker
imposes a 1.55 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Calculate how producer surplus changes due to the imposition of tariﬀ.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the producer surplus by 31.5071.
88. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for wine glass is written as Qwine glass = 878 − 13 · Pwine glass and the
behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qwine glass = 124 + 16 · Pwine glass. The
world price of X is Pworldwine glass = 7.80, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker
imposes a 1.70 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Calculate how consumer surplus changes due to the imposition of tariﬀ.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the consumer surplus by -102.8629.
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89. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for pie can be written as
Qpie = 1093− 13 · Ppie
Qpie = 515 + 4 · Ppie
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of pie, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 7.27 on the imported pies.
The world price of pie is Pworldpie = 10.54.
Determine the tariﬀ revenue of the ﬁscal policy decision maker.
Solution: The tariﬀ revenue is 2000.9221.
90. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for jigsaw is written as Qjigsaw = 1143− 11 · Pjigsaw and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qjigsaw = 87 + 11 · Pjigsaw. The world price of X is
Pworldjigsaw = 11.04.
Determine the speciﬁc tariﬀ that maximizes the tariﬀ revenue of the ﬁscal policy decision maker.
Solution: The speciﬁc tariﬀ that maximizes the tariﬀ revenue is 18.4800.
91. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the blackcurrant market can be described
by the following functions:
Qblackcurrant = 914− 8 · Pblackcurrant
Qblackcurrant = 386 + 3 · Pblackcurrant
The world price of the product is Pworldblackcurrant = 12.00, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on
import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ leads to a -7038.0000 change in consumer surplus?
Solution: The given change in consumer surplus occurs if the government imposes 9.00 units of speciﬁc
tariﬀ on imported goods.
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92. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for hairdryer can be written as
Qhairdryer = 1161− 9 · Phairdryer
Qhairdryer = 472 + 4 · Phairdryer
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of hairdryer, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 10.68 on the imported hairdryers.
The world price of hairdryer is Pworldhairdryer = 38.16.
What will be the domestic price of hairdryer after the imposition of tariﬀ?
Solution: The domestic price is 48.84 after the imposition of tariﬀ.
93. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for broccoli is written as Qbroccoli = 801−16·Pbroccoli and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qbroccoli = 181 + 4 · Pbroccoli. The world price of X
is Pworldbroccoli = 22.94.
What is the prohibitive speciﬁc tariﬀ in this economy?
Solution: The prohibitive speciﬁc tariﬀ in this economy is 8.06.
94. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the pistachio market can be described by
the following functions:
Qpistachio = 842− 15 · Ppistachio
Qpistachio = 402 + 5 · Ppistachio
The world price of the product is Pworldpistachio = 13.64, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ leads to a -3100.4890 change in consumer surplus?
Solution: The given change in consumer surplus occurs if the government imposes 5.18 units of speciﬁc
tariﬀ on imported goods.
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95. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for blackcurrant can be written as
Qblackcurrant = 1038− 13 · Pblackcurrant
Qblackcurrant = −512 + 18 · Pblackcurrant
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of blackcurrant, referring to the negative change
in their producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a
speciﬁc tariﬀ of 12.32 on the imported blackcurrants.
The world price of blackcurrant is Pworldblackcurrant = 28.00.
Calculate the amount of import.
Solution: The amount of import is 300.0800 in this economy.
96. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for cola can be written as
Qcola = 1517− 19 · Pcola
Qcola = −115 + 15 · Pcola
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of cola, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 11.69 on the imported colas.
The world price of cola is Pworldcola = 20.16.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the consumer surplus by 11957.7595.
97. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the watch market.
Qwatch = 874− 10 · Pwatch
Qwatch = 234 + 10 · Pwatch
The world price of watch is Pworldwatch = 17.28.
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How does free trade change the welfare on this market?
Solution: Free trade changes welfare by 2166.7840.
98. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for platform shoe can be written as
Qplatform shoe = 1340− 14 · Pplatform shoe
Qplatform shoe = −508 + 19 · Pplatform shoe
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of platform shoe, referring to the negative change
in their producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a
speciﬁc tariﬀ of 13.98 on the imported platform shoes.
The world price of platform shoe is Pworldplatform shoe = 29.12.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on producer surplus?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the producer surplus by 2489.6982.
99. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for naan bread is written as Qnaan bread = 1529 − 17 · Pnaan bread and
the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qnaan bread = −415 + 19 · Pnaan bread.
The world price of X is Pworldnaan bread = 25.38.
Determine the speciﬁc tariﬀ that maximizes the tariﬀ revenue of the ﬁscal policy decision maker.
Solution: The speciﬁc tariﬀ that maximizes the tariﬀ revenue is 14.3100.
100. Problem
The following graph illustrates the curves that represent the behavior of consumers and producers in the
sandwich market of a small open economy. The world price of the product is Pworld. Shade the area that
shows how free trade changes the welfare of the economy. Does free trade have a negative or positive eﬀect
on welfare?
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Solution: Free trade positively aﬀects the welfare. The correct graph is:
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101. Problem
The following graph illustrates the curves that represent the behavior of consumers and producers in the
salmon market of a small open economy. The world price of the product is Pworld. To protect domestic
producers, the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes tariﬀ on imported goods. The domestic price after the
imposition of tariﬀ is Pdomestic. Shade the area that shows how the imposition of tariﬀ changes the producer
surplus in this market. Does the imposition of tariﬀ have a negative or positive eﬀect on producer surplus?
QS
quan�ty of
salmon
PS
price of
salmon
Pworld
Pdomestic
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ positively aﬀects the producer surplus. The correct graph is:
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102. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for rug can be written as
Qrug = 851− 8 · Prug
Qrug = 318 + 5 · Prug
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of rug, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 9.92 on the imported rugs.
The world price of rug is Pworldrug = 24.19.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the consumer surplus by 6128.5760.
103. Problem
The following graph illustrates the curves that represent the behavior of consumers and producers in the
onion market of a small open economy. The world price of the product is Pworld. To protect domestic
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producers, the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes tariﬀ on imported goods. The domestic price after the
imposition of tariﬀ is Pdomestic. Shade the area that shows how the imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare
of the economy. Does the imposition of tariﬀ have a negative or positive eﬀect on welfare?
QO
quan�ty of
onion
PO
price of
onion
Pworld
Pdomestic
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ negatively aﬀects the welfare. The correct graph is:
QO
quan�ty of
onion
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onion
Pworld
Pdomestic
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104. Problem
The following graph illustrates the curves that represent the behavior of consumers and producers in the
orange market of a small open economy. The world price of the product is Pworld. Shade the area that shows
how free trade changes the consumer surplus in this market. Does free trade have a negative or positive
eﬀect on consumer surplus?
QO
quan�ty of
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PO
price of
orange
Pworld
Solution: Free trade positively aﬀects the consumer surplus. The correct graph is:
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105. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the yoghurt market.
Qyoghurt = 1070− 13 · Pyoghurt
Qyoghurt = 63 + 6 · Pyoghurt
The world price of yoghurt is Pworldyoghurt = 30.21.
How does free trade change the welfare on this market?
Solution: Free trade changes welfare by 4934.1489.
106. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for watermelon can be written as
Qwatermelon = 943− 7 · Pwatermelon
Qwatermelon = −185 + 17 · Pwatermelon
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The economy is a small open economy. The producers of watermelon, referring to the negative change
in their producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a
speciﬁc tariﬀ of 11.73 on the imported watermelons.
The world price of watermelon is Pworldwatermelon = 24.44.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ aﬀect the welfare of the economy?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare by 8573.0464.
107. Problem
The following graph illustrates the curves that represent the behavior of consumers and producers in the
avocado market of a small open economy. The world price of the product is Pworld. To protect domestic
producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes tariﬀ on imported goods. The domestic price after the
imposition of tariﬀ is Pdomestic. Shade the area that shows how the imposition of tariﬀ changes the consumer
surplus in this market. Does the imposition of tariﬀ have a negative or positive eﬀect on consumer surplus?
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Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ negatively aﬀects the consumer surplus. The correct graph is:
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108. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for handbag can be written as
Qhandbag = 918− 11 · Phandbag
Qhandbag = 138 + 19 · Phandbag
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of handbag, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 6.06 on the imported handbags.
The world price of handbag is Pworldhandbag = 16.38.
Calculate the amount of import.
Solution: The amount of import is 106.8000 in this economy.
109. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for aubergine is written as Qaubergine = 690 − 7 · Paubergine and the
behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qaubergine = 226 + 9 · Paubergine. The world
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price of X is Pworldaubergine = 10.73, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker
imposes a 1.63 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What is the welfare eﬀect of the imposition of the tariﬀ?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare by -46.1626.
110. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the aubergine market.
Qaubergine = 881− 13 · Paubergine
Qaubergine = 305 + 19 · Paubergine
The world price of aubergine is Pworldaubergine = 9.36.
By what amount does free trade change the comsumer surplus (compared to the consumer surplus in
autarky)?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 6075.3024.
111. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for jigsaw is written as Qjigsaw = 581 − 10 · Pjigsaw and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qjigsaw = −103 + 9 · Pjigsaw. The world price of
X is Pworldjigsaw = 23.04, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.36
percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What is the welfare eﬀect of the imposition of the tariﬀ?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare by -72.9572.
112. Problem
The following graph illustrates the curves that represent the behavior of consumers and producers in the egg
market of a small open economy. The world price of the product is Pworld. To protect domestic producers,
the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes tariﬀ on imported goods. The domestic price after the imposition
of tariﬀ is Pdomestic. Label the amount of import on the graph.
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Solution: The correct graph is:
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113. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for orange is written as Qorange = 1068− 19 ·Porange and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qorange = 430 + 3 · Porange. The world price of X is
Pworldorange = 8.99.
What is the prohibitive speciﬁc tariﬀ in this economy?
Solution: The prohibitive speciﬁc tariﬀ in this economy is 20.01.
114. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for tea can be written as
Qtea = 765− 15 · Ptea
Qtea = 117 + 3 · Ptea
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of tea, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 8.39 on the imported teas.
The world price of tea is Pworldtea = 22.68.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the consumer surplus by 3036.1313.
115. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for teapot is written as Qteapot = 829 − 16 · Pteapot and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qteapot = 169 + 14 · Pteapot. The world price of X
is Pworldteapot = 11.66, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a 1.47
percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Determine the amount of goods imported.
Solution: The amount of import is 305.0579.
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116. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for muﬃn is written as Qmuﬃn = 921 − 12 · Pmuﬃn and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qmuﬃn = −183 + 12 · Pmuﬃn. The world price of X
is Pworldmuﬃn = 21.62.
Calculate the optimal tariﬀ.
Solution: In a small open economy the optimal tariﬀ is always zero.
117. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for salad is written as Qsalad = 828 − 16 · Psalad and the behavior
of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qsalad = −72 + 9 · Psalad. The world price of X is
Pworldsalad = 20.52.
What is the prohibitive speciﬁc tariﬀ in this economy?
Solution: The prohibitive speciﬁc tariﬀ in this economy is 15.48.
118. Problem
In a small open economy the behavior of consumers and ﬁrms in the pushchair market can be described by
the following functions:
Qpushchair = 989− 11 · Ppushchair
Qpushchair = 653 + 3 · Ppushchair
The world price of the product is Pworldpushchair = 6.96, but the government imposes a speciﬁc tariﬀ on import.
What speciﬁc tariﬀ leads to a 3365.5726 change in producer surplus?
Solution: The given change in producer surplus occurs if the government imposes 4.94 units of speciﬁc
tariﬀ on imported goods.
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119. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for triﬂe can be written as
Qtriﬂe = 635− 16 · Ptriﬂe
Qtriﬂe = 59 + 16 · Ptriﬂe
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of triﬂe, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 2.99 on the imported triﬂes.
The world price of triﬂe is Pworldtriﬂe = 3.78.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ aﬀect the welfare of the economy?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare by 1646.2940.
120. Problem
In a small open economy the following formulas represent the behavior of agents in the lemonade market.
Qlemonade = 1019− 12 · Plemonade
Qlemonade = 475 + 4 · Plemonade
The world price of lemonade is Pworldlemonade = 5.78.
By what amount does free trade change the comsumer surplus (compared to the consumer surplus in
autarky)?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 22020.6304.
121. Problem
The following graph illustrates the curves that represent the behavior of consumers and producers in the
apple market of a small open economy. The world price of the product is Pworld. Shade the area that shows
how free trade changes the producer surplus in this market. Does free trade have a negative or positive
eﬀect on producer surplus?
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Solution: Free trade negatively aﬀects the producer surplus. The correct graph is:
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122. Problem
The demand and supply curves in market for handbag can be written as
Qhandbag = 778− 12 · Phandbag
Qhandbag = 154 + 14 · Phandbag
The economy is a small open economy. The producers of handbag, referring to the negative change in their
producer surplus, demand some ﬁscal policy actions. The ﬁscal policy decision maker imposes a speciﬁc
tariﬀ of 4.84 on the imported handbags.
The world price of handbag is Pworldhandbag = 17.28.
Calculate the amount of import.
Solution: The amount of import is 48.8800 in this economy.
123. Problem
In a small open economy the demand for fruit cake is written as Qfruit cake = 910 − 16 · Pfruit cake and the
behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following formula: Qfruit cake = −80 + 17 · Pfruit cake. The
world price of X is Pworldfruit cake = 13.50, but to protect the domestic producers the ﬁscal policy decision maker
imposes a 1.55 percent ad-valorem tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Calculate how consumer surplus changes due to the imposition of tariﬀ.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the consumer surplus by -144.8692.
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Tariff
Large Open Economy
1. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of plate:
QAplate = 694− 42 · PAplate
QAplate = 31 + 70 · PAplate
In the rest of the world the demand for plate can be witten as Qworldplate = 796− 34 · Pworldplate and the supply of
plate is given by Qworldplate = 17 + 41 · P vilA˘A˛gplate . The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing
region imposes 1.23 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the consumer surplus is 187.7006 units.
2. Problem
In country A QAbookshelf = 651−16 ·PAbookshelf describes the demand for bookshelf and the supply of bookshelf
is given by QAbookshelf = 11 + 82 · PAbookshelf. In country B the following function characterizes the behavior
of consumers in bookshelf market QBbookshelf = 681− 35 · PBbookshelf and the supply of bookshelf is written as
QBbookshelf = 24 + 7 · PBbookshelf. The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing region imposes
1.15 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in country B?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in country B by 471.2545 units.
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3. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce bagel. The market for bagel can be
represented by the following functions:
QAbagel = 504− 24 · PAbagel
QAbagel = 28 + 10 · PAbagel
QBbagel = 603− 35 · PBbagel
QBbagel = 5 + 7 · PBbagel
How does free trade change the producer surplus in country A?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by -22.1918 in country A.
4. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce wooden spoon. The market for
wooden spoon can be represented by the following functions:
QAwooden spoon = 894− 14 · PAwooden spoon
QAwooden spoon = 3 + 72 · PAwooden spoon
QBwooden spoon = 495− 43 · PBwooden spoon
QBwooden spoon = 13 + 9 · PBwooden spoon
What is the eﬀect of free trade on consumer surplus in country A?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 309.1455 in country A.
5. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce bagel. The market for bagel can be
represented by the following functions:
QAbagel = 510− 42 · PAbagel
QAbagel = 25 + 27 · PAbagel
QBbagel = 724− 8 · PBbagel
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QBbagel = 13 + 73 · PBbagel
How does free trade change the producer surplus in country B?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by -502.3076 in country B.
6. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce almond. The market for almond can
be represented by the following functions:
QAalmond = 739− 35 · PAalmond
QAalmond = 1 + 78 · PAalmond
QBalmond = 558− 22 · PBalmond
QBalmond = 30 + 34 · PBalmond
What eﬀect does free trade have on the welfare of the world.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in the world is 53.0169.
7. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce brioche. The market for brioche can
be represented by the following functions:
QAbrioche = 614− 5 · PAbrioche
QAbrioche = 18 + 54 · PAbrioche
QBbrioche = 709− 19 · PBbrioche
QBbrioche = 32 + 23 · PBbrioche
Which economy exports the good and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country A exports the good and the amount of export is 147.6337.
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8. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of lemon:
QAlemon = 792− 44 · PAlemon
QAlemon = 19 + 30 · PAlemon
In the rest of the world the demand for lemon can be witten as Qworldlemon = 821− 26 ·Pworldlemon and the supply of
lemon is given by Qworldlemon = 24 + 62 · P vilA˘A˛glemon . The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing
region imposes 0.48 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the welfare is -10.1280 units.
9. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAcauliﬂower = 575 − 43 · PAcauliﬂower describes
the demand for cauliﬂower, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAcauliﬂower = 19+ 65 ·PAcauliﬂower. In country B the functioning of cauliﬂower market can be described by the
following formulas
QBcauliﬂower = 888− 30 · PBcauliﬂower
QBcauliﬂower = 24 + 64 · PBcauliﬂower
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.54 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Which country exports cauliﬂower and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country A exports the good and the amount of export is 176.0689.
10. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce muﬃn. The market for muﬃn can
be represented by the following functions:
QAmuﬃn = 887− 39 · PAmuﬃn
QAmuﬃn = 27 + 34 · PAmuﬃn
QBmuﬃn = 787− 44 · PBmuﬃn
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QBmuﬃn = 26 + 78 · PBmuﬃn
Calculate the welfare eﬀect of free trade in economy A.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in country A is 438.9867.
11. Problem
In country A QAjigsaw = 520 − 39 · PAjigsaw describes the demand for jigsaw and the supply of jigsaw is given
by QAjigsaw = 3 + 57 · PAjigsaw. In country B the following function characterizes the behavior of consumers in
jigsaw market QBjigsaw = 866− 12 · PBjigsaw and the supply of jigsaw is written as QBjigsaw = 20+ 7 · PBjigsaw. The
two regions of the world trade actively but the importing region imposes 20.58 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the
imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in country B?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in country B by 13920.0818 units.
12. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of plate:
QAplate = 828− 39 · PAplate
QAplate = 24 + 29 · PAplate
In the rest of the world the demand for plate can be witten as Qworldplate = 509 − 9 · Pworldplate and the supply of
plate is given by Qworldplate = 31 + 51 · P vilA˘A˛gplate . The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing
region imposes 0.61 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the producer surplus in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the producer surplus is -172.8981 units.
13. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce plate. The market for plate can be
represented by the following functions:
QAplate = 368− 34 · PAplate
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QAplate = 10 + 73 · PAplate
QBplate = 604− 45 · PBplate
QBplate = 19 + 73 · PBplate
Which economy imports the good and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country B imports the good and the amount of import is 90.4489.
14. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of jigsaw:
QAjigsaw = 598− 41 · PAjigsaw
QAjigsaw = 4 + 50 · PAjigsaw
In the rest of the world the demand for jigsaw can be witten as Qworldjigsaw = 674− 24 ·Pworldjigsaw and the supply of
jigsaw is given by Qworldjigsaw = 15 + 42 · P vilA˘A˛gjigsaw . The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing
region imposes 1.50 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the consumer surplus is 178.9001 units.
15. Problem
In country A QAblackcurrant = 437 − 9 · PAblackcurrant describes the demand for blackcurrant and the supply of
blackcurrant is given by QAblackcurrant = 11+7 ·PAblackcurrant. In country B the following function characterizes
the behavior of consumers in blackcurrant market QBblackcurrant = 752 − 20 · PBblackcurrant and the supply of
blackcurrant is written as QBblackcurrant = 17+ 6 ·PBblackcurrant. The two regions of the world trade actively but
the importing region imposes 0.31 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What is the welfare eﬀect of the imposition of tariﬀ in country A?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in country A by -2.8307 units.
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16. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce scarf. The market for scarf can be
represented by the following functions:
QAscarf = 823− 19 · PAscarf
QAscarf = 5 + 9 · PAscarf
QBscarf = 620− 38 · PBscarf
QBscarf = 19 + 9 · PBscarf
Determine the welfare eﬀect of free trade in economy B.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in country B is -883.8542.
17. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAbackpack = 883 − 23 · PAbackpack describes the
demand for backpack, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAbackpack = 25 + 48 · PAbackpack. In country B the functioning of backpack market can be described by the
following formulas
QBbackpack = 453− 34 · PBbackpack
QBbackpack = 22 + 71 · PBbackpack
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.95 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Which country exports backpack and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country B exports the good and the amount of export is 297.7656.
18. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of tomato:
QAtomato = 636− 38 · PAtomato
QAtomato = 26 + 76 · PAtomato
In the rest of the world the demand for tomato can be witten as Qworldtomato = 845−25 ·Pworldtomato and the supply of
tomato is given by Qworldtomato = 21+12 ·P vilA˘A˛gtomato . The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing
region imposes 3.83 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
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What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the welfare is -393.3432 units.
19. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce yoghurt. The market for yoghurt can
be represented by the following functions:
QAyoghurt = 502− 22 · PAyoghurt
QAyoghurt = 22 + 68 · PAyoghurt
QByoghurt = 876− 35 · PByoghurt
QByoghurt = 24 + 13 · PByoghurt
Calculate the welfare eﬀect of free trade in economy A.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in country A is -839.3573.
20. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of handbag:
QAhandbag = 535− 21 · PAhandbag
QAhandbag = 24 + 68 · PAhandbag
In the rest of the world the demand for handbag can be witten as Qworldhandbag = 510 − 38 · Pworldhandbag and the
supply of handbag is given by Qworldhandbag = 23+ 80 ·P vilA˘A˛ghandbag. The two regions of the world trade actively but
the importing region imposes 0.25 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Which region receives tariﬀ revenue and what is the amount of this tariﬀ revenue?
Solution: The large open economy imports the good thus the ﬁscal policy decision maker of the large open
economy receives tariﬀ revenue. The amount of tariﬀ revenue is 17.3062 units.
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of necklace:
QAnecklace = 745− 20 · PAnecklace
QAnecklace = 14 + 5 · PAnecklace
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In the rest of the world the demand for necklace can be witten as Qworldnecklace = 501 − 33 · Pworldnecklace and the
supply of necklace is given by Qworldnecklace = 21+ 38 · P vilA˘A˛gnecklace. The two regions of the world trade actively but
the importing region imposes 7.32 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Which region receives tariﬀ revenue and what is the amount of this tariﬀ revenue?
21. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce cappuccino. The market for cappuc-
cino can be represented by the following functions:
QAcappuccino = 660− 27 · PAcappuccino
QAcappuccino = 28 + 39 · PAcappuccino
QBcappuccino = 475− 34 · PBcappuccino
QBcappuccino = 4 + 33 · PBcappuccino
What is the eﬀect of free trade on consumer surplus in country B?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 271.0051 in country B.
22. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAaubergine = 622 − 29 · PAaubergine describes
the demand for aubergine, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAaubergine = 2 + 10 · PAaubergine. In country B the functioning of aubergine market can be described by the
following formulas
QBaubergine = 457− 13 · PBaubergine
QBaubergine = 9 + 10 · PBaubergine
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 1.10 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the price of the good in country B relative to the world price
that would have occurred under free trade? Express the result as a percentage of the initial world price.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the price of the good by 4.0169 percent in country B.
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23. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce pistachio. The market for pistachio
can be represented by the following functions:
QApistachio = 558− 22 · PApistachio
QApistachio = 7 + 60 · PApistachio
QBpistachio = 734− 33 · PBpistachio
QBpistachio = 17 + 54 · PBpistachio
What eﬀect does free trade have on the welfare of the world.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in the world is -1.4463.
24. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of bookshelf:
QAbookshelf = 863− 24 · PAbookshelf
QAbookshelf = 23 + 55 · PAbookshelf
In the rest of the world the demand for bookshelf can be witten as Qworldbookshelf = 522− 28 · Pworldbookshelf and the
supply of bookshelf is given by Qworldbookshelf = 4 + 47 · P vilA˘A˛gbookshelf. The two regions of the world trade actively
but the importing region imposes 0.51 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the welfare is -34.9405 units.
25. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAalmond = 653 − 5 · PAalmond describes the
demand for almond, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAalmond = 16 + 13 · PAalmond. In country B the functioning of almond market can be described by the
following formulas
QBalmond = 750− 40 · PBalmond
QBalmond = 26 + 47 · PBalmond
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The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 6.28 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the price of the good in country A relative to the world price
that would have occurred under free trade? Express the result as a percentage of the initial world price.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the price of the good by 40.1440 percent in country A.
26. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of salad:
QAsalad = 726− 21 · PAsalad
QAsalad = 22 + 81 · PAsalad
In the rest of the world the demand for salad can be witten as Qworldsalad = 694 − 5 · P worldsalad and the supply of
salad is given by Qworldsalad = 33 + 23 · P vilA˘A˛gsalad . The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing
region imposes 7.60 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the welfare is -464.0954 units.
27. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of plate:
QAplate = 880− 45 · PAplate
QAplate = 6 + 63 · PAplate
In the rest of the world the demand for plate can be witten as Qworldplate = 433− 10 · Pworldplate and the supply of
plate is given by Qworldplate = 29 + 28 · P vilA˘A˛gplate . The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing
region imposes 0.90 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the consumer surplus is 115.1009 units.
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28. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce orange. The market for orange can
be represented by the following functions:
QAorange = 709− 6 · PAorange
QAorange = 31 + 64 · PAorange
QBorange = 596− 15 · PBorange
QBorange = 28 + 78 · PBorange
How does free trade change the producer surplus in country A?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by -1195.4382 in country A.
29. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAnapkin = 381−9 ·PAnapkin describes the demand
for napkin, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function QAnapkin =
31 + 8 · PAnapkin. In country B the functioning of napkin market can be described by the following formulas
QBnapkin = 433− 27 · PBnapkin
QBnapkin = 5 + 24 · PBnapkin
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 1.56 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
What would have been the world price of X under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade the price of the good would have been 11.4412.
30. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of yoghurt:
QAyoghurt = 464− 15 · PAyoghurt
QAyoghurt = 15 + 35 · PAyoghurt
In the rest of the world the demand for yoghurt can be witten as Qworldyoghurt = 533 − 30 · Pworldyoghurt and the
supply of yoghurt is given by Qworldyoghurt = 27 + 38 · P vilA˘A˛gyoghurt. The two regions of the world trade actively but
the importing region imposes 0.40 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
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Which region receives tariﬀ revenue and what is the amount of this tariﬀ revenue?
Solution: The large open economy imports the good thus the ﬁscal policy decision maker of the large open
economy receives tariﬀ revenue. The amount of tariﬀ revenue is 13.1254 units.
31. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce necklace. The market for necklace
can be represented by the following functions:
QAnecklace = 532− 10 · PAnecklace
QAnecklace = 3 + 16 · PAnecklace
QBnecklace = 636− 37 · PBnecklace
QBnecklace = 2 + 49 · PBnecklace
How does free trade change the producer surplus in country B?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by -1316.2400 in country B.
32. Problem
In country A QAplatform shoe = 757− 42 · PAplatform shoe describes the demand for platform shoe and the supply
of platform shoe is given by QAplatform shoe = 23 + 48 · PAplatform shoe. In country B the following function
characterizes the behavior of consumers in platform shoe market QBplatform shoe = 603− 22 · PBplatform shoe and
the supply of platform shoe is written as QBplatform shoe = 17 + 31 · PBplatform shoe. The two regions of the world
trade actively but the importing region imposes 0.42 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the welfare of the world?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in the world by 44.5138 units.
33. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QApastry = 907 − 22 · PApastry describes the
demand for pastry, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function QApastry =
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33 + 44 · PApastry. In country B the functioning of pastry market can be described by the following formulas
QBpastry = 858− 29 · PBpastry
QBpastry = 32 + 54 · PBpastry
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.70 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the price of the good in country B relative to the world price
that would have occurred under free trade? Express the result as a percentage of the initial world price.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the price of the good by -2.7176 percent in country B.
34. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce coﬀee. The market for coﬀee can be
represented by the following functions:
QAcoﬀee = 821− 16 · PAcoﬀee
QAcoﬀee = 20 + 72 · PAcoﬀee
QBcoﬀee = 549− 16 · PBcoﬀee
QBcoﬀee = 25 + 57 · PBcoﬀee
What is the world price of the good under free trade?
Solution: The world price under free trade is 8.2298.
35. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of platform shoe:
QAplatform shoe = 445− 36 · PAplatform shoe
QAplatform shoe = 17 + 50 · PAplatform shoe
In the rest of the world the demand for platform shoe can be witten as Qworldplatform shoe = 531− 14 ·Pworldplatform shoe
and the supply of platform shoe is given by Qworldplatform shoe = 26+9 ·P vilA˘A˛gplatform shoe. The two regions of the world
trade actively but the importing region imposes 8.17 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the producer surplus in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the producer surplus is -692.8242 units.
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36. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce backpack. The market for backpack
can be represented by the following functions:
QAbackpack = 423− 40 · PAbackpack
QAbackpack = 26 + 68 · PAbackpack
QBbackpack = 473− 36 · PBbackpack
QBbackpack = 10 + 22 · PBbackpack
What is the eﬀect of free trade on consumer surplus in country A?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 369.9800 in country A.
37. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of cauliﬂower:
QAcauliﬂower = 422− 42 · PAcauliﬂower
QAcauliﬂower = 14 + 2 · PAcauliﬂower
In the rest of the world the demand for cauliﬂower can be witten as Qworldcauliﬂower = 762 − 34 · Pworldcauliﬂower and
the supply of cauliﬂower is given by Qworldcauliﬂower = 2 + 17 · P vilA˘A˛gcauliﬂower. The two regions of the world trade
actively but the importing region imposes 1.25 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the welfare is 197.7373 units.
38. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce onion. The market for onion can be
represented by the following functions:
QAonion = 897− 45 · PAonion
QAonion = 31 + 20 · PAonion
QBonion = 537− 42 · PBonion
QBonion = 14 + 56 · PBonion
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What is the eﬀect of free trade on consumer surplus in country A?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 1947.0393 in country A.
39. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of necklace:
QAnecklace = 496− 16 · PAnecklace
QAnecklace = 31 + 79 · PAnecklace
In the rest of the world the demand for necklace can be witten as Qworldnecklace = 851 − 11 · Pworldnecklace and the
supply of necklace is given by Qworldnecklace = 32+ 75 · P vilA˘A˛gnecklace. The two regions of the world trade actively but
the importing region imposes 1.55 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the welfare is 356.8927 units.
40. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAorange = 453−35·PAorange describes the demand
for orange, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function QAorange =
6 + 13 · PAorange. In country B the functioning of orange market can be described by the following formulas
QBorange = 764− 42 · PBorange
QBorange = 26 + 4 · PBorange
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 1.51 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Find the price of the good in country B.
Solution: The price of the good in country B is 13.3774.
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41. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce fruit cake. The market for fruit cake
can be represented by the following functions:
QAfruit cake = 864− 35 · PAfruit cake
QAfruit cake = 14 + 48 · PAfruit cake
QBfruit cake = 385− 29 · PBfruit cake
QBfruit cake = 19 + 78 · PBfruit cake
How does free trade change the producer surplus in country A?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by -1587.7897 in country A.
42. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAmilkshake = 448 − 17 · PAmilkshake describes
the demand for milkshake, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAmilkshake = 29 + 46 · PAmilkshake. In country B the functioning of milkshake market can be described by the
following formulas
QBmilkshake = 801− 13 · PBmilkshake
QBmilkshake = 15 + 68 · PBmilkshake
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.96 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the price of the good in country B relative to the world price
that would have occurred under free trade? Express the result as a percentage of the initial world price.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the price of the good by 5.0191 percent in country B.
43. Problem
In country A QAtea = 728 − 25 · PAtea describes the demand for tea and the supply of tea is given by
QAtea = 25 + 78 · PAtea. In country B the following function characterizes the behavior of consumers in tea
market QBtea = 806− 11 ·PBtea and the supply of tea is written as QBtea = 9+46 ·PBtea. The two regions of the
world trade actively but the importing region imposes 1.47 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the welfare of the world?
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Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in the world by 406.3610 units.
44. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce pizza. The market for pizza can be
represented by the following functions:
QApizza = 675− 45 · PApizza
QApizza = 11 + 68 · PApizza
QBpizza = 794− 41 · PBpizza
QBpizza = 18 + 51 · PBpizza
Which economy exports the good and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country A exports the good and the amount of export is 129.7561.
45. Problem
In country A QAwatermelon = 693 − 29 · PAwatermelon describes the demand for watermelon and the supply of
watermelon is given by QAwatermelon = 2 + 59 · PAwatermelon. In country B the following function characterizes
the behavior of consumers in watermelon market QBwatermelon = 375 − 46 · PBwatermelon and the supply of
watermelon is written as QBwatermelon = 23 + 11 · PBwatermelon. The two regions of the world trade actively but
the importing region imposes 0.48 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the welfare of the world?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in the world by 14.7723 units.
46. Problem
In country A QAporridge = 881 − 20 · PAporridge describes the demand for porridge and the supply of porridge
is given by QAporridge = 32 + 7 · PAporridge. In country B the following function characterizes the behavior
of consumers in porridge market QBporridge = 510 − 18 · PBporridge and the supply of porridge is written as
QBporridge = 8 + 52 · PBporridge. The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing region imposes
9.46 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What is the welfare eﬀect of the imposition of tariﬀ in country A?
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Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in country A by 5329.9456 units.
47. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce peach. The market for peach can be
represented by the following functions:
QApeach = 789− 22 · PApeach
QApeach = 19 + 30 · PApeach
QBpeach = 452− 45 · PBpeach
QBpeach = 25 + 52 · PBpeach
Calculate the welfare eﬀect of free trade in economy A.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in country A is 1193.1116.
48. Problem
In country A QAmilkshake = 793−15·PAmilkshake describes the demand for milkshake and the supply of milkshake
is given by QAmilkshake = 2 + 69 · PAmilkshake. In country B the following function characterizes the behavior
of consumers in milkshake market QBmilkshake = 623 − 29 · PBmilkshake and the supply of milkshake is written
as QBmilkshake = 25 + 78 · PBmilkshake. The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing region
imposes 1.14 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in country B?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in country B by -76.8627 units.
49. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce pistachio. The market for pistachio
can be represented by the following functions:
QApistachio = 745− 6 · PApistachio
QApistachio = 26 + 81 · PApistachio
QBpistachio = 387− 14 · PBpistachio
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QBpistachio = 4 + 79 · PBpistachio
How does free trade change the producer surplus in country B?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by -818.6102 in country B.
50. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAjigsaw = 412−21 ·PAjigsaw describes the demand
for jigsaw, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function QAjigsaw =
29 + 21 · PAjigsaw. In country B the functioning of jigsaw market can be described by the following formulas
QBjigsaw = 815− 6 · PBjigsaw
QBjigsaw = 17 + 79 · PBjigsaw
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.06 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Determine the price of jigsaw in country A.
Solution: The price of the good in country A is 9.2591.
51. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAcappuccino = 386− 41 ·PAcappuccino describes the
demand for cappuccino, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAcappuccino = 30 + 58 · PAcappuccino. In country B the functioning of cappuccino market can be described by
the following formulas
QBcappuccino = 916− 37 · PBcappuccino
QBcappuccino = 24 + 59 · PBcappuccino
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 1.04 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the price of the good in country A relative to the world price
that would have occurred under free trade? Express the result as a percentage of the initial world price.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the price of the good by -8.0000 percent in country A.
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52. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of blackcurrant:
QAblackcurrant = 709− 6 · PAblackcurrant
QAblackcurrant = 14 + 60 · PAblackcurrant
In the rest of the world the demand for blackcurrant can be witten as Qworldblackcurrant = 408 − 34 · Pworldblackcurrant
and the supply of blackcurrant is given by Qworldblackcurrant = 5 + 36 · P vilA˘A˛gblackcurrant. The two regions of the world
trade actively but the importing region imposes 1.79 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the producer surplus in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the producer surplus is -484.6636 units.
53. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAmilkshake = 720 − 16 · PAmilkshake describes
the demand for milkshake, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAmilkshake = 10 + 10 · PAmilkshake. In country B the functioning of milkshake market can be described by the
following formulas
QBmilkshake = 433− 37 · PBmilkshake
QBmilkshake = 16 + 81 · PBmilkshake
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 8.77 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Find the price of the good in country B.
Solution: The price of the good in country B is 6.2429.
54. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAlime = 422−28·PAlime describes the demand for
lime, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function QAlime = 14+70 ·PAlime.
In country B the functioning of lime market can be described by the following formulas
QBlime = 722− 8 · PBlime
QBlime = 23 + 75 · PBlime
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The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 1.08 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Find the price of the good in country B.
Solution: The price of the good in country B is 6.7008.
55. Problem
In country A QAnecklace = 590 − 17 · PAnecklace describes the demand for necklace and the supply of necklace
is given by QAnecklace = 23 + 70 · PAnecklace. In country B the following function characterizes the behavior
of consumers in necklace market QBnecklace = 672 − 43 · PBnecklace and the supply of necklace is written as
QBnecklace = 12 + 23 · PBnecklace. The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing region imposes
0.79 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the welfare of the world?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in the world by 92.4008 units.
56. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of milkshake:
QAmilkshake = 455− 31 · PAmilkshake
QAmilkshake = 15 + 15 · PAmilkshake
In the rest of the world the demand for milkshake can be witten as Qworldmilkshake = 875− 17 · Pworldmilkshake and the
supply of milkshake is given by Qworldmilkshake = 7 + 6 · P vilA˘A˛gmilkshake. The two regions of the world trade actively
but the importing region imposes 8.26 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Which region receives tariﬀ revenue and what is the amount of this tariﬀ revenue?
Solution: The rest of the world imports the good thus the ﬁscal policy decision maker of the rest of the
world receives tariﬀ revenue. The amount of tariﬀ revenue is 2522.1635 units.
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57. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce ice cream. The market for ice cream
can be represented by the following functions:
QAice cream = 747− 43 · PAice cream
QAice cream = 2 + 8 · PAice cream
QBice cream = 856− 30 · PBice cream
QBice cream = 17 + 11 · PBice cream
Which economy exports the good and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country A exports the good and the amount of export is 133.0870.
58. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce milkshake. The market for milkshake
can be represented by the following functions:
QAmilkshake = 393− 7 · PAmilkshake
QAmilkshake = 30 + 81 · PAmilkshake
QBmilkshake = 670− 12 · PBmilkshake
QBmilkshake = 2 + 41 · PBmilkshake
Determine the welfare eﬀect of free trade in economy B.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in country B is 742.0601.
59. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAcauliﬂower = 385 − 46 · PAcauliﬂower describes
the demand for cauliﬂower, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAcauliﬂower = 30+ 39 ·PAcauliﬂower. In country B the functioning of cauliﬂower market can be described by the
following formulas
QBcauliﬂower = 858− 32 · PBcauliﬂower
QBcauliﬂower = 17 + 73 · PBcauliﬂower
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The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.79 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
What would have been the world price of X under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade the price of the good would have been 6.2947.
60. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce cabbage. The market for cabbage
can be represented by the following functions:
QAcabbage = 725− 15 · PAcabbage
QAcabbage = 17 + 72 · PAcabbage
QBcabbage = 507− 47 · PBcabbage
QBcabbage = 33 + 24 · PBcabbage
What is the eﬀect of free trade on consumer surplus in country B?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 140.3110 in country B.
61. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAhandbag = 709 − 11 · PAhandbag describes the
demand for handbag, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAhandbag = 14 + 33 · PAhandbag. In country B the functioning of handbag market can be described by the
following formulas
QBhandbag = 798− 38 · PBhandbag
QBhandbag = 26 + 18 · PBhandbag
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.59 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Which country imports handbag and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country A imports the good and the amount of import is 34.9824.
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62. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QApastry = 844 − 26 · PApastry describes the
demand for pastry, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function QApastry =
16 + 41 · PApastry. In country B the functioning of pastry market can be described by the following formulas
QBpastry = 736− 13 · PBpastry
QBpastry = 15 + 15 · PBpastry
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 2.08 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the price of the good in country B relative to the world price
that would have occurred under free trade? Express the result as a percentage of the initial world price.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the price of the good by 8.9968 percent in country B.
63. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce mint tea. The market for mint tea
can be represented by the following functions:
QAmint tea = 614− 17 · PAmint tea
QAmint tea = 9 + 5 · PAmint tea
QBmint tea = 535− 11 · PBmint tea
QBmint tea = 18 + 23 · PBmint tea
Calculate the welfare eﬀect of free trade in economy A.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in country A is 612.8712.
64. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAonion = 843 − 16 · PAonion describes the
demand for onion, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function QAonion =
8 + 76 · PAonion. In country B the functioning of onion market can be described by the following formulas
QBonion = 590− 27 · PBonion
QBonion = 20 + 47 · PBonion
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The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.34 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Find the price of the good in country B.
Solution: The price of the good in country B is 8.2754.
65. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAspring onion = 432−46·PAspring onion describes the
demand for spring onion, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAspring onion = 24 + 53 · PAspring onion. In country B the functioning of spring onion market can be described
by the following formulas
QBspring onion = 566− 46 · PBspring onion
QBspring onion = 14 + 81 · PBspring onion
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.03 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Which country exports spring onion and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country A exports the good and the amount of export is 10.8620.
66. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of food processor:
QAfood processor = 900− 20 · PAfood processor
QAfood processor = 17 + 58 · PAfood processor
In the rest of the world the demand for food processor can be witten as Qworldfood processor = 514−20·Pworldfood processor
and the supply of food processor is given by Qworldfood processor = 13 + 58 · P vilA˘A˛gfood processor. The two regions of the
world trade actively but the importing region imposes 0.59 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the producer surplus in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the producer surplus is -159.3351 units.
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67. Problem
In country A QAsalad = 576 − 47 · PAsalad describes the demand for salad and the supply of salad is given by
QAsalad = 17 + 48 · PAsalad. In country B the following function characterizes the behavior of consumers in
salad market QBsalad = 870 − 20 · PBsalad and the supply of salad is written as QBsalad = 9 + 24 · PBsalad. The
two regions of the world trade actively but the importing region imposes 6.83 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the
imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the welfare of the world?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in the world by 2181.6103 units.
68. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce cauliﬂower. The market for cauliﬂo-
wer can be represented by the following functions:
QAcauliﬂower = 692− 17 · PAcauliﬂower
QAcauliﬂower = 21 + 6 · PAcauliﬂower
QBcauliﬂower = 910− 26 · PBcauliﬂower
QBcauliﬂower = 18 + 24 · PBcauliﬂower
What is the eﬀect of free trade on consumer surplus in country B?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 1427.4463 in country B.
69. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAbanana = 821 − 47 · PAbanana describes the
demand for banana, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAbanana = 13 + 43 · PAbanana. In country B the functioning of banana market can be described by the
following formulas
QBbanana = 830− 8 · PBbanana
QBbanana = 8 + 23 · PBbanana
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 8.87 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Which country exports banana and what is the amount of export?
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Solution: Country A exports the good and the amount of export is 199.8736.
70. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce shampoo. The market for shampoo
can be represented by the following functions:
QAshampoo = 396− 39 · PAshampoo
QAshampoo = 14 + 8 · PAshampoo
QBshampoo = 882− 36 · PBshampoo
QBshampoo = 24 + 34 · PBshampoo
Determine the welfare eﬀect of free trade in economy B.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in country B is 96.3127.
71. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce handbag. The market for handbag
can be represented by the following functions:
QAhandbag = 400− 45 · PAhandbag
QAhandbag = 8 + 24 · PAhandbag
QBhandbag = 717− 6 · PBhandbag
QBhandbag = 19 + 57 · PBhandbag
What eﬀect does free trade have on the welfare of the world.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in the world is 21.8103.
72. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce food processor. The market for food
processor can be represented by the following functions:
QAfood processor = 670− 10 · PAfood processor
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QAfood processor = 3 + 76 · PAfood processor
QBfood processor = 836− 43 · PBfood processor
QBfood processor = 13 + 55 · PBfood processor
What eﬀect does free trade have on the welfare of the world.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in the world is -0.6159.
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce lemonade. The market for lemonade
can be represented by the following functions:
QAlemonade = 429− 46 · PAlemonade
QAlemonade = 12 + 56 · PAlemonade
QBlemonade = 909− 11 · PBlemonade
QBlemonade = 14 + 78 · PBlemonade
What eﬀect does free trade have on the welfare of the world.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in the world is
73. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAmint tea = 773 − 7 · PAmint tea describes the
demand for mint tea, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAmint tea = 17 + 58 · PAmint tea. In country B the functioning of mint tea market can be described by the
following formulas
QBmint tea = 812− 40 · PBmint tea
QBmint tea = 23 + 41 · PBmint tea
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.25 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Which country exports mint tea and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country B exports the good and the amount of export is 59.1421.
74. Problem
In country A QAsoup = 401 − 19 · PAsoup describes the demand for soup and the supply of soup is given by
QAsoup = 9+ 46 · PAsoup. In country B the following function characterizes the behavior of consumers in soup
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market QBsoup = 770−27 ·PBsoup and the supply of soup is written as QBsoup = 25+65 ·PBsoup. The two regions
of the world trade actively but the importing region imposes 0.57 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported
goods.
What is the welfare eﬀect of the imposition of tariﬀ in country A?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in country A by -22.6718 units.
75. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce yoghurt. The market for yoghurt can
be represented by the following functions:
QAyoghurt = 645− 24 · PAyoghurt
QAyoghurt = 13 + 47 · PAyoghurt
QByoghurt = 582− 33 · PByoghurt
QByoghurt = 3 + 46 · PByoghurt
What eﬀect does free trade have on the welfare of the world.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in the world is 2.4651.
76. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of almond:
QAalmond = 649− 18 · PAalmond
QAalmond = 2 + 57 · PAalmond
In the rest of the world the demand for almond can be witten as Qworldalmond = 857 − 39 · Pworldalmond and the
supply of almond is given by Qworldalmond = 7+ 56 ·P vilA˘A˛galmond. The two regions of the world trade actively but the
importing region imposes 0.09 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the welfare is -0.5812 units.
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77. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of banana:
QAbanana = 835− 19 · PAbanana
QAbanana = 3 + 58 · PAbanana
In the rest of the world the demand for banana can be witten as Qworldbanana = 726− 12 ·Pworldbanana and the supply
of banana is given by Qworldbanana = 17 + 14 · P vilA˘A˛gbanana . The two regions of the world trade actively but the
importing region imposes 4.06 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the producer surplus in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the producer surplus is -751.8126 units.
78. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce jigsaw. The market for jigsaw can be
represented by the following functions:
QAjigsaw = 441− 43 · PAjigsaw
QAjigsaw = 17 + 11 · PAjigsaw
QBjigsaw = 628− 20 · PBjigsaw
QBjigsaw = 8 + 65 · PBjigsaw
How does free trade change the producer surplus in country B?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by -105.9880 in country B.
79. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of blackcurrant:
QAblackcurrant = 539− 26 · PAblackcurrant
QAblackcurrant = 6 + 15 · PAblackcurrant
In the rest of the world the demand for blackcurrant can be witten as Qworldblackcurrant = 922 − 34 · Pworldblackcurrant
and the supply of blackcurrant is given by Qworldblackcurrant = 3 + 24 · P vilA˘A˛gblackcurrant. The two regions of the world
trade actively but the importing region imposes 0.39 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
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How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the consumer surplus is 67.9313 units.
80. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAwatermelon = 525− 5 · PAwatermelon describes the
demand for watermelon, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAwatermelon = 14 + 38 · PAwatermelon. In country B the functioning of watermelon market can be described by
the following formulas
QBwatermelon = 740− 42 · PBwatermelon
QBwatermelon = 19 + 26 · PBwatermelon
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.30 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Which country imports watermelon and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country A imports the good and the amount of import is 25.8360.
81. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of wine glass:
QAwine glass = 486− 18 · PAwine glass
QAwine glass = 2 + 61 · PAwine glass
In the rest of the world the demand for wine glass can be witten as Qworldwine glass = 556− 40 ·Pworldwine glass and the
supply of wine glass is given by Qworldwine glass = 16 + 5 · P vilA˘A˛gwine glass. The two regions of the world trade actively
but the importing region imposes 1.83 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the consumer surplus is 235.9285 units.
82. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAbrioche = 403 − 36 · PAbrioche describes the
demand for brioche, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
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QAbrioche = 28 + 46 · PAbrioche. In country B the functioning of brioche market can be described by the
following formulas
QBbrioche = 682− 25 · PBbrioche
QBbrioche = 18 + 29 · PBbrioche
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 1.68 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Determine the price of brioche in country A.
Solution: The price of the good in country A is 6.9726.
83. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of paper clip:
QApaper clip = 801− 34 · PApaper clip
QApaper clip = 9 + 30 · PApaper clip
In the rest of the world the demand for paper clip can be witten as Qworldpaper clip = 802− 42 · Pworldpaper clip and the
supply of paper clip is given by Qworldpaper clip = 30 + 23 · P vilA˘A˛gpaper clip. The two regions of the world trade actively
but the importing region imposes 0.11 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the consumer surplus is 21.4966 units.
84. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of backpack:
QAbackpack = 430− 6 · PAbackpack
QAbackpack = 22 + 69 · PAbackpack
In the rest of the world the demand for backpack can be witten as Qworldbackpack = 872 − 29 · Pworldbackpack and the
supply of backpack is given by Qworldbackpack = 18 + 44 · P vilA˘A˛gbackpack. The two regions of the world trade actively
but the importing region imposes 2.35 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the welfare is 563.7499 units.
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85. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce aubergine. The market for aubergine
can be represented by the following functions:
QAaubergine = 816− 21 · PAaubergine
QAaubergine = 22 + 10 · PAaubergine
QBaubergine = 694− 16 · PBaubergine
QBaubergine = 8 + 6 · PBaubergine
What is the world price of the good under free trade?
Solution: The world price under free trade is 27.9245.
86. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce peach. The market for peach can be
represented by the following functions:
QApeach = 461− 42 · PApeach
QApeach = 27 + 44 · PApeach
QBpeach = 457− 8 · PBpeach
QBpeach = 19 + 51 · PBpeach
What is the world price of the good under free trade?
Solution: The world price under free trade is 6.0138.
87. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce fruit cake. The market for fruit cake
can be represented by the following functions:
QAfruit cake = 725− 12 · PAfruit cake
QAfruit cake = 20 + 24 · PAfruit cake
QBfruit cake = 728− 23 · PBfruit cake
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QBfruit cake = 9 + 7 · PBfruit cake
How does free trade change the producer surplus in country B?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by -402.6255 in country B.
88. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce necklace. The market for necklace
can be represented by the following functions:
QAnecklace = 442− 20 · PAnecklace
QAnecklace = 14 + 60 · PAnecklace
QBnecklace = 530− 31 · PBnecklace
QBnecklace = 21 + 79 · PBnecklace
What is the world price of the good under free trade?
Solution: The world price under free trade is 4.9316.
89. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of hairdryer:
QAhairdryer = 905− 30 · PAhairdryer
QAhairdryer = 11 + 75 · PAhairdryer
In the rest of the world the demand for hairdryer can be witten as Qworldhairdryer = 742 − 20 · Pworldhairdryer and the
supply of hairdryer is given by Qworldhairdryer = 13 + 37 · P vilA˘A˛ghairdryer. The two regions of the world trade actively
but the importing region imposes 1.77 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
Which region receives tariﬀ revenue and what is the amount of this tariﬀ revenue?
Solution: The rest of the world imports the good thus the ﬁscal policy decision maker of the rest of the
world receives tariﬀ revenue. The amount of tariﬀ revenue is 163.8184 units.
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90. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAcoﬀee cup = 509− 37 · PAcoﬀee cup describes the
demand for coﬀee cup, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAcoﬀee cup = 16 + 26 · PAcoﬀee cup. In country B the functioning of coﬀee cup market can be described by the
following formulas
QBcoﬀee cup = 788− 12 · PBcoﬀee cup
QBcoﬀee cup = 5 + 9 · PBcoﬀee cup
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 6.85 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Which country imports coﬀee cup and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country B imports the good and the amount of import is 356.1125.
91. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce teapot. The market for teapot can
be represented by the following functions:
QAteapot = 817− 38 · PAteapot
QAteapot = 7 + 64 · PAteapot
QBteapot = 731− 24 · PBteapot
QBteapot = 2 + 19 · PBteapot
Which economy imports the good and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country B imports the good and the amount of import is 272.6069.
92. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of sweetcorn:
QAsweetcorn = 497− 46 · PAsweetcorn
QAsweetcorn = 9 + 5 · PAsweetcorn
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In the rest of the world the demand for sweetcorn can be witten as Qworldsweetcorn = 903− 44 · Pworldsweetcorn and the
supply of sweetcorn is given by Qworldsweetcorn = 29 + 15 · P vilA˘A˛gsweetcorn. The two regions of the world trade actively
but the importing region imposes 1.80 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the producer surplus in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the producer surplus is -66.1292 units.
93. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce necklace. The market for necklace
can be represented by the following functions:
QAnecklace = 891− 39 · PAnecklace
QAnecklace = 29 + 51 · PAnecklace
QBnecklace = 459− 26 · PBnecklace
QBnecklace = 1 + 53 · PBnecklace
Determine the welfare eﬀect of free trade in economy B.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in country B is -160.0897.
94. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce hairspray. The market for hairspray
can be represented by the following functions:
QAhairspray = 912− 22 · PAhairspray
QAhairspray = 17 + 77 · PAhairspray
QBhairspray = 765− 9 · PBhairspray
QBhairspray = 11 + 18 · PBhairspray
What is the world price of the good under free trade?
Solution: The world price under free trade is 13.0873.
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95. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce wooden spoon. The market for
wooden spoon can be represented by the following functions:
QAwooden spoon = 673− 33 · PAwooden spoon
QAwooden spoon = 8 + 61 · PAwooden spoon
QBwooden spoon = 702− 23 · PBwooden spoon
QBwooden spoon = 20 + 74 · PBwooden spoon
What is the eﬀect of free trade on consumer surplus in country B?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 11.5721 in country B.
96. Problem
In country A QAmuﬃn = 904− 28 · PAmuﬃn describes the demand for muﬃn and the supply of muﬃn is given
by QAmuﬃn = 23 + 76 · PAmuﬃn. In country B the following function characterizes the behavior of consumers
in muﬃn market QBmuﬃn = 382− 22 ·PBmuﬃn and the supply of muﬃn is written as QBmuﬃn = 29+ 14 ·PBmuﬃn.
The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing region imposes 0.73 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
What is the welfare eﬀect of the imposition of tariﬀ in country A?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in country A by -4.8664 units.
97. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce hot chocolate. The market for hot
chocolate can be represented by the following functions:
QAhot chocolate = 494− 31 · PAhot chocolate
QAhot chocolate = 15 + 39 · PAhot chocolate
QBhot chocolate = 717− 15 · PBhot chocolate
QBhot chocolate = 21 + 16 · PBhot chocolate
Which economy imports the good and what is the amount of import?
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Solution: Country B imports the good and the amount of import is 335.3564.
98. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAsweetcorn = 902 − 19 · PAsweetcorn describes
the demand for sweetcorn, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAsweetcorn = 18 + 3 · PAsweetcorn. In country B the functioning of sweetcorn market can be described by the
following formulas
QBsweetcorn = 903− 30 · PBsweetcorn
QBsweetcorn = 27 + 78 · PBsweetcorn
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 8.79 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Which country imports sweetcorn and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country A imports the good and the amount of import is 425.4997.
99. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of watermelon:
QAwatermelon = 524− 41 · PAwatermelon
QAwatermelon = 8 + 65 · PAwatermelon
In the rest of the world the demand for watermelon can be witten as Qworldwatermelon = 775− 8 · Pworldwatermelon and
the supply of watermelon is given by Qworldwatermelon = 9 + 17 · P vilA˘A˛gwatermelon. The two regions of the world trade
actively but the importing region imposes 12.93 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the consumer surplus is 427.7468 units.
100. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of fruit cake:
QAfruit cake = 379− 46 · PAfruit cake
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QAfruit cake = 25 + 12 · PAfruit cake
In the rest of the world the demand for fruit cake can be witten as Qworldfruit cake = 489− 33 · Pworldfruit cake and the
supply of fruit cake is given by Qworldfruit cake = 24 + 7 · P vilA˘A˛gfruit cake. The two regions of the world trade actively
but the importing region imposes 1.08 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the producer surplus in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the producer surplus is -54.1626 units.
101. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of pie:
QApie = 668− 20 · PApie
QApie = 29 + 55 · PApie
In the rest of the world the demand for pie can be witten as Qworldpie = 902− 15 ·Pworldpie and the supply of pie
is given by Qworldpie = 23 + 64 · P vilA˘A˛gpie . The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing region
imposes 0.55 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the consumer surplus is 201.4644 units.
102. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAplatform shoe = 444− 40 ·PAplatform shoe describes
the demand for platform shoe, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply
function QAplatform shoe = 31 + 44 · PAplatform shoe. In country B the functioning of platform shoe market can be
described by the following formulas
QBplatform shoe = 877− 20 · PBplatform shoe
QBplatform shoe = 8 + 63 · PBplatform shoe
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 2.01 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the price of the good in country A relative to the world price
that would have occurred under free trade? Express the result as a percentage of the initial world price.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the price of the good by -13.0133 percent in country A.
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103. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of platform shoe:
QAplatform shoe = 760− 7 · PAplatform shoe
QAplatform shoe = 21 + 6 · PAplatform shoe
In the rest of the world the demand for platform shoe can be witten as Qworldplatform shoe = 628− 45 ·Pworldplatform shoe
and the supply of platform shoe is given by Qworldplatform shoe = 10 + 13 · P vilA˘A˛gplatform shoe. The two regions of the
world trade actively but the importing region imposes 27.92 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the consumer surplus is -598.3620 units.
104. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce watermelon. The market for water-
melon can be represented by the following functions:
QAwatermelon = 850− 31 · PAwatermelon
QAwatermelon = 17 + 11 · PAwatermelon
QBwatermelon = 773− 22 · PBwatermelon
QBwatermelon = 23 + 62 · PBwatermelon
What is the eﬀect of free trade on consumer surplus in country A?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 2528.8085 in country A.
105. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAtriﬂe = 692−31·PAtriﬂe describes the demand for
triﬂe, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function QAtriﬂe = 25+2 ·PAtriﬂe.
In country B the functioning of triﬂe market can be described by the following formulas
QBtriﬂe = 436− 27 · PBtriﬂe
QBtriﬂe = 20 + 63 · PBtriﬂe
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The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 3.99 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Determine the price of triﬂe in country A.
Solution: The price of the good in country A is 11.7244.
106. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAfood processor = 659−10 ·PAfood processor describes
the demand for food processor, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply
function QAfood processor = 3+ 11 ·PAfood processor. In country B the functioning of food processor market can be
described by the following formulas
QBfood processor = 501− 36 · PBfood processor
QBfood processor = 31 + 45 · PBfood processor
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 3.64 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the price of the good in country A relative to the world price
that would have occurred under free trade? Express the result as a percentage of the initial world price.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the price of the good by 26.1847 percent in country A.
107. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QApie = 387−27 ·PApie describes the demand for
pie, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function QApie = 12 + 26 · PApie.
In country B the functioning of pie market can be described by the following formulas
QBpie = 539− 42 · PBpie
QBpie = 5 + 80 · PBpie
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.73 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Determine the price of pie in country A.
Solution: The price of the good in country A is 5.7032.
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108. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of platform shoe:
QAplatform shoe = 447− 45 · PAplatform shoe
QAplatform shoe = 5 + 21 · PAplatform shoe
In the rest of the world the demand for platform shoe can be witten as Qworldplatform shoe = 703− 44 ·Pworldplatform shoe
and the supply of platform shoe is given by Qworldplatform shoe = 28 + 57 · P vilA˘A˛gplatform shoe. The two regions of the
world trade actively but the importing region imposes 0.00 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the producer surplus in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the producer surplus is 0.0000 units.
109. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of rug:
QArug = 433− 25 · PArug
QArug = 25 + 19 · PArug
In the rest of the world the demand for rug can be witten as Qworldrug = 719 − 23 · P worldrug and the supply of
rug is given by Qworldrug = 23 + 34 · P vilA˘A˛grug . The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing
region imposes 0.27 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the producer surplus in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the producer surplus is -46.6547 units.
110. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAbroccoli = 905 − 16 · PAbroccoli describes
the demand for broccoli, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAbroccoli = 22+5 ·PAbroccoli. In country B the functioning of broccoli market can be described by the following
formulas
QBbroccoli = 803− 38 · PBbroccoli
QBbroccoli = 5 + 39 · PBbroccoli
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The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 7.22 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
What would have been the world price of X under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade the price of the good would have been 17.1531.
111. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce watermelon. The market for water-
melon can be represented by the following functions:
QAwatermelon = 598− 14 · PAwatermelon
QAwatermelon = 12 + 81 · PAwatermelon
QBwatermelon = 495− 33 · PBwatermelon
QBwatermelon = 17 + 16 · PBwatermelon
How does free trade change the producer surplus in country A?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by -684.7692 in country A.
112. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce pastry. The market for pastry can
be represented by the following functions:
QApastry = 495− 12 · PApastry
QApastry = 15 + 40 · PApastry
QBpastry = 642− 10 · PBpastry
QBpastry = 2 + 73 · PBpastry
How does free trade change the producer surplus in country A?
Solution: Free trade changes producer surplus by -341.5885 in country A.
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113. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of spring onion:
QAspring onion = 626− 34 · PAspring onion
QAspring onion = 25 + 56 · PAspring onion
In the rest of the world the demand for spring onion can be witten as Qworldspring onion = 798 − 21 · Pworldspring onion
and the supply of spring onion is given by Qworldspring onion = 1 + 42 · P vilA˘A˛gspring onion. The two regions of the world
trade actively but the importing region imposes 1.48 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the welfare is -118.1829 units.
114. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of watermelon:
QAwatermelon = 602− 28 · PAwatermelon
QAwatermelon = 2 + 58 · PAwatermelon
In the rest of the world the demand for watermelon can be witten as Qworldwatermelon = 515− 22 · Pworldwatermelon and
the supply of watermelon is given by Qworldwatermelon = 14 + 43 · P vilA˘A˛gwatermelon. The two regions of the world trade
actively but the importing region imposes 0.20 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the consumer surplus in the rest of the world?
Solution: The change in the consumer surplus is 40.2476 units.
115. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of porridge:
QAporridge = 462− 38 · PAporridge
QAporridge = 19 + 37 · PAporridge
In the rest of the world the demand for porridge can be witten as Qworldporridge = 514 − 14 · P worldporridge and the
supply of porridge is given by Qworldporridge = 28 + 7 · P vilA˘A˛gporridge. The two regions of the world trade actively but
the importing region imposes 6.60 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
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Which region receives tariﬀ revenue and what is the amount of this tariﬀ revenue?
Solution: The rest of the world imports the good thus the ﬁscal policy decision maker of the rest of the
world receives tariﬀ revenue. The amount of tariﬀ revenue is 1151.7000 units.
116. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce porridge. The market for porridge
can be represented by the following functions:
QAporridge = 731− 15 · PAporridge
QAporridge = 20 + 7 · PAporridge
QBporridge = 655− 7 · PBporridge
QBporridge = 16 + 24 · PBporridge
Which economy exports the good and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country B exports the good and the amount of export is 583.6415.
117. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce salad. The market for salad can be
represented by the following functions:
QAsalad = 851− 46 · PAsalad
QAsalad = 3 + 31 · PAsalad
QBsalad = 627− 42 · PBsalad
QBsalad = 12 + 22 · PBsalad
What is the eﬀect of free trade on consumer surplus in country A?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 228.7547 in country A.
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118. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce backpack. The market for backpack
can be represented by the following functions:
QAbackpack = 810− 45 · PAbackpack
QAbackpack = 2 + 29 · PAbackpack
QBbackpack = 379− 42 · PBbackpack
QBbackpack = 28 + 36 · PBbackpack
Which economy exports the good and what is the amount of export?
Solution: Country B exports the good and the amount of export is 198.0000.
119. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of strawberry:
QAstrawberry = 404− 23 · PAstrawberry
QAstrawberry = 21 + 14 · PAstrawberry
In the rest of the world the demand for strawberry can be witten as Qworldstrawberry = 887− 9 ·Pworldstrawberry and the
supply of strawberry is given by Qworldstrawberry = 31+83 ·P vilA˘A˛gstrawberry. The two regions of the world trade actively
but the importing region imposes 0.53 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the welfare is 15.0303 units.
120. Problem
In a LARGE open economy the following functions describe the demand and supply of fruit cake:
QAfruit cake = 709− 41 · PAfruit cake
QAfruit cake = 29 + 47 · PAfruit cake
In the rest of the world the demand for fruit cake can be witten as Qworldfruit cake = 380− 10 · Pworldfruit cake and the
supply of fruit cake is given by Qworldfruit cake = 3 + 21 · P vilA˘A˛gfruit cake. The two regions of the world trade actively
but the importing region imposes 1.54 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
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How does the imposition of tariﬀ change the producer surplus in the large open economy?
Solution: The change in the producer surplus is -175.3313 units.
121. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce watermelon. The market for water-
melon can be represented by the following functions:
QAwatermelon = 742− 6 · PAwatermelon
QAwatermelon = 31 + 64 · PAwatermelon
QBwatermelon = 559− 8 · PBwatermelon
QBwatermelon = 12 + 73 · PBwatermelon
What is the eﬀect of free trade on consumer surplus in country B?
Solution: Free trade changes consumer surplus by 786.9101 in country B.
122. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce porridge. The market for porridge
can be represented by the following functions:
QAporridge = 730− 42 · PAporridge
QAporridge = 16 + 66 · PAporridge
QBporridge = 426− 33 · PBporridge
QBporridge = 13 + 80 · PBporridge
Which economy imports the good and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country A imports the good and the amount of import is 163.2489.
123. Problem
In country A QAlemonade = 576−47·PAlemonade describes the demand for lemonade and the supply of lemonade
is given by QAlemonade = 25 + 64 · PAlemonade. In country B the following function characterizes the behavior
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of consumers in lemonade market QBlemonade = 625− 31 · PBlemonade and the supply of lemonade is written as
QBlemonade = 20+45 ·PBlemonade. The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing region imposes
0.39 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in country B?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in country B by 75.1171 units.
124. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce onion. The market for onion can be
represented by the following functions:
QAonion = 671− 21 · PAonion
QAonion = 8 + 59 · PAonion
QBonion = 525− 28 · PBonion
QBonion = 16 + 74 · PBonion
Which economy imports the good and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country A imports the good and the amount of import is 147.8352.
125. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QApaper clip = 424− 16 · PApaper clip describes the
demand for paper clip, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QApaper clip = 21 + 13 · PApaper clip. In country B the functioning of paper clip market can be described by the
following formulas
QBpaper clip = 847− 36 · PBpaper clip
QBpaper clip = 4 + 40 · PBpaper clip
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.39 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Which country imports paper clip and what is the amount of import?
Solution: Country A imports the good and the amount of import is 50.6804.
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126. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce aubergine. The market for aubergine
can be represented by the following functions:
QAaubergine = 856− 35 · PAaubergine
QAaubergine = 22 + 8 · PAaubergine
QBaubergine = 424− 40 · PBaubergine
QBaubergine = 6 + 80 · PBaubergine
Determine the welfare eﬀect of free trade in economy B.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in country B is -1057.2151.
127. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAalmond = 675 − 8 · PAalmond describes the
demand for almond, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAalmond = 16 + 45 · PAalmond. In country B the functioning of almond market can be described by the
following formulas
QBalmond = 505− 16 · PBalmond
QBalmond = 22 + 14 · PBalmond
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.91 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the price of the good in country A relative to the world price
that would have occurred under free trade? Express the result as a percentage of the initial world price.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the price of the good by -2.3905 percent in country A.
128. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAbrioche = 670 − 40 · PAbrioche describes the
demand for brioche, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAbrioche = 20 + 47 · PAbrioche. In country B the functioning of brioche market can be described by the
following formulas
QBbrioche = 616− 41 · PBbrioche
5.
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QBbrioche = 16 + 28 · PBbrioche
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.37 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
How much does the imposition of tariﬀ change the price of the good in country B relative to the world price
that would have occurred under free trade? Express the result as a percentage of the initial world price.
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the price of the good by 2.5752 percent in country B.
129. Problem
In country A QAhairspray = 599− 31 ·PAhairspray describes the demand for hairspray and the supply of hairspray
is given by QAhairspray = 31 + 61 · PAhairspray. In country B the following function characterizes the behavior
of consumers in hairspray market QBhairspray = 586 − 16 · PBhairspray and the supply of hairspray is written as
QBhairspray = 13+22 ·PBhairspray. The two regions of the world trade actively but the importing region imposes
2.46 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What eﬀect does the imposition of tariﬀ have on welfare in country B?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in country B by 785.6972 units.
130. Problem
In country A QAwooden spoon = 530− 19 ·PAwooden spoon describes the demand for wooden spoon and the supply
of wooden spoon is given by QAwooden spoon = 4 + 39 · PAwooden spoon. In country B the following function
characterizes the behavior of consumers in wooden spoon market QBwooden spoon = 459− 8 · PBwooden spoon and
the supply of wooden spoon is written as QBwooden spoon = 9+ 70 · PBwooden spoon. The two regions of the world
trade actively but the importing region imposes 0.97 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on the imported goods.
What is the welfare eﬀect of the imposition of tariﬀ in country A?
Solution: The imposition of tariﬀ changes the welfare in country A by 127.2623 units.
131. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAstrawberry = 899 − 34 · PAstrawberry describes
the demand for strawberry, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
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QAstrawberry = 16+ 12 · PAstrawberry. In country B the functioning of strawberry market can be described by the
following formulas
QBstrawberry = 595− 8 · PBstrawberry
QBstrawberry = 14 + 9 · PBstrawberry
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 2.84 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
Determine the price of strawberry in country A.
Solution: The price of the good in country A is 22.4717.
132. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country AQApeach = 641−8·PApeach describes the demand for
peach, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply functionQApeach = 5+69·PApeach.
In country B the functioning of peach market can be described by the following formulas
QBpeach = 441− 24 · PBpeach
QBpeach = 7 + 67 · PBpeach
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 0.40 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
What would have been the world price of X under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade the price of the good would have been 6.3690.
133. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAhot dog = 820 − 20 · PAhot dog describes the
demand for hot dog, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAhot dog = 26+9 ·PAhot dog. In country B the functioning of hot dog market can be described by the following
formulas
QBhot dog = 812− 33 · PBhot dog
QBhot dog = 28 + 43 · PBhot dog
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 6.92 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
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Find the price of the good in country B.
Solution: The price of the good in country B is 13.1173.
134. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. In country A QAporridge = 741 − 23 · PAporridge describes the
demand for porridge, and the behavior of ﬁrms can be characterized by the following supply function
QAporridge = 29 + 12 · PAporridge. In country B the functioning of porridge market can be described by the
following formulas
QBporridge = 882− 15 · PBporridge
QBporridge = 31 + 72 · PBporridge
The two economies trade with each other but the importing country imposes 3.16 units of speciﬁc tariﬀ on
the imported goods.
What would have been the world price of X under free trade?
Solution: Under free trade the price of the good would have been 12.8115.
135. Problem
The world consists of two economies A and B. Both countries produce backpack. The market for backpack
can be represented by the following functions:
QAbackpack = 657− 26 · PAbackpack
QAbackpack = 9 + 48 · PAbackpack
QBbackpack = 867− 28 · PBbackpack
QBbackpack = 20 + 12 · PBbackpack
Calculate the welfare eﬀect of free trade in economy A.
Solution: The welfare eﬀect of free trade in country A is -702.4774.
Interna�onal Trade
Only a few students start their interna�onal trade stud-
ies because they desperately want to set up Lagrange 
func�ons, intend to solve a system of eight equa�ons 
for eight unknown variables or desire to shi� the 
budget constraint to the le� or right. The desire for ac-
quisi�on  of knowledge is always led by relevant eco-
nomic ques�ons.
To answer relevant economic ques�ons we need some 
exper�se on using speciﬁc concepts accurately and on 
building, solving and analysing formal macroeconomic 
models. This problem set was wri�en to develop this 
exper�se.
